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BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT

As established from their non-New Testament usage the basic
meaning of koinonia and cognates is "having something in common with
someone else." Due to its unique dual-dimensional capability the
koinonia language was found to be particularly useful by several New
Testament writers as they sought to apply the saving activity of God
in Jesus Christ to the practical concerns of the New Testament Church.
At their hands the language bore witness to a "sharing-together quality
of life" which was constituted by a common relation to Christ, manifested
in a corporate ethic and qualified by a sense of the holy. This can be
styled the New Testament concept of koinonia, not because of any semi-
technical or religious meaning which the words may have acquired, but
only as suggested by the totality of their New Testament contexts.

The koinonia "quality of life" has its foundation in the co¬
venant relationship of God with his people Israel. Here are the common
participation in God's redemptive action, the resultant covenant solida¬
rity and the holiness ethic which found their eschatological fulfilment
in the life and ministry of Jesus. For as a result of the saving action'
of God released in the events of Christ's death and resurrection there
came into being a renewed and refined covenant unity through the pres¬
ence of the Spirit of the Lord in the first Christian community. It is
this "quality of life" to which Luke in Acts, Paul in his letters and
John in his first Epistle gave expression with the koinonia language.

The particular presentation of the koinonia concept of the
different writers is due not so much to any developing theological
content of the words themselves as to the way in which they understood
and articulated that salvation reality for which they used the language.
Present in all are the basic elements of the New Testament koinonia,
its constitution by God's saving action in Christ, its expression in a
genuine corporate concern and its demarcation by the holy character of
that eschatological action by which it exists. Each of these phases,
however, is variously unfolded by each writer. In Acts the emphasis
is upon the new quality of communal life which has resulted from the
fresh eschatological impetus of the Holy Spirit; in Paul it is a thorough¬
going identification of the Christian community with Jesus Christ that
is determinative of the quality of its corporate life, ethical response
and evangelistic task; and in John, as the life in the Son, man's rela¬
tionship to the Father and to his brother is one indivisible relation¬
ship of agape-love.

The New Testament koinonia is a unity of religion and ethics
in a "sharing-together quality of life" that is characterized completely
by Jesus Christ in his salvation significance. The primary function of
the koinonia language in the New Testament and the abiding value for
Christian thought and life of the concept for which it is employed is
in the realm of the ethical. For by it man's relation to his God is
vitally and practically related to his conduct in the midst of his
fellow men. Thus Christian ethics can be legitimately described as a
koinonia ethic.

Use other side if necessary.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years several New Testament words have been invading

the working vocabulary of theologians and the language of the church.1
y 2

One of the more recent of these is iroivujy/\ , or "fellowship," as it

is rendered most often by the King James (l6ll) and Revised Standard

(1952) Versions of the New Testament.J Indicative of this transference

is Paul L. Lehmann's characterization of Christian ethics as "a koin-

onla ethic. The sense in which he employs the terms is evident as

he writes that "the church, the fellowship which is the body of Christ,

the koinonia, is the fellowship-creating reality of Christ's presence

in the world.The increasing popularity of the term in contexts not

^Examples Include parousia, kerygma and agape.

2Cf. Acts 2:h2} Rom. 15:26; I Cor. l:9i 10:16 (twice)j II Cor.
6:lfc, 8:k, 9:13, Phil. 1:5, 2:1, 3:10; Philera. 6;
I Jn. 1:3 (twice), 6, 7.

^The King James Version (KJ) translates "fellowship" ten and
the Revised Standard Version (RSV) nine out of nineteen occu¬
rrences. The KJ's most usual alternate is "communion" while
the RSV goes to "participation" or "share" in recognition of
the recent trend of scholarly opinion. In the following pages
all Biblical quotations will be taken from the RSV unless
otherwise indicated.

^Paul L. Lehmann, Ethics in a Christian Context (New York:
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963), p. 1^« Cf. his earlier
"Foundations and Patterns of Christian Behavior" in Christian
Faith and Social Action, ed. John A. Hutchison (New York, 1953),
pp. 102ff, and E. Clinton Gardner, Biblical Faith and Social
Ethics (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, I960), pp. lBSff

I
^Lehmann, Ethics in a Christian Context, p. U9. Cf. John
Bailie, The Sense of the Presence of God (London: Oxford Uni¬
versity Press, 1962), pp. 138-153, for another instance of the

vi



strictly Biblical suggests that attention to the Biblical context of

f^'ot yior/^. is always in order. The task of the present study is to

investigate linguistically and theologically the use of A~" o t v uj vi

and cognates1 in the New Testament. The purpose is to discover if

there is any particular range of ideas which can be uniquely linked

with the words, to examine their precise relation to such a concept,

and to present in relation to the language the Biblical scope of any

"koinonia concept"2 as developed in the New Testament.

The basic questions in regard to «o I v w v-/h and cognates in

Biblical context as revealed in the course of modern New Testament

studies are those of the ruling idea inherent in the words and the

conceptual content resulting from their particular New Testament usage.

The problem can be traced with respect to fro ) y ujy t\, for it is pri¬

marily upon it that the questions focus. Thayer, whose New Testament

lexicon was standard in the English speaking world at the turn of the

century, offered the lexical possibilities among others of "fellowship,
o

association, community, communion, joint participation."-' J. Armitage

Robinson writing in 1898 insisted that "fellowship is the ruling idea

use of koinonia in the context of philosophical and theological
discussion.

/foiywr&uj) /t^oj yujy I tea § ,

2
In this task cognizance will be taken of the criticism leveled
against a too simple identification of Biblical words and con¬
cepts by James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961).

^Joseph Henry Thayer, A Greek English Lexicon of the New Testa¬
ment (Uth ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1901), p. 352. Cf.
Hermann Cremer, Biblico-Theological Lexicon of New Testament
Greek (4th English ed., trans, from 2nd German ed.] Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 1880, 1886).
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of the word" as he traced it through its various New Testament occu¬

rrences.- In a similar manner Arthur Carr in 1913 felt that "troiviv^
o

V/c\. implies a closeness of union approaching to identity" and like

Rohinson finds the idea of spiritual fellowship dominating its New

Testament usage. Both writers appear to grasp the general significance

of tcoj vtuv/'k. in its several contexts though their treatments are

somewhat inadequate due in part to a lack of attention to the first

force of the terms.

C. Anderson Scott writing in the period 1919-1927^ was really

the first scholar to attempt to make much of the use of (co/uujy/a

in the New Testament. Be took the primary meaning of the word to be

that of "partnership" with the resultant sense of "fellowship" rather

than "partaking of" in the New Testament.^ Taking his clue from Acts

2:42 he felt "that in the Acts and the Epistles the word not infre¬

quently bears an absolute significance which corresponds to a specific

element in the primary consciousness of the nascent Church." This

Scott calls "the Fellowship" defined as "a new name for a new thing,

. Armitage Robinson, "Communion," Dictionary of the Bible,
ed. James Hastings (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1898), I, ^6l.

^Arthur Carr, "The Fellowship ) of Acts 2:42 and
Cognate words," The Expositor, 8th Series, V (1913), 462.

^C. Anderson Scctt, "The Communion of the Body," The Expositor,
8th Series, XVIII (1919), pp. 121-130; "What Happened at Pen¬
tecost," The Spirit, ed. B. H. Streeter (London: Macmillan
and Co., Limited, 1919), PP« 117-157; The Fellowship of the
Spirit (London: James Clarke and Co., Limited, 1921); "The
'Fellowship' or Koi vujvA," The Expository Times, XXXV
(1923-24), 567; Christianity According to Saint Paul (Cambridge
At the University Press, 1927), PP» 159-161.

^C. A. Scott, "The Communion of the Body," p. 121.
5
C. A. Scott, "What Happened at Pentecost," p. 137.

viii



community of spirit issuing in community of life."1 Little fault can

be found with Scott in his general delineation of that with which he

connects Ko/vujyt^ but the manner in which he relates the term to

his concept and identifies it with the latter in an almost if not

altogether technical sense throughout the New Testament leaves much to
2

be desired.

With the definitive researches of J. Y. Campbell (1932)and

Heinrich Seesemann (1933)^ who make extensive use of non-biblical

material a new plateau is reached in the understanding of the usage of

krot^ ivy/ q. and cognates in the New Testament. These studies have

established the thought of "sharing in" or "partaking of" as primary in

tCojvu-j'YJ <=c as well as in its cognates. The article of Hauck in
C

Theologisches Wflrterbuck zum Neuen Testament (1938) confirmed in the

main the work of Campbell and Seesemann and has furnished much of the

basic material for almost all recent discussions.

1Ibid. Cf. Scott's The Fellowship of the Spirit and Christian¬
ity According to Baint'Paul, pp. 159-161.

2Cf. the criticisms of William Spicer Wood, "Fellowship," The
Expositor, 8th Series, XXI (1921), 31-**0 > who wrote in answer
to the position taken by Scott in "What Happened at Pentecost."
He demonstrates that "fellowship" is preferred to "Fellowship."

•^J. Y. Campbell, " Ko> i/uj and Its Cognates in the New Testa-
ment," Journal of Biblical Literature, LI (1932), 352-380.

^Heinrich Seesemann, Per Begriff KOfty-fl /V M 1m Neuen Testa¬
ment, Beihefte zur Zeitsehrift fflr die Neutestamentliche
Wissenschaft 1U (Gelssen: Verlag von Alfred TSplemann, 1933)•

5d. Friedrich Hauck, " k"a>v /TqJPujvqs^ tro)vujY^uj ^
tco/isus wV, a uy tToivu/v-o"s , croy tcai ,
k^o/ y u> vo'oo Theologisches W6rterbuch zum Neuen
Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: Verlag von W.
Kbhlhammer), III, 789-810.

(A
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Agreement, however, has not been unanimous among them nor among

those who have written since as to the resultant force and meaning of
/

tCo>v uj-ri and cognates in their varying New Testament contexts. A

solid foundation lias been laid for their exegesis but problems of

precise interpretation yet remain.^" And although it has been somewhat

redefined the spectre of a technical or semi-technical use of KoivuJ-

Y/<*_ has not been completely laid to rest. Seesemann concludes his

excellent study with the statement "das K'o f&" Baulus ein

religidlser Terminus ist." Jourdan goes even further declaring that in

Paul the original meaning of /Co) Vujck

had become invested with a spiritual content of such a unique
enlargement and application as enabled it to reflect the tran¬
scendence of St. Raul's concepts and beliefs concerning the
relationship of Christ to his faithful ones and their rela¬
tionship to him. 3

Thus the problem becomes basically that of the exact relationship of

the language to those ideas and concepts to which it gives expression.

Thornton's study of the theological foundations of the Church as they

appear in the New Testament** which he roots in the New Testament usage

/
and significance of /Co/ v w k; underlines the importance of examining

the nature of that relationship.

For example cf. L. S. Thornton, The Common Life in the Body of
Christ (3rd ed. London: Dacre Press, 1950)J George Jourdan,
^TcoTTjriN t A in I Corinthians 10:16," Journal of Biblical
Literature. LXVII (June I9b&), 111-12U; A. Raymond George,
Communion with God in the New Testament (London: The Spworth
Press, 1953)* pp. 169-195, 211-215; and all recent commentaries
on the various New Testament passages.

^Seeseraann, p. 99• Cf. George, pp. 185-188.

^Jourdan, p. 12U.
1). .

Thornton, p. 2. This work first appeared in 19^2.

x



Thornton's The Common Life in the Body of Christ comes the

nearest to a comprehensive treatment of that which is represented by

(coi ivlo in the New Testament. His handling, however, is sub¬

servient to his larger purpose of examining the Biblical materials for

a doctrine of the Church, and leads to the discussion of many New

Testament ideas which are not directly related to the employment of

Ko) i/iufH and cognates. Likewise, the extended, but not so comprehen¬

sive treatment of the language by A. R. George is only directly in

relation to his main theme of communion with God. The present study

seeks with due attention and in proper relation to the use of the

Ko <\ word3 in the New Testament to explicate that concept or

range of ideas which they represent.

Part I of the following study will be devoted to a linguistic
examination of Kand cognates first outside and then inside

the New Testament to lay a proper foundation for the further delineation

of any "koinonia concept" in the New Testament. In Part II the reli¬

gious background, including briefly Pagan thought, the Old Testament

and Judaism as well as the Synoptic witness to the life and ministry of

Jesus, of the focal idea involved in the New Testament JcotVuJri'k

language will be traced. The concluding phase of the study, Part III,

will deal with the concept linked with K, o) 1/w yas it is developed

by those New Testament writers who make significant use of the language;

Luke in Acts, Paul and the Johannine literature.

xi



PART ONE: THE LINGUISTIC BASIS

CHAPTER I

KDINONIA AND COGNATES, THEIR MEANING AND SYNTAX
EXCLUSIVE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

Ko/ Vwvos

Kg i v uj yo<$ the adjective form of the noun Kg ivlu 1 is used

2 1
almost entirely as a noun and has largely displaced the latter. It is

derived from /^o/vos, "common" in opposition to ;d/os which has

J. W. Campbell, " f\Oi v uj and Its Cognates in the New
Testament," Journal of Biblical Literature, LI (1932), p. 353.
This article presents the results and its application to the
New Testament of a study of K011/ tu vo's , Ko > v uj relu and
Ko j v uj r /2c in nearly six hundred occurrences from more than
twenty writers ranging in date and character from Pindar (V BC)
to Dio Cassius (II-III AD).

O
Its limited use as an adjective is shown in that the only
apparently known instance of such usage is in Euripides (V BC)
Iphigenia Taurica 1173 s M >7 7 e f> a K'i r € 1 o y 4 <\v To
KoivluyTg Unless otherwise documented, all non-
biblical Greek quotations are taken from The Loeb Classical
Library, ed. T. E. Page, E. Capps and W. H. D. Rouse (London:
William Heinemann LTD, 1912-).

^Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon
(8th ed.; Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, I897), p. 823.
Edwin Mayser, Grammatik der Griechischen Papyri aus der Ptolem&
erzelt (Zweite umgearbeitete Auflage; Berlin and Leipzig:
Walter De Gruyter & Co., 1936), I, III, 88.

^auck, "Kotvo's) tKosv luyo'sj K"o/ V uj r tra) vujV/q t
<TGy kro /uvuvos ^ (J u y K 0 / v uj •) Ko> vujY) xKs, Koivvb "
Theologisches Wfirterbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard
(Stuttgart: Verlag von W. Kohlhammer, 1936), III, p. 798.

^Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon
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developed from tr */ v .-*• In accord with this and as remarkably stated by

Aristotle Politica 1328a 25; "cv y4p r/ koiyqv J e ? Icq/

7-<nur-a ro/s tro/v ujyojs^ qV re /<ror a v 7~<? c/r/cror ,U.e K<\ -

a <?/c <C V to cr iV , the fundamental meaning of Aro / wcu re's is "one
who has something in common with someone else."2 The thing which is in

common may be a person or persons, and things may have other things or

qualities in common. The point to be stressed is that while some kind

or degree of relationship is necessarily established when two or more

persons have the same thing in common, "the primary idea ... is not

that of association with another person or other persons, but that of

participation in something in which others also participate."3

A complete construction with .To; y uj ros requires the explicit

statement of both the thing which is shared and the person with whom it

is shared. The partitive genitiveis normally used for the former and

(A New Edition by Henry Stuart Jones and Roderick McKenzie; Ox¬
ford; At the Clarendon Press, 1925-19^0), p. 970. Hereafter
this edition only will be cited as Liddell-Scott. Cf. Plato /

Respublica I 3^6 A; Oukouv k<*} uu>4> qv~ lfr<sVr/i TOU-
rwr ~/y\ q,U~tr 7(<\pe Xg-t*h ■, aXW ow ^ o I r f] f.
For the derived sense of'"profane" in contrast to ny/os for
Koi vo's s cf. HauckjOp. cit., pp. 789 ff« He finds this mean¬
ing only in Jewish and Christian contexts. Liddell-Scott, p.
969, cites only NT occurrences for this meaning. This sense of
A^oivos does not directly affect the words under examination
in this discussion.

-^Philipp Buttmann, Lexilogus, trans. J. R. Fishlake (London:
John Murray, 181+6), p. 375•

^Campbell, p. 353.

3lbid.

^Raphael Kilhner, Ausfilhrliche Grammatisk der Griechischen
Sprache (Dritte Auflage von Bernhard Gerth; Hannover and
Leipzig; Hahnsche Buchhandlung, 1898), II, I, 3^3 (Hereafter
Kdhner-Gerth) lists <0;ywjko"s among the adjectives which use

?
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the comitative dative-*- for the latter. Their occurrence together, how¬

ever, is very infrequent.^ The stock example is Plato Respublica II

370 D: -re-kroves §/-j yiXftci) Tvtouroc r/vc-s

Tf oAAoc j o tyo y of o /Co/KU-rol 7"of Tio^/^y/oy
v :» N _ t

ysyvd/ieYot 1 trc/^vov <*c>7~0 Tiofoucriv Usually the thing
shared is mentioned and the normal construction is the partitive geni¬

tive alone:

Plato Respublica V 450 A: K c / v uj t-o/ T^s 7"<u>7>/5

T-f®tr7-e .

- \ ^ -) / —V

LXX Additions to Esther 16:13, Ac« l ~rt\V c\/.< ejurrroy T>-) S

yS ar / s k'oiVcoyoy 1 Jzcrfy^Q .
\ > J ^

Philo Da Vita Mosis 155s h'o/yuuror \/<z£> <\ k i u."T<\.$ <xr<\ -

(} <IV* 75 V 0.(^70? ~\Y\
The Amherst Papyri 100, 4: Eouns . . . npoar <TXq@ e-T0

7"ov f\ oo /rj ^./ov /Co/vwvoV T>y Qt'T^S X^MrTjS*'

the partitive genitive to express "die Begriffe des Teilnehmens
land Anteilgebens."

"^K&mer-Gerth, II, I, 430. "Als Vertreter des Instrumental is
bezeichnet der Dativ zunachst in komitativem Sinne die Person
Oder Sache, mit der zusammen eine Handlung vor sich geht."

2 /
Heinrich Seesemann, Der Begriff fro 1 v-u_ y~i a. im Neuen Testament, ■•
Beihefte zur Zeitsehrift far die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft
l4 (Giessen: Verlag von Alfred T$plemann, 1933)# P« 20.
Hauch, p. 798.

3Cf. Plato Epistulae 7, 350 C and 7. 325 A.

^The only other instance of this in the LXX is Ecclesiasticus
6:10, Kit eerr/v (firKos Ko/yuyy^bs TT> <3 IX £ $ u> V.

5lhe Amherst Papyri, ed. B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt (Oxford:
University Press Warehouse, 1901). Cf. Josephus Vita 142,
Plutarch's Moralia 45 E and Dio Cassius 39, 57, 1.
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In line with the phenomenon that a prepositional phrase often

substitutes for a case construction because the latter has a tendency

to lose its original force,^ the role of the genitive with Ayo) uujYds

is sometimes played by a preposition as in Plato Leges VII 810 C:

Vs \ / 2
7ipos ve 6 Ko)V LOVOUS Vptq S oV"Tq S Ttepi V QyU. U-* V

The dative can be used to refer to the thing shared, but this

use is very rare.3 One such instance is Euripides Electra 637 (V BC):
C//j -5 O r-t r*.' ft s V ~\ -n
O y ! .3 OJ Y-" ere O a <. ~r / Jlco / v uj roV /T<? X € i.

Even in the numerous occurrences^ where there is neither a case

construction dependent on /To) y euros nor a prepositional phrase, that

which is shared is almost always implied or indicated in the context.
c \ c

A typical case is BGU II 530> 1^« q ko/ vujro 5 p/-< u-'v 00

cruvrjoyciO-qTO'^ Occasionally the character of the partnership is
defined by another noun as in Xenephon Cyropaedia IV, 2, 21: Tjifrj y qJ

xLudwig Radermacher, Neutestamentliche Grammatik, das Griech-
isch des neuen Testaments im Zusammenhang mit der Volks-
sprache, Handbuch zum Neuen Testament (Zvreite erweiterte
Auflage; Tubingen: Verlag von J. C. B. Mohr /Paul SiebeckJ,
1925)> P- 137* "Vielmehr handelt es sich der Hauptsaene nach
einsial darum, dass Pr&positionen an Stelle der alten Casus
eindringen, weil diese an urspri!inglicher Kraft ruehr und mehr
verlieren."

^For cf. Plato Leges, XII 969 C; for 5 cf. Plato
Respublica 1333 Bj and for 4< cf. Didache ^:8 and Barnabas
19:8.

3seesemann, p. 20.

k c , ->x r
As Sophocles Ajax 28k; q av~ jug Qh ere/ rocoyo v u; SKo/rujy'i s u-r . See below pp. 6i. '

■^Agyptische Urkunden aus den KsSnliglichen Museen zu Berlin
(Berlin: Weidraannsche Buchhandlung, 1898), II, 17^
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1 77^oos 0j/q S tZ'i 77ph 5 <TUjUpjl\'X_o uS JCf / /Toj 1/C(,'kau5
c5*' ^ A £ y <7//q g-*-

That *Ter/u k.'vo s>" in its primary reference means "partner" or

"a participator" is shown by the apparent absence, outside of Jewish and
p

Christian literature, of the genitive of the person in view of the

normalcy of the genitive of the thing; and by the relative infrequency

of the dative to refer to the person or persons with whom something is

shared.3 This infrequency, partially explained in the same manner as

the absence of the partitive genitive as made unnecessary by the context,

is most often accounted for by the reason that the thought of others with

whom something is shared is either entirely lacking or in the background

of the writer's tnind.^ In Plato Leges VI 755 Cs 7T*VT€S oc Too

/coiyujvo) y&vo/jgra/ 7/Jc/i/ 5 kr<t)
yty vo/j e r 0 c grtvrorp } the only significance is attached to "parti¬

cipation in war." Thus it is often practically identical with /v/royoS
as the very existence of cruy <0/ >os would suggest.5

When it is noted that the lexicons and even Seesemann give

1Plato Fhaedrus 239 C: 7700770*5 7~e Icon/loAAs.
Plato Resupublica II 369 C: Ko 1 yUjYo's 7~e jcP) ^o/jQow
Epictetus III I, 21: /Co /1/ juou uj v re* t o~uyy

2Seese;nann, p. 19« See below p. 8.

JCampbell, p. 35*+ states that he has "been able to collect less
than a score of instances of the use of such a dative out of a

total of one hundred and thirty-five occurrences of Koiy^ros •"

^Ibid.
-'BGU IV 1123, *+: O/U o~\oy o~Dyu tv gIyk tpvs

£yr<0^ot/5 K«"/ Ko) v uo> ot)5 /C*«? 'COPUi'S c-'kraor >ov
K4T-<\ TQ T^t'ToY /.i^yQ05.

\
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rf

"companion"^ or "Genoese"'' as a rendering of Koivwv o's , the question

of the limits of its fundamental meaning is brought into focus. Can

the idea of intimate association be attacned to xro^vu/vos as a basic,

though secondary, part of its overall signification; and one which can

/»

occasionally become domina£? Hauck would allow the idea of association
/

an integral, yet not primary, role in the use of for he

concludes: "In liegt bes das Moment der Gemeinschaft, das

Wort is deshalb f&hig, vor allem auch innige Verbundenheit auszudrflck-

■evv"^ Campbell claims that he found no evidence in the writers exam¬

ined by him which would support "the general meaning of ' companion'
/ /

to be ever acquired by /co/wu' Vo S . An examination of (cmyu-Vos

used absolutely will furnish the criteria for an evaluation of the val¬

idity of these statements.

When used without dependent case or prepositional construction
✓

K°>vu/ras seems generally to mean "partner" with something implied

as its basis:

^Liddell-Scott, p. 970; William F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich,
A Greek English Lexicon of the New Testament and other Early
Christian Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1957), P. WO.

p
^Hauck, p. 798. Seesemarm, p. 19; Walter Bauer, Griechisch-
Deutsches W<3rterbueh zu den Schriften des Neuen Testaments
und der (Ibrigen urchristlichen Literature (Berlin: Verlag
Alfred TSplemann, 1952), p. 795*

^Hauck, p. 798. Jhe statement which precedes is of value: y"Dem
Wortstamm (A"o/vos ) nach ist das Teilhaben bei koivusyos
anders orientiert als zB ^>ei < 7)TAg s (Verbundenheit in Ver-
wandtschaft bzw Liebe), &7-<iTp os (Gef&hrte an einem gemein-
schaftlichen Unternehmen) cr uv e/yyo 5 (Mitarbeiter an einem
Werk) oder dem blassen ^ero^os (Teilhaber)."

^Campbell, p. 35^•

S 7
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Demosthenes XVIII 21: c cro's s A/tr^/v^ } K° i v aj vo 5 0"/
<r 0
0 (=-/Y <5 5 •

Plato Timaeus 20 D: 7quT<\ ypp cfeqr, € / £-q) 7" ca.1

7p /Co Jyusr uj 7/ ^ <3 / ^ ^0 r* 0 <€-1.
1 "~\~l 5 "5 / V

Aristotle Ethica Nicomachea V 5j 12: P.A/ oTqr G~yuj(r ( T<\
c — f ?/ \ ' r / c r ,

QUTluYj O U Tto S /STOS , Kit CatyusYOc' , C>7~C CtLs7~f{ yj J<J~o7~V]S
J ) —-N /

cbuYiTGi €r7z fiL'-ruuv

The papyri give instances of Ko/v^Vos used in a technical

sense for "business partner" as in The Amherst Papyri 92, 18 (AD 162-

163): ^e~ A" i~°7/v «j ve v ol>6& ju'a'Qiov ys-YColjq&v'oY
1 c ^

7*1 s LuYYj s i,'7?0 7~t Ai\. Other examples of this use include The

Oxyrhynchus Papyri XIV 1626, 2 (AD 325)} The Amherst Papyri II 100,

^ (AD 198-211) BGU IV 1123> ^ and Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum

522, 3.^ Not in all, however, Is ^oik-vyo? used absolutely.

Epictetus (l-II AD) comes the nearest to using tco) v uyy os in

the general sense of "companion." The idea of participation appears to

fade more into the background; but at the same time the association im¬

plied is not necessarily intimate and remains quite general, referring

to the people and even things with whom one has to do. This is clearly

shown in I 22, 10: } 7r ju € V 7Tp 0 a 5 7l^.Y~T<\ To,

rfpo4(p<e-n k\ <5<k.} oZk ecf>^ J'e- to cruj jj<(. 7-q jupp^>\

xhe Oxyrhynchus Papyri, ed. B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Point
(Oxford: Egypt Exploration Fund, I898-I927), I-XVII.

2
Cited on page 3 above.

3ef. BGU II 530, Ik (I AD), above p. k.

^Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarun), ed. E. W. Dittenberger
(Leipzig: Apud S. Hirzelium, 1915-I92U), I-IV.
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t.j

you o~uj^i7os^ yy /fo-<s/^ y o Y &Ts , c\$€~A4> 0} f y(kyy q , riq r^/s ,
c ~\ -s C y \
a/c Aw.-5 oe /coiKu_jy-oc.

That <"<31 v us roy^ is capable of expressing an "inner union" as

Hauck maintains is revealed in its full construction^ and is amply

illustrated by Fhilo, who although speaking aliegoricaily, uses it of

the marriage relationship. This is illustrated in De Fuga et Inventions

52: 04-rSzr 0 ucr/r^r^s 1JL h K UJ/0 /•< r3 r<? ( y<yi OY"

lacrcp* /ro'Oev y^/5 1 ^ 'T'o? cro^;<?5 oY/rou
1 \ c < / 7 /.-> ' r - '
-Coy^-vo y £upr\o~e/ y v "->/< >7 y ave^xi A^nToy, 1 0 uro><\'pi(p
To V <3^ ujy<\ * ^ It should be observed that this "innige Verbundenheit"

is neither the exclusive nor dominant meaning here. The reference to

Philo raises the issue of the influence of the LXX^ on the content of

tsoyyiuro's in its use in Jewish and Christian circles.

Campbell admits no departure from the classical usage in the
5 y

LXX, denying the possibility of k; 0) n-c/vo sr acquiring the general

sense of "companion." Jourdan^ identifies its LXX usage with the Hebrew

ACf. I 1, 9; I 12, 16; I 22, 13; II lU, 8.
O

See above p. 2.

^Cf. De Posteritate Caini 83.
^ K n 1 v\ajvo s occurs in Proverbs 28:2^; Isaiah 1:23; Malachi
2:l4; II Kings 17:11 (Not in the Hebrew) j Additions to Esther
l6;13; Ecclesiasticus 6:10, Ul:19, ^2:3«

^Campbell, p, 359* The only two examples of the normal genitive
of the thing shared are Additions to Esther 16:13 (cited above
p. 3) and Ecclesiasticus 6:10, /c<0 X<tt\y rffXos koiwuyos
7y> a n e-S V,

6 /
George V. Jourdan, " ) v u/ Y1 a. in I Corinthians 10:l6,"
JBL, LXVII (19^8), p. 111.

r(
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which usually lies behind it^ thus making froivwr05 descriptive

of a bond of union. Two factors seem to indicate that Koivujvo'5 is

used with a slightly different emphasis by the LXX translators.

First is the otherwise rare appearance of the genitive of the
p

person^ made possible by the predominance of the idea of "unity" in

1 0Ti :3
" -r

c 0 ' ' r\ NIsaiah 1:23, cm' cypyov-7-e-5 crou cf/76/kJo^ <J) r , K~o)vujvo(
k~x & TX 7~Cuv ( n 1 2urn).

~r - - .

Proverbs 28:2^, 0 b~ros tcoiv vuro s <\Y*Sp>o 5 CKC€j3ods
( Si'71 u/'O w\v V cY ? 77 7 J2 71).

N 5 \ r / ^ ^
Malachi 2\lb, K47 aU7^ K~o) 1/UJ/0S Cou £"<3/ yoY^

eft* 0 5 <r<W ^ it 7 72 j7 i^'cy "? 07 ytltl cY"1 h ft.
^"Every instance of /roii/u/z/s in the LXX where a Hebrew text is
extant is a translation of the 7I2 77 words. This excludes
only II Kings 17:11 and Additions to Esther l6:13« It must
be kept in mind, as pointed out on the following page, that
koit'U.'v o0 was not the only Greek equivalent of 7 22. 77 in
the minds of the LXX translators. " r

^See above pp. Uf. Campbell considers the first two instances
cited below to be adequately explained as "a literal rendering
of the common Semitic idiom by which the poverty of the Semi¬
tic languages was made good," and the third as "a simple pos¬
sessive genitive" which does occur occasionally with /c0 l u uj /os
used absolutely, pp. 358f. and p. 355.

^Seesemann, p. 20. 7 71 71 "united, associate, companion," is
from 77 V "unite, be joined." Francis Brown, S. R. Driver
and Charles Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old
Testament (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1901-1955)* PP. 287f
Hauck, p. 801 says of 7-7-77 in the LXX: "Vor allem ist 7 7 1)
der Genoese, Gef&hrte, teilsrim Sinn der Verbundenheit in 7
gemeinsamen Leben Oder getneinsamen Unternehmen . . . , teils
mehr von rechtlicher, gesellschaftlicher oder beruflicher Ver¬
bundenheit. . . . Besonders wird 77 7 von der unedlen, aber
engen Verbundenheit von Spiessgesellen7zu ihrem gemeinsamen
schlimmen Werk gebraucht, Js 1, 23 ( tctUuy ),
Prv 28, 2b ( s a vcJjooS CicreyS<5L/s )."
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/ -I r _

Second, the synonymous use of kojvu-'r os g 7~<r>po s(Song of
Solomon 1:7 and 8:13) and^tro^es (Ecclesiastes U:10; Psalm 118:63
and 14:8) to render "732.77 nai-es it very probable that "companion" was

" r

nearer than "participator" to the translator's mind in his employment
^ P

of Ko)voj r « s .

Philo's use of may reflect that of the LXX, for it

is reasonable to conclude that the 7 -3Z 77 words did influence the con¬

notation of /rovuu-'Vo% when used by Greek-speaking Jews. The only

demonstrable tendency to elevate the secondary, though vital, significa¬

tion of "inner unity" for droji/n/va to the exclusion of its primary

meaning of "participation" is found in this area. Aside from the LXX

and its influence the usage of Koj V u^y a fits the pattern prescribed

by its fundamental definition.

K o 1 V UJ V (=- (A/

t'o/fiurta' is derived directly from ovos 3 aa(i means

-4?he Hebrew behind Ecclesiasticus 6:10 is "} T] V hJ 7 22. 71
2. n 1 tV Vy 1 Tne remaining instances of /cai VOJY&S in the LXX
with a Hebrew original not yet cited are Ecclesiasticus 1+1:19,
^Ojt.o KoJvuj YO~u K<=/) <^Adu Tx&jo) ^cT'^/qs f7K) *7 ^
2^"? 7 7 -3 77D~) . (The letters bearing the dash have been re-

C ^ stored from vest/fges still visible) and 12:3, Trc-p) Aoyoo'
ko/ vujrgo o Soc yroPoj t- (~) i TtV7 ~j ]~iwll

The Hebrew Text of the Book of Ecclesiasticus, ed.
Israel Levi (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1901+), p. 6 and pp. 52f.

p
Seesemann, p. 20.

■^Raphael, Kiihner, Ausfiihrliche Grammatik aer Griechischen
Sprache (Dritte Auflage von Friedrich Blass; Hannover: Hahnsche
Buchhandlung, 1892), I, II, 260. (Hereafter Kflhner-Blass) The
verbs "auf . . . werden von Substantiven und Adjectiven
aller Deklinationen gebildet, die meisten von denen der II
Dekl.".
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/
primarily "to be a Arewi/uu^a s ,"—"to have something in common with

someone else. "T This follows from the general significance of the

verbs, which according to Kithner-Blass, "bezeichnen grossenteils ein

sich Befinden in einern Zustande oder die gewohnte Ausiibung einer Thfit-

igkeit.

The basic pattern of jfti Yu/ in construction and use is

essentially that of Aroos • Ttie full construction requires the

paxtiuive genitive and the comitative dative--1 as in Polybius I 6,7:

\no\€juovy *r/rqrtcrr^e^orro roVs JCOIV cuVxja'avTqy
i / ii

Tfuppic 7cLr TTpa.yu q jkuY • The presence of both cases with
*Co/yt^ YCvJ occurs more than with krc> / v yj v but is still relatively

infrequent.' The most common construction is likewise that with the

, \ \
partitive genitive alone; for example Plutarch's Lives IV k: irti y

C\' o^yyj s £ <~o / v wj Y YjCf^V OC //5W C~* / € /V The predominance of thii

■^Campbell, p. 355-

%£thner-Blass, p. 260. It is important to note, however,, that
he adds the qualifying words; "nehmen aber vielfach auch eine
transitive Bedeutung an, als; . . . P)~\<? to ." See
below p.x1 .

Q y

ikiihner-Gerth, p. A30 lists fo/i/uvamong the group of
"Verben der Gemeinschaft" which use the comitative dative to
express "die Person Oder Sache, mit der zusammen eine Handlung
vor sich geht."

^Cf. Polybius III 2S 3: Xenophon Hellenica VI 3* 1» Flato Leges
III 686 A; Philo De Decalogo 87; BGU III 969, 13: Dio Cassius
37, ^1 (CTuyAro) v aj r-<yio ); Lucianus Philopseudes 3^.

^Campbell, p. 355/ found it in about one instance in every five.

^Cf. Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum 283, 10; Isocrates Areopa-
giticus 7» 31> Josephus Contra Apionem II 17^: Philo De Virtu-
tibus 152; Plato Leges IX 859 S; Xenophon Respublica Lacedae-
moniorum 19: Five of the thirteen, LXX occurrences can be in¬
cluded here; Job 3^:3 ('7 "7-37. 77*7); Proverbs 1:11 (See be-

7- : v :
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construction over against that with the comit&tive dative"*" highlights

again the first force of K~o) viuy^uj as "to participate or share" in

something. The idea of association often falls into the background

making /f"oyguyvcoj synonymous to /y <c xg Xh i Y with which it is frequenV
O /

ly used.'- A rare derivative use of Ko)Vujv<^u; should be noted and

accounted for at this point for it has very significant implications f03

New Testament usage. K~oivujYG^o can be used to designate a participa¬

tion which is not yet effected.3 first it can signify "to take a part"

in something, that is, "one claims a part in it for oneself.This is
. . C ' /

met in imperative sentences as LXX Proverbs 1:11, (10) U/G juy\ crt-

7~l\c\Y~LJ <.THJ o~ IV 'aYdoez ao~€yS€/ Sj n y3o 0^" 9 (ll)
J7<3/b<? if^ O~C- ^Gyov-r6S '£^0$ ^/iCuY^ trd>vSj\>Y\6TKV

C s j i c
Qit/Qros (loose translation of V~f ] 7) 7l1 (Y 3 ) •

t / T : " 7

The second application of this derived use in Hauck's words is

"alt jetaand Ante11 haben (Geaosse seia) an etwas, was er vorher nisat

low p. 12); II Maccabees 5:20# 1^:25; III Maccabees 2:31. Of.
Robert Helbing, Die tesussyntax der Verba bel den Septuaginta,
Sin Beitrag aur Hebraismenfrage und zur Syntax der /
(c^ttingea: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1928), *p"T~T36 for~a
treatment of tais construction and trot vuj^g'uj in the LXX.

^Campbell, p. 355# observes the ratio to be more than two to
one.

p
Cf. Demosthenes Bxordia 25# Xsocrates 108 Sj Sylloge Inscrxp-
tionum Graecarum lof, "Rs; Biilo De Posteritate Catai l'So';" The
Oxyrhyaehus Papyri XII lh08, 25.

^Seesemann, p. "einer noch nicht vollzogenen Teilnahme.M

^Arnlt and Gingrich, p. U39«
C v \)
-^Cf. Philostratus Vita Apollonii 5# 25 (IXX A. D.): / /^ovY1

J ,irk Yf<\y OoaCi uj TY/ jU(rf>0V /CojvujyTI -/~o~U
K £i n yov 7r. "

A

7

7
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hatte,or to give a share. This sense for totwvu v<£uJ is very rare¬

ly found.2 until after the time of the New Testament. Some fairly cer¬

tain examples include:

Xenephon Memorabilia II 6, 22: k;Si cJo'rarT<u kre/\SLrT&S
) Si (/ to rrfs X ^ rr uj s ct/ro u rit noTdZ krc) vmjyS\V.

Aristophanes Wasps 692ff: fai fC£» Vtuv Ujr tojy \pyj4r 7 vjy~
£7~CpiL> TIYI rtuT JU&Q ^aurou I ?"|V T> £ TI £ SM 7 Ujy~ U yoY~J
fhf ?e= Tc ~npa,\JU<K So ~qvT-e I X cr 71 o U c$ 4PQ T0 Y

Plato Respublica II 3&9 E: 7~i a ^ OOY ^ C-vo. &crToV
/ P —- S C —, ) / C/ \ c\ ^

ro<J7UJY~ oe/ 7a au)oc ^joyoY <?>74cr/ JCOIVOY t\qr<K T i u € Y Q ( j

o'ov rov ye <cfyov e-v-3. oVr <c npp<K cr K'fo4 c7>T)a.

T^~y'qpo-tV fc*\ T€Tpcjn"\4cr /dv ppoyov 7"^ r<? c >f0 vov*
^ "A ^ \ / . J,
UmA/OTOf fTjy CT/rot; rr^^cr^uTj t~<* ( YX\aK xowwvw •

"> > ■? / X>
Philo De Specialibus Legibus II 107: qP OUK q.j/or <^03 <7~-

—. _ — x c - v / f /
TUjY VOpLuYy 0 f 7~r) cr po T7) 5 yf/^OUdlf rj U <CpO 7>j 1 <5 S j

J? /' ^ x of/t er ^ouaict SiS4<r~kgytk p eT \ <4 qyi ( K'Si
r> "> 1

jfoi Yumyf t>r Gyptucr ( .

Seeseraann both accounts for and clarifies this meaning by point-
^ ..

ing out that the verbs connote according to the rule ein sich Be-

Hauck, p. 798.
2
Ibid. Seesemann, p. ,k. Campbell, p. 3^7 states that "Class¬
ical scholars have been reluctant to admit that /. m_/ve?V
can ever properly have this sense; when it indubitably does
have it, as it does in late writers, they are inclined to re¬
gard this as a solecism."

^Campbell, p. 3^3 for a discussion of this passage.

S?f. Ill 1+03B.
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c/

finden in einem Zustand^oder die gewohnte Ausiibung einer Thiltigkeit,
and that in all examples " <Q IVUjY 4uj nie zur Bezeichnung einer einmal

geshehenen oder zuktfnftigen Handlung verwandt wird; niernals wird damit

das einmalige Anteilgeben angedeutet. ^qi v uj v <~uo means then "to

give a share" only in so far as it corresponds to "the habitual practice

of an activity;" or is used only to designate basically "a communicating

(giving-a-share) attitude." This Seeseraann states is further establish¬

ed by "die Bedeutungen von ko jy u.' y ) k os - 'mitteilsam' und ico > y rfq

= 'die Mitteilsamkeit'."3 The rare occurrence of Koi viuv^tu

in this sense is explained by the availability of ju er<i S or <rt to
express a giving of a share which may happen but once or several times,

4
as well as a communicating attitude. The latter, however, can never

contain the idea "to make a partner of" through the giving of a share

as can Koj vluy~4"lo . ^

The idea of association expressed by the eomitative dative with

6 y
a person or thing0 plays a larger role in ko i v io r<= u3 than in

•hcflhner-Blass, I, II, 260.
2

Seeseraann, p. 5*

3lbid. His concluding comment is: "Sonst mflsste koi vutk
doch auch das einmalige Anteilgeben bezeichnen kfinnen." For
KoiwY-itrosr Cf. Liddell-Scott, p. 970 and Folybius XVIII
48, 7j and for ko) y uj v 'a cf. Hermetica I 13, 9 (ed. Walter
Scott, Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1924 , I, 244). Also
see below p.5^"^ cf. Corpus Hermeticum 13, 9 (ed. A. D. Nock
and A. J. Festugiere [Paris: Soci<£t£ d 'Edition 'Les Belles
Lettres", 1945], II, 204.

^Cf. Fhilo De Specialibus Legibus II 107, cited above on p. 13.

^Seesemann, p. 6. Hauck, p. 798.
6" Ko> v to re-1 v c. dat. heisst 'mit einem oder einer Sache Ge-
meinschaft haben.'" Kithner-Gerth, II, I, 344. Also cf. p.

/\e
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>

ko)vu.!ros The dative of the person is found as early as Euripides

Heraclidae (300 BC): c?e- yikn-Qe-^s s~io-Qco ki koTs 6-Aro \ v ou —

•} -> / g
v^[<rev> ouk 6-nqtvecruj , but is far outnumbered by the dative of

the thing meaning "to have to do with."3 In the LXX this use of (coiv'iy-
/ )i ^ C

Y^uj with the dative or Its equivalent is the prominent one,' re¬

flecting perhaps the fact that V 3- 7? , "unite, be joined,"0 usually is
s 7 . y'the Hebrew behind koi v<jl> rc uj r^oi appears to differ slight¬

ly from fcoivvuyos in its relation to the 7 1 j) words, for it is seen

to have had all along a use which can readily be utilized in the render-

of ~1 zl tl , even though not too frequent a one.
~

T

There is some evidence for the possibility of the dative express

U30, cited above p. 3, fn. 1.
^ fco 1 v uuros expresses this idea in a very general way by its
absolute use. See above pp. & - J 0,

^Cf. Plato Respublica I 3^3 D«

3Campbell, p. 356. Cf. Plato Leges VII 801 E; Aristophanes
Birds 653 ahd Desmosthenes De Falsa Legatione 33L: 7 \^> t>
s\ t' S 7<7 trey up3 s jcoivusr^-? t<*is
yuy €l>Q<Jy~ 1 / s . Numerous examples could be cited her<

p {sje .

5
'Cf. Kelbing, op. cit., p. 252. The occurrences of the simple
dative are: Ecclesiasticus 13sl> 2, 17 ("7 zl 1 t) 7j "17-3 }1 1
■7171X1X1 (Levi, pp. 19fjj ); Wisdom 6:23 (cr^A is personi¬
fied here, so this construction cannot be construed as a dative
of the thing shared as Seesemann, p. 8, does); 3 Maccabees L:l6;
IV Maccabees 7:6; Theodotion Isaiah Mv:ll (j ? p 7 77). 7753 0 s
with the accusative substitutes three times Tot the dative:

^ II Chronicles 20:35 ( £*7... ~7.i2.77 31 tV )} Ecclesiastes 9:^
("7<7 ~l 777\ ); Ecclesiasticus 13::2' (^7 '7 7 77 J7 7 "Levi,
p. 19J J.

^Brocon, Driver and Briggs, p. 287.

^Where there is a Hebrew text available the only exceptions are
Proverbs 1:11 (See above p. 12) and Symm&chus Psalm 1:1
(aiP).

•

X

—7
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ing the thing shared. Two examples which are certain to the extent to
"7 N

which their texts can be trusted are Demosthenes Exordia 25: /

o/y A->] TOY 7ujy JU&XXQY7tur TYp>&,yJJc(7~UJY yv^M^y
<knot> a> rowg-vflv 7o/s bu cjutujY yeYo/AYYOis

k"*byu&rby&LY rtjs hti\> Tourer a/r/is 1 and Fhilo De Sacrlf-

lciis Abelis et Caini 73: 7o(qotck of-s 07a 7 ^)V r)y^o7Yj V

y^yecr/y -eu-Qu s Y-KT <o> V uj V y\<X q/< <c v Tpoty\) qu § ^7 (

op a cr/s .... This of course is contrary to the normal function of
/

the dative with fc'o/ v uuy g u_> for the genitive usually expresses the

idea of participation. A dative of sharing, however, could possibly

have developed out of the dative of common cause.
y

As with ro^u/KOs- prepositional phrases often take the place

of the simple dative or genitive with YCoivujy^lu, Its meaning in

these instances is to be judged by determining whether the preposition

substitutes for a genitive or for a dative.3
Very seldom** 1b the accusative used transitively with K o\Vu -

\l, Rennie, Demosthenes, Orationes, Tamils III, Seriptorum Class-
icorum Bibliotheca Oxoniensis (Oxonii: E Typographeo Claren-
doniano, 1931) excises the phrase k~o/ i-woe^y . . . yovo-
M &V oy s with the note "seel. Blass, recte puto. et redundat
aliquid et verbum foil/ vj yy~y non rite usurpatur."

^Campbell, p. 365j remarks that "it would be a slight change
from o'?5 to &r Other possible but not certain instances
of the dative of the thing include Plato Timothsos 65 E (But
cf. Campbell, p. 36kf.), LXX IV Maccabees i:6 and Plutarch's
Lives Aratus VIII 3.

^Examples of different prepositions are: jn(rT<\ i LXX Job 3kj8
( Z?-V 7271 y ) and Demosthenes Exordia 26, 3? rjpo 3^
Aristotle' Meteorologies 35^ A2 and Sylloge Inscriptionura
Oraecarura 6L6, 5^ (See above p. 15, n. 5 for LXX occurrences)
c7TJ~~Plato Respubllca V ^53 A; Plato Philebus U6 B and
Symmachus Psalm 1:1; 77(p> p Polybius XXXI 18:6; tciT<(,. Aris¬
totle Analytics Posteriors" 77a > 26.

"t\rv* eY. I * '

**Kfihner-Gerth, p. 3^«
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\Z£iO as in Euripides Electra 10U8: ^fXujr \y\p ay /t/5 y

y-i<\7-pt>s too (fiovoy h-k~z t vuj v >jere JU & ( * The accusative can be used to
intensify the otherwise intransitive verb concept,2 for example Plato

Leges 88l D; 7~/s ~ic ocroc 'c^\-cuOepo( cr i/T^'S-V >7
Kj' ctumt<.iv[ ~/r<\ 7'o(cm>r^v a A Ak-) v" £~ o > k uy v) <t y* *T<d j k-ux —

>5

v yfo~y\ • Seesemann calls this an "Akkusative des Inhalts."^
Finally K oj vuuY^io is used absolutely in accord with its basic

significance described above, that is, "to have something in common witi

someone else;and in all the derivations therefrom as "to have a share
ft

9

"to give a share" and "to associate with."^ It can also be found in a

refined sense meaning merely "to agree."0 One can safely conclude that

the secondary significance of association or "Gemeinscnaft" often at¬

tains the prominent position in fco'Kkruk , but it remains only sec¬

ondary in the overall picture.

KO>VL»V VK

/ is lu vis the abstract noun answering to fca i i/ u; vas and

"*"See above p. 11, fn. 2.

^Kilhner-Gerth, p. 303•

^Seesetaann, p. 9»

See above p. 11.

^Cf. Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus, ed. B. P. Grenfell
(Oxford; At the Clarendon Press, 1896), 15:2, 22:2; Lucian
Alexander h6. Plato Gorgias 50? E, Crito U9 D, Aristotle
Politics. 1253 A.

^Pbilo De Specialibus Legibus may be an,example as well as Plato
Crito k9 D: crx'oYt-i fyf o$Y ad jiArtrpoy
Ko lyvuY c~Tcj Sc/Ycfor&l cTof which H. N. Fowler,
Loeb (1952), p. 173, translates "Do you therefore consider very
carefully whether you agree and share in this opinion?"

of
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y

Ko > vmuy&C-} and in accordance with them has as its root meaning "(the

having something in common with someone."^ In one of the few occu¬

rrences of the full construction with the genitive and the dative,

Euripides Iphigenia Taurica 25U: fra j r/s 0<c\X era >7 5 ook'cfXo i 5

K'0/ v uy y /\ 3 this can be clearly seen. It is often obvious

too where A o/vmrK is used alone.^ As with jcot mj y e'eo either

phase of meaning, participation or association, can assume the predom¬

inant role even to the exclusion of the other. Ko\ v ujv-A , however,

is more flexible than its cognates in the assuming of meanings which

transgress the limits of its basic definition. This is due to its

character as an abstract noun.5 These developed meanings are many and

^"Kilhner-Blass, I, II, 275* Nouns with " (J 0 ) meis-
tens Abstracts, abgeleitet gemeiniglich von Substantiven oder
Adjectiven auf os, und einigen der III Dekl., als: &yy
Botschaft, v. \yy <s-~X.o s ,'jro(pi\ , Weisheit, v. crowd's . . .
solche Ableitungen sind aber auch von Verben vorhanden ....

Abstracts auf )\ v. VB. auf : rid\iGpKi/'<\ — 7io\( op—
ke'Cuf Sucrijjh/ck -- 5uo-io n&Qja^i u* viels andere, bei denen
oft auch ein Adj. auf os vorhanden ist."

^Campbell, p. 356.

^Cf. Plato Respublica B, U6l E. Occasionally a preposition
substitutes for the dative in this full construction. Philo
De Migratione Abraham; 178: YX Tujy /u-&f5ujV

jt* 1 g-uu 774
C c

!+Cf. Philo De Congress^ Quaerendae Eruditionis Gratia 58: owlew
ykj? ?"£>* Acor o<>/C oTtros, 0 0 >ro A/c; odk a A X 0
y~UJ\- e ) 6 JCt) > UUJCk V 0(J 3 € V G~~ 06 §e T .

Also Aristotle Ethica Nicomachea V 5> 12. c
5
'Seesemann, p. 13 gives the following quotation from Walter
Porzig, "Die Leistung der Abstrakta in der Sprache," Bl&tter
f£lr deutsche Philosophie U (1930)» PP» 86-77 in explanation of
this phenomenon: "Die eigentliche Heimat der in einer Sprache
festgewordenen Abstraktbildungen ist also in den Fach- und
Sondersprachen zu suchen. Gewiss besteht auch in der Gemein-
sprache hUufig das Bedflrfnis, einen Satzinhalt substantivisch
zu fassen. Aber wenn dafilir ein Abstraktum neu gebildet wird,

J
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varied, depending on their special contexts. Some of tnese will be

cited in the course of the ensuing discussion.

The primary force of tco > v u-> yi as with its cognates is shown

by the relatively frequent use of the genitive of the thing shared as

over against other dependent case constructions."*" When this type of

genitive occurs alone its meaning can be that of a simple participation

as in Quinta Hosea 7:^> ctrzcxv-) ^ s os To p o / ut y ytcrzupov-
c "1 / c \ — / ^ ^

lo s o7t7-GV-;or una 7~0 u 7t £Cnr ovro S ey/qucrqTO

7~lyoo "3 oAvyov >1 rt 6/t5 Cr^i^ ToZ (j) 4//4 to s k'o) v wjy k Sk<*u
JTQ cr<\ ^ Jo 0 /j< . ^ But usually a common sharing

or partaking is in view as implied in Plato Respublica V 462 B: Dorw

if JLtf? V y-( (jo) rj 5 7~C /C» / ~Xu n ^ s Co ; 1/uy Y> q ^ and
LXX Wisdom of Solomon 8:18, /~<7 ) C^V^e-jq cr CoiVujyj'h. ^o\/ur/-

^ 4
4 LA s" •

so wird es raeist eine AugenblicksschSpfung bleiben, weil sich
dasselbe Bed^irfnis angesichts desselben Inhalts nicht, wie im
geschlossenen Kreise, immer wieder einstellt. Aber die Ab-
strakta bleiben nicht auf den Kreis, dem sie ihre Entstehung
verdanken, beschr&nkt, sondern haben, wie alle W&rter, eine
starke Neigung, sich in der Gemeinsprache auszubreiten. Damit
verlieren sie aber ihren Halt an der syntaktischen Wechselbe-
ziehung rait dem zugehSrigen Satzinhalt und also auch ihren
Charakter als Abstrakta. Sie sind, wo sie vorkommen, in be-
sonderem Masse den Umdeutungen ausgesetzt, die W5rter ganz all-
gemein bei Neugliederung eines Satzsinnes erfahren." p. 74.

"*"Campbell, p. 357 states that "more than five out of every six
genitives used with Jtfo/i/loriq. are of this kind, and they are
found in about three out of every five instances when it has
any qualification at all."

> V \ — "3 y
^Cf. Flato Sophista 250 B: 77pa s 7~7] y t>1 5 oucf'jcjs
fCa > > UA V-/cty- .

^Cf. Aristophanes Thesmophoriazusae 140: 7vs 1 /Cc<raTirpou
/T«S' § OO S fdilujVf<\ g

^In the papyri the function of the genitive is often performed
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One of the specialized uses of koIyluyT<k mentioned above

is expressed by the genitive with Ko iVUjr . Such similar phrases
v Z? > ' 1 v r -y 2

as rrpos p/oo ,A r/po^ ycyqou poi vh/Km/ " and

Typos yqpo o Af~6 / /8>'ou jcqlvkiyt^y ^ are used in marriage con¬
tracts to express the partnership of life in the union of marriage.^
The roots of this formal use of fpo> Vuj kv'qo lie perhaps in its employ¬

ment in the context of sexual union, for example Philo De Abrahanso 100:

yq//os 8y orju&y qppo'^eTic (j-iu/jhtujy tco)vujrf<\r'
1eAaY€f, 8V SG crocji/i j ^xoy/cptduY 'e|>i^cXa.r
py/ i'Ae/t/V fi/0€rtolr and Euripides Bacchae 1276: /7<r\^0fe^

6X-f /J 7-6 JCQ\ 71 <7 7700 s /Coy irwjy-K -5 This development and
use adequately demonstrates the ability of tea / v uj yi <L to express in¬

timate association.

. \ r /
by ripos in the phrase /C9To. Po/uujv/^v flOos , for ex¬
ample Greek Papyri in the British Museum, ed. H. I. Bell
(London, 1917) , V, 1693* 6: frirci, tr~o) 1/uu v) <*y 7J,O0 S
YOU 5 pOT"X< ^ (sic QU<5 ) TOO y <Zrp jco\v T ^sloupou-
70s "ycloicti 0 Of. The Oxyrhynchus Papyri l6k2, 30.

1BGU 1051, 9i 1052, 7; 1099, 6; 1100, 10.

'"The Oxyrhynchus Papyri XI 905, XII IV73, 33 and 35°

^Greek Rapyri in the British Museum, V, 1713, 16.

^Cf. LXX III Maccabees U:6, 77p05 (8jqo jroi u gjvi^y ycf/jf-
Yoy ; Aristotle Ethica Magna I 33, 18: Vv \/<, <ra , /a 8 k-Yi
ctrdP/ob s y'o' v ujv> y ; Philo De Specialibus Legibus I
109: fr vpr 0 u Yo> v\nry ; Plato Leges IV 721 A: /> ryr

ycfyuiur o~uujj.i\i s krp 1 !c~ot\auv>\ J Isocrates III kO: dVr0 <
jco% ac)8artr$-'i /r8 c'0ji/ujy8r 7101 >7 yciyj 6V"0 (

naviros Too /3/Vu S Josephus Antiquitates Judaicae 1, 30^°
gttr A e J / s j yaiyujrjq.0' ocov ' uj t k's °

APhilo De Congressd Quaerenclae Sruditionis Gratia 121 j De
Opifcio Mundi 15?; Josephus Contra Apionem I 35; Plutarch's

Lives II IL5 D. Athenaeus 2, 69 C.
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Two other less frequently occurring kinds of genitive are in

evidence with iyuj y>^k . One is the subjective genitive in which

the genitive corresponds to the subject of the verb tco)vujV <ruj .1
When this is used either the genitive includes all those who partici¬

pate in something, or associate with one another as in Aristotle Pol¬

itics. Ill l, 13 (1276 b): Srztro v4/0 e-crrr k~oi yuuy,\ n s

/~7o\/s^ ~k<rT < <S e /C<3>hoyA. rt g~)*i/~u> y qS , or explicit

reference is made to the other parties by the dative or its equivalent.2
A good example of this is Plato Respublica V U66 C: t\y ~t(Ly yovsi KwY
tZdJYluYi'ccr To/I <^V-c5/)acr) yj §'>(T\V\\U-Q<\/X<*Y 77Q I c$V) AS

TtYrp i Tlii^OuX K~o/ Q)i/\ci icTJ S 7iZy
Sla\jTUyY ^

The second kind of genitive is that with the person other than

the subjective genitive. Very rarely is it a true objective genitive

used in place of the dative of the person with whom one shares something

or associates. One instance considered such by both Seeseraann^ and

Hauck5 is Plato Sopliista 26U E: T7a X r YdiYur <ST H( /(&-/f <-<-> M AV
Ci. y t&-s 7o 7ip>oT €-<9^r y&vos) rqrA

"'"Campbell, p. 357 in his study, found this once in every eight
occurrences of /Coiuuj, not counting the absolute uses.

2Ibid., p. 358. Hauck, p. 798.

%auck, p. 358, cites this as objective genitive indicating that
the two kinds of genitives can overlap when the subjective gen¬
itive refers to a person.

^Seesemann, p. 16, remarks "Mir scheint hier diese einzigartige
Verbindung mit dem Gen. pers. deshalb erfolgt, weil Ko) kuj -
Y pregnant im Hinb^Lick auf die im folgenden Nebensatz
stehenden Worte: I'-ujs \<r acvro'u 7'y\ .... gesetzt
ist."

5fiauck, p. 358.
__
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TcJnC cTc qe\ /uepQ'i Toi> 7~JU /] $4r TO jL/^yof 7/J>S JO u cro'^i JTOU
^ c •* o v \ / -\ / V

/CoivojYio. s <ztus ar qu7du T'a teara 77<irT<\ /r^/cXorr^^ 7/^
c5/VfHY ^ ' T-or/6-S (fiJcr/Y £rtc eft/ i<uju<C\ u£\j<rT<K u\y h n?r qoTo?*.
w V N ^ T . *<?<J>UKodi,
Ane/rq a € ir?/ eyyorario ycv<f/ 7>yf ro/qon^s //eGodo 1J/,1

✓

Other instances are confined to those contexts in which A~d/ l-wr/t

has acquired a special significance as association in marriage2 or bus¬

iness,^ or has departed otherwise from its normal meaning.* Many of

these, however, like Plato Respublica 449 D: !"•* ' 0 Av^r tgu r/-j y

9) r \eyei^> <01 vouY>gy' yvvG / Tiu-y C«-/ yrn'^u/r are really

1 ^
Campbell, pp. 357f» takes Tb / i/uj wx in the concrete sense
of "society" and considers the genitive to be the ordinary
possessive. Athenaeus 2, 69 C: 8/toye yuv-<h Cos \qu~/

/Sgyo/ KCd) ulvyU r and Plutarch's Lives II 145 Ds 77Q/djdV
yt^V y7/0 r<i< TZo^ CT^Y cP/v^
'JCo)v\uy)^ a. YSfA O 5 * both referring to sexual inter¬

course, are the only examples admitted by hitn. But see next
footnote.

2Cf. Aristotle Politics I 1, 5 (1252b)? CY 7o7s /^o/'Sa/Xs
-JO 0 sjXu iCa 1 r) do Ac r 7^1/ 4(3 7 )y 1/ /^8>Y'/ G/v/ZiY
§1 oVr 7c Sucre/ Y ouK^ooyiC^ qAA-* ■y >VXTgc rj
Je0l\/UJY)G. -JOO^rtS /CGI iou. T ,

. Fhilo De Speciaiibus Legibus I ICU; 7/ <3
/ A/O^fcc/V v^aTrns P Euripides Bacchae 1276: See
above p. 20.

3cf. Papiri Fiorentini, ed. G. Vitelli and De. Companetti (Milan
1906-1915), 3 Vols., 4l, 5s K'gi\ k-oTi yJ ujyAy ^Apr^u(-
^pqs j 13, 10: /cX^lr^ To £/3vou v f j/j'i o~rje a,-j<7\^s
These are cited from Seesenaann, pp. 15f» Cf. also The Oxy-
rhynchus Papyri 103, 3.

^Cf. Plato Leges V 729 Cs $ £ At* J . p \y y) u/ f
6)€u>r 7"d/jytokAr ^Trqcrur yadrd^ SucriY ^/i/qroS <?X0u-
C7A7 T/jUUiY ~r'? cjefioJ( (=Y6 s AO you 5
0e^uT eJ-s 7r«7c)<yr qu too> cjoY>\r }/o~y 0 t \r <t7 <\ Koyov'

, . Philo Legutn Allegoriarurn I 8: T'
qditto's ehfq c(o"7vdo;s crcjurtkYj oovrq c} i/u/>-A s
A'^ evuSCT€-U~'? :>GY-&/ouonujY-; ou/r /"y?5 abTo
uoyoYj oCct/g. cn t Y<j .

•/
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the genitive of the thing shared.Thus Campbell concludes rightly

that

when a genitive is used with Ko>v it is highly probable
that it is a genitive of the thing shared, and that even if the
noun in question happens to denote persons; this probability
becomes almost certainty unless either the genitive clearly
includes all those who share in something or associate with one
another, or those with whom they associate are clearly men¬
tioned.

Though the idea of participation is the first and occasionally

the exclusive meaning of KO)Y Uj r/'k. * the thought of association is

commonly present, as is evident from most of the above citations. This

is expressed infrequently by the dative either in company with a geni¬
us i, 5 /

tiveJ or alone, more often by a prepositional phrase,y usually rrpo s ,

and can be indicated or implied in the context apart from any dependent

construction for that purpose. This sense can and does play a large

role when k'oi vuj>-j is used apart from any qualifying construction as

illustrated by Aristotle Sthica Nicomachea VIII 12: 3Br <o) i/ujY-fa.
V

^"Also Plato Respublica V h6l E, B, but not k66 C p. 21 above.

^Campbell, p. 358.

^Cf. Euripides Iphigenia Taurica 25^, quoted on p. 18 above.

^Plato Sophista 257 A: Out:our, c^V) /r<?N/ T<UjT% ou <S'u(J~yG0a\7£q\
b-nejne-p V>{e i iCoiu^yfkr s• Also infrequent is Phe
dative of the thing shared. See above pp.

5(=/s : Plato Sophista 251 E; : Fhilo De Confusione Lin-
guarum 12, 13 and 83; nep f : Plato Timaeus 60 D and Symposium
lS$ (rjpos is also found in the latter, both prepositions per¬
forming the function of the associative dative); "hp65 :
Epictetus II 20, 6 and Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum 6h6, 53*
both of which also contain a dative of the person.

6Cf. Plato Respublica ^62 B above page 19 and the following
citations.

1
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jLl&Y o^V TtZct^ \o~T'v} KqQc(jx^p <£v|o>? Y<{( • 1 It is
difficult to be certain how exclusive this sense is in any particular-

instance, but often it can be said to constitute the dominant force of

the term.

Though bro)V{juvf^. used absolutely can run the gamut of the

meanings set forth above, it can not ordinarily be severed from at least

the overtones of its basic definition. This is not only when one of

the ideas of participation or association predominates, but also in many

of its more specialized uses. This is what allows ujy/c^ its

unique usefulness.^
Two very similar special uses ought to be pointed out. The

first, most obvious in Philo, is one that employs fo) vujto connote

an attitiide of mind or attribute of character. Fhilo includes it in a

list of traits which characterize virtue, De Sacrificiis Abelis et Caini

2J: Tur &/'rioY to 3$ cfuT^ {3€) <\ bcr 10 tt) s X y(Qt j 0c o1/ s

ay/o-T<?/q -e 0 op cJ'iJwi crcr uy >7 ^ a~o Tyj ^ & b <T u y* & €-a i<\
tCo jy ujy\ © ujU \<k CF~ Co (j)/0 a (T U Y yj . . • Very close to this
is the meaning "communicativeness"^ corresponding to fco 1 in the

"*"Cf. Marcus Aurelius XI 8, U and Philo De Ebrietate 8U.

^An observation of the frequent use of K'ot Uu/y(^i in Aristotle
Ethica Nicomaehsa 9, 1-6 amply illustrates this paragraph.

3Cf. De Yirtutibus 80 and 8U and Quod Omnis Probus Liber Sit 91•
The latter is in description of the Essenes. Also Josephus
De Bello Judaico VII 26U.

^In the sense of "readiness or willingness to give a share," i.e.
"generosity." Cf. A. Raymond George, Communion with God in the
New Testament (London: The Epworth Press, 1953)» P« 133«
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sense of "to give a share."*■ Only two examples of this use are available

from non-Christian literature,^ Gnornologium Spicteteum Stobaei U3: To

julv €ura v 0 ( j0ucr^y crnov^cyj^tY Qo^iyjU c£f<o-0<k( r^jy
o;K/ar ^ne/po r<i0 0^ TO C>V £]0os ^p>icncfr^ j( Ka<y oovk5

pJy^iY AT? ' rrou ®
C/" P / -\ _ ,c .

and Corpus Herineticum 13, 9s GKT^Y a UYTti/Y r<7 Aw; ^ Y) M <\ 5

yyj y tc^~rk r Pj 5" tz^ <?or 5-•, 0"/ >j r) roiyyjvk r . &/Tor
cT£ K Tp s

Both Liddell-Scott^ and Arndt and Gingrich® allow the above sense

to become concrete denoting a charitable contribution. Apart from Lev¬

iticus 5:27 mentioned by Arndt and Gingrich, the only support given®
is a third century inscription from Polga of Tarsus.^ According to See-

1See above p. /SRfor the derivation of this meaning.

^Numerous examples can be found in early Christian Literature.
Cf. Seesemann, p. 31»

Schenkl, Epicteti Dissertationes Ab Arriano Digestae (Lip-
0/ it £iae: In Aedibus B. G. Teu^bfer#, 189k), p. L73.

0Jock and Festugiere, II, 20U.

^Liddell-Scott, p. 970.

®Arndt and Gingrich, p. H-HO. Also Bauer, p. 795«

7Discussed on the next page.

®Radermacher, p. 10 and Seesemann, p. 23 state that it is the
only possible example apart from the New Testament and Early
Christian Literature.

^Arndt and Gingrich and probably Liddell-Scott rely upon the fol¬
lowing statement from Radermacher, p. 10, who in turn follows
the interpretation of Adolph Wilhelm: nK~o>yujvi c<. im paul-
inischen Sinn von 'Beisteuer' war bisher nicht bekannt. Jetxt
wird dieser Sinn von Ad. Wilhelm aueh filr eine kleinasiatische
Inschrift aus Polga am Tarsus (Jahresh. des fisterr. arch. Inst.
IV Beiblatt S. 37ff.) angenommen." Radermacher, however, in a
later article labels it a provincialism "dessen paulinlgiasche

%/
Vf
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semann,1 however, this interpretation of k'o/yuuyi ^ from this in¬

scription is at least uncertain if not definitely incorrect* Neither

does LXX Leviticus 5:212 afford any support for this rendering,3 for

though the Hebrew is ~f-il 0 9 "deposit" or "pledge,"^ the Greek

corresponds to the Targura rendering of A5 1 J713) STl 1 US » "eig*
~r ' t-

Gemeinschaftlichkeit der Hand, d. h. ein Gut, welches einige Theilneh-

mer, Genossen gemeinschaftlich|.zu verwalten haben."^ The Greek most

likely goes back to the same tradition upon which the Targum is based

at this point.^ Thus would mean little more than a normal

"common" or "joint" in this instance.

Sedeutung rein zuffillig in einen Inschrift aus Polga am Tarsus
zutage getreten ist." "cr^/O ay «r9?< : Rm 15 28," Zeit-
schrift f&r die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft (1933) P« ^9*

^Seesemann, pp. 22f. He discusses this passage in detail. The
inscription in honour of a citizen is quoted by him as follows:

^S\-uKo'rc(. c^7-6CJ iy 71 eD IT/ T~(rlct s v

/3ou^\cur-ciJ5 ~r<£- int) G*r'Xnoi4<yT<{Tsc<i'c/'irt-4t h<\-
A J I ' -v / —. x -v ^

cr ( ti cTxe \'t«> s j k-t/!soyt<k rp i) ico
Vov- TO. Td Tj / tr\ SI k'4 (XTy-jp/ a, GO- ) y ^ led ) V MU _ f
V- X J y? <r/-< (/■<< YT<\ 2i YV u3 Y a y d <3 y-o VP* t cWHjVcBrt s

>G I

The only other two instances of K&) V tovin the LXX have
already been mentioned, Wisdom of Solomon 8:18 on p. 19 and III
Maccabees bi6 on p. 20 in footnote U. It occurs also in Quinta
Hosea l:b cited on p. 19 above.

3
^Against Hermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Komaentar zum
Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch (Mflnchen: C. H.
Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1926), III, 31^•

S3rown, Driver and Briggs, p. 9&5« T51® Hebrew word is an Hap&x
Legomenon in the 0T with its own difficulties.

5J. Levy, Chaldalsches Wfirterbuch tlber die Targumim und einen
grossen Theil des rabbinischen Schriftthums (Leipzig:Verlag
von BaumgSrtners Buchhandlung, 1868), II, 523*

^Seesemann, pp. 29-31* Cf. Ilauck, p. 801.

A./



Summary

The preceding study of koinonia and cognates outside the New

Testament can be summed up as follows:

The fundamental meaning of koinonos, koinoneo and koinonia

centers in the dual idea of "having something in common with someone

else," varying of course with the function of each as an adjective used

as a noun, a verb and an abstract noun. The sharing in is normally

expressed by a genitive and the association by a dative.

The primary or governing idea is that of having a share or

participation which is indicated in part by the relative frequency of

the genitive. That this idea is primary is especially evident with

koinonos for it shows only a minimum tendency to allow the thought of

association to rise above a secondary role.

In any given instance of the words either emphasis can assume

predominance which in turn leads to varied derivative uses. This

happens more with koinoneo than with koinonos and is especially true of

koinonia. It is important to note that the emphasizing of one phase of

meaning does not necessarily entirely exclude the other, and even when

the use is a derived one the general connotation of the koinonia words

must be kept in mind in order properly to assess and appreciate the

particular denotation. It would be quite arbitrary to attempt to be

exclusive in the isolation of different meanings, for a particular

word is often used for its overtones as well as for its direct signifi¬

cance in a given context. Such distinctions can only be made on the

basis of the particular emphasis.



CHAPTER II

KOINONIA AND COGNATES,
AN ANALYSIS OF THEIR USE IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

Implications for the New Testament

The implications of the preceding chapter for the study of

koinonia and cognates in the New Testament are significant. The roost

important is the confirmation of the thought of "sharing in" or "parti¬

cipation" as the ruling idea.1 ' This has been recognized all along by

most New Testament researchers but not always unanimously in respect

to koinonia.^ Since, however, the definitive studies of J. Y. Camp¬

bell (1932) and H. Seesemann (1933) rooted in non-New Testament usage,3
this point has been clarified to the satisfaction of most. Hauck's

^This fact is disguised but not necessarily denied by Liddell-
Scott which lists for koinonla such meanings as "communion,"
"association," "partnership," "society," "fellowship," and
"Joint ownership," p. 970.

A. Robinson, "Communion," A Dictionary of tne Bible, ed.
James Hastings (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, l8y8), J, A60-62,
wrote concerning koinonia: "Fellowsuip is the ruling idea of
the word and we must not lose sigirt of it." Likewise C.
Anderson Scott in a series of studies beginning with "The
Communion of the Body," The Expositor, ed. W. B. Nicoll (8th
Series, London: Hodder and Stoughtoa, 1919), XVIII, 121-130,
has a tendency to deny the pri.nacy of participation.

3only these two and Hauck in Theologisches Wflrterbueh zum Neuen
Testament, III, made any real use of non-New Testament sources,
though William S. Wood, "Fellowship," The Expositor, ed. W. R.
Nicoll (8th Series, London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1921), XXL,
33-LO, appealed in general to such sources in his refutation
of C. Anderson Scott.

28
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article ia Theologisches W&rterbuch zura Neuen Testament, III (1938)s

based largely on the above studies, has furnished the foundation for

the majority of recent treatments in both monographs and commentaries.

This ruling idea can assume three predominant emphases. First

and fundamental is that of "having a share" which is expressed partic¬

ularly though not exclusively with the genitive or its prepositional

substitute. This emphasis is often present apart from any ca.se con¬

struction and can also be indicated by the dative. Secondly, it is

possible for the verb and the noun to be used actively in the sense of

"giving a share." The linking case construction, when there is one,

is normally the dative or its equivalent. Although rooted in the basic

meaning of the word-group this use is quite rare until after New Testa¬

ment times, so in its application to the New Testament only its poss¬

ibility and not its frequency can be assumed. The third emphasis wnich

likewise stems from the first meaning is that of "sharing"seen pri-

raarily in its horizontal implications which of course iias arisen out of

the common shai-ing of something. The latter emphasis is often rendered

by "fellowship" which can he misleading in that it has a tendency to

obscure the root concept. Particularly when it is used to translate

the first sense above as in the Authorized Version can "fellowship"

lead to ambiguity.

Just as important as the recognition of "sharing in" as the

ruling idea, is the recognition of the essentiality of the secondary

idea of association in the sharing. This explains the third emphasis

of the previous paragraph. The two-fold direction of the words is

essential to their basic significance and should not be lost sight of
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unless demanded by the context. Campbell-'- has a disposition to stress

a little too strongly at times the exclusiveness of the idea of parti¬

cipation.

Particularly with koinoneo and koinonia can the secondary sig¬

nificance of association dominate the usage. The main question here

is not the possibility of this, but what degree of intimacy are the

koinonia words capable of carrying in this sense: is it secondary or

primary in the particular usage? The use of koinonos and koinoneo to

translate the 7 2 7/ words in the LXX as well as the frequent employ¬

ment of koinonos and koinonia in marriage and sexual contexts certainly

leave room for the expression of intimate association. One may perhaps

speak as does G. V. Jourdan of their "capacity for conveying the sense

of an inward union"2 if it is clearly kept in mind that such is rooted

in a common participation in something.

Finally the ability of koinonia as an abstract noun to assume

a multitude of derivative meanings must be kept in mind. These, how¬

ever, cannot be fully appreciated apart from their relation to the first

significance of koinonia.

In this chapter the purpose is to examine each of the occu¬

rrences of koinonia and cognates in the literature of the New Testament

with a view to defining their primary meaning in each instance and

noting the context in which they are employed. Upon the basis of this

analysis a synthesis will be attempted in terms of the character of,

any development in and the main idea or ideas involved in the use of the

-'"Campbell, pp. 35hff.

2Jourdan, p. 111.
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terminology. The aim at this point is not to explore the implications

of the use and theological bearing of the language, but to lay a lin¬

guistic foundation for such a task to be pursued in the remainder of

the study.

The Koinonia Language in Paul

The investigation in this chapter will proceed according to the

various literature blocks, beginning with Paul and then dealing with the

remainder of the New Testament in order. Paul is considered first main¬

ly because he makes more frequent and complete use of the terminology

than does any other New Testament writer. In fact twenty-six^" of the

total of forty-two occurrences of the language in the New Testament are

found in the Pauline Literature. An examination of Paul's fuller use

may be helpful in furnishing a criterion by which to evaluate the more

sparse employment of koinonia and cognates in the rest of the New Testa¬

ment. As in the preceding chapter the order of koinonos, koinoneo,

koinonia will be adhered to.

Koinonos.—The simplest to analyse of Paul's uses of koinonos is
•> ' c \ _ s"?s \

II Corinthians o:23, £/t<~ un-e^o yr>7~ou) firo /uujvqs o S /
■> e / p

£/S cruY-e^yo 5 , for a parallel noun is present.-5 Thus
1 ^ s- r»
Not counting the occurrence of fCoi vus yi ico s~ in I Tim. 6:18
next to 5 meaning 'liberal' or 'generous'.
Arndt and Gingrich, p. kkO. It occurs only here in the New
Testament and never in the LXX. Cf. Polybius 2, kk, lj
Josephus De Bello Judaico 2, 122.

2
All New Testament Greek references will be taken from Eberhara

Nestle, Novum Testamentum Graece, ed. Srwin Nestle and D. Kurt
Aland (23rd ed.j Stuttgart: Privilegierte Wiirttembergische
Bibelanstalt, 1957).

3xenophon Memorabilia II 6, 26:
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koinonos is used quite naturally as "a partner in a common enterprise," 1

The two nouns need not be exactly synonymous as Campbell insists,2
rather only roughly so, with koinonos laying perhaps more stress on the

relationship between Paul and Titus.^ This tendency is normal when

koinonos is used absolutely.'4 The basis of the partnership is the work
y

of the Gospel as other Pauline uses of cr^v-e-.oyos (cf. Rom. 16:3;
Phil. 2:25; Col. It:11; I Th. 3*2; Philem. 1, 2U) would indicate.

Very similar and with the same commercial background^ as II Cor-

inthians 8:23 is the use of koinonos in Philemon 17, £V oc)v jul€

€1(6/s /Cot Pujvoi^-j ?7poo-^\qjSo'v c\uTov (Ji $ $ . The request,

rtjoou-4u~o r ui s €*i/6- , lays emphasis on the bond of unity0

resulting from their common participation in the Christian faith.'

Without recourse at this point to tiie problematic rdlHuW

See above p. 6.

2Campbell, p. 362.

■•'So Jourdan, p. llU, comments: "there was more in his thought
than the recognition of his colleague's practical assistance
in the work of evangelization."

h /_See the discussion above pp. >o.

5john Knox, The Spistle to Philemon in Vol. XI of The Interp¬
reter's Bible, ed. Nolan B. Harmon (New York: Abingdon Cokes-
bury, 1955), p. 570. See The Amherst Papyri 92, 18 (AD 162-
163) quoted above on p. 7«

%ere one could possibly posit the influence of the Hebrew
7 -2 71 in the New Testament use of koinonos. See above pp. V-/D' • T ————

"'iimst Lohmeyer, Die Briefe an die Philipper, an die Kolosser
und an Philemon, Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar doer das
Neue Testament (6th ed.; Gfittingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht,
1930)> P« 189, writes here of "die Verbundenheit des Bruders
mit dem Bruder lm Glauben."
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1 V*"""" " H

/7/cxT€lo S" crotT of verse 6,x the fact that their shared faith is the
j S>, \ ^ P

essence of the bond is suggested by the emphatic use of h a fe X os

(Tj 20; cf. 1, 16) and the general tone, purpose and appeal of the

letter.3 Any personal friendship, though possibly true, is secondary,

for the appeal is primarily a Christian one. Thus the main force of

koinonos here, even more so than in II Corinthians 8:23, is on the

spiritual relationship between Paul and Philemon.^
The remaining uses of koinonos (I Cor. 10:l8, 20: II Cor. 1:7)

and suukoinonos (Rom. 11:17; I Cor. 9:23; Phil. 1:7) by Paul are all

with the genitive. Passing over I Corinthians 10:l8, 20 which can be

better evaluated in the context of the discussion of the whole passage

in connection with koinoniaP these are cases of the normal partitive

^-See below pp. *?£ ft.

^Cf. C. F. D. Moule, The Epistles of Paul the Apostle to the
Colossians and to Philemon, The Cambridge Greek Testament Com¬
mentary, ed. C. F. D. Moule (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1958), p. IU7, for a concise up-to-date discussion with
references to the pertinent literature on the Christian signif¬
icance of this designation.

3as traditionally interpreted, for example, as by Moule in the
work just cited. If one were to accept partially or wholly
the views of John Khox, pp. 555-560 in The Interpreter's Bible
and set forth more fully in Philemon Among the Letters of St.
Paul (revised ed.; New York: Abingdon Press, 1959), PP- 56-
70, this point would thereby be further enhanced. For if the
appeal is really to Archippus as the slave-owner addressed
through Philemon as the head of the church, the use of this
round-about method would preclude any close personal friendship
between Paul and Archippus. Thus they could only be koinonoi
in terms of a common faith and the appeal would be on the ex¬
clusive basis of this relationship in the Gospel.

^J. A. T. Robinson, The Body (London: S. C. M. Press, 1952),
p. 58, applying his view of "the Church as literally now the
resurrection body of Christ" to Philem. 17 interprets " fcoii/tu-
vcfy —i.e., a partaker of Christ."

■^See below pp. bo.
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genitive which indicate that the ruling idea is sharing or participa¬

tion.^-

This is evident in II Corinthians 1:7, fyjuwr
-** c ^ c O' c/ r x ">
^ U T-ejr U/UCur' €>OOTeS ore Lo^> too) vwy or <?CT76-

7/Z)r 77<i0tf/-/ci'7-t<j y~} outujs fVj 7^5 ricjpqwhere Paul writes
to the Corinthians concerning their sharing the same kind3 of sufferings

(7 iY QurTuY" r 4 6 7 U p rio Y) as he; therefore partaking of the same
comfort (cP/«. '7~^V T7<^p,:(.^\y)or c ujs j}ofpc^ kr^Oo.U 6 Q<\ <\uJ t>(
StO Too 0 ou ) which finds its source in Christ (cP)<* To~

X U
7^9/a-7" ou ). Likewise the sufferings which are shared are des¬
ignated as 7a ?/<5 0 ^ 7 ^ 7^0 ?fy5,cr7 ov(v» 5)*^ Though the weight
of meaning is on the "having a share in," at the same time it is a mis¬

take to lose sight of the fact that the unique nature of the relation¬

ship which is rooted in this "sharing in" is included in Paul's employ¬

ment of koiaonos.

It remains now to examine the occurrences of sunkoinonos which

differ from koinonos only in the unmistakeableness of their Inclusion

•^See above p. 3,

2Josephus Antiquitates Judaicae U, 177: A Pi 5 'Ju <T7p <? —
t/CDtgS jTi^j rtfr yi/itpTlr /coiyujyo} ~r u ^ <7 j 7 uupfo. 5 ,

3
Alfred Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Second Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians, the International
Critical Commentary (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1915), P» 1^«

^Ibid., p. 15.

^Heinz-Dietrich Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korinther, Das Neue

V

Testament Deutsch, ed. Paul Altnaus (7"th revised ed.; Gflttin-
gen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 195*0, P* 1^5, "die ganze
Gemeinde bekommt am Kreuz und Leiden Anteil."
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of the vu y~ idea.-*- First in appearance is Romans 11:17* CT G1 &

05 pjy €r\~€ lC€-YTpi crQrj $ by (tutois K 3 ' cuyKol^ui-
vos 7-^5 T^js ~<ttorero "S ~rfj s VAqf'q s dyfe'v <5u * where
the heathen who have become Christians are represented in Paul's analogy

as now belonging to the main stock of the people of God and are with the

believing Jews partakers of its privileges and benefits which "in prac¬

tice . . . amount to the supernatural life of the people of God in the

last age."^

Similar^ is I Corinthians 9:23, Y7 <kyt<\ b /io/uj §) <k 7 s

€uayy&s\/oKj jvq <joy/co\ uu/ro s rau y %-Yujjl(<7( • Paul con¬

ceives of his own salvation and apostleship as inseparable,^ for he does

(including both verses 1-22 and 2U-27) that along with those to

whom he has laboured he might partake in to yy£ o y} which in¬

cludes the ck(J>~0^pt oy a 7-€-(J>4VoY of verse 25: yuX[ tcujs 'ab\\dt s

aJro 5 ^dotr)jugi y&Y^jy[(x( (v. 27).
The last occurrence of suakoinonos in Paul is Fnilippians 1:7,

fcqqcji bcry 1 y c5/ fq 1 qy Cmo( TOZ>70 (pyoye~iy S^cbrO nafryujy
uyuujy') $><k 70 ll'/ze- C / 7 y y u/y 4 s ^ cV Tf 7 0?s

s yu 0 u tri) CY yp btxobqyiy trq 1 /3V/3 <?/u>cr£/ ~7 0 o~
t^yjecAiou cr uy <r0 1 v uj ro l> s juov T/j ? '7^/^ > ~r os /x^ytqs

James H. Moulton and W. F. Howard, A Grammar of New Testament
Greek (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark„ 1929), II, 32kf.

p
C. K. Barrett, The Epistle to the Romans (London: A. & G.
Black, 1957)* p. 217.

3d. Hans Lietzmann, An die Korinther I, II, Vol. IX, Handbuch
zum Neuen Testament, ed. G. Bornkauun (kth revised ed. Werner
Georg Kttmmelj Tubingen: Verlag J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeckl,
19^9), p. U3.

Hfendland, p. 68.
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c ^
U,u a. 6 Qv~r4 s . The usage is normal; Paul views the church at Phil-

ippi as a partaker with him ~/Tjs / 7~c 5 •"*" Paul has foremost in
mind ch- 7t- to7 s r^ccr^a?^ ^ ^ £~q / tr T /f c/ at o 7 oy / ^ t<?)
/B<£/3 f cr«£/ tpo twy)Aou as the current expressions of "la
grace par excellence . . . I'apostolat parmi les nations."2 It is this

"absolute grace of God,"3 manifested in the gospel,^ now present in

Paul's sufferings and at stake in his struggle,5 which is partaken of

by the Philippian church through their sympathetic love, understanding

and concrete aid to the apostle,6
The previous two occurrences of sunkoinonos in Paul (Rom. 11:17,

is better taken with Voy/pa > vkaj y o v$ for "when Paxil „
'

speaks of the grace peciiliar to himself he never says jixcnJ >1
'X s or >j 'K^P' 5 u 0 ^ * but 'Xqp/ s yi eT cr eg
Mo C (Gal. ii. 9: I Cor. iii. 10; Rom. xii. 3, xv. 15); or
/f "Yc(n/<? au 7 0V i) <c/5 ^ u 6- (I Cor. xv. 10)." Marvin

Vincent, A Critical and Exegstleal Commentary on the Epistles
to the Philippians and to Philemon, The International Critical
cSaaentary (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1397), p. 10. But Loh-
raeyer, p. 25, appealing to the cr u y Coluiuv^trar tm uou
~7jl O /V/ of H:l4 takesjuou with rPjs -v^/fos
So also E. F. Scott, The Epistle to the Fnilippians in Vol. XI
of The Interpreter's Bible, ed. Nolan B. Harmon '(&ew York:
Abingdon Cokesbury, 1955), P« 25.

Kpierre Boxmard, L' Epitre de Saint Paxil aux Philippiens in Vol,
X of Cominentaire du MoVeau Testament (Neuchatel and Paris:
Delachaux and Niestl^j'." A,7"i950)>~P* 17.

^Vincent, p. 10.
li
The use of koinoaia in verse 5 is significant for the under¬
standing of this passage. See below pp. *?/4f\

^E. F. Scott, p. 25. Lohmeyer, pp. 25f», aptly comments: "Es
ist das Einzigartige, dass das pers&aliche Geschick des Pis.
und das sachliehe Geschick des Evangeliums jetzt unl6siich ver-
bunden sind; indem Pis. sich verantwortet, ja iudem er gefessel
ist, verteidigt er das Evangel iff))!'

ftCf* 1P-2Q diacusBed belpy PP, 3?-£ ftfld £
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I Cor. 9:23) show less tendency than koinonos towards the inclusion of

the idea of a spiritual bond of unity and imply no more than "parti¬

cipation along with." In contrast, a sense of spiritual oneness is

intimated in Philippians 1:7 by both the object and exercise of their

participation. In the light of the total context of the letter1 sun-

koinonos in this passage uniquely combines at least the thoughts of

"having a share" and "giving a share," for the former is dependent on

the latter.

Koinoneo.—With the exception of Philippians k:15 all the occu¬

rrences of the verb (including sunkoinoneo) in Paul are with the dative

of the thing. The normal significance of this construction according to

classical analogy is "to have to do with."2 It is the usual dative of

association. Two infrequently met other possibilities which are import¬

ant for the problem at hand have already been pointed out in the pre¬

vious chapter. One is the dative of the thing shared,3 "participate in,

and the other is "to give a share.""

Considering first tne possible use of the dative to express the

thing shared in the Pauline literature, Seesemann considers it a refined

^-Bonnard, p. 17, appropriately writes of cyoy ovS Moo
~X cjfi j T-o s A as "la cle de tout le passage" and as

"caractdrisent l'epitre tout entiere."

2See above p. /V.

3see above p. /"T

^See above pp. M - ^V. Two post-New Testament Christian examples
are the Didache IV 8: ol tc &r(ovT/pq.<fiiqcnj joy ~&y<Sg&ju^voYj
cr l/y JCo) v Usr ^ Wy-Tk T Uj cro u £ <n
Ov '!s' d €?y~<t ( * and Barnabas XIX 8: tcai vuj-
Y tier €-/$<£/ TlMi-i erfo Y 0~dU K~i) Ouc\-p<M)S
) d / € / V<* (

\

t0
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usage in which the dative is viewed as a substitute for the genitive.

The most certain2 example of the dative of the thing shared is Romans

15:27, e-/cr)y quTUjr"

yq(? ~rois y~iv^o/Jp7-/Ko7^ Qup"u7v bk?otvuoyt^cr*r t<k \-Qyyj!
O0 e i Xov cri y <^|/ Toj^ cT c\p j K<f) <> ^ e ) J~oop yFj cr a (

"J —>

-2dura/?. The meaning in the light of the preceding two verses^ is ob¬

viously that the Gentiles have come to share in the spiritual blessings

which have emanated from the Jerusalem Church. The emphasis is on

A u /to )T as the instrumental source, but at the same time the thought of

these spiritual blessings as a common possession is an integral part of

Paul's thought in his use of koinoneo. It is this mutual sharing^ in a

Gospel which came to the Gentiles from Jerusalem that is the adequate

motivation for the felt willingness and obligation of the Gentile

•1-Seesemann, p. 32f. He cites for support the rule: "der (part¬
itive) Gen. bei 'nehmen von, essen von' usw. wird irn NT ... .

durch prSpositionale Wendungen oder auch durch andere Kasus
ersatzt. ... so hat fr'oi r &Tr nur H 2 lU den Gen.,
w&irend Paul, Petr. Joh. den Dat. oder eine Pr&p. brauchen."
Friedrich Blass and Albert Debrunner, Grammatik des neutesta¬
tu,entlichen Griechisch (8th ed.; Gtfttingen: Vandenhoeck and
Ruprecht, 19^9), P» 80. Included by Seesemann in this category
are Rom. 15:27, Eph. 5:11, I Tim. 5:22, I Peter U;13, II John
11 and Rev. l8:*w Illustrations of this dative in place of the
genitive in Greek are quoted by Seeseraann on p. 33 from second
century sources.

2Campbell, p. 369, calls this the only certain instance in the
New Testament.

3"At^present, however, I am going to Jerusalem with aid (^/q/co-
v uj y ) for the saints. For Macedonia and Achaia have been

pleased to make some contribution (k:"oJv-uu-Ar 7) y\ ) for
the poor among the saints at Jerusalem." w. 25-26.

'hlauck, p. 808, speaks of a "VerbundenheitsverhSltnis." Ernst
Gaugler, Per R&aerbrief, Prophezei (Zurich: Zwingli—Verlag,
19^5), p. 385f«, notes that die Gabe nicht bloss eine not-

wendige Unterstiltzung ist, sondern ein Ausdruck der Gemein-
schaft."
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churches "to be of service to them in material blessings." Though

"sharing in" is the primary force, the other dimension also has its role

to play in this employment of kolaoneo. The sharing is in terms ox' the

spiritual blessings of the Gospel. The larger context, however, of the

Apostle's koinonia language at this point is the material aid

~70v s Ts vtuy a^K/GouY T^Y yV 2fey>ou 0" «\ry{ *"*"
Philippians k:l4, /rAz/v f^fXujS €>to 7 & Cruy iCo \ y zv-

y/(CT^y 7* 5 Uou 7Jj" G^jc^€if could possibly be taken as a dative of

the thing shared. But since the "sharing in" is in terms of sympathy

and thoughtfulness expressed in their material aid to Paul,2 the usual

force of "have common cause with" fully accounts for this dative.3 The

difference would in reality be slight, thus showing how the dative of

the thing shared may have developed out of the use of the dative of the

thing with which common cause is made.** The context of thought is iden¬

tical to that expressed in 1:7 by croy icoiuvu k 0 u$ jLlou 7 /7V
^G/°/ToS ' ^ stress rests on their sharing^ ~t7) Q of Paul,

-'-Rom. 15:26.

2Cf. w. 15-18.

3j. B. Lightfoot, Saint Paul's .Epistle to the Philippians (Lon¬
don: Macmi11an and Co., 1888), p. 16k, paraphrases by making
common cause with my affliction, by your readiness to share the
burden of ray troubles." Thus also most authorities since.

**Campbell, p. 366.

^Lohmeyer, p. 183: "genau analogen Wort." See above pp. jS-f
and note the contrast with II Cor. 1:7 above pp. 3•*/•£

s participation language though in one sense ambiguously
portraying the literal Greek construction, is still the best way
to express the thought of this phrase. The RSV, for example,
translates, "to share my troubles." This fact shows how close
the two Greek usages are in this passage.
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and this as Lohmeyer points out, "spricht . . . von der Hertsteliung

einer 'Gemeinschaft8.This is plainly evident from the 'S'o (T & uj S

X"V/ P\if/q (/> e ous of the following verse.

In the above example it has been seen how the one usage could

well have blended into the other. This may well have taken place in the

next two instances. The difficulty of precise distinction is apparent

in Seesemann who considers the dative in Ephesians 5:11 and I Timothy
2

5:22 as genitive substitutes and the same time adheres to the normal

force of the dative in translation.-

\ \ —> O /
In fiphesians 5:11# trq ) //^ cruy/coi t~c- jdts g,oydis

Td'Js 4 A~c,p 7~ra; s ~r-ou CTXrP 7~Ou S , //c? X?\ a y fj <- t<Cq) I Xc^/'^O (~
f either usage would give the meaning required by the context.

Since the warning includes along with the committing of such sins the

toleration of them and fellowship with those who commit them,^ one need

not go beyond the normal "have nothing to do with."5 But the unambiguous

use of the dative of the thing shared in Romans 15:27 leaves the question

-Lohmeyer# p. 183. He immediately adds# "das sie auf die sch&ie
Tat der Unterstfltzung sich begriiadet# ist der Sinn des Lobes."

O
For the purposes of this chapter# these will be treated under
the Pauline category without further justification.

^Seesemann# p. 32. "An alien diesen Stellen also I Pet. k 13#
II John 11 and Rev. 18 h geht die Bedeutung von )co> i/ujv-ffvj
{iber 'teilhaben' zwar hinaus und kann vielleicht am besten mit
•verbunden sein, Geaeinschaft haben' wiedergegeben werden."

T. W. Beare# The Epistle to the Ephesians, in Vol. X of The
Interpreter's Bible, ed. Nolan B. Harmon (New York: Abingdon
Cokesbury# 1953>)p» 710.

5cf. Demosthenes De Falsa Legatione 33k; (TTpq r ^ \/o S S' € i
Pj r) rfc7/ CT G y $ OCj>/ K~d! {/ ujy 'i vCK

G (3 €) o r q) 5.

)
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open."'-
p \ -> /

Similar is I Timothy 5:22, 7"<^ecos jU^d^rl Qri i t (
x r ^ ~Vh x v c \

juyjoe Ko)v\jur^i QLIQ :>-/ J Cfc ^AAor^y ?/s <J€auTor <X yi/oY
p^>7/P / , where Timothy is urged not to make himself respon¬

sible' for the sins of others by ordaining^ too hastily. The ordinary-

use of the dative can suffice here,^ though the other would equally well
£

give the proper sense.

1
Campbell, p. 3^8, because of the paucity of examples in earlier
writers feels that it is best "not to give k~o)v vuy&Ty this
sense in the lew Testament if it is reasonably possible to avoid
doing so."

^Artemidori Baldiani Onirocriticon Libri V, ed. Rudolph Hercker
(Lipsiae: In Aedibus, B. G. Teubneri, 186A), III, 51: ^

xrcscr>^/y Sofc-Tr ra <3u ~<\ h A Au, 2L~r/r/ou y \/yujp/iA.
r7>- \ 9 ^ ' f' ")\ v 9 v c ;>\ -> y1 / ^

o^ov Toy aOTaY tied*, A] 7>jv GUTYjr y^;p\ rj a 7\o r*y
//^o? 7m? P (TUjyUq 7~0 s 7^? aurk rt QiTpb \ y K<\ \ OAcos i^'r-
YOCT^y- /[ cur^y&iy> kroiYiuv ^ cr^c ct >7/7 <i'y&( T (Zrca jU <Xp 7 yyjtfT u^y ^ CG- (V

-j

-Moachim Jeremias, Die Briefe an Timotheus und Titus, Vol. IX,
Das Neue Testament Beutsch (G^ttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht,
1953)> P> 3A translates "niache dich nicht mitverantwortlich f'flr
die Sflnden Anderer." Also see fn. A below.

Hv'hsthar the laying on of hands is for ordination or for the
restoration of penitents does not appreciably affect the force
of koinoneo here. The arguments for the latter are found fully
in Robert Falconer, The Pastoral Episties (Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press, 1937)* pp. 150ff. and in Fred Gealy, The First
and Second Epistle to Timothy and the Epistle to Titus, in Vol.
XI, The Interpreter's Bible, ed. Nolan B* Harmon (lew York:
Abingdon Cokesbury, 1955)# PP« AAAf. For the former see E. F.
Scott, The Pastoral Epistles, The Moffatt New Testament Coram-
tary (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1936), pp. 67f. The crux
seems to be the relation of 5*22 to the preceding verses. Cf.
Martin Dibelius, Die Pastoralbriefe, Haadbuch zum Neuen Testa¬
ment, ed. Hans Lietsmann (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr jPaul SiebeciT/
1931J, PP* 50f.

^So Radermacher, p. 128.

^Arndt-Gingrich, p. A39, of this instance comment, "to share,
participate ia the deeds of others means to be equally responsible
for them."
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Since Romans 12:13, y<?7s ?pe7<»y s Tidy- JCo ty cova^y 7-<?^ >

can possibly be either of the two usages just considered as well as "to

give a share," it will be considered in transition. The RSV "contribute

to the needs of the saints" is obviously the implied application of the

text. Yet it does not necessarily follow that this represents the exact

force of the Greek construction. Arndt and Gingrich would classify it

in a category which seerns to partake of both derivative uses of the da¬

tive of the thing: "Participation in someth. can reach such a degree

that one claims a part in it for oneself take an interest in, share.

This fits in the explanation outlined above as "a not yet effected

participation."^ The examples given there contain the genitive only,

but if one does not stumble at the dative substituting for the genitive,

this need not be a hindrance.^ The possibility and plausibility of this

must be conceded. One must, however, also recognise that the usual da¬

tive of association, "making common cause with needs of the saints,"5
can adequately support the required meaning. The latter is broader and

allows for the inclusion of that sympathetic feeling which would furnish

the motive for the actual help given. As John Knox comments, "'sharing*

is more than 'contributing'."^ If one does accept the more refined u-

■'"Arndt and Gingrich, p. ^39•

2See above, p. 12.
n y £ y
•^LXX proverbs 1:11, ko/uix/v-rjcroy a)j^qTo •s and Philostra-
tus Vita Apolfonii 5, 25: hd)V\xjr<si rou wxyou YfiT\Y
The full quotations can be found above on p. 12.

^Seeseraann, p. 26, would agree, translating "nenrat an den Bediir-f-
fiissen der Heiligen (hilfreich) teil."

^Campbell, p. 368.

°John Knox, The Epistle to the Romans, in Vol. IX of The Interp-
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sage the overtones cannot be ignored. The thought is general; it is

not a reference to the special Jerusalem offering.

The unusual, transitive sense "to give a share" for koinoneo

oiost probably receives the stress in Galatiac i 6:6,^ K"'o/ ^re / r <-o d c

o ^t u/j s t~°y A oyoy ~7 )(o 0 y~rc ef ^T^rcDY
ckyaQo? s • Ia view of Z Corinthians 9:7-1*;, II Thessalonians 3:8ff.
II Corinthians ll;7ff»> Philippians *;:10ff., I Timothy 5:17-18, Barna¬

bas 19:8 and Did&che L;8,3 it is most natural to assume that Paul was

indeed concerned about the material support of those who taught in the

Church. One need not limit yr^criy <h y q o? 5 to material goods,
though Luke 12:18b "and there I will store all my grain and my goods

(753- yiio u ) indicates the possibility of maintaining this. The

phrase /r<qVn~ , if wider,^ is certainly inclusive of

material contribution5 and moreover, serves to present the matter from

rater's Bible, ed. Nolan B. Harmon (New York: Abingdon-Cokes-
bury, 195*0/ P« 590. He holds that the phrase "is literally
'share in' or 'participation in' their needs." Also Hauch,
p. 808, "Das lebendige Anteilnehman an den N8ten der Heiligen."

^Barrett, p. 2U0.

-Ernest De Witt Burton, A Critical and Exegedtical Commentary on
the Epistle to the Galatians, The International Crictical Com¬
mentary (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1920), p. 336.

dThe last two are quoted above on p. 37*

**R. T. Stamm, The Epistle to the Galatians, in Vol. X, The
Interpreter's Bible, ed. Nolan 3. Harmon (New York: Abingdcn-
Cokesbury, 1953)> P« 573, holding to the transitive force
insists "that there is no warrant here or elsewhere in Paul's
letters to restrict the connotation of 'in all good things' to
material things."

^Heinrich Schlier, Der Brief an die Galater, Kritisch-exeget-
ischer Kommentar flber das Neue Testament (Gcittingen: Vandenhoek
and Ruprecht, 1951), p. 203.

$
/
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a highly spiritual standpoint.It is difficult to limit the gramra-

patical force of the phrase to that of associative dative. Most cert¬

ainly involved, however, is the thought that the sharing of material

benefits is rooted in the sharing of spiritual things.

Philippians A;15, juot l/tr A^cryu. <r&Y
£'"5 'Aoyor cfacripuj s Ar*t pi 4UJ"5 <?y m\ UjUO 5 jUovo(^
the last of the Pauline uses of koinoneo to oe considered, is quite

normal. The dative of the person is expressed by u o( and the function

of the genitive of the thing shared is filled by the prepositional

phrase beginning with <s i s . 3 Paul and the Philippians share or have

become partners in "giving and receiving." The thought context is that

of Pnilippians 1:7 and l+:lU which has been discussed above.4 To class¬

ify this as do Arndt and Gingrich'' among those instances which indicate

"to give a share" is quite inadequate, for that force is expressed pri¬

marily by cJocren^s. > not by gkoi yujyh o~G Y • Such is the thought, but

not the grammatical usage.

"'"George S. Duncan, The Epistle of Paul to the Galatians, The
Moffatt New Testament Commentary (London: Hodder and Stoughton.
193*+), P« 185. He adds: "Christian giving, for Paul, is never
a mere payment, but is an essentially spiritual act in which it
is a privilege to be allowed to share (cf. 2 Cor. viii. 1-6),
one way among many in which Christians can show their fellow¬
ship in the gospel (cf. Phil. i. 5) •"

2
Seesemann, p. 25•

3Plato Hespublica V k53 A: 0 y c5u 7 n (io<r)s
4vy\ 'c(ppGYo^ y^vausX"d) v UjY y~) CT«f f G? H tftJUYT'K T<\ <S7C>yA .

1l
See above pp. 3 and 3

^Arndt and Gingrich, p. U39. Also Bauer, p. 795 and Hauch,
pp. Qo8f.
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Koinonia.--II Corinthians 9:13, §'/c\~rf'S s

2*/<*. tCay/'a s 7~ciuT>ys cFo ^kovreS 70r 0 GoV ^Trr 7^" J/to-i
T<\y>\ ysjs Q/A6^\oy/*5 (JpL^r <£/3 7o fuhyy/A;oV Vo?

•s / —>» —v y ") 3 \ \ ^ y/'
_\o /crTOi? fan QnAoy^ t ( 7*)*) faDj><x/yu^>5 ^ordl/S ir*? / TKlVJdS

Seesemann's suggestion of "Mitteilsamkeit"^- or "communicativeness"'" as

a rendering of koinonia solves the difficulties which are posed by othey

translations. For if koinonia is taken as concrete "contribution,"3
. \ -> s

a a' £/7 r 7~4 s becomes a problem; likewise the unnatural use of

<£•the preposition <?' makes Windisch's otherwise appealing "Aufrichti-

gkeit eurer Gemeinschaft mit ihnen und mit alleca"1' very difficult. This

sense for koinonia, as has been observed in the previous chapter,'' is

derived from the transitive meaning of koinoneo "to give a share" in

the sense of "the habitual practice of an activity.' Though infrequent

and late, this force for koinonia can be paralleled. 1 The most perttneki"

one for II Corinthians 9:3 is Gnomologium flpicteteum Stobaei k3:
y / g

~yo hf a-j o r y r ( fCotl/ujy\q& . Thus koinonia designates their dis-

^Seesemann, pp. l8f. See above p.pp/l
p
George, p. 170 suggests "generosity" as the English equivalent.

3piummer, p. 267.
k
Hans Vindisch, Per zweite Korintherbrief, Kritisch-exegeti-
scher Kommentar jiber das Neue Testament (9th ed.; Gffttingens
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 192k), p. 285.

''Above pp. 12f.
c

"die gewohnte Aus&bung einer Th&tigkeit." Kuhner-Blass, op.
cit., I, II, 260, This use of koinoneo occurs in the New Test¬
ament probably at Gal. 6:6 and possibly at Rom. 12:13.

^See above p. 35 . Philo De Vlrtutibus 80 and 8k are considered
examples of this by Hauck, p. 80k.

full quotation ic found on p.7S above. Hauck, p. 809,
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position ev s crorooS pAl Als 77<3>7~<r£ which lay behind their

participation in the offering; (9:1)This exceptional use of koinonia

can he accounted for hy the fact that Paul, being unsure in chapters

eight and nine of the readiness of the Corinthians to take part in the

offering, was seeking for other than obvious and colourless designa¬

tions for the collection. He sought to apply to it expressions which

would forcefully communicate its inner spiritual character; for example^

(8:U, 6, 7), s (8:2; 9:11, 13), <=o\ay(\ (9:5)>

vj\ (8:^; 9:1, 12, 13), Az 1 rovp yf<x (9:12), dnorctylj
7vTs Omo Ao y/t s (9*13) as well as koinonia (II Cor. 8:U; cf. Rom.

15:26-27). It is already obvious that the koinonia language has its

own contribution to make to Paul's conception of the offering for the

Jerusalem Christians in need.

The same general context of thought governs the use of koinonia

in Romans 15:26, /j 1/0)0 a~ y v y°)P Ale\t:G<SoYf\ a~A) Ayq/'^
trot yuj.yiccv y-iocy'<r<*cr&4( c /s tdus yx~rouyou5 tluv

AyAjy tluv cf Though no support can be garnered for
0

koinonia in the concrete sense of contribution, Paul seems to have made

the abstract "communicativeness" concrete by the aid of t)y\ , for

Bauer, p. 795 a°d Arndt and Gingrich, p. UkG all cite this
parallel and accept Seesemann's interpretation. W. G. K&nmel
in his revised edition of Hans Lietzmann's commentary on

Corinthians, p. 207 adds a note to bring the commentary into
harmony with Seesemann's researches at this point. Wendland,
p. 98 translates "freigebigen Mitteilsamkeit." But cf. the
RSV, "the generosity of your contribution."

George, p. 170, notes "that the meaning here is not reached by
way of the idea of 'sharing in contribution* or 'contribution
in which we share *."

%ee the discussion above pp.^jf.
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rZ0('/]V-4(r@c? ( requires a concrete object. It is then the phrase
Ko) yujy^r' r/r«i which designates the collection itself, not just

koinonia.1 This seemingly unique use is thus not as irregular as it

might seem. In Paul's mind as he called the more usually termed

C$a*£"ow«i(Roia. 15:31; II Cor. 3:^; 9:12, 13. Cf. Horn. 15:25 arid II Cor.

8:20 for the verb in the sane context)'- a Co/yxjy/^y >I v <-{ cert-

ainiy lay the mutual sharing in the Gospel which is designated by 7015

riyto/u o7/K~biZ <70 tujy C<o i v cor yjcr ay in the following verse.J
The two are inseparably connected as the remainder of the verse indicate

(o$£ r^oc(7>y- iy 7o/? cr^k/cofe 1 Toup y ?jo~<i (
■> "> »

auto / s~ ).

A third employment of koinonia is II Corinthians 8:k where the

churches of Macedonia are characterized as y/o X\Pj s Tfp/0<\ —
"~s. , r-\ / ^ \ V f

/cA^cracos c3eo//eyor FIUUJY T^V ~p<^p/y 1 Tqy CoivujwMv
"7^5 n KoY^i -s 7-7J5 <£75 rous Qyj ov5 « The presence of the
genitive makes it unlikely that one can posit the same force for

koinonia as in 9:13 and Romans 15:26 above; rather the idea of "parti¬

cipation in" must underlie the usage here.^ The proximity of ~XpjP/ s

to atojuusvS*. v tr«i JCo)lsa.y,ar ) in wilat is ®°Bt probably

^Seeseaaan, p. 29: "Das 7iy\ --- 'eine Art von' weist noch
beBonders darauf hin, dass eine Umschreibung vorliegt. Ich
imBchte daher den ganzen Ausdruck c'otuujyj^y ~y>y<\ , wort-
lich « 'eine Art von Mitteilsamkeit*, alt 'Kollekte' wieder-
geben." Tne RbV translators, perhaps following the misleading
entry in Arndt and Gingrich, ignored this point in their
"some contribution. *'

2Cf. Acts 11:29.

-"See above pp.3$f.

^Campbell, p. 373•

i
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a hendiadys1 is most significant. Although "favour"2 (cf. Acts 24:27;

25:3) is the first sense of -y^ojs in verse four, it is hardly neutral
and separable from its surrounding uses by Paul in verses one (

?^oj y yov qeoo 7"v? y c)gSo^ v iv cr/ii s

jJj'i MqKGSgy/* s ) and six (t)jy ^<^o/ Y r^ur^Y ) ^ Thus one
must not only keep in mind the horizontal relationship implied in Paxil's

k
employment of koinonia, but also note that Paul can give it a decided

5
religious accent. This use of koincnia in reciting the example of the

Macedonian Churches is certainly part of the background of koinonia in

its occurrence in 9*13 where Paul is referring directly to the Corin-
i / £

thians expected participation in this same 9^ zv -s
In I Corinthians 10:14-22 Paul employs koinonia in connection

with the elements of the Lord's Supper: 7o fio TtjPioY T^s GuXoy/<? s
<■ / 7 A , 1 ^ /-7 s C Y —

0 €UXoyou,U&Yj C>U^/ Ko) V U->r) <\ Ga7/y 7ov Cl/jUq7os YOU

-With Windisch, p. 246, Lietzmann, p. 133 and Seesemann, p. 68.
Pluramer, p. 236, considers the *0^ as "probably epexegetic."

J

2"Privilege" may be a better rendering of this sense of y^pis .

^It seems quite probable that the use of ^pp/S in verse four
furnishes the transition between its uses in verses one and
six.

^"dea . . . Sinn . . . der Gemeinschaft und Verbundenheit am

Dienst gegemiber den Heiligen" according to Hauck, p. 809.
See above p. /?. Kbinonia in the exclusive sense of parti¬
cipation is quite infrequent. See the conclusion to Chapter
I, above p. 2? •

^Here Seesemann, p. 68 first makes his claim that for Paxil
" Kow/\Juvi'k muss . . . einen tieferen, innerlicheren, re-
ligiiSsen Klang gehabt haben." As to the question of transla¬
tion he remarks: "Am ehe6ten passt 'Gemeinschaft' = 'innigste
Anteilnahme', jedoch mit religifisem Akzent."

6
See above p.-^5.
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ypI crToV * toy yror /r/n uj/36 y oo )(x/ \<ro)u\uV}<K
j Ou o /u <t j o 5 to o> / o~ 7 o o o~ "yy y ^ ' Sim¬

ilarly he uses koinonos to allude to the worship of Israel (oJ> Of

CCrO/Oy 7~£ s tos OiyfT/aS ro/l/iov-o/ td"u <9o<t/ J oo
I

^/cr/ri) 6111(1 to that of the pagans ( o3 cT^ Uu<'» tcoiVUJ-

VOVS TruJr (JUOY'UJYyfyQsrSa ( ). The context is a warning a-
gainst idolatry ((jb^oye y^ 3tto 6^ cTaOo^abpa? s ) based on the
nature of the Lord's Supper for it is not Paul's prime purpose to ex¬

plain the latter by external analogy.1- His thought moves in the opp¬

osite direction.

Thus the distinctively Pauline phrases icoi Vujr/a^ €t>/y

t- — ( ^ "v •- / ^ ^sou o-s ~ro<-> Ap>/crToo and kro)Uujy>i too criujuqto s
tou tycvcrto i/ $-ctt/v- call for first attention. As has been dem¬
onstrated in the foregoing chapter, koinonia, when it is constructed

with the genitive, usually has the normal genitive of the thing shared2

designating the fundamental sense of participation in something with

someone. And since blood and body are grammatically things, priority

must be given to this possibility in any inquiry into the manner and

content of Paul's thought in this passage.

The acquaintance of Paul with the tradition of the Lord's Supper

■kjflnther Bornkaram, "herrenmahl und Kirche bei Paulus," Studien
zu Antike und Urchristentum, Beitr&ge zur evangelischen The-
ologie, Band 28 (Mflnchen: Ch. Kaiser Verlag, 1959). p« 138,
referring to 10:1^-22 writes that "hier entwickelt Paulus
positiv aus Wesen und Bedeutung des Abendmahles die Unverein-
barkeit einer Teilnahme an Herrenmahl und GiJtzenopfermahlen."
Cf. Albert Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, trans
William Montgomery (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1931)» P» 269
and Lietzmann, p. 1+8. Hauch, p. 805, appears to proceed in
reverse raanner.

2
See above pp. 3)-%$ for the rare exceptions.

h

•
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(U:23ff.) requires both that his use of and au.in 10:16

must be considered in the light of tiie whole tradition rooting in the

original words of Jesus, and that the two eucharistic phrases cannot be

arbVitrarily separated in their primary referenced At the same time,

however, Paul's utilisation of the koinonia language, his reversing of

the order of the elements and the comment of verse seventeen would

suggest an interpretative element in this employment of the Lord's Bupp-

p
er in his larger argument. But trie basic point of departure is that

Paul's grasp of the traditional significance of this "twofold parable"-3
of Jesus is fundamental to his immediate use of them.

It follows then that by blood Paul does not refer to the ess¬

ence of life (Lev. 17:11) as such,'4" but to blood (life) poured out in

^Karl St&raer, "Das Abendraahl bei Paulus," Svangelische Theo-
logie (July-August, 1947), p. 51. Bornkamm, p. 16>2.

p
^drnst K&sernann, "Anliegen und Eigenart der paulinischen Abend-
mahlslehre," Evangelische Theologie (March-April, 1948), PP«
264 and 273. Sduard Sehweizer, "Abendmahl: i. im Nt," Die
Religion in Geschlchte und Gegenwart, ed. Kurt Galling fdrd
revised ed.; Tubingen; J. C. B. Mohr Paul Siebeck , 1957)#
I, 11. Borakamm, op. cit., p. 157.

^Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus, trans. A.
Ein-hardt from the 2nd Gertaan edition (Oxford; Basil Blackwell,
1955)# P« l45» Recent discussions in this area include A. J.
B. Higgins, The Lord's Supper in the Hew Testament, Studies in
Biblical Theo'logy, No. 6 (London: S. C. M. Press, 1952), Nev¬
ille Clark, An Approach to the Theology of the Sacraments,
Studies in Biblical Theology No. 17 (London: S. C. M. Press,
1956)# Eduard Schweizer, *'Abendmahl: I. Im NT," Karl George
Kuhn, "The Lord's Supper and the Communal Meal at Qumran," The
Scrolls and the New Testament ed. Krister Stendahl (London:
S. C. M. Press, 1953)# pp« 65-93# and Joh. Steinbeck, "Das
Abendmahl Jesu uater Bertlcksichtigung moderner Forsehung,"
Novum Testamentum (January 1959). pp. 70-79.

4 _ ^
As Seesemann, p. 39 insists: so muss uater deia a>M 1. das
Blut als 'Lebenstoff' verstanden werden." This is directly
conditioned by the meaning he ascribes tocrw)/Y<\. See below
p. 55 .
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sacrifice indicating the death of Jesus (qct^os y\p * • »

To tiot^iO/qy t ) ytj r&^ To y 0<\V«7qy tov frujofou k"q tq \j -

\\c-to 11:26as the foundation and seal of the new Covenant ( Too To

to rr o7 o Y K'<zJ p ^ r),<=? S)j^t-{ b<r tV by rS> hyy <7/^4 r(
{ll:25).2 Thus as Paul linked 7o rioT>yt\y Tip fcVX &\JH 5 to

CT /

Tdu Q/jUaios Too Xp/o-Tov in I Corinthians 10:l6 he certainly
had nothing less in mind than the effective presence (avui/<y<r IV )3 of
that which was established by and rooted in the death of Jesus. In the

words of Behm, "die K"q 1 v ^7 §'j <\ ist ein Korreiat-begriff zur

/37do 0Y o \J

Paul's use o^otc>u<\ is similarly orientated. Jeremias' ^ re-

Johannes Behm> "a'ta*. f" Theologisches Wflrterbuch zuta Neuen
Testament, ed. Gehard Kittel (Stuttgart: Verlag von W. Kohl-
hainmer, 1933)> I> 173: "Das Interesse des Iff haftet nieht an
dem Blute Christi als Stoff, sondern an seinem vergossenen Blut,
dem ihm gewaltsam genotmaenen Lebenj 'Blut Christ^ is wie 'Kreuz^ nur
ein anderer, anschaulicher Ausdruck f$r den Tod' Christi in sein¬
er Heilsdeutung."

^Cf^ 3x. Jer. 31:31ff• and 2 Cor. 3:6. Johannes Behm,
"o/<z-&picy{ ," Theologisches W8rterbuch zum Neuen Testament,
ed. Gehard Kittel (Stuttgart: Verlag von~W. Kohlhammer, 1935)*
II, 137, posits: "Vom dem <5> <z-6y(Jc/--( Wort Jesu aus wird erst
voll verstandlich, wie Paulus und Hb dazu gekommen sind, den
Begriff in den Mittelpunkt ihrer theologischen Ges-
cnichtsbetrachtung zu stellen," But cf. Higgins, pp. 29-3^ who
doubts that the covenant saying can be traced back to Jesus' own
words at the Supper, though he admits that the idea could well
have been present in his mind. But apart from this question,
the covenant concept is basic to Paul's thought (Rom. 9:k; 11:27
2 Cor. 3:6ff.: i+:2kff.; Eph. 2:12).

- A
^Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of the Mew Tes¬
tament (S. C. M. Press Ltd., 1956), PP= 36Bf. ~~

^Behm, "cP/ >" P« 137- Bornkamm, p. 162 writes: "Neue
Bund, d. h. die neue, eschatologische Heilsordnung, der Sache
nach: die Herrsehaft des erhfihten Christus, die in seinem Tode
begHindet ist."

Xleremias, The Eacharistic Words, pp. l^Of.

0/1
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-

search has demonstrated, the possibility that bisra (flesh) rather than

guph (the whole person) as postulated by Salman"1" was the most probable

Aramaic equivalent of on the lips of Jesus. Bisri and idhmi

(blood) are used of the two component parts of the body of a sacrificial

victim; thus Jesus in the eucharistic words is speaking of himself as a

P ^
sacrifice. If this is the foundation of the tradition, then as

well as ^ is grounded in the death of Jesus in the context of the

Lord's Supper. But even apart from this specific context Paul can speah

in this manner of the body of Christ; for example in Romans 7:k, tjyi&rs

7? <p Vo/jco TO\> CTUJ^HTOS you >3
and Colossians 1:22, VUr/ <S & QH O/rq y ^V <JtOJJ4T(

czutoT/ cp/c\ too • This is likewise the

obvious sense of the Pauline repeated tradition of I Corinthians 11:2k,
N ( ^ C s ,C V

you 7a /jov €cr7~t y 70 g~lcjjU7-0 untp u/yuyy- , as to uyep
iSuujy indicates.11 It must be kept in mind that the sacrificial death

of Christ designated by body and blood is to be viewed not just as a

death, but in line with the Biblical conception of sacrifice^ as a death

^Gustaf Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, Fr. Paul P. Lefertoff (London:
S. P. C. K., 1929), p. Ik3.

^Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words, p. lkk.

■^he analogous € d Y o"0ov-^ 6 r/]P of verse three de¬
mands this sense. But cf. J. A. T. Robinson, The Body (London:
S. C. M. Press, 1952), p. k7, who includes also the mystical
body.

^Wendland, p. 85: "'Filr euch' deutet den Tod Jesus als Suhndpfe]
fiir die S(inden." Cf. I Cor. 15135 Rom. 5:6, 8; Gal. 3Jl3>
II Cor. 5:21. This phrase, untranslatable into Aramaic, absent
from Mark's account ana similar to the Lukan TO 0'7/tp
§'/S^ee^oY (22:19) is most probably a variant of an original
tradition. Cf. Kiggins, p. 29.

^Vincent Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice (London: Macmillan and

Tf v/1
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which results in the releasing of a reconciling life.-*-
The problem remains as to how far I Corinthians 10:l6 reflects

this use of cby Paul. Seesemann with the Aramaic guph in mind,

shifts the emphasis to the exalted Lord saying that for Paul "der ges-

chichtliche Herr immer zugleich der Erheihte ist."2 He reasons that as

the Lord as an earthly personality load a cTcijuq ~r>)S o'^tcos (Col.
1:22), likewise as the exalted Lord he has a '7^5 So^>js (Bhil*
3:2l). The body remains the same (dasselbe). Hence Paul can attach the

historical Lord to the cnZ)y/4. and yet have the exalted Lord in view. 3
The presence of the exalted Lord at his table in the redemptive power

resulting from his death and resurrection is certainly not to be denied,

but that Paul usedo-tc^n. at this point to refer directly to the person

of the exalted Lord in this manner is another question. can and

does refer to the person as such in Paul,5 but here the phrase must be

kept parallel in meaning to <?///<? ro s rdD ~XoJo~7~ov according to the

analogy of 11:23 as even Seesemann recognizes-1 though with different

Co., Ltd., 1937-1955), pp. ^9-75-

Hf. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism (London: S. P. C. K.,
19^3), pp. 232-2^2.

p
Seesemann, p. 38*

3lbid.
k
Eduard Schweizer, p. 10, in a summary article on the Lord's
Supper in the New Testament says that three theological motives
are operative in the four accounts. One he states as "eine
neue Bekr&ftigung des Bundes Gottes mit seiner Gemeinde. In
ihm tritt ja die Gemeinde in Tischgemeinschaft mit ihrein er-
hilhten Herrn."

3J. A. T. Robinson, The Body, p. 29.

^Seesemann, p. 39.
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results. It is not Just the earthly historical body which is primary,

but that body given freely in death now viewed from the vantage point

of its post-Easter consequences, that is, the contemporaneity of the

reconciling covenanting death of Christ through the invisible present

exalted Lord himself in whom the kingdom of God has arrived.-1-
When the phrases siur/i . . . ToV a/ras to'u Xo/cr-

To'o and fCO)yivyjo( Too o-iS^gto s toD ~)XyO;crToV are thus
approached, the normal force of koinonia with the genitive makes excel¬

lent sense. In the drinking of the cup and the eating of the bread at

the Lord's Supper Christians are at the same time partakers of the blood

and body of the Lord—those salvation realities resident in the resurrec¬

ted, exalted, yet crucified Lord who is actually present at the table by

the Spirit (II Cor. 3*17)• This is Christian worship at its ultimate.
•> ^

By his use of koinonia Paul has interpreted the corviQf the tradi¬

tional accounts."^ The end result naturally is in part table fellowship

with Christ (vs. 21 5 K~up>/ov )» but that is not what Paul
is saying precisely; his thought is on a more central pivot. Likewise

and Hauck's on an "innige Verbin-

dung"'+ based on a difference between the koinon- words and the inetecho

^Sttirmer, p. 5$. E. Schweizer, p. 19* "Aber wesentlich ist er
f-fir ihm ja nur als Bereich der Herrschaft des Kyrios und der
Segnungen des Erhdhten, in denen er als der Gekreuzigte fflr
seiner Gemeinde gegenv&rtig wird."

O

K^semann, p. 278: "Denn wie immer der Sinn des so lang und hart
umk&mpften %0-rri'Y bei den Synoptikern bestimmt werden mag, bei
Paulus liegt hier kein Problem vor, insofern der Apostel dieses
kcrTfy- in 10, l6ff. durch den Ko Wujv-/<\ -Begriff selber in-
terpretiert hat."

3seesemann, p. 44.
4 _ -

»*uek. n. 8Wt
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(vss. 17 and 21) group and supported by Chrysostoa^ should not be carries
O

too far here. For even though the koinon— words are more suited to

describe something inward,3 paul has employed the genitive rather than

the dative. This sense here would be better looked for in another direct

tion (cf. vs. 17). The first force then of koinonia in this verse, as

indicated by the genitive construction, is a participation directed ul¬

timately to Christ via the connotatively rich tod todo

yyjcryoo and yoi) crujJUQTo s Tdo jcr 7 odd
CY t ' c\ <— c ~\\ '

Verse seventeen, o~r ( €-/ "= ^^5, <S h <J~ Lu/yy. Of y/oAyoc
1 c \ 7 c ^ ' 0
tercet* oc y qp T7oy7<^s YK toy ^vos q^tov y c-Y 1

which has been on the one hand considered as a parenthetical digression

Cj /
of the main, thought of the passage' and on the other as requiring crta —

7'oo X/O/crTcTo in verse sixteen to be taken in the specifically

"^Johannes Chrysostom, "Horailiae XLIV in Epistoiam prirnam ad
Corinthios," Patrologiae Graecae, ed. J. P. Migne (i860), LX.I,
Homily XXIV, p. 200 b S r Cbyqcy, 0 uyi to)
you crcocsayos y-00 X/i/cr^lo'O &crt ( ^ cY/q 7-/

ycop-oyrij ore xrAXor y < XX X Co croc i^/2ou X/0 >7) pen'

tt oW\\r X T '-) 0) vA CT Oa ( cruYofociGiY. 0 J yfio
ycorYy^ir y&yor k~a) jJt/3<4YO)Y~j ^AAV fc4)
tuj Y00<o-QG ( fo>v\AjYoOyny.Y"..

2
Similarly Lietzmann, p. k8: "ein Mittel zur Erlangung der
Gemeinschaft" and Arndt and Gingrich's possibility, "a means
for attaining a close relationship with the blood (body) of
Christ," p. UkO.

3cf. Seesemann, pp. 3 and h^t L. S. Thornton, The Common Life in
the Body of Christ (3rd. ed.| London: Dacre Press, 1950), pp.

W91., and George, p. 171.

^Note that the 5 KOjo'dd yc G7 eye) y of verse 21
is Conceptual parallel to verse 16.'

5
'Johannes Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief, Kritisch-exegetischer
Kommentar ttber das Kcue Testament (10th ed.j GSttingen: Vanden-
hoeck and Ruprecht, 1925), p. 258, and Ernest Best, One Body in
Christ (London: S. P. C. K., 1955), p. 83.
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Pauline sense of the Church (cf. Col. 1:18, 2*0,^ is actually the crux

of the whole argument. It affords the rationale for Paul's employment

of the kolnonia language, accounts for his reversal of the traditional

phrases and is the key by which verse sixteen can unlock the difficult

verse which follows. The import of the verse is that Christians, espe¬

cially (not that they are not otherwise)^ in their partaking together of

the Lord's Supper, though many, constitute one cruy# the crujtt a rou

Xp. 3 They are united to each other because they are common
sharers in the body (blood) of Christ. They are a unity in Christ. He

shifts the order of the cup and bread because the one loaf and his norm¬

al terminological use of cruju<\ make it convenient to develop his point

out of the bread saying. But it is the partaking of both the blood and

the body which constitutes their oneness as the body of Christ.^ Paul's

Jereaias, Eucharistic Words, op. cit., p. 157; Kflmmel in Lietz-
mann, p. 182 and Robinson, The Body, pp. k7> 65 and 7^ iQ dis
own way.

P
"Eduard Schweizer, p. 11: "Naturlich ist die Gemeinde auch
ausserhalb der Herrenmahlfeier der Leib Christi; aber Paulus
braucht den Ausdruck in Zusammenhang mit der Gottesdienstge-
meinde, weil er nur dort konkret in Erscheinung tritt."

^This is not to identify the two uses of . Cf. Bornkamm,
p. 16^. For Paul's use of cru>« <i to designate the Church cf.
especially the recent studies of Robinson, The Body, and Ernest
Best, One Body in Christ (London: S. P. C. K., 1955). G. .J. C.
Marchant, "The Body of Christ," The Evangelical Quarterly (.-Jan¬
uary-March, 1953), pp. 3-17; discusses the two concluding that
"the 'body of Christ' in the sense of the Church is a metaphor
expressing spiritual experience which is real, unity with Christ
and His people which is actual, but not in the actuality of His
body glorified with theirs of flesh, but in the participation
and fellowship of the Holy Spirit,/' p. 17*

^ornkamm, p. 162, aptly points out that "deutlich ist hier, dass
das 3cjo7os /ctuju a. -Wort von 11 2b und nur dieses fiir Paulus
die Basis abgibt filr die Formulierung des ekklesiologischen
Satzes 10 17«" It is quite possible that the origin of Paul's
concept of the Church as the body of Christ lay in his reflec-
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logic is realistic as he connects the two verses. The presenting of

this oneness at the table in its foundation in their common participa¬

tion is Paul's purpose in verses sixteen and seventeen.

This points back to the koinonia language in verse sixteen. It

has been shown that Paschal ideas dominate Paul's view of the Eucharist

and for that matter the whole tradition even apart from tne identity of

the Last Supper with a passover meal.^ This fact, according to Davies,

suggests that the ideal of community plays a large part in Paul's

thought concerning the Lord's Supper. He writes that

just as in the Jewish Passover we have a memorial festival of
thanksgiving for a past event that had led to the formation of
the community of the old Israel so for Paul the death of Jesus,
when he thinks of the Eucharist, is primarily the means where¬
by the New community is constituted. ... In the above pass¬
ages the idea of community, is, therefore, central and in the
immediate context of the Pauline account of the Last Supper it
is the need of a proper awareness of the New Community to which
Christ had given birth Jhat makes it necessary for Paul to dis¬
cuss the Supper at all. ^

Koinonia rooted in the idea of a sharing in common is used by Paul in

connection with the blood-5 and body of the Lord to pave the way for the

tion on the language and meaning of the Lord's Supper. Cf. A.
S. J. Rawlinson, "Corpus Christi," Mysterium Chrlsti, ed. G. K.
A. Ball and Adolf Deissmann (London: Longman's, Green and Co.,
1930)/ P« 227, Higgins, pp. 69f., Best, p. 87 and Clark, p. 67.

^Theo Preiss, "Was the Last Supper a Paschal Meal?", Life in
Christ, Studies in Biblical Theology, No. 13 (London: S. C. M.
Press, 195^), pp. 1-100. W. D. Davies, pp. 250ff. Cf. Jere-
mias, Sucharistic Words, Higgins, pp. 15-23 and Clark, An
Approach to the Theology of the Sacraments.

"Davies, pp. 352f. Cf. B. P. Shedd, Man In Community: A Study
of St. Paul's Application of Old Testament and Early Jewish
Conceptions of Human Solidarity (London: The Spworth Press,
195'), PP. 189-193.

^Steinbeck, p. 77 > who grounds the blood word directly in the old
covenant at Sinai points out the common idea even there: "Die
gemeinsame Teilnahme an demselben Blut kittete beide Blutemp-
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conclusion of verse seventeen. It is the common sharing of the body and

blood which makes it possible for him to say ey <zrUJUt{ oc 7706X0 X
which he further emphasizes by oc ypp rr<\v7& S €*r yo~u

bos u yU&y^Xpju^-Y * The priaary point is that Q( n obbob
c i _

are thereby CY cruojua, and that in or of Christ, which fact furnishes

the platform for the rest of the argument, accounts for Paul's shift of

the eucharistic phrase and his use of koinonia, for the latter with its

double dimension was uniquely fitted for his purposes.

A.s he utilizes his koinonia-Iogic against idolatry, Paul pauses

to illustrate his point in the current worship of Israel,"'* /3~\6tx<^-T&
yoY y<?Tk cryptrq" Guy o< XcrO /o y % tbrs Qcctms
to) t/u/yd } you -Qu<tj <* cr7t)p) ou ^X)(j)r j Xn line with the paschal

character of this section of I Corinthians the reference is most prob¬

ably to the Passover celebration "when a covenant sacrifice was followed

by a covenant meal."2 The problematic Qucr)<7 cr T>)p/ow ^ rejxresents

fanger, sei es Mensch und Mensch, sei es Gott und Mensch, suf
das festeste zusammen."

1
The present tense, £/cr\Y , excludes a reference here to the
offering to the golden calf of Ex. 32:5# 6, as for example
Bornkamm, p. 138.

'-James Moffatt, The First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians, The
Moffatt Nev Testament Commentary (London: Hodder and Stoughton,
1938, p. 13^^ Because of its lack of general religious signif¬
icance, the custom of the eating of the temple sacrifices by the
Levites alluded to by Paul in 9:13 is hardly in his mind here.
The similar use of koinonos in Philo De Specialibus Legibus I
331 and 221 usually cited does not alter the situation. Dt. 12
would afford a closer parallel.

^6uo7<5cr7/}o/ov as 3trictly a metonym for God as adduced by
Von Hugo Gressmann, "tJ Ko> 7 IZr 6a /M yfv'uj v ,"
Zeitschrift fflr die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft (iy2l), pp.
22k-23G, and followed by JIauck, p. :i05> and Seesemann, p. 52, is
both improbable and unnecessary. Cf. Jourdan, p. 123, and Camp¬
bell, p. 376.

Oi
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the historical, redemptive ana covenantal reality bound up in the cel¬

ebration, that is, it is to Israel what the Lord's table is to the

Christian community.1 There is a parallelism of relationship. One is nc

more a metony® than the other, yet both refer beyond themselves. Those

who join together in the eating of the meal thereby constitute themselves:

"partners of the altar", that is. participators in the worship of Israel*

God. "Partners in the worship of God" would be nearer the force of the

phrase rather than either "partners with God" or "participators in God. *,£

The normal genitive reveals the stress of Paul in this instance

that joining oneself on a horizontal plane with an acting group involves

one vertically in participation or partnership in that which is the basis

of the unity or the purpose of the formation of that group. In one sense

Pairl. 's thought is now proceeding in reverse manner. In the case of the

Lord's Supper a vertical participation implies a horizontal unity, here

a horizontal unity incorporates a vertical participation.

Coming now to the main point of the whole paragraph and the mean-

ing of 1/u^koi; s rdr da a Y) , Paul applies the above ill¬

ustrated principle to point out the implications of joining in the eating

of pagan sacrifices. For grammatical purposes foi i/uv v-ou o ~T cuy

co y~ can be considered the normal genitive of the thing as in

1 y \ y
Jean Hering, La Premiere Epitre De Saint Paul aux Corinthiens
in Vol. VII of Commeatfaire Du Nouveau Testament (Neuchatel and
Paris: Delachaux and ffiestle S. A., 19^9)> p.~36, comments
that "Oucr/a cr T )-jp/'o y prefigure la table de communion.5'

%ere it can be pointed out that the LXX and the Hebrew Old
Testament avoid the use of the koinon- and ~~/ _Z 71 words respec¬
tively to express the relationship between man and God. Hauck,
p. 802. Philo, however, did. Cf. De Vita Mosls I 153.
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verses sixteen and eighteen meaning literally "partners in detynons.

Paul is arguing that to associate with pagans in their cult meals is to

participate with them in demon worship—in the recognition of superna¬

tural powers opposed to God.^ Thus one becomes involved in that which

is a direct contradiction of and in blatant opposition to the gracious

reality resident in the observance of the Lord's Supper. Therefore his

conclusion: "You cannot clring the cup of the Lord and the cup of the

demons. You cannot partake i r) of the table of the Lord and

the table of demons. Shall we provoke the Lord to jealousy? Are we

stronger than he?" Paul has interpreted the significance of the pagan

cult meal in the light of the nature of the Lord's Supper. The recogni¬

tion of this flow of the argument shows that great care must be exer¬

cised in any attempt to use pagan terminological analogies to assess

Paul's views of the Lord's Supper in this passage.3 They are to a great

extent beside the point.

Paul in I Corinthians 10:lk-22 has utilized the koinonia lang¬

uage with its unique capacity for double-dimensional reference to con¬

struct a. very potent argument against participation in pagan cult meals.

At the same time his application of this language to the Lord's Supper

affords insight into his conception of its character.

Closely related to Paul's use of koinonia in I Corinthians 10:l6

■^Campbell, p. 396. To Sat L\dv)oy is neuter.
2
Cf. Deut. 32:17 which is reflected in verse 20 and also I Cor.
8. There is no necessity at this point to delve into the prob¬
lems involved in the comparison of these passages in their
relation to Paul's conception of the demonic powers.

6ft. good listing of these parallels is that of Lietzmann, pp.
^9-50. Cf. Seesemann, p. 102.

K. //
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is I Corinthians 1:9, Vy/crTOs 6 Gec^V, cT? oS <^/s

kToivujy/<*y yoZr (j/olj qts to u ~X>^a~ol/ X^o j cr~7o"0 ~To"? /CL^/ou
GY~ • Here, however, the genitive is used to refer directly to
Christ rather than to his body and blood. It is at least at first

sight a clear case of the genitive of the person which is quite rare

with koinonia,*- occurring only here in the New Testament.^ A possible

subjective genitive, either Jourdan's^ "the sharing-together effected bj

his Son" or the more concrete interpretation "the Fellowship created by

his Son" championed by C. A. Scott,^ is hardly plausible due to the lacH

of the definite article. The rendering "fellowship with his Son"'1 as

the literal meaning involves an objective genitive in the role of the

fi
associative dative which is an exceedingly rare construction. This

sense as the dominating idea is at best unlikely. A third possibility

is to keep the genitive objective and allow koinonia the force it norm¬

ally has with the genitive, that primarily of participation. One can

either with Campbell consider this a normal genitive of the thing even

"'■Seesemann, pp. 15f., and Hauck, p. 799. See above p. Si and
pp. where its occurrence in the LXX is noted. Cf. Mt. 23:
30 and Heb. 10:33.

^TTV&uu ^ which occurs in the genitive with koinonia in II Cor.
13:13 and Phil. 2:1 is grammatically neutral, whatever Paul may
have considered the Holy Spirit theologically.

^Jourdan, p. Il3. Since his position here is the application of
his interpretation of Phil. 2:1 and especially II Cor. 13:13,
it is more fully discussed below p. £>7

llrC. Anderson Scott, "What Happened at Pentecost," The Spirit,
ed. B. H. Streeter (London: Macmillan, 1919), PP« 133f.

^Arndt and Gingrich, p. 1+39.
y

See above p. <?/.
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though a person is involved,or with Seesemann as a genuine genitive ol

the person in which koinonia retains its basic meaning over against the

more frequent occurrence of this construction in contexts in which it

2has acquired a special significance. Of course one cannot rule out the

possibility of koinonia having acquired a special significance for Paul

in certain contexts!

f
This third possibility as the interpretive starting point has

more to commend it than the improbability of the first two alternatives.

The similarity to 10:l6 as well as the immediate context (vss. U-9) ia

which Paul is giving thanks to God for the Corinthians on the basis of

(err) ) 7 >} rc 7~oZ Jp So-Q^fcrty OftiY Iy Vp/trTa)
YZpcro'd suggests that Paul had in mind not just the person of the Lord

as such, but the total salvation reality resident and manifest in him.

As Lightfoot put it, "the k~0) Vujy)« ~raYj U/ou QoTdU is co-exten¬

sive in meaning with the^qcr J £)$ou *"3 The reference is
both present as in 10:l6 and future (vss. 7^-8), the former guaranteeing

the latter (Phil. 1:6),^ including the realities designated by the Paul¬

ine formulas ^y pp,/CrT>^' and cror ^ Seen thus, the normal

■'■Campbell, pp. 358 and 38O. He comments that "Paul frequently
speaks of the risen and glorified Christ in a curiously impers¬
onal way." Also see above p.<?S^.

p
Seesemann, pp. 15-16 and U7-U8.

3j. B. Lightfoot, Notes on the Epistles of St. Paul (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1895)> P» 150.

4K&nmel in Lietzmann, p. 167 writes of "die durch den Glauben
erworbene reale Anteilnahme an dem himmlischen Herrn und seinem
Heil in der Gegenwart (i 10 16) und die Zugehflrigkeit zum

tYUpioS bei der Parusie."

^Seesemann, p. U9; Hauck, p. 805.

air/

<
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force of koin.QD.la is here the most natural and at the same time a

significantly rich expression. The fact that the participation so much

centers in a person strains the capacity of language (at least transla¬

tion language) and makes the attempt to distinguish between the genitiva

of the thing or person quite academic. Never was koinonia applied to

such an object.' The concept is inclusive rather than exclusive. The

idea of fellowship is difficult to avoid here even more than in 10:l6,

but Thornton's comment "that when the object shared is a person 'fellow,

ship with' or 'communion with' may give the meaning as truly as 'parti¬

cipation in'"^- tends to lose sight of the necessity of the idea of

participation for a full understanding of the expression. Likewise

Moffatt is misleading when he speaks of "participation in its pregnant

sense of fellowship."^
Again it is obvious that Paul is not unaware of the horizontal

range of his koinonia language. It is a sharing together and a common

participation becomes his grave concern in the section which immediately

follows. That proper awareness of the community rooted in the person

and work of Christ which is never far from Paul's thoiights in this epis¬

tle is first expressed by his use of koinonia in 1:9.

Falling into a similar category are Philippians 2:1 and II Corin
* s

thians 13:13* Considering first Philippians 2:1, T) 5

/7y 66^/,/z? tos } especially if I Corinthians 10:l6 and 1:9 have

been correctly analysed, there seems little real reason to depart from

•^Thornton, p. 71*

%offatt, p. 7* His translation, however, reads: "Faithful is
the God who called you to participate in his son Jesus our Lord,
p. 6.
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the results of the recent studies-*- which agree in holding to the normal

force of koinonia with the genitive as affording the best interpretation.

The genitive would then he objective and the RSY rendering "participa¬

tion in the Spirit" would be the most precise. The objections brought

to bear against the subjective genitive in I Corinthians 1:9 would also

be valid here.^ The views of those who hold to the subjective genitive

in making koinonia mean "unity,"3 which does admirably fit the context

(l:27; 2:5)> are adequately summarised and handled by Seesemann. While

such a concept is definitely Pauline (i Cor. 12:*+—11)> it is right to
c /

ask why, if this was Paul's first meaning, did he not use Gy 0~r *) s" as

in Sphesians U;3,5 particularly in the light of the preceding cr

T(y e cf//err ( of 1:27? In support of the objective genitive Seesemann

points out by the aid of several quotations that the phrase /c'a juujv

Ctqlj y/'oo) yiy ^ u.u <z>o $ in the writers of the early church always

meant "participation in the Spirit."^ He also argues that the four

expressions in the verse fall into two pairs, the first two referring to

something outside man coming near to him, and the latter two designating

that which is present in man. To take TlV^uu<y To % as genitive of

"''Seesemann, pp. 56ff., Campbell, p. 378* Hauck, p. 807, Thornton,
p. 7-1 > and George, p. 178.

2See above p. (s> 1
O

Arndt and Gingrich, p. M+0, allows a sense very close to this.

^Seesemann, pp. 58-60.
cr l /
-> however, is used only in Sphesians, which has been
felt by some to be evidence against the Pauline authorship of
Sphesians.

zT

Seesemann, pp. 56-57* He quotes Acts Thomae 132 and 139* Ori-
genes, Joh. Komm. VI 22 and Methodius, de resurrectione III 16,
9*
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author would thus not fit the context. He goes on to point out that the

first phrase of each pair is a religious concept, q y 7~iV&u~~

//QTO& , and the last phrase an ethical one, aycfnhjS > O n Aiy V 1/ <\
k'4/ <01 K"r/pJU o C . In both Paul names first that which pertains to
God and second the one pertaining to man."''

Further it should be noted that the grammatically neutral cha-

racter of 71Y<~UmQ. as well as the primarily functional manner of Paul's

thought concerning the Holy Spirit^ pose less difficulties for this

interpretation than in I Corinthians 1:9- Since the Holy Spirit is some¬

thing received** it is not strange language to participate in the Spirit.

Again one would have to sey that there is more involved than fellowship

unless that concept is in turn enlarged.5 Mere fellowship apart from

■'■Ibid., pp. 6lf.

^The German 'heilsgesehichtlich' would be more precise. Cf.
Wendland, p. 23^.

'
• %eili Q. Hamilton, The Holy Spirit and Eschatology in Paul,

Scottish Journal of Theology Occasional Papers No. 6 (Edinburgh:
Oliver and Boyd, Ltd., 1957), P« 3, states that "the problem of
the Trinity, which is the occasion of the doctrine of the Trin¬
ity, was for Paul no prob9lm. He does not discuss it. To deal
with the Spirit in the tradition of the New Testament is to
avoid all speculation about the nature of the being of the Spirii
The viewpoint of the New Testament is consistently that of a
concern with redemptive history, and this redemptive history is
for the first Christians a 'Christ-process'." Cf. Oscar Cull-
mann, The Christology of bhe New Testament, tr. Shirley C.
Guthrie and Charles A. M. Hall (London: 3. C. M. Press, Ltd.,
1959), P* 2, and Alan Richardson, pp. 120-12^. This is not to
exclude any possibility of a personal concept of the Holy Spirit
by Paul as Windisch, p. U28, does, but to maintain the supremacy
of the "Christ-Process" in the language of Oscar Culimann,
Christ and Time, tr. Floyd V. Filson (London: S. C. M. Press.
1951), p. 21.

**Gal. 3:2, <? k, <srjy uuy vd/Ad*~> 70 7M 4 C & p(£ Zcoyjz . Cf. also I Th. J+:8.

^Hamilton, p. 28, makes fellowship the larger concept (also in

•
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the salvation realities involved in the possession of the Holy Spirit

would hardly satisfy the meaning of Paul. Thus "fellowship with the

Spiritcan be considered an ambiguous as well as loose translation of

tc'o ) v ujr/ 7~ly to-s •

In view of the larger exhortation in which the appeal is found,

that to Christian unity and humility (2:1-11), Paul's appeal was "if

there be any common-participation in the Spirit." It certainly fits the

purpose of his argument to use koinonia in its full dual-dimensional

sense. The resultant meaning would be in line with the essentially so¬

cial nature of his view of the Spirit's activity (l2ph. 2:18-22; 4:1-6;

I Cor. 12:13; 3sl6).^ "Fellowship" of the Philippian Christians under¬

stood as rooted in their mutual experience of the Holy Spirit is the
/

import of the phrase. This meaning, however, must come by way of

sCe<?7~os. as an objective genitive.

In II Corinthians 13:13, 2(9^/ S Too

xf>/o-/o \7 fv/ >7 ay^//| tou ~0^oc tra i ij fotvwv/i. toz ivy/ou ^
/IkeOyti 4 ros /4&Xc\ Yf(y r\^ Y tfu&Y > "the phrase vfc Tdo

'cky/oo //v gu/j4tos is found in apparent parallelism with two phrases

containing genitives which are generally held to be subjective.M Because

II Cor. 13:13) but limits the idea of participation to the gifts
of the Spirit. Likewise Windisch on II Cor. 13:13, p. 428.

1Arndt and Gingrich, p. 440 give this as their first choice.

2Davies, pp. 201 and 207f.

^Omitted by P 46.
L

C. F. D. Moule, An Idiom-Book of Hew Testament Greek (Cambridge:
At the University Press, 1959)* ?• 41, expresses uncertainty
about vf ayam\ you Ge-o'u' being wholly subjective genitive,
while Campbell, p. 379, and George, p. 179 point out that r H

/ s" yoz> at uy3/"o v cannot be considered as a subjective
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of this it is often maintained that the genitive in the third phrase

should also he considered subjective. The most common rendering of those

who do so is "the fellowship created by the Holy Spirit."*- But in the

first place if Paul was really concerned about grammatical symmetry—a

purely arbritrnry assumption—"the fellowship created by the Holy Spirit'

cannot furnish an exact grammatical parallel to "God loves" and "Christ

is gracious to" for there would be no corresponding verb.Campbell

further argues that such a translation is grammatically impossible in

that " /Co l vbuvfTy cannot mean 'to impart fellowship' but only 'to

have fellowship,* and so can mean only 'the having of fellow

ship,' not 'the imparting of fellowship.'"3

Jourdan, who holds to the subjective genitive in I Corinthians

1:9 and Pnilippians 2:1 as well as here, begins with the rare though

possible meaning of koinoneo "to give a share"'4' and koinonia "a share-

giving. He then takes the subjective genitive to refer "not to the

person with whom, or the thing in which, the sharing-together takes place

genitive in the precise grammatical sense.

*"This is not 'The Fellowships-Church' of Scott which completely
destroys any semblance of parallelism in the phrase. Among
those who defend the subjective genitive are Davies, p. 178, and
Jean Hering, La Seconde rfpitre de Saint Paul aux Corinthiens,
Vol. VIII, Commentaire due Noveau Testament (Neuchatel and Paris
Delachaux and Niestl^, 195$), P« 105^ Thornton, pp. $9f•, con¬
siders this a legitimate possibility. Plummer, p. 38k renders
it "the sense of membership which the Holy Spirit imparts to
those who are united in one Body." He admits, however, that the
genitive may be objective.

2George, p. 179.

^CampDell, p. 378.

^See above, pp.

5
^See above, pp.
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but rather to the person by whoa the sharing is effected."^ Thus koin-

onia would be the divine gift of 'sharing-together* corresponding to the

\°IiOj S of the Lord Jesus and the y4<7of God.^ Although this

makes an attractive picture, it is open to several objections. Not the

least is that it is based upon a rare use of koirionia which has only

been found plausible in a limited context.3 The main objection is that

it rejects the normal force of the genitive with koinonia yet at the

same time implies that which would otherwise be obvious from the construc¬

tion, for he concludes that koinonia

possesses a quality of signification which is capable of being
applied simultaneously in an internal and in an external direction,
that is to say, of being used at the same time with an objective
and a subjective force. It can mean, at one and the same time,
the "having a share", the "receiving of a share", and the "grant¬
ing of a share.

That is, it is "the sharing-together in the Holy Spirit" that is granted

by the Holy Spirit. And this the objective genitive can express with

^Jourdan, p. 118.
2
Johannes Chrysostom, "Homiliae XXX in Spistolam secundam ad
Corinthios," Patrologiae Graecae, ed. J. P. Migne (i860), LXI,
Homily XXX, p.^ 608, O&Vio to, tT}^ / <(-j 0 <; Jq S/ 4. i'o €• t< Irq)o&TOLT ^crv/r ^ iroJi/ivvA) jcib7"oC? Orjou" oV~ T0u Ufou £cr 7 i r f) y <yJi s , Cij Too
TfciT/OO-s kr« I 7 6^ hy'd 0 77v&U£/
to which he appeals, does not necessarily indicate that Chryso¬
stom held all three genitives to he alike subjective, but rather
that he held to the unity and identity of the Son, the Father
and the Holy Spirit in that where the s > %V^'V/v7 orkTdtl/uvv/g, of one was, there was also'the s > *\\/c(nyjor /T'd/utK.Ti'q. respectively of the other two.

O

See the discussion on Rom. 12:13 and Gal. 6:6 above pp.
and on II Cor. 9?13 and Rom. 15:26 above pp. V5-J97.

h
Jourdan, p. 119. Seesemann, p. 71 says that he knows no example
where "ein genetiv bei einem Substantiv gleichzeitig Gen. obj.
und Gen. subj. ist."
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less complexity with koinonia than can the subjective construction.

Further one need not always equate precise grammatical force with full

theological content. In the same vein there is a distinction between this

primary function of a word in an expression and its accompanying over¬

tones.

If one posits the more usual objective force of the genitive witt

koinonia in line with its probability in the similar constructions of

I Corinthians 1:9 and Fhilippians 2:1, a symmetry of thought can be seen

in this benedictory prayer which would more likely be the aim of Paul

than any artificial grammatical parallelism. If >(j Ko / l-uj w <c Td~u

au/ou TrY^ t/ita To 5 taken first and foremost as ''participation in
u

the Holy Spirit" the Apostle is expressing in another way the identical

salvation-reality resident in each of the other two phrases. That which

Paul has known as 'V<7/0/ ^ y-Qo K~Jpt 0 u Zjjycroo Kp/cr?ou ir<=ii
7 ' - r\ (

Tov t3er<uu respectively he has also learned to know as

/ ~ c / f l
kre>)v\ju^'^ 7ou cxyjo^ 77 veumi toS • It is a three-in-one desire com¬

prehensively expressed in terms of and arising from the experience and
p

faith of the early Christian Church. The symmetry is in the parallel

and progressing impact of each phrase in its totality, not in its inner

construction.^ And as Seeseraann4 points out from II Thessalonians 2:13>

^Cf. Rom. 5j5-H» Windisch, p. k28, notes that "wie man die Gnad<
Christi und die Liebe Gottes erlebt, so gewirmt man auch Anteil
am Heiligen Geist."

H. Strachan, The Second Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians,
The Moffatt New Testament Commentary (London: Hodder and Stough-
ton, 1935)) PP« 1^5f. Seesemann, pp. 63ff« Cf. also the excurs¬
us in Windisch, pp. k29ff., and Wendland, pp. 233^*

JIt is not enough to note with Hamilton, p. 27# that the proper
parallel members are grace, love, Spirit.

k
Seesemann, p. 70.

IS J
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OJi U/jxs & Oeos cf tt y €v s crcuT y/p/a.v' <? V
^

-- / . y XA /
£{ y/<? crjut^ 'TZv-duf-l 4 yo% £<?/ <%<\yi&€)q5 , the two types

of genitive can and do occur in phrases bound together in parallel fash¬

ion. The objection that the third phrase destroys the balance of gift

and giver of the first two when the objective genitive is held to is off

set by the realization that the genitive of participation in its involve

ment here with spirit, is indirectly the proof that the Holy Spirit

creates and establishes the participation.-'- Therefore the Holy Spirit

is here both the gift and the giver, but on a theological rather than a

grammatical basis.2 This in no way necessitates an ambiguous or indis¬

tinct genitive which would embrace in itself the two facets. The impli¬

cations involved in 7"t)u 6, y/ou 7tiv^uu<7 7oS are quite sufficient.
It is hard to imagine how Paul could have conceived of a better balance

with such sweeping comprehensiveness of thought in a few words. Thus to

depart from the objective genitive which is at the same time the normal

force of the genitive with koinonia would raise more problems than it

would solve. It requires less strained ingenuity, is rich in theological

^Wen&land, p. 233.

2Wendland, p. 23^» gives an excellent account of this: "Paulus
spricht von dem Wirken des Geistes, der die Gnadengaben oder die
Liebe oder die Heiligung hervorruft und gibt (vgl. R&a. 15, l6
u. 30; 2 Thess. 2, 13)* Daneben aber ist dar Geist das Mittel
und die Kraft, durch die Gott sich offenbart und Christus wirk-
sam ist. Christus ist der Herr des Geistes (3* 18 vgl. 3, 17)>
und Geist ist die Gegenwart des Herrn in den Glaubenden, in
seiner Gemeinde. Sr kann ebensowohl als personhafte Macht wie
(s&chlich) als Gabe, Kraft oder Mittel des gflttlichen Offenbar-
ungshandelns gefasst werden. Paulus hat sich nicht terminolog-
isch fastgelagt. Aber gerade auf diese Weise wird ein wesent-
licher, theologischer Sachverhalt sichtbar: dass n&alich in dem
Gegebenen der Geber virksara und gegenw&tig ist. So ist der
Geist als der Geist des Herrn zugleich der Geber und die Gabe,
so wie die Gnade Christi oder die Liebe Gottes gleiehfalls Geber
und Gabe zugleich sind, weil Gott sich selber in seiner Liebe
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overtones and implications and enhances the grandeur of the total expre¬

ssion.

The very fact that some scholars have been prepared to give the

priority to the horizontal dimension would warn against neglecting it
S» /

even while asserting the primacy of participation. As //C7 a. Ti<7\/Tnjr

Vindicates, Paul has the Christian Community in mind and thus a

word which includes it, even in a secondary manner, is no intruder. That

Paul so used koinonia is given further emphasis if Wendland is right in

asserting that "der Segenswunsch des Paulus wird den gottesdienstlichen

Versammiungen der paulinischen Gemeinden entstammen.The similarity

of this use of koinonia with I Corinthians 1:9> 10:l6 and Fnilippians
O

2:1 is obvious.

In Philippians 1:5, E u %i/0;cr7u> r kj /ao<j (verse 3)°
. . . €*z\ T fi 6yU'idY 5 € (3 c*_yy | o Y ^ rio iTjs
npiuTY) S 7do Vor > if is possible to proceed in
either of two directions. First in line with the other Pauline construe

tions of koinonia with ev 5" (Rom. 15:26 and II Cor. 9113)^ one caa thin

dahingibt."

1Ibid., p. 233.

^There is no need to reiterate the arguments against "fellowship
with the Holy Spirit," Arndt and Gingrich, p. M+0, which have
been given above in connection with I Cor. 1:9 and- Phil. 2:1.

3j. B. Lightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistle to the Philippians (Londos
Macmillan and Co., 1879). P. 8.3• Martin Dibelius, An Die
Thessalonicher I II An Die Philipper, Handbuch zurn Neuen Testa¬

:

ment (2nd revised ed.j Tilbingen: J. C. B. Mohr /Paul SiebeclT/,
1925), p. 53. This^direction of thought seems to be indicated
by the parallel Ek C 's and the secondary or subservient nature
of rtay-TO r€- ... /rocd^tvo S . But cf. Bonnard, p. l6.

^See above pp. V -T- ^ 7.
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in terms of "co-operation towards, in aid of the Gospel,''"*- designating

with them primarily material aid (I)-: 10-20); yet the meaning need not be

so narrow. This would give to koinonia the quite rare sense of commu-

O "*)
nicativeness. Second, the can be held to be a substitute for the

genitive allowing the force of the phrase to become "participation in

the Gospel" conceived either in terms of its salvation benefits-^ or of

its proclamation in an inclusive sense.4 That it is possible for the

same general meaning to be obtained from either interpretation of ^

is significant. Two main questions, the nature of e/S and the content

of CUhV\/ ov . must be considered before Paul's use of koinonia in

this passage can be determined. To these can be added a third—the

horizontal implications of the expression.

The possibility of G)$ serving as a genitive substitute with

koinonia is indisputable, for such can be demonstrated for koinonos-'

and koinoneo^ and also possibly for koinonia itself.''7 If such a use is

posited in Philippians 1:5 the occasion for it can be seen in the pres¬

ence in the phrase of another genitive, which to avoid ambiguity would

"*"Lightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistle to the Philippians, p. 83.

^See above p.

^Seesemann, p. 79: "A01 yujy/\, 70 eo^yy/X/oy
ist also Umschreibunfj fiir 'Glauben'."

Bonnard, p. l6.

Xpiato Respublica I, 333 B.

^Plato Respublica V, k53 A. See above p. -7JV.

^Thucydides III 10, 1: <= >Sor 6 "5 oXt€ (/)> S>^ TG t5
/Q^/3a^0Y' yyvo/A.^'v'^iY oZ/T-e K O / i'fjV'M Y~ 7l6^&0~IY'
c z1 "3 0~£j(3^Y.

■
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tend, to preclude the use of a second genitive. Campbell points out

that this is parallel to the disinclination on the part of classical

authors to use more than one kind of genitive with koinonia.'- In the

light of such an employment of €-/S with koinoneo in this same letter

in a similar context (Ij-: 15 ^ u 1 vduvycr e T £-/ s OvoyoV c^octc ujs

(/clu s ) plus the fact that koinonia can then be allowed a more

normal meaning, the possibility becomes a strong one.

-> A\
The question of the connotation of A/o t is less

involved. Paul often uses the term in the sense of the total mission of

the Gospel (Rom. 1:1; II Cor. 2:12; Gal. 2:7; Phlm. 13)• And in the

present passage it is used by Paul twice (vss. 7 and 12) in that very

sense. In view of the context of both passage and letter, Paul has in

mind in 1:5 that participation in the work of the Gospel which he went

on to define as (l:7) Cruytroj VujvouS juou ~T*)5 ' 70 s > (^*^0
cr oy/ro' v uj r^cr y re s A ou 7^ 0 , and (4:15) € Toi

)loyo r cJocr«ouS jtr'P / \yj 4 <ju 5 This of course would

certainly not exclude but be based upon their participation in the Gospe!

itself. Campbell suggests that perhaps the use of &is makes the above

meaning clearer than a genitive would have done.^ Thus it should not be

thought of as merely a genitive substitute, but perhaps more than such.

1
Seesemann, p. 75> says that to avoid ambiguity, Paul would have
had to repeat the article which is contrary to classical usuage.
He notes that Paul does occasionally repeat the article (I Thesa
1:8; Rom. 7:5; 8:^9; II Cor. 9:3), but only before a preposition

""Campbell, pp. 372 and 357•

-'See above pp. 35~-P. , 37 f. and f.
h
Campbell,p. 372.

/
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There is no real objection to this interpretation in 1:6 as Seeseaiann

1 0 ' r\ ^
feels, for the Gyyoy cxy^±)oy can well designate this participa¬
tion.^ The sense of "close relationship with the Gospel"^ which Arndt.

and Gingrich get from Seesemann's interpretation of his rendering is

hardly suitable.^
The RSV "your partnership in the gospel" fits very well indeed

and indicates the horizontal implications of Paul's employment of koi-

nonia. For in Kennedy's words, "this whole passage is concerned with

Paul's personal relation to them. And so k. anticipates <J u y/roii/iu-

y o o s (ver. 7), and will mean their common participation with Paul in

spreading the Gospel.In a letter which throughout witnesses to a

unique relationship between apostle and church, there is every reason to

believe that Paul had this aspect in mind in his opening inclusive expre*

ssion, koivvjykk uyucuy qj s 70 A / o / , which is so well

able to bear it. Considered as oxitlined above the expression can well b<

viewed as a concise comprehensive statement of the theme of the letter.

•1-Seesemann, pp. 76f.
p
Bonnard, p. 16; "Cette 'oeuvre bonne' est-elle la foi produite
par Dieu dans le coeur des Philippiens ou la participation des
Philippiens \ 1'oeuvre apostolique, dgalement inspiree par Dieu'
Sans doute les deux a la fois mais particulierement ici la
participation des Philippiens a l'apostolat de Paul." Also
Lightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistle to the Philippians, p. 8U.

^Arndt and Gingrich, p. Mtf).

^Seesemann's statement is: "Wenn der Eingangsdank des Phil den
entsprechenden Stflcken der anderen Briefe gleich angelegt ist,
so muss der Ausdruck jcotuvusi*. 85" fXnV ihr
'Anteilhaben am Evangelium'=~ihre 'enge Beziehung zum Evangelium
bedeuten." Pp.

5
H. A. A. Kennedy, The Epistle to the Philippians, The Exposit¬
ors Greek Testament (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1903),
p. 1*18.

•
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The final occurrence of kolnonia in Philippians is in 3:10 where

Paul i6 speaking of his supreme concern to know Christ, yi/teWif
auror jtr~<*r/ 77)^ yqc J ctC^toS <3(_/T0U tp"t /

/ / ■) , L ^fro) ybuy/a.7 naQy-jU^i^y durou ; o~L>/ujd.cf)<j)i 7 ip
65a~y^t~Tuu awToZ7 . The construction is the normal objective genitive

with the resulting primary sense of participation.-'- So obvious is this

that even C. A. Scott allows it in the sense of "participation in."^
•" ^ / -\ _The effecting context of this fpo) uu/y/* 7 77 <?-t) yjy q TcuY do too

is Paul's yy Luo~euj^ Yp jo-td^ \/>ycrov* (vs. 3) and his being du^&Qco
£r 4L/7uj (vs. 9) which involve the experiential knowledge of T*\Y1

_

JoVqM J y Td 5 a Vacr"7cca'£ ujs au roZ .3 Thus it is in view of his

personal relationship with the present living Lord that Paul can considei

his actual sufferings as a real participation in the sufferings of Chris

(cf. II Cor. 1:5-7;^ Rom. 3:17; Col. 1:2^). As the phrase c oyy.op -

6yos 7-uj Q<xy-4T y a 1st 0 v~indicates, the thought is that of the

V—compounds-^ and the connection is spiritually qualitative rather

Almost all are in agreement here. An exception is Lohmeyer,
pp. 133f., who writes: "Wo immer bei Pis. der Begriff "Gemein-
schaft" mit dem Genetiv eines Nomens verbunden ist, das ein
religi$ses Gut bezeichnet, da gibt dieser Genetiv den Grund und
die Norm an, durch welche Gemeinschaft erst m$glich und wirklici
wird. 'Seine Leiden' stiften also die Gemeinschaft des Gl&ib-
igen mit Christus Oder Gott." Cf. his discussion on 1:5* 17«

^C. A. Scott, "The Communion of the Body," p. 121.

3"Auff£.llig ist in 3 10 die Stellung der d va^a 7<\&i % vor den
t~v " M. Dibelius, An die Thessalonicher I - IISan

die Philipper, p. 69. *(

^See above pp.

(Rom. 6:8; II Cor. 7:3)* auMTd* cr y<£-l V (Rom. 3:17),
<Tuctt« uyzw cflk ( (Rom. 6:6; Gal. 2:19), g-wro. nf. 0o.v <hV(II Cor. 7:3)* cru v-QYn \y (Rom. 6:k; Col. 2:12), guy —
&yirlpbr\r (Col. 2:12; 3:1; Eph. 2:6), cru no ( <r?r (Col.
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than merely historically Imitative. It is Paul's possession of or

participation in the Spirit of Christ which affords the vital link. Of

all the uses of koinonia with the genitive in which there is a possibil¬

ity of an inner relationship being indicated thereby (I Cor. 1:9* 10:l6j

II Cor. 13:13* Fail. 2:1)* this is one of the more plausible.1
Since Paul uses the koinonia language in other parts of the

letter to refer to the share which the Philippians have in his tribula¬

tions (1:7 and ^:lk)^ and also speaks directly of their being privileged

to suffer on behalf of Christ (1:29 &JJA r e ^ / cr £3 7 o unP^P
J([OjcrToV~. . . i y one cannot exclude the horizontal implica¬

tions of fco p jf-tciS hjuctTWY aurod in 3:10. For as Ahern

expresses it:

The word koirionia introduces into this phrase the spirit of the
whole epistle. Throughout he has shown himself vitally conscious
of the part which all his fellow Christians play in working and

suffering for the gospel .... Now in 3, 10, with graceful
allusion to the part which his converts play, Paul speaks of his
sufferings as a koinonia of the immense t6>n pathematoh autou.

. rx ( s ~ / s \
Philemon 6, OYtu>s JCo) uiub/q. TJjs PT/oT'eujs aOu CW^v/^5

J" >n ( y w LU o~ £ i 777 c\v 7^0 5 Q-o Q ~rdo C-V >j/iiV
*> X

Qb S ^o/cr7-6\' , called by Maule 'notoriously the most obscure verse in

2:13; Eph. 2:5), <ru\-So £ <t S6?V (Rom. 8:17), <ru-y povo'uoi(Rom. 8:17) * cr^/3 <\cri A p 1 Y (II Tim. 2:12). '
1Seesemann, p. 86. George, p. 18^.

^See above pp. 1^-3L, ?c/-90.

^To this Paul, significantly adds (v. 30): Tor apj\r 2cv/k3v-dlva77es ofoy €\'£ br b-yUd) vqv ticoucjt-
--> /V. J ~>
G- v -e>4 o ( ,

Barnabas M. Ahern, "The Fellowship of His Sufferings (Phil. 3*
10)—A Study of St. Paul's Doctrine of Christian Suffering,"
The Catholic Biblical Quarterly XXII (January, i960), pp. 31f.
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^. ....... ... — -
this letter,"-1- is the purpose of the apostle's prayer (v. 4jt /r <!s y qp /r j

V 00 tydou 77dr-T0T*ryUY'£'<\r o~o u ric ( du/X^YO ? <^~rc( 7 tvr
Yipocj J(uj~r yLjOV as indicated by the OHlt/S . The interpretations

of the phrase ^ JCo)PUjv/c\ rfj^ fa'crl^S Tou have been manifold.-3
3 *> / -

Added to this are the ambiguities resident in Cy <^?-{ iy y ujCrc-J and
Y/ ^ Xy>/o~7<Xy with the result that any exegetical judgement will of

necessity he quite arbitrary. Yet if one reads this verse in the light

of the main concern of the epistle, (and where is this more likely to be;

first implied than in the opening prayer^ a very plausible rendering

can be obtained. As has already been observed^ Paul bases his request

upon a partnership in the Faith (vs. 17 <£/ ody €J<p/% icoiuiu^oYj

/j/oocrOicj /gV*! adro )- uj 5 Ym 6^ ), that is, he appeals to a

spiritual reality. Surely Paul was leading up to this appeal in his

prayer. If so could not T;*ytos Kyi OaC? 7oZ> ey ^ while
obviously more general, be anticipative of To croO (vs. 14)

which is a direct reference to Paul's request? Similarly the expression
C ^ -x / / ^

tj K~o)Vusr/e\ y/)-s ?-U(r7<,vj 5 erg u , particularly if the genitive is

considered to be the usual objective, would anticipate the basis of the

"^C. F. D. Moule, The Epistles of Paul the Apostle to the Coloss-

"> /

ians and to Philemon, p. 1^2.
p
J. B. Light-foot, Saint Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and to
Philemon (London: Macinillan and Co., 1864), p. 334.

•^These are listed in C. F. D. Moule, The Epistles of Paul the
Apostle to the Colossians and to Fnilemon, cf. George, p. 183,
and Vincent Taylor, Forgiveness and Reconciliation (2nd ed.;
London: Macmillan and Co., 1956), p. Ill, n. 2.

^For example, cf. Phil. 1:5 and the discussion above pp. 7/-7V.

%ee above pp. 3 pf.
6 <r ~ c

UM'Y is as well attested as Vjp \y,
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request of verse seventeen with koinonia meaning common sharing or part-*

1 P
nership1 in. The other most likely translation "communication" is

1 >. /

unnecessary in view of eve^y^s . Also it is difficult to
escape the impression that the previous phrase ct-ju 7>j ✓ /r ^ f

Tj-jV njo-y-jv /j v /7/oos 70 V *\c/y>ioY 'Jtjcrovv
Fa) <=/ s 7d^s W;^s is bound up in some way with 7/ £~0ivujy

,-N. / J O

~Th)S 17jo7~c<ju S croo u which would favour the above rendering. Whether
y /

crc) modifies only -r / cr > #u-» 5 or the entire phrase, the overall meaning

would not be substantially affected as long as the participation in its

first reference is held to be that of Philemon. The latter is less

ambiguous. Taking <£' -s ~XpjcrTar as qualifying the main statement in

the sense of ground and goal^ and c v h ?% > yv locc / as perception (cf.
Rom. 3:20 and Mt. 7:16) with its usual theological overtones'* the sense

-*-Jchn Knox, The Epistle to Philemon, p. 5* He notes that "in
the same way 7a prepares for verse 20."

^'Vincent, p. 179, Thornton, p. 38.

^Seesemann, p. 8l, denies that there is any hint of commonness
either with Paul or other Christians implied in the expression,
only Philemon's personal participation in faith. In his zeal
to refute the subjective genitive of Lohmeyer, he errs in the
opposite direction.

^This is possibly a metaphorical use of what Moule, An Idiom-
Book of New Testament Greek, p. 68, calls "the 'pregnant' use"
of e-?s with the accusative "apparently combining the ideas of
motion and rest." This he says raay be synonymous with "or, but
if so here, this phrase is not to be considered identical with
the special Pauline phrase "Xp j o~t uj . None of Moule's
citations in the above category afford a true parallel to
Philem. 6.

^ioule, The Epistles to the Colossians and Philemon, pp. I6O-I0I
lists every occurrence of "t&rc <'y v uj <rvs in the New Testament
and states that all except Rom. 3:20 are "concerned with the
perception of God's will or the recognition of him in his self-

revelation in JesU3 Christ."
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and force of the entire phrase would be "that your partnership in faith

may come to expression in the perception of every good thing among us,

and this in and for Christ." In this prayer Paxil is skilfully beginning

to apply to the end in mind that which he affirmed of Philemon in verse

five and re-echoes in verse seven. He is praying in verse six general¬

ly for that which he specifically asks in verse seventeen. The appeal

in both is spiritual, although the mutual sharing expressed by koinonia

Bis ,

N

(ft- k.)

is broader than the partnership indicated by koinonos which pertains

only to Philemon and Paul.

The only instance in which Paul uses koinonia absolutely is in

Galatians 2:9, yy6>rrfs iy ^ p, y cPo-0 eTa-qr Mo(>
<3 ATuj^3o 5 /"<=? / A rj a s A~"° ' J UjQ vyyjs ) 0( cJo kro u crT o \o(

GiYg (
3 j g Suj/ct'r Gryx o < (~y<^px"ci /3g ro ipujvA

/vq G ' S 7 A C-0 y ^ J qc;To( Gj 5 Ty 7lYf> I TO M V)V *
where its meaning is apparent from the context. The giving of the right

i c
hand is the token of the mutual compact expressed in the phrase / y q

/ p
. . . /7-^q Y and defined by koinonia as one of partnership. It
is in Schlier's words "ein Teilhaberhandschlug."3 Both dimensions of

^Schlier, p. U5, notes that <§\<5ov<w ist hier nat-
urlich nicht das Zeichen der Unterwerfung wie I Chron 29 2h
II Chron 30 8 K1 5 6 ( ~J A. sondern das Zeichen eines
friedlichen Vertrages (Xen. anab.'l, 6, 6j 2, 5> 3> IV /Sq-pr
10 15 I Makk 6 58 .11 50 . 62. 66 13 50 II Makk 11 26 Esr
10 19 Jos. vit. 30; ant. XVIII 326 u. a.)." Cf. Burton,
pp. 95ff., and Adolf Deissraann, Bible Studies, Tr. A. Grieve
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1901), p. 251.

^Burton, p. 95* Koinonia is often used in the sense of business
partnership. See above p. 30 . Cf. James Hope Moulton and
George Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament (London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1930), p. 351*

^Schlier, p. U5.
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koinonia are implied, and any idea of fellowship must be kept in subord¬

ination to that of sharing together in a common enterprise. Paul and

Barnabas have been recognized as full partners in the apostolic task-'-
in terms of their mission to the Gentiles (cf. vs. 7)« Seesemann's2
insistence that the recognition is not merely that of a common work hut

likewise designates Paul as X^Ojq-Tou overlooks the prime
concern here of Paul in respect to the apostolic status of his mission.^
He has been recognized as a partner-apostle.^

The last occurrence of koinonia in the Pauline corpus to be con-

sidered is in II Corinthians 6:1k where the phrase 1] 7 fs A"ohu.7Ji

7/poS o~Ar~oJOS is one of five rhetorical questions emphasizing
"the absolute incongruity between Christians and pagans( /V^
yyw-ea-06. <= yenojuy.juvr^ anj<~rTo,s)'° Although the Pauline cha¬
racter of this whole section, 6:lk-7:2, has been seriously questioned,7

"^"Schlier, p. kcj, interestingly comments that this absolute use
of koinonia does not mean "dass Paulus erst in eine schon be-
stehende K~o i \/\k> v fa aufgeaommen vurde, sondern dass ihm die
Hand gereicht wurde, der ebenfalls schon in dieser Kotvusy/a
stand, durch dessen tJbereinkommen mit den anderen die k o i yw-
v/*k_ jetzt aber in Erscheinung trat."

2Seesemann, pp. 86ff., followed by Hauck, p. 809♦

^Schlier, p. k5, points out concerning -ya^/y rP)y
crcfy //oc that "^cfp/S hat hier den'speziellen Sinn

von Apostelgnade."

^George, p. 185.
•^Plummer, p. 207*

^This light-darkness dualism can be paralleled in Paul (Rota. 13:
12; Sph. 5:7; I Thess. 51h-), the New Testament generally (Acts
26:18; I John 1:5-7* 2:9) and other early Christian literature
(Barnabas 18:1, Didache 1 lat ) as well as in the Jewish writ¬
ings of that same general period (Slavonic Enoch 30:15} Testa¬
ment of Levi 19:1; The Manual of Discipline I 9-10; III 19-21).
'Cf. the discussion in Windisch, pp. l8ff. and 211ff. Seesemann,
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current opinion usually takes it to be either an insertion by a later

editor from a lost letter of Paxil (cf. I.Cor. 5s9)or as actually in-
2

tegral to the letter and authentic to Paul. The parallel questions

with their corresponding key words—/ye To ^-7 ^ croju,(j r>Sj ?

and cru y /ci t<\ 0 ccr / s --indicate clearly the general sense intended,
for the terminology has been varied primarily for effect. Koinonia is

used with the associative dative u.jtS) and with the preposition

tjpdf's 3 which often occurs as a dative substitute.^ Thus the emphasis

rests in the horizontal relation and the meaning of the phrase is best

seen in terms of the full natural sense of koinonia in which a vertical

base for the relationship is at least implied. Paxil means then, "or

what does light share (or have in common) with darkness."

The Koinonia Language in the Remainder of the New Testament

The Synoptic Gospels.—The employment of the koinonia langxiage

in the Synoptic Gospels is limited to two nornxal uses of koinonos. In

p. 67, sees here a quite un-Pauline use of koinonia.

1Straohan, pp. xv, xx and 3.
q / a
Jean Bering, La Seconds Spitre de Saint Paxol aux Corinthians,
p. 57; Wendland, pp. 7 and I87. Kfimmel in a note added to
Lietzmann, p. 206, remarks; "Der Anschluss ist gewiss abrupt,
aber Paulus fTihrt in 6 ldff. nur die ethische Mahnung fort, die
er in 6 If. begonnen hatte, und leitet damit waiter zur Korres-
pondenz zxirttck, die er in verschiedener Weise in 6 3ff. llff.
aufgenommen hatte."

^Epictetus II 20, 6; oVav qya/hei y 0 7 (/> u <r 1 AT*] y
tea i/ujvA it' a r~<$y> uj r-10/ s zipos' K A 0 u i j ,
Cf. Sylloge laseriptionxan Graecarum 6ko, 53*

4Ses above p.<5^ . Cf. Aristotle Ethica Nicomaehea VIII 10, U
and Philo De Vita Mosis I 158. As in the previous phrase two
datives could have been used, bvit as Plummer, p. 207 points out
Paul used "four different constructions in five sentences, all

V

>
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df

Luke 5:10, C/ia(UJs St fai 2/ <i'c Uj /3qv /ccXi uj cCynqy utovS
c7-e.J?<^72X<? (ots} QC ^(J^V fa\V UJYQ( Tuj TTLfpoor^it is found in the

technical sense of "business partner" often paralleled in the papyri.*
p

Partner in the general sense is of course a usual meaning of koinonoe.

The dative tm <j"uj y ' designates who they are partners with in the
s

fishing business. The parallel to yp 5 in verse seven has perhaps
Jxi the general meaning of companion.

Although a slightly different construction is involved in Matt-

hew 23:30, owr av gu7ujy /coiuluyoc tuj <PIJU9T(
7coy yjpok^^y the meaning is in general the same. The prepositional1

^

phrase ty tco qljUQT( ~7ujY t1 takes the place of the gen¬

itive of the thing shared.J The genitive of the person, autu)y» indi¬

cating "with whom" is probably best considered a possessive in view of
4

the rarity of the genitive as a dative substitute. In any case the

meaning is "partakers with them (their partner's) in the blood, of the

prophets."

The Acts of the Apostles.--Acts 2:42, X] era Y ^ € 7lp>o cr Cc~>p —

7~ K7C- S T>? 31§<<)(?( TLOf Q ftO <TT 6cWk C<=7) TYj fa)VlUY^}
t^i c7\/(rc) tov ~&r>t0u fx?/ tq?s rjf>oO~(£U^y7s , has been the

for the sake of variety."

*BGU 1123, 4: om o Xo you/j^Y Tdps JX~oJ ~~
yous jfa> Co 1 vuykio" s kXt i Cu/otous 4 crjo Y fa T<\
TO 7p>/roY /UYpoo^ ° ^e® atK>ve P*

?
See the examples quoted above p.

-'Plato Phaedo 65 A: q<xy tj „a~u TO CY ~7cr Y >
CO X\C/7-/^^y Yl ■

''See above p. c7

I

r) f

\
Y
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object of much speculation as to the precise reference of its use of

koinonia.^ This can be seen as far back as the Vulgate which took

Ko) /\juv a. in apposition to Tp tcXao-^i Tov aprou and which led
Blass to conjecture the reading 7f/ t7o/\/ujric\ T'/f A" ^q'cr^ujs kdu

b^DTa v ®ie rhythm and balance of the sentence makes this suggestion
unlikely. In recent times the most daring suggestion has been that of

C. Anderson Scott who defined ~7 f] ro/ uujyit as "a new name for a new
c c

thing, community of spirit issuing in community of life."3 He translat¬

ed the phrase concretely by "the Fellowship" remarking that "this Koi-

nonia, called into being by the Holy Spirit, was prior to the organized

Ecclesia.1,4 He later attempted to maintain that this use of koinonia as

an early self-designation of the Christian community was a translation

of p 11J2 7?,^ holding that the disciples were known as the 77 1 ? 13 TiT
r

of Jesus.° But even if the disciples were commonly regarded as the

Kirsopp Lake and Henry J. Cadbury, English Translation and Com¬
mentary > Vol. IV, The Beginnings of Christianity, ed. F. J.
Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake (London: Macmillan and Co.,
1933)# PP» 27f., and R. Newton Flew, Jesus and His Church (Lon¬
don: The Epworth Press, 1938)# PP» 151f•# give convenient
summaries of the many suggestions.

James Hardy Ropes, The Test of Acts, Vol. Ill, The Beginnings of
Christianity, ed. F. J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1926), pp. 22f.

-^C. Anderson Scott, "What Happened at Pentecost," The Spirit, ed.
B. H. Streeter (London: Macmillan and Co., 1919), p. 137. Cf.
C. A. Scott, The Fellowship of the Spirit (London: James Clark
and Co., 1921), pp. to9ff.

^C. A. Scott, "What Happened at Pentecost," p. 1^+2.
^Cf. Hauck, p. 803# David Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic
Judaism (London: University of London, the Athlone Press, 1956)
PP* 332-331+# and Jacob Neusner, "The Fellowship ( 77 "7 7 72 77) In
the Second Jewish Commonwealth," Harvard Theological Review
(April i960), pp. 125-lte.

C. A. Scott, "The 'Fellowship,' or v iur /«c ," The
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i i J '1JSJ) of Jesus, it is very unlikely as Wood1 pointed out in his

rebuttal to Scott in 1921 that koinonia by itself could assume this

meaning.

Since recent discussion of the problem has narrowed itself down

in the main to two general interpretations, these will be examined in

more detail. The first takes it as a somewhat qualitative term descrip¬

tive of an "interior spiritual reality, an activity of sharing or commu¬

nion, constituting the inner bond of that brotherly concord which, in

turn, is realized and expressed in the life of the community.The

other approach conceives of 7^ tCoi / uj rA, as designating an expressiot

or practice, namely, the having all things common (Ko; V- c( ) mentioned in

2:1+1+ and l+:32.^ Although some who favour this interpretation view it in

Times, XXXV (1923-1921+), p. 56T» In his great work, Christian¬
ity According to St. Paul (Cambridge: At the University Press,
1927), p. loO, he writes: "If, as seems probable, the group of
followers whom Jesus gathered most closely round Himself, took
or had given to it some distinguishing name, that name would
naturally be 'the Chabura of Jesus': and the name icoivujy^
or Fellowship under which it first presents itself in the Acts
is simply the Greek for Chabura."

^•Wood, pp. 33-1+0. More recent accounts of the objections to
Scott's position can be found in Seesemann, pp. 90-92, Flew,
pp. I5I-I53, and George, pp. 135f."

^Thornton, p. 1+51* This is also the position of Seesemann, p. 85
Hauek, p. 809, Flew, p. 152, George, p. 135# and Arndt and Gin¬
grich, p. 1+1+0. It accords too with the earlier views of J. Arm-
itage Robinson, "Communion," pp. l+60f. and Arthur Carr, "The
Fellowship (AroJl/Uj ) of Acts 2:1+2 and Cognate Words," The
Expositor, ed. W. R. Nicoll (8th Series: London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1913)# V, p. 1+59• F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apos¬
tles (Chicago: The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 1952),
p. 100, seems to favour this sense for ~Th Yol when he
writes: "Here it may refer to the practice of w. 1+1+f. below,
but not exclusively so, as 'the breaking of the bread and
prayers' are also to be understood as expressions of this
'fellowship'."

JC. E. B. Cranfield, "Fellowship, Communion," A Theological Word
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the context of early Christian worship,-*- it is to be distinguished from

the proposal of some who after the analogy of the use of koinonia in

Hebrews 13:16 take it to refer here only to the contribution of money as

P
one of the four elements in the worship service. Against this latter is

the rarity of koinonia. in this sensed as well as the fact so well pointed

out recently by Haenchan that this verse can hardly be limited to an

early Christian worship service.*4'
Acts 2:k2 introduces a summary section which does not appear to

represent any possible Aramaic source^ available to Luke. This deserip-

Book of the Bible, ed. Alan Richardson (London: S. C. M. Press,
1950)s P» &2. Cf. Wood, p. 33: D. Ernst Haenchen, Die Apostel-
geschichte, Krittsch-exegetischer Kommentar $ber das Jieue Testa¬
ment (12th revised ed.j GSttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht,
1959), P- 153: Bo Reicke, Glauben und Leben der Urgemeinde, Ab-
handlungen zur Theologie des Alten und Neuen Testaments 32
(Zurich: Zwingli-Verlag, 1957), p» 57: and David M. Stanley,
"Liturgical Influences on the Formation of the Four Gospels,'1
The Catholic Biblical Quarterly, XXI (January 1959), PP« 2k-38.

%eicke, pp. 56-61, believes that in verses k2-k7 Luke presents
the whole life of the Christian community in the context of
temple -worship (Tempelgottesdienst).

^Campbell, p. 37k. Jeremias, p. 83, n. 3»

^Cf. Acts 2k:17 and Thornton, p. 73*

^'laenchen, p. 153*

Matthew Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (2nd
ed.j Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 195k), p. 207, concludes
that "the most likely places where Semitic sources were used by
Luke, apart from the sayings of Jesus, are in the first two
chapters of his Gospel and in the speeches of Peter and Stephen
in the early chapters of Acts." Others are more willing to
allow for the use of such sources. For recent discussions see
Wilfred L. Knox, The Acts of the Apostles (Cambridge: At the
University Press, 19k8), pp. 16-39, Bruce, pp. 21-26, Haenchen,
pp. 72-80, C. S. C. Williams, A Commentary on the Acts of the
Apostles (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1957), PP« 7-13* There
is little doubt that Luke used traditional material of some sort
oral or written, in the first fifteen chapters. Cf. Reicke,
pp. 7f«
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tive picture of the life of the newly Pentecost-moulded community comes,

rather, direct from his pen as a. stylistic bridge between the happenings

of the day of Pentecost and the relating of the events which follow in

the life of the primitive church. Its content was of course rooted in

tradition (cf. 4:32-5:11).^ As the transition to the summary 2:42

presents the reader with a more general characterization of the Christian

community, even if the whole account as Reicke suggests is permeated by

a temple-worship motif.3 To allow his premise does not necessarily de¬

mand his conclusion that the four phrases all refer in his words to

"praktische Ausdrileke des Gottesdienstlebens"^ thereby understanding

~7^i tea) isuj y/gi as an exclusive reference to the practice of verse forty
four as administered by the apostles.-1 Haencnen who takes the same gen¬

eral position as to the meaning of yTf £~oi yujrtc^ makes no appeal to
L 0

•^Haenchen, p. 157« Martin Dibelius, Studies in the Acts of the
Apostles, ed. Heinrich Greeven and tr. Mary Ling (G#ttin«en:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1956), pp. 9f• Cf. Henry J. Cadbury,
"The Summaries in Acts," Additional Motes to the Commentary, ed.
Kirsopp Lake and Henry J. Cadbury, Vol. V. The Beginnings of
Christianity, ed. F. J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1933)> PP» 392-402.

Reicke, p. 58* Haenchen, p. 157* Cf. Heinrich Zlmmermann,
"Die Sammelberichte der Apcstelgescliichte," Biblische Zeit-
schrift 5 (January 1961), pp. 71-82 for an interesting attempt
to separate the Lukan from the traditional material and to show
how Luke may have composed the three summaries 2:42-47; 4:32-
35i 5:11-16.

^Reicke, p. 58 on verse 42 concludes: "So bekoramt man unver-
meidlich den Bindruck, dass die Gemeinschaft der ersten Christen
von Lukas als eine kultische oder liturgische dargestellt worden
ist, indem sie in einem ununterbrochenen Tempelgottesdienst
unter der Leitung der Apostel bestanden habe."

^Ibid., p. 57.

-'Ibid, "eine von den Apostela ausgehende Wirksamkeit."
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any worship motif.Thus with Haenohen the verse is best viewed as an

introductory designation of the characteristic marks of the early churct

at this stage, even though the verse may be filled with cultic or litur-

gic overtones.^ Either of the two interpretations of the preceding pa¬

ragraph remain possible.

The interpretation of Cranfield, Reieke and Haenchen is suggest-.

ed by the proximity of K~o\v\ in 2ikk, but it is highly improbable that

the author would have used the term in such a technical and exclusive

way before this feature of the life of the church had been mentioned.

For koinonia with the definite article * particularly in its parallel

relation to the other members of the sentence, suggests something airead,

familiar to the reader. As Thornton points out, "by the time Acta was

written it could no longer be assumed that the primitive experiment in

'communism' would be familiar to readers without previous explanation."3
So while the two cannot be exactly identified, in view of the similar

language it can be posited that r>{ roj Viu rjq_ anticipates the actual
^ c

practice of 2:Uk~k5. Further it is apparent from the construction of

the sentence that "the koinonia" must be something as fundamental to and

definitely characteristic of the life of the community as the other

three. The omission of a at^u before indicates that the

-liaenchen, p. 153.
ry

'-Williams, p. 71 remarks that "the definite article before the
nouns suggests that they are semi-technical terms denoting not
only a new basis for society but also Christian liturgical
custom."

Thornton, p. 73- The generalizing nature of this verse accord¬
ing to Zimmermaan's reconstruction of Luke's literary technic
would also tend to be against this identification. P. 80.

r
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four distinguishing marks fall into two groups."*" The second group,

I^Xcr&i ~7d1> aprou /fV/ T^U S TI^>ocr GO^qTs > characterizes the
early Christians by their participation in certain religious activities.

In accordance with 77J Tu.,f arjo <j7 O Xjy which cannot be
O

confined to the activity of instruction, the first group appears to

have a tendency to be of a more qualitative nature. That is, they were

distinguished not merely by their attendance at the sessions of apos¬

tolic instruction but also by their adherance in faith and life to the

apostolic teaching.3 The result involves the process. Could not "the
koinonia" be similarly conceived of as a qualitative result of a spirit¬

ual process which is integral to it? Such would certainly square with

the anticipative function of Th, tco) v ujvj as a deeper and broader
L C

reality of which the community of goods was a consequence.

Pointing very definitely to this conclusion is the similar

account in k:32 where the author is perhaps uiore closely related to his

sources:** "Now the company of those who believed were of one heart and

soul ( <£~cri tp l>^ ui<k ), and no one said that any of the
things which he possessed was his own, hut they had everything in common

(/ytyt<\ £roivc\ ). Here the fact of k®i is clearly repre-

sented as a direct manifestation of i ^^ ^ ^

-*-Lake and Cadbury, The Beginnings of Christianity, Vol. IV, p.
28. George, p. 132.

%ut cf. Reicke, p. 57

3seesemann, p. 88. Arndt and Gingrich, p. 191.
k
Haenchen, p. 157«

5The stress which there seems to be in 2:1+2-1+7 on 0ckyy
(2:1+6; cf. 5?12; l:lU; l+:2k) and "'e/r^ yo (2:kk; cf.
1:15; 2:l) which may be expressions antecedent source-wise to

€
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is difficult to escape the conclusion that Luke in 2:42 attempted by

~rn >To / y\xjY/\ to depict a positive spiritual reality interior to the
L C

community^-—a sharing-together that resulted in an "inward bond which

necessarily called f'or outward acts in which it could be expressed."2
In fact the whole passage exhibits varied expressions and manifestations

of "the koinonxa," the most picturesque being "tae having all things in

common." In accord with the basic meaning of the xoiaoiua language3 it

is proper procedure to expect that this quality of community life which

had such striking consequences arises out of and is a ''sharing-together"

in something. Here whether explicit or merely implied this amazing

unanimity of spirit can only be accounted for by a sharing-together in

tliat outpouring of the Holy Spirit related in the early part of the chap'

ter arid further unfolded in significance oy Peter's sermon. It is the

both 2:42 anu 4:j2a would suggest that Luke was attempting by
/ro/ vuj y-f\ to interpret and express more abstractly (perhaps
in Pauline terminology) the togetherness and units(cf. Reicke,
p. 21, on oMoQujU qaoV , quoted below p. ) implied
in the former terms or expressions. Liismermaun, pp. 4-5-79* see#
Lukej s use both of a"oi uuj r/\ (2:42) and k~^pc)<«. c^i c^oyp/"Sr. (4:32a) dependent upon the /7"dV 7<? s~ o(
yr/crr e- J(jrar7€S ^cr<s r 7o a uJo of 2:44a. He an¬
alyses the three summaries (2:42-47; 4:32-35; 5:11-16} into
three tradition accounts consisting of 2:4l, 44a, 46, 47; 4:
32b, 34, 35 and 5:11* 12a, 15 concerning respectively the re¬
ligious life of the community, the exercise of brotherly love
and the mighty acts of the apostles.

1Interestingly similar is Fnilo!,s use of koinonis. in description
of the Sssenes. In Quod Omnia Liber Sit 84 and 91 he twice
speaks of their / Vrarr'bs Ao'y oO g~/o<£ r? ~r q v<\
kro/ v bu \-foy. r . Cf. Hypothetica XI 1, 14 and De Vita Contempla-1
tiva 24 concerning the Therapeutae. For other similar applica¬
tions of koinonia cf. Seesemann, pp. S8f.

2Flew, p. 153.

JSee above p. 39,
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nature of the common object, the Holy Spirit, which determines the

unique character of "the koinonia" as a fundamental feature of the

community life. With CoiVwyl^ even more than with 7>T

T'<f.is the process inseparably bound up with the result. Although the

stress lies in the horizontal quality of human relationship, its dynamic

vertical basis is an essential element in the Lukan expression, for it

is their constant sharing-together in the Holy Spirit which constitutes

this appealing feature of their life together. Their common life as

Luke described it was rooted in two basic realities, the teaching of the

apostles and the sharing-together in the Holy Spirit. Further, it was

centered in two important religious activities, the breaking of bread

and the prayers.

Hebrews• --Sparse use is made of the koinonia language3- by the

Hebrew8s writer who employs each of the three forms only once. Kolnonos

occurs in 10:33, yaZro ju&r ovs-/^cr/iols T& ' G> X/yUcnv
Qeir-f !j 6/J&Y J TOUTa cTi /CoiVivY^C TU-Y 0t/7w5 GYQ. crT^

( s~\ /
U&vujY y6-vKJ t) cr 7-€ ^ to designate those who share in the

reproach and affliction of their fellow Christians. K0 i v oj r o i

yGTYj 5 is periphrastic and connotes little more than would
to i v uj v t-jcrcir t, Thus it could he translated with Moffatt "by

Tfore significant is his use of /jGTY y d "5 (l:9» 3Jl> 3i1^J
6:lk; 12:3) and z/trV/yo (2:1Hj bsljj 7:13)* for three of the
former in which'Christiana are partakers of a 'heavenly calling
(3:1), of 'Christ' (3:1k) and of "Holy Spirit' (6:k) are very
siffl-tlnr to Paul's use of koinonia in I Cor. 1:9, II Cor. 13:13
and Phil. 2:1.

2B. F. Westcott, The Epistle to the Hebrews (London: Mactaillan
and Co., 1906), p. 38, "notes 'that the verb, always retains its
force in these periphrastic forms with y ivGM^C which are so
frequent with the Hebrew's writer (3*Ikj I**; 6tkf 7:12# 18

J

7
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making common cause with those who fared, thus""*" or with the RSV "being

partners with those so treated." The genitive is used here to perform

the function more normally carried out by the dative.

In 2:1b, Jzrte / ocV t\ 1<~GKoi vtuv^ Ar"€ v

au7o^> Tjq.p<qn^ S ju€7 ecr H&Y rlLr
(\U 7~uj y- ^ is the only instance of koinoneo in the New Testament

with the genitive of the thing shared. This corresponds with the class-
/

ical character of the Greek in Hebrews. Although k &r -fcoccurs in

the same sentence with the like force of participate, they need not be

considered exactly synonymous for the idea of a "common sharing" better
/

expressed by koinoneo than by /i ^ to cannot be arbitrarily excluded

from the first phrase. As Westcott comments:

The/present different ideas. Kkkro/VCmarks the common
nature ever shared among men as long as the race lasts: cr-

V expresses the unique fact of the Incarnation as a voluntary
acceptance of humanity.^

The main force of the two, however, is admittedly identical.
- '-X C'l \ ? -i-

Koinonia is used absolutely in 13:16, TJjs it g D/rorc Q5

kra i v hj y 'q s v-Otr ccr0€-v Ttxqtyqjs yqo

'Ooa/i/s ~rcT~cj/ o . Its close proximity to €u nofi"qs
(the doing of good)-5 as indicated by the single 7^ 5 governing both

nouns4 makes it certain that here it is used similarly to that in Romans

20, 23; 10:33; il:6f.j 12:8)
1James Moffatt, The New Testament in the Moffatt Translation
(Revised ed.; London: Hodder and Stoughton, 193*0 •

%estcott, p. 52.

^Arndt and Gingrich, p. 32^.

Hfestcott, p. bk6.
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15:26 and II Corinthians 9sl3 i-n "the sense of the attitude or action of

"contributing." As shown above-*- this use is derived from the possible

meaning of koinoneo "to give a share" (cf. Gal. 6:6). The verbally

turned translation of the RSV adequately portrays the sense: "Do not

neglect to do good and to share what you have, for such sacrifices are

pleasing to God."^

I and II Peter.—Although koinonia itself does not occur in the

Petrine literature its cognates do appear in significant contexts. The

only difficulty involved in I Peter 5 si# O Kh ' 5 uc\Xo6 cr fj 5
Cfno^rci ^ u rt 7Jo ^>7-5 Aya) viovifs , is in what sense is Peter

a sharer in ~JS) <3 ^tc\X0j2: *t oCa Ajy-f 7Ccj-Q±,( Jo* for the
construction is the normal genitive of the thing shared. The usual

interpretation^ makes the future tense expressed in /hqWqS erf) s

cover kroJUu^Yos as well, linking the expression to the promise made

to the Apostle by Christ in Matthew 19:28 and John 13S3&J But Selwyn''

•^See above pp. I 3lf. and pp. ^ f.

%?he Germans can be more literal as the "Die WohltHtigkeit und
Mitteilsamkeit aber vergesst nicht" of Kans Windisch indicates.
Per Hebr&erbrief, Vol. XIV, Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed.
Hans Lietzaiann (2nd newly revised ed.j Tilbingen: J. C. B. Mohr

Paul Siebeck , 1931)# P« 118.

^Charles Bigg, A Critical and Sxegetical Commentary on the Epis¬
tles of St. Peter and St. Jude, The International Critical
Commentary (2nd ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1902), p.187 •

^Francis Wright Beare, The First Epistle of Peter (Oxford: Basi
Blackwell, 19^7)> p« 173, would say that "the thought is both
present and future| Peter now shares the glory of Christ in
heaven; he is likewise to share in the imminent 'revelation.-."
Cf. Hauck, p. 807.

^Edward Gordon Selwyn, The First Epistle of St. Peter (2nd. ed.;
London: Macmillan and Co., 19^7), PP» 228f., givesa detailed
argument. But cf. George, p. 228.
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shows the likelihood of this statement being a definite allusion to

Peter's part in the Transfiguration. Among his reasons in the interpre¬

tation of the true meaning of the experience as eschatological, giving
1

a foretaste of the glory of the Parousia. Either interpretation, in
c

that the O Ku l seems to mark this as something peculiar to the Apos-
o

tie,'- would leave the horizontal aspect entirely in the background.

I Peter *+:13> /Ot<9e foiv 10 rt-7 ye- to> *3 tou ^p/crTou

TV/JM ci<J~' Y /P j 1 y ^ ^TG. 71d b"<T y*' i "7 >y s"
ciuToZ Hy^T-e CVod , employs the dative

of the thing with koinoneo. 'This may be no more than the dative of

common cause, but more probably is the refined usage of the dative which

can be viewed as a genitive substitute as in Romans 15t27 an<^ possibly

Pnilippians kilb, Ephesians 5511# I Timothy 5s22 and Romans 12:13^ The

thought context is that indicated earlier in the epistle in 2:20ff. and

3:l?ff., and though not as fully developed as that expressed by Paul witt

koinonos in II Corinthians 1:5-7 and with koinonia in Philippians 3*10

(cf. Rom. 8:17j Col. 1:2*0, being closer bound to an imitation theme, tae

similarity is striking. George postulates that here "we have a pre-

Pauline theme which Paul was able to take and mould to new ends."^ In

"'"Selwyn, p. 229• According to his article, "Eschatology in I
Peter," The Background of the New Testament and Its Eschatology,

$/

. . •

ed. W. D. Davies and D. Daube (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1956), p. 397* even apart from the Transfiguration he
would hold to the present sense for fr'o 1 v y 0 5" , saying that
"lfo/v ivyrfzrujp was readily available if that were what the
author meant." He would liken the meaning then to Paul's appli¬
cation of if pp°)

2Bigg, p. 187.

-%ee above pp. S7-V5,
k
George, p, 227•

•
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I Peter the thought is simply that "Christians share in Christ's suffer¬

ings through the experience of a like persecution and oppbbrium, and
r»~

through 'arming themselves* with the same temper of meekness and pa¬

tience.

One of the most striking uses of the koinonia language is that

in II Peter lik, "A ~7" (jJj\ tea i jy<^y\<rT<\ (jffif €7iayyA//<?T<l
cPe S uuj) k] 7 -rr} /y-Q S/O. y-QVJujY' y^Y'1 CT Q €- FO/VUJYOS
<t>ucreuis j 1 quo (/*fyovT<s-s TJjs ev 7 w froaya^ Vf eyt(Qu/t4i<
tpQopa 6 /' where the language not the grammar is the problem for
koinonos is coupled with the partitive genitive. The "common" aspect of

the terms, though not to be excluded, carries little emphasis. The idea

range is roughly that indicated by Paul's use of koinonia in I Corin¬

thians 1:9, II Corinthians 13:13 and Philippians 2:1 and by the use of

hcroyo5 in Hebrews 3:lU and 6:k (cf. Heb. 12:10 and II Cor. 3:18)
/

but the phraseology has a Hellenistic ring.8 in contrast to any pagan

conception, however, here the Christian only by grace becomes partaker

of the divine nature.^

^■Selwyn, The First Spistle of St. Peter, p. 221.

%>eissmann, p. 368, n. 2 notes a smiliarity of expression in a
1st century B. C. inscription: yybtcri y b^0( (j) U CTC uJS
iTo> 1/UJ Yoovt^-S av&ow Ci~i 1 j[ v,

^The word OeTo s used here for the second time in the Spistle
occurs elsewhere in the New Testament only in Acts 1'7:29 where
Paul is speaking to cultivated Greeks. Cf. Hermann JCLeinknecht
" 9<? / oS Theologisches Wfirterbuch sum Neuen Testament, ed.
Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1938), III, 122f.
KLeinknecht comments: "So begegnet Qe~) 0 S auch im Neuen Testa¬
ment nur in hellenistisch geffirbten Schriften bzw Stricken, ohne
dass freilich mit dieser unpers^nlichen Ausdruckweise der per-
sonliche Gottesglaube irgend preisgegeben wire."

^Bigg, p. 25^.

rL
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1

The Johannine Literature.—Apart from the first chapter of I

John the use of the koinonia language in the Johannine literature is

sparse. Yet it appears in familiar contexts. In Revelation 1:9 John

descrioes himself to his readers as 6 aj'f^os IJUUiY

vvy/c'o) yiu ko s yp f 1 <r > <k trqi fan o^ovp Vy
~>2'^]o'oo ^ in language reminiscent of Phillppians k:lU (crcy ro>wY'ir\ —

craYT^s jutio y$ 0 \f/ e-1 ) and 1 Peter k:l3 (foii/uj YOT& Jois TOU
Xo/crTo'D 7t^^uo7u>y)» The participation extends also to /Socri £

*>hr<3/<or>7 cr Itjctq \T . The "patient endurance in Christ" is
the connecting link between "the tribulation" and "the kingdom" which is

here primarily future.^ That the emphasis is upon the horizontal aspect

of the participation is demonstrated by both the compound form and the
/!

close connection of Qc^-e/V^o s and cro-y Aro> 1/ uj v o S" as indicated by th

absence of the article before the second noun.^ The use of sugkoinonos

is grammatically normal with the general meaning of "fellow-partaker" or

1 ")
xFor koinonos with cy~ cf. Mt. 23:30 aoove p.

O

According to R. H. Charles, A Critical and Sxegetical Coiaaea-
tary on the Revelation of St. John, The International Critical

•

Commentary (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark., 1920), I, 21,
should be connected with (jyoMoY?\ only. Cf. II Thes

3:5, "T^V unOjuw^Y tou l{picrTd"D" . c Ernst Lohtaeyer, Die
Offenbarung des Johannes, Vol. XVI, Handbuch zum Neuen Testa¬
ment, ed. Giinther Bornkamri (2nd revised ed.j Tiibingen: J. C.
B. Mohr Paul Siebeck , 1953), p. 15, favours the reading \v
unojuoviy i7>ycr«vu.

-*R. K. Charles, p. 21. Henry Barclay Swete, The Apocalypse of
St. John (3rd ed.i Grand Rapids: Wm. B, Eerdmann's Publishing
Co., i909-195l), p. 12, observes that "the obvious order is
G'X/i/f-ls- t br/o/Jdvtf , , but that which is adopted
here lias the advantage of leaving on the reader's mind the
thought of the struggle which still remains before the kingdom
is attained."

^R. H. Charles, p. 21.
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1

?/

partner in."

The only other occurrence of the word group In Revelation is
Cs \ /

that of sugkoiooneo in l8:U, /i.y>; crwl-oiviov^(7';?r<? 7"<q/5

aurys , where as has been noted in reference to Ephes-
ians 5511 and I Timothy 5:22 the usage may be that of the regular dative

"having to do with" or the possible dative of the thing shared.^- The

latter is probably to be preferred. The general meaning would be the

same either way, a warning against becoming involved in the sins of

Babylon.

Very similar in meaning and construction is II John 11, 0

y<?/° ahrtu ~}yif£><z\Y yoivujY^i rot*5 Zpyot s auroU
to/<z OoTs , only here the specific context is the treatment of

heretics. The comment of Westcott is noteworthy: "The word k"n) v u, r<?7V

implies more than participation in the definite acts. It

suggests fellowship with the character of which they are the outcome."2
Coming finally to the fascinating use of koinonia in I John 1:

3-7 Thornton is not far afield in saying that "here we are confronted

with the impossibility of translating the word koinonia."3 The passage

reads:

that which we have seen and heard we proclaim also to you, ©0 that
you may have fellowship with us (/ /r<?) d>//d75 JCdivuJv'ty
VyrjT-^- 7fyjuZuY )> and our fellowship ( fco) yujy'<x j-j
f\yteT(^n>cn ) is with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ. And
we are writing this that our Joy may be complete.

This is the message we have heard from him and proclaim to you,

•^See above pp. $7-^1 . Campbell, pp. 36U-366.

2B. F. Westcott, The Epistles of St. John (London: Macmillan
and Co., 1905), p. 231.

^Thornton, p. 157.
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that God is light and in him is no darkness at all.( If we say we
have fellowship with him (fcor vu~* oXf )
while we walk in darkness, we lie and do not live according to the
truth; but if we walk in the light, as j.ie is in the light, we have
fellowship with one another ( fcoi u uj k/cj r Vxp/iC f V"

), and the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from all sin.

It being unlikely that the author would employ koinonia in such

close proximity to itself and with identical grammatical constructions

in differing basic senses, the problem centers in a meaning compatible

with the human (iieQ ^J/UujY 1 • • € r uj v and divine 7*\
vpa /tqr/Oos • . -JUeT OUTM Lo (9 €0*3^1 ) dimensions of the /(era.
phrases. For it would indeed be arbitrary to attribute different func¬

tions to the prepositional phrases, for example to conceive of the form¬

er as performing the role of the associative dative and the latter as a

substitute for the partitive genitive. Both are obviously primarily the

former. This same shift of reference in the qualifying constructions

makes it hardly plausible that the thought of "having a share" would be

Y

^Though infrequent, the expression of the person with whom there
is koinonia by fee ta." with the genitive can be paralled in
classical writers. One is Aeschines II 5^: ~rhv tujy ppay-

sU^-rouy~ yAa, Qi Aokrp>cL~T ou*5 tY'o I u uj y/A y ^quoted from
Campbell, p. 372). The usual preposition mr yjfxy y (see above
p. 33) occurs in Epietetus II 19,27: Yr-po/ npo s rev

K~o I V\ju Yi q S" /3ou~Ag-u 6,U(r-Y 0 V often cited as similar to
the usage of koinonia in I John. Cf. Douglas Sharp, Epictetus
and the New Testament (London; Charles Kelley, 1919), p. 111.
This general use of ppo's can be further seen in Josephus De
Bello Judaic# Vii and Contra Apionem II 208.

^The reading au To 17" supported by Alexandrinus, Clement of Alex
andria and Tertullian is championed by Seeseraann, p. 93» It
alleviates the abruptness of a new thought and harmonizes better
with the phrase about the blood of Jesus, but due to the paucitj
of evidence it is better viewed as an early correction for thos$
very reasons. Cf. George, p. 212. Further it portrays better
the total concept surrounding koinonia (cf. v. 3 and the dis¬
cussion below) than does the more superficially harmonious
<707-09 . Cf. also the further use of aAW ^ ous i-n I John
3:23, U:7, 12 and II John 5.

Ar
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at the forefront, for the common object while perhaps implicit is cert¬

ainly not explicit in the passage. The sense then is best looked for iq

the same area of emphasis as Acts 2:b2 and Galatians 2:9, those meanings

which are rooted in the naked idea of "sharing." This is reinforced by

the fact that even those who shy away from it in all other instances in
1 2

the New Testament admit that fellowship is the first meaning here.

George notes that o/cries out for the translation 'fellowship'."-^
To allow this may satisfy the needs of the translator, but it hardly

suffices to account for the terminology. "Fellowship" can itself be

ambiguous.

In verse three the jC^> . . . with its force of "yes, and"'1'
indicates that the author is defining a spiritual reality which lies be-,

hind his further use of koincnia in verses six and seven—a koiaonia

that is both with "all Christians"^ and "with the Father and with his

Son Jesus Christ." This is presented as the purpose and result of the

apostolic witness whose focal point is joV^oyoDTIt

^Seesemann, p. 9k, who translates koinonia in I John with "Gem-
einschaft" says that this meaning here is not contested. This
writer is not qualified to judge the comparative merits of
"Genieinschaft" and "fellowship" as renderings of koinonia. C.
H. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, The Moffatt New Testament Coram—

entary (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 19^8), p. 6>, remarks
that fellowship "has been overworked in recent years, and has
been flattened and reduced in significance." Possibly the same
could be said for "Gemeinschaft."

^Campbell, p. 372.

^George, p. 213-

^C. F. D. Moule, An Idiom-Book of New Testament Greek, p. 165.

^Cf. the thorough discussion concerning the use of the pronouns
in John by Dodd, pp. 9-16.

^This is not an exclusive reference to the personal Word as in
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k(

--T

is a fellowship on the basis of or in "the word of life." The recogni-
z v ( y

tion of this plus the defining clause of verse 3h ( i<ca i f) /To; v uj r /a

Sq fj £ 7 d, JU€v\ TOO WTJOO? /T^i JU^r<K 7-0*1/ Oio\J~
GutoV ^Jyjcrb3" Xpi <rToD) makes it clear with Bernard Weiss in 1899 "dast
die kTo/vuuYi\ > um die es sich handelt, nicht irgend eine Geistes-

oder Liebesgeraeinschaft, sondern eine Lebensgemeinschaft ist."2 In
. v

English one can speak of a "fellowship or sharing of life" which all

Christians have "with one another" and "with the Father and with his Sor

Jesus Christ" when they do not "walk in darkness" but "walk in the light

as he is in the light." The final phrase "and the blood of Jesus his

Son cleanseth us from all sin"™1 more precisely defines the foundation of

the "fellowship" or "life sharing" which is at once with fellow-Christ¬

ians and with God.^ "Fellowship" properly understood as rooted in a

common sharing can thus be said to be the first meaning of koinonia in

I John. The uniqueness of the usage lies in his relating it to man and

God in an identical manner.

The strangeness of this is mitigated by viewing the usage in the

John I1I-I8 but rather "to the whole Gospel, of which he is the
centre and sum." Wescott, The Epistles of St. John, p. 7« But
cf. Robert Law, The tfests of Life (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1909)f PP« 4Uf., for a contrary exegesis at this point. Verse
2 is parenthetical.

■^Cf. Seesemann, p. 97s and Bernhard Weiss, Die Drei Briefe des
Apostel Johannes, Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar ttber das Neue
Testament (6th revised ed.j Gdttingen: Vandenhoeck und Rup-
recht, 1899)> P« 27.

2Ibid., p. 28.

3Cf. I Cor. 10:16 and Heb. 2:14.

k „

Expressively in accord is the statement of Law, p. 1955 This
Life, as it streams through humanity, creates a family-fellow¬
ship (/Ta^kt-owa, ) at once human and Divine."
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context of the Johannine mode of thought. Closing the first basic pa¬

ragraph (1:5-2:6) after the prologue whose theme is "walking in the

light" is this capping statement: "By this we may be sure that we are

in him ( cy q. u ttbj GO"/ygy): he who says he abides in him (<tv ad Twj

/y gye i\-) ought to walk in the same way in which he walked." The

thought of the words in parenthesis is very similar to that of 1:3b,

suggesting a definite relation between the use of koinonia in I John 1:

3-7 and the concept more usually expressed verbally in the Johannine

literature by or juqyg\y cV (cf. I John 2:2k, k:12ff.j
John lk:2G-23, 15:k-ll, 17:20-23). Only once apart from I John 1:3-7

is this thought expressed by a substantive. In John 13:8 Jesus says to
i \ / ^ ,

Peter: <£d.Y* yv/] V/y/j ivu ey quk * jugt g-jxou (cf.
II Cor. 6:lk). John 17:21 is the most suggestive parallel for the con-

cept involved in I John 1:3: jva. yiavtes' gv ujo~iy f+xjuj <S tru.) J

j by GryU o\ <TAyuj by cro jy^ tr* i qu7o( gy

th^ri y . There is naturally some difference in the statement of this

concept in the Gospel and the Epistle even in its verbal expression.

This can be accounted for in part by the more Theocentric emphasis of

the Epistle.■*- The infrequency of the use of koinonia in the Johannine

literature, though the thought for which he employs it is often present,

i3 accounted for by the tendency of the author to avoid abstract nouns

p
except where the verbal expression would not suffice.

-'-"In the Gospel we ascend from the historic revelation, the
visible Christ, to that conception of the invisible God which
He embodies. In the Epistle we start from that conception.
Instead of the concrete presentment of the living Christ, there
is an immediate intuition of the Divine nature revealed in Him.
Ibid., pp. 196f,

%eesemann, pp. 98f.

!«

7
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This infrequent use of koinonia masses it impossible to designate

it as a technical religious term for the author. Yet it must be said

that he certainly does not use it in a religiously neutral manner for

he weights it with potent spiritual impact in verse three in preparation

for his further use of it in verses six and seven. It is not too much

to affirm that it is employed to express the heart of Johannine theology

Conclusion

When an attempt is made to evaluate the use of koinonia and

cognates in the New Testament one of the pertinent questions is the

degree of intimacy or the extent of the idea of (a bond of) unity in¬

dicated or implied in the language. This question is really two in

accordance with the dual-dimensional reference of the language. Basic

to both, however, is the evident fact that any such meaning is of

necessity secondary and subordinate, that is, it has its roots in or

arises out of a common participation whether the accent be on the "comm¬

on" or upon the "participation." Easiest to assess is the probability

of the expression of a sense of oneness, unity or togetherness on a

horizontal plane resulting from a common sharing in something. Apparent

instances of the incorporation of this idea are Philippians 1:7* Phile¬

mon 17 and possible^ II Corinthians 8:2.3 with (sug) koinonos, Revelation

1:9 and Philippians U:l^ with sugkoinoneo. Among the occurrences of

koinonia which definitely imply this horizontal bond of unity are Acts

2:k2, I Corinthians 1:9* 10:l6, Galatians 2:9, Philippians 1:5, Philemon

6 and especially I John 1:3-7. One may with less certainty include

Philippians 2:1 and II Corinthians 13:13. It is also possible that othej

instances of all three cognate words in the New Testament could well

•
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include this idea. It must be emphasized that this accent of meaning

is as much dependent upon the unique nature of that which is shared as

upon the innate capability of the koinonia language. George is perhaps

right when he observes that "K'oiVujyt"^ is a colourless word which

derives warmth and intimacy from its contexts."^- In the New Testament

the context is assuredly the controlling factor in this regard.

The question of intimacy is more difficult when directed to the

vertical dimension of koinonia involving the Divine Person as in I Corin*

thians 1:9* 10:l6, II Corinthians 13:13* Philippians 2:1, 3:10 (cf.

I Peter U:13) and I John 1:3* 6. One writer has maintained that "/caivio-
„o

y implies a closeness of union approaching to identity. c Seese-

mann writes of "ein inniges Anteilhaben . . . das schon beinahe den

Charakter des Einswerden anniramt."3 On the basis of the previous study

of the passages involved the first category can firmly be held to be

that of "having a share in" and any sense of "close relationship to" or

"union with" is resultant from the nature of that which is partaken of.

Thus this sense is a part of or an implication from the larger meaning.

The usage in I John 1:3* 6-7 is unique in the New Testament due to the

peculiar character of Johannine thought, but even there the resultant

meaning cannot be completely divorced from its broader foundations.

A second problem is the character of the religious use of the

terminology in the New Testament. Although almost all of the occurrences

of the language are in some sense in religious contexts,^ some being

^George, p. 2UU.

2Carr, p. ^62.

Seesemann, p. 86.
^Mt. 23:30 and Luke 5:10 are exceptions.
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more distinctly thus used than others, koinonia is always employed in

this manner. The problem centres in whether koinonia carries in itself

a distinctive religious flavour for the New Testament writers or is

solely dependent on its contexts for this as well as for its particular

religious function."*" Seesemann, observing that Paul never uses koinonia

in a purely secular manner2 and that it appears once (II Cor. 13:13)

next to the religious concepts of s (cf. II Cor. 8;U) and <xyc/n tj
"offenbar der gleichen Sphere wie diese angehdirt,"^ maintains that it is

a religious term for him. Ke differentiates this special Pauline use

from that of the remainder of the New Testament whose use of koinonia

he says does not differ from that of classical and Hellenistic Greek.

Two observations militate against the hard and fast line Seesemann seems

to have drawn. First is that some of the other New Testament uses, I

John 1:3-7 in particular and Acts 2:h2 according to the exegesis of this

chapter, give koinonia as definite a religious content as any other.

Second, while the use is consistantly religious in the Pauline literatur

there is no consistent application of the religious use, for no two

occurrences^ can be termed identical in expression and implication. The

nearest are Philippians 2:1 and II Corinthians 13:13# but even these

have differing implications. Thus there is certainly no technical use

of koinonia into which a specific religious content can be poured in

every instance. This, of course, was not what Seesemann meant. Yet in

■*"These will be outlined in this conclusion.

A

He excludes II Cor. 6;lU as non-Pauline.

^Seesemann, p. 99*
k .

The two occurrences in I Cor. 10:16 are considered as one usage.

e

•
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view of the total employment of the koincnia language in the New Testa¬

ment it is probably best to go only so far as to say that while Paul

does make definite religious use of the terminology, that use is pri¬

marily dependent upon the contexts and nob necessarily upon any reli¬

gious colouring which the words or word may have held for Paxil in his

use of them. This is not to deny that Paul in greater measure than any

other New Testament author found the language particularly religiously

useful, but it is to say that the difference between them is mainly one

of degree rather than of kind. The New Testament use of the terminology

can in general be described as religiovis, but none of them could be con¬

sidered technically such in any particxilar writer. Seesemann does have

a point, but it is not as clear cut as he implies.

Granted that there is no technical use of koinonia in the New

Testament in the sense that a particular idea can be inserted in many

of its instances, yet in view of the fact that the majority of the occu¬

rrences can be styled religious, it is possible to conceive of a syn¬

thesizing idea to which many of the particiilar uses bear witness in some

way. The possibility of this lies more in the unique dual-dimensional

capacity of the koinonia language than in any conscious design of the

New Testament authors. The abstract Th IC'oibujv/<\. in Acts 2:h?. con-
L i

tains the primitive core of this synthesizing idea or xinderlying spirit¬

ual reality which is witnessed to by the koinonia langxoage in terms of

its inner content, implications and practical expressions. Here intimat

ed in essence is a horizontal "sharing-together" in a vertical Divine
v. C

reality which becomes more fully expressed in the fascinating jfq /

, ' ^^ ^ ~ \ V \
^ de a; y]/u£rGjO({ juera you ncitp05 ea 1 M^r^you

£ ~\ ^ ~y
bJo b oc^you U/yo~aw Xp/crTo'i7" of I Jonn 1:3* That this core idea
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affords the focal point for the correct appreciation of the terminology

is evident when it is recalled (l) that the vertical reference of the

language is several times in the realm of the salvation-reality of God

resident in Christ through the Holy Spirit, (2) that in these instances

the corporate aspect is present in greater and lesser degrees, and (3)

that in the majority of those uses on the purely horizontal plane the

vertical relation is usually implicit and assumed if not explicit In

the context (cf. Rom. 15:26-27). For the most part the language centen

around an actual or *ought-to-he *' special and unique relationship be¬

tween men which subsists and exists in a "sharing-together" in Divine

grace. The two dimensions are inseparable: "The vertical is the origin

of the horizontal, while the outward expression of the horizontal is at

the same time the sign and pledge of the reality of the vertical."^

Though the emphasis vacillates in the New Testament from one dimension

to the other, it can be safely maintained that the overall interest and

intention of the writers in their more significant uses of the koinonia

language rests in the "joint partaking of grace" for their lives togetha

for Christ and the Gospel's sake. Thus the focal or synthesizing idea

could be narrowed to and precisely defined as a "sharing-together"

viewed as a distinct "quality of life." This is the nature of the

koinonia concept in the New Testament, not quite fully expressed in any

one passage, but implied in the majority of them. The idea is expressed

in many other ways throughout the New Testament, but no one term is so

fitted to reach the heart of it as is koinonia.

The manner in which koinonia and cognates bear their witness to

"^Cranfield, p. 82.

r
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that pervading spiritual reality which underlies them is varied and

leads into many aspects of New Testament thought. This witness can be

considered as threefold. First there are those passages which express

in differing ways the vertical ground of "the sharing-together." It is

designated as grace (Phil. 1:7)* the Gospel (Phil. 1:5; I Cor. 9:23;

cf. Fhilem. 17; Rom. 15:27* 11:17)* faith (Fhilem. 6), the Holy Spirit

(II Cor. 13:13* Phil. 2:1; Acts 2:1+2), Christ and/or God (I Cor. 1:9*

I John 1:3* 6), the divine nature (II Peter 1:1+)* the body and blood of

Christ (i Cor. 10:l6), the suffering,s of Christ (Phil. 3*10* II Cor. 1:

7; I Peter l+:13j Kev. 1:9; cf. Phil. 1:7; !+:ll+) and the kingdom (Rev. 1:

9; cif. I Peter 5:l). Second, there are those references which testify

to the horizontal relationship between man thus grounded, but which are

not necessarily exclusive of those just cited. Some appear to speak of

"the sharing-together" as such (Acts 2:1+2; I John 1:3* 7* cf. I Cor. 1:

9; 10:l6; II Cor. 13:13* Phil. 2:1) while others represent some specific

aspect or working out of it. Thus the language witnesses to a sharing-

together in terms of the work of the Gospel (Gal. 2:9; II Cor. 3:23*

Phil. l;l+-7* Fhilem. 17)* a sharing-together in the realm of suffering

(Phil. 1:7, !+:ll+; II Cor. 1:7; Heb. 10:33; Rev. 1:9; cf. Phil. 3:10; I

Peter 1:13), a snaring-together in the sense of concrete aid to fellow

Christians (Rom. 12:13; Gal. 6:6; Phil. 1:15; I Tim. 6:l6; Heb. 13:16)

and to the latter as applied to Paul's particular project—the offering

for the poor in Jerusalem (Rom. 15:26-27; II Cor. 8:1, 9*13)» A third

manner in which the language is used is not quite so integral to the

above postulated synthesizing idea, yet it does bear its own peculiar

witness. This is a negative description*, warning against any sharing-

together with unbelievers (II Cor. 6:ll), in the unfruitful works of
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darkness (Eph. 5.'1?)> la another man's sins (I Tim. 5:22), in the wick¬

ed work of a heretic by affording him hospitality (II John 11) and in

the sins of Babylon the great (Bnv. 18;5)• It is in this category that

the passage in I Corinthians 10:l!:-22 primarily belongs with its potent

polemic against idolatry demonstrating the link between this third rang<

of ideas and the central concept. The only occurrences of the koinonia

terminology which have not been viewed as witnessing in some way to the

synthesizing idea represented by the language are Matthew 23J30,1 Luke

5:10 and Hebrews 2:1k. The context of the latter is the Incarnation

rather than a realized salvation.

As to the question of any development of the terminology with¬

in the New Testament, there is without a doubt a distinction between the

three basic areas of its usage—the Acts of the Apostles, Paul and I

John. The occurrences of the language in Hebrews and the Patriae lit¬

erature having close affinity to the Pauline use are not distinctive

enough to form a separate category. But how about the continuity of

terminological usage within the three? A preliminary observation will

suffice at this point. The distinction between them is not primarily

one of their view of the language as such, but more in their manner of

interpretation or expression of the reality for which they utilize the

koinonia language. Although there is a striking continuity in the real¬

ity for which each of the three use the terminology in their most import

ant occurrences, there is little evidence to suppose that any one was

dependent on the other's use, or that there may have been a common spe¬

cial early church-wide use of the words in this way. The above phenom-

^This could possibly be fitted into the third group.

■/

lf/
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ena can in the main be accounted for by what has already been termed the

unique usefulness of the koinonia language with its capacity for dual-

dimensional reference. Each writer pulled the word(s) out of the common

stock because he found it peculjjjptly useful to express the ideas which

he was attempting to put over. Each took the word and filled it with

his own content of meaning which is coincidently similar due to that

same great salvation-reality which occupied them all. The development

then is more in concept than in terminology.

laAY

r



PART TWO: THE RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND

CHAPTER III

ANTICIPATIONS OF KOINONIA APART FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT REVELATION

Now that the specific nature of the concept of koinonia in the

New Testament has oeen defined, it will be in order briefly to sketch

the general religious background against which it can be more clearly

seen. Taking koinonia primarily as a "sharing-together" perceived as a

distinct quality of life it is the task of this chapter to trace the

anticipations of the New Testament idea in pagan religion and thought in

Old Testament religion and social conceptions and in contemporary

Judaism.

Pagan Religion and Thought

Since the concern at thi3 point is primarily with Greek language

sources, the treatment will be limited as much as is practical to the

ideas portrayed by the employment of the koinonia terminology. As there

is no direct religious continuity, as for example between the Old Tes¬

tament or contemporary Judaism and the New Testament, this method is

sufficient for the limited scope of this section.

Many of the areas and uses of the language in Greek writers have

already been mentioned in Chapter I so only that which is most pertinent

will be duplicated here. The most prevalent general concept designated

by koinonia is that of the relationship between men in various common

109
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spheres of life. A typical illustration is Aristotle Ethica Nicomachea

VIII 10, t; "The relationship of father to sons ( y yL&f >7#/p°S
77po$ uiei 5- kfo/ i/oj y ^ ) is regal in type, since a father's
first care is for his children. This thought is particularly applied

pto the marriage relationship and can refer to everything from the total

sharing of life^ involved therein to the sexual act itself.^ Another

common usage is in business relationshipsy where koinonos is a technical

term for business partner.^
In a similar vein is the thought of friendship as the highest

expression of koinonia when the latter is viewed in terms of a quality of

relationship between men. Integral to this is a readiness to share goods

and property. Aristotle gives voice to this when he says in Ethica
,

Nicomachea VIII 9. Is h tiQOor/j/a > u-cl (b /X,/r?

y\p fj ^ The expression of this con-

"*"H. Rackham, (Loeb (l92S-193t) » P* ^-93•/ Cf. Aristotle Ethica
Nicomachea VIII §» t-6; Plato Leges IX 86l E; Philo Decalogue
132; Epictetus Fragments 1.

2Philo De Specialibus Legibus I 109. See above pp. £)o{. for
actual quotations and other citations.

^Isocrates III to.

''"Aristotle Politica VII it, 1; Euripides Bacchae 1276; Philo De
Abrahamo 100.

5piato Respublica I 3^3 £; Aristotle Politica II 2, 9; J. H.
Moulton and G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament
(London: Hodaer and Stoughton, 1930), p. 351*

%Iauck, p. 799; The Arnherst Papyri 100, t; B.G.U. IV 1123,it.

<Cf. the whole paragraph VIII 9, 1-3; VIII 12, 1; Hauck, p. 7995
Ioannes ab Arniia, Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta (Lipsiae; Jp
Aedibus B. G. Teubneri, 1903), III, 27, 3: QiX/ty d
if0/ i/ujk/ a/ /3 ' d u ; Plato Respublica IV t2t.

V
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cept can be traced back to Pythagoras, for it is reported on the autho- .

s

rity of the historian Timaeus that he was the first to say K'OI V'o.

(^)^Xuuy /v-q ( /cq^i (J),\/ciy' J(TO Pythagoras was the founde;
of a religious community in southern Italy during the second half of the

p
sixtn century B.C. " He taught and practised a community of goods and

common life with his disciples according to the ideal pattern which he

believed reigned among the gods.3 Friendship was the prime category,**
but Iamblichus did not hesitate to describe it also as koinonia: "For

all things (with his disciples) were common and the same to all, and no

one possessed anything private. And he indeed who approved of this

communion (Tfjjt'o >v ), used common possessions in the most just
ft 5manner• '

Most- certainly influenced by the beliefs ana practices of the

Pythagoreans are the ideals of Plato at this pointThe Pythagorean

•4)iogenes Laertius Pythagorae VIII 10: g)tx^ ~re tlPuj
C^>/cr< /co>r<i «, . . / cr- o" r <\ '<

^Frederick Copieston, Greece and Rome, Vol. I of A History of
Philosophy (Burns Oates and Washbourne Ltd., Publishers to the
Holy See, 19*4-6), p. 29• He sees an influence on Pythagoras of
similar Orphic practices and beliefs. Iamblichus' Life of
Pythagoras, tr. Thomas Taylor (London: T. Taylor, I8l8), c.
V, pp. 17ff., c. XXV, p. 182.

3lamblichus. c. XVI, pp. *4-9-50, c. XXXIV, p. 170. Hauck, pp.
792f.

**Iamblichus, c. XVI, p. 1^0} c. VI pp. 20-21; c. XIX, p. 68. Tha
last two appeal to icoiva. CfrfXujV • The Greek text used
is Iamblichi Chalcidensis, De Vita Pythagorae, ed. Iohanne
Arcerio Theodoreto (in Bibliopolio Commeliniana, 159<3).

5lamblicfaus, pp. 122f.

^Copleston, p. 129.
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proverb Koiv\ to. (/> ^ujV occurs several times in his writings^ and

the thought there embodied played a definitive role in the concept or

set of ideals which furnishes the context for his most significant use

of koinonia. Like the Pythagoreans Plato grounds his practical ideals

in his belief as to the nature of the entire cosmos. In Sorgias 507 3 -

508 E, having commented that "where there is no communion (fol ),
there can be no friendship 0i\/\ )"^ he continues with:

And wise men tell us, Callicles, that heaven and earth and gods
and men are held together by communion and friendship ( TAjY fal VUJ—
v /n / £~<& i ), by orderliness, temperance,
and justicej and that is the reason, my friend, why they call the
whole of this world by the name of order ( fcoo-yHo*), not of dis¬
order ( a /ToCTyU J#? ) or dissoluteness. 3

This universal harmony Plato attempts to work out in an ideal state,^
the relationship between whose citizens he can describe in terms of

koinonia:

And the city whose state is most like that of an individual man.

For example, if the finger of one of us is, wounded, the entire
community of bodily connections (ra \ !CoiVujv\ /J)

crCduA. ) stretching to the soul for 'integration' with the
dominant part is made aware.5

For the two highest classes, the Guardians {j>u \^i % ) and the Auxil¬

iaries troutdoc was prescribed not only a community of property''

1Plato Leges 739 C; Respublica IV A.

2W. R. M. Lamb, Loeb (1925), pp. 469-^71.

3lbid.
k
Cf. Plato's Respublica, Politicus and Leges.

''Plato Respublica V ^62 C, translated by Paul Shorey, Loeb (19^6),
p. i+7l" Cf. k62 B, kok A.

£

Plato Respublica III Ul2 C - 4.13 C; klk B.

7plato Respublica III kl6 D - 1+17 Aj V k6k C - E.
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but also of wives and children in which "no parent shall know its own

offspring nor any child its parent."^- Plato consistently designates

this as h fcavujy/ci 7u)r Te 77 <7 fcSujY' r<? / 7uuY yuvqi /cu/f

And finally he terms this whole manner of life 7/^v tcoLVuj—
-- a

Aristotle# (a late contemporary of Plato and member of the Acad¬

emy ), while much more realistic about the wisdom of a thorough-going

community of goods# wives and children# did not hesitate to say that
( V —\ / / / |i

I] y^a 71 oA/ re/* stojytoyiH. 7/ * &crTc and spoke often in terms of

TJy-f A'oi yu-jr/ci <5 77j 7 n<$~^' 7"/K'/j 6 -.-5 The state was for him more

precisely a Zeo/i/ujy/^ yroX/iZr* no \ '7& or y<cvu_/y- fen'

ICtOju 7} f h'ol VUJY/O. Tt ASM? jf7 ; q u rqjo ico\) % ^
which in our view constitutes a happy and noble life; the political
fellowship ( 77j /' n 6\>t>k*Y K"ojyujY-fqy* ) must therefore be
deemed to exist for the sake of noble actions, not merely for liv¬
ing in common. Hence those who contribute roost to such a fellow¬
ship (e/7 T/-J y 70c.au 77]r rOAiwvi'^r } have a larger share
in the state than those who are their equals or superiors in free¬
dom or birth, but not their equals in civic virtue# or than those
who surpass them in wealth but are surpassed by them in virtue.7

S

In criticizing Plato# Aristotle designated the former's system as T*]/

-"Plato Heepublica V k57 C - B, translated by Paul Shorey, pp.

k-53-k5k. Concerning the Guardians cf. V U5O C# k6l S# kOk A#
and for the Auxiliaries V k6k B.

2Cf, Plato Respublica V kk9 D. kJO Cs k6l E, k6k A» k6k B. In
Lege3 739 C he can express the same idea with tea 1 y*x .

^Plato Respublica V k66 B.

^Aristotle Poiitica II 1# 2.

^Aristotle Poiitica II 1, 1; II 1# 6; III 1, 13.

^Aristotle Poiitica III 1, 13.

:Aristotle Poiitica III 5» lk-15, translated by H. Rackhati, loeb
(1932), p. 219.

7 /
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j-"~ — | - - ■ ••• ■ •••""k'a> yuj y/ , but when referring to the specific phase of the commu-

/ O
nity of wives and children it was as often with ydiros as with

/ 3
/Co i i/uj n ci .j

Among the Cynics the common proverb was applied with critical

motives in an idealistic manner:

All things belong to the gods. The gods are friends to the wise,
and friends share all property in common (co/y<-k 5 e 7^jY
0Or*uj r )j therefore all things are the property of the wise.

\ -y»
As with Plato, the community of wives and children (rCotvqS CIY^(

*5 yuygI K~q 5 )5 was involved. The "only true commonwealth

(pno\irct^Y ) was . . . that which is as wide as the universe

( e»/W ( r) r /cocr^to ).c

In the thought of the Stoics, whose founder Zeno was influenced by

the Cynics, koinonia took on a very comprehensive and all-pervasive form

The world (Coccu a s ) was their state ). f The life principle

which allows the universe its condition of koinonia^ is reason (Ad'yos ).

^■Aristotle Politics II 1, lk} II 2, 12-lU.

^Aristotle Politics II 1. 15: II 2. 11: II 2. Ik: II 1. 13.

^Aristotle Politica II 1, 18; II 3. 1] XI 3, 2.
k
Diogenes Laertius VI, Diogenes 72, translated by H. D. Hicks,
Loeb (1925), p. 73.

-'Ibid.

6
Ibid., p. 75« Cf. Hauck, p. 795, for a fuller and yet concise
presentation and documentation of their views in this regard.

7 c / C ^
'Marcus Aurelius Antoninus IV, o tocrw o 5 U) crw.v-6-/
770 A/ -s 3sctty"

CjDio Chrysostom XL 35-39, twice applies the term koinonia to the
relation between the elements in the universe.

%arcus Aurelius Antoninus IV U. Diogenes Laertius VII 138-139 5
"The world, in their view, is ordered by reason (vouy ) and
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1 2
This law of nature shared alike by gods and men is the essence of

koinonia.-> Thus the Stoics can speak in terms of T/j/ <~3<-ujy T\poS

fC<o) V^Kjri fCoj V iL> Y &Ty yUOYoY Tac/T-j 7Z& (J) (/fcGY
TCu Q 7'£jS <3 UY<\y-c^<y-~rpG&Y) * TA jo y ~XcfyoY e rt(

^ and that men were made /Too 5 AT'O) You w'^y This resultant

i

providence (///°oV0<h.r ) . . . . — inasmuch as reason pervades
every part of it, just as the soul (c//L'A^s ) ct°es in us. Only
there is a difference of degree; in some parts there is more of
it, in others less. . . . Thus, then, the whole world is a liv¬
ing being, (endowed with soul and reason ( joy oAov K oCMbr
JcZS-Qr HvTa. tr*7 V/ytpu^oT k"<t) Xoy J frd'y ), and
having aether for its ruling principle." Translation by R. D.
Hicks, Loeb (1925), P« 2^3 •

-'•Robert von P3nlrnann, Geschichte der sozialen Frage und der Sozi-
alismus in der antiken Welt (2nd ed.; Mflnchen: C. H. Beck'sche
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1912), II, 3^2 > writes of the Stoic social
philosophy; "Das Gesetz der Natur, welches zugleich das der Ver-
nunft und daher filr alle vernunftbegabten Wesen ein und dasselbe
ist, verbindet dieselben zu einer idealen Einheit, indem es ih-
nen alien dieselben sittlichen Ziele steckt. Jeder einzelne
hat sich daher als Teil eines grossen, innerlich zusammengehtfr-
igen Ganzen, als Glied einer Gemeinschaft zu fflhlen. Der Trieb
nach Gemeinschaft ist alien Vernunftwesen geradezu eingeboren,
sie ist ein Gebot der Natur."

%)io Chrysostom XXXVI 23. Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive
Christianity in Its Contemporary Setting, tr. R. H. Fuller
(Edinburgh: Collins, The Fontana Library, I956-I960), pp.
I6l-l6k.

-Marcus Aurelius Antoninus IV hi £~ / TO VOCpoY Xjp\r ICoivoY
k'ci'i 0 X 0 yo?, k~<\ 0 coy "Any/ to{ £ cry <c Kp iv&s' 3' ~?o7j To J
tCi'O /7poo~ri h7-/roS T~tor 7/ocyTA tuY A) A\oyos CQWOTi.
£-7 T ouro} krA1 6 yo'UO5 Y~O)Y/S ' <£ X YoYTo^ r/oXrrc\y"
bcTycy&Y' <C /' JOUTO) no A , r <? UMcyTdS ^ T) Vo5
£?toZto) 6 noo-moy ytdA/« Vcrr 1, Tiva% yqp

(J/fcr&T 7 n 70 ~TLLY <k Y-&P US h no Y T7c^Y~ y^Vo5 J
fcsivoo no >Cidj/c? re? p/cYt'-yt> y ; % /re"/ 6 <5"
TJjs To/yjjs T<zo7*]j- ) >8V) a 3 to ty> vomoY
Aoy/ /COY krd~~i V OM / noY dj JU'[Y,

^Dio Chrysostom XXXVI 23, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus IX 8, h,
Epictetus II 19, 27: Trp>o%- To r Aik /Co) ^ojy/cc g .

^Epictetus I 9. 5. Cf. Adolf Bonhfiffer, Epiktet und das Neue
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koinonia among men was not to be worked out on the plane of an applied

political theory, but took on more of the nature of a quality of rela¬

tionship between them—a matter first of all of spirit.'*" This would be

perfected and come near to a /r'ocr^ow in which the will of god

reigned unchallenged as mankind more and more was penetrated by the

A oy o s .2
Similar ideas to those sketched above found expression from time

to time in the more fictional or romantic vein of Greek literature.0

h 5
Hesiod pictured the Golden Age, Plato described his mythical Atlantis,^

c

Aristophanes dwelt occasionally on a communistic ideal and others told

of Utopian societies.^
A particular religious area in which the koinonia language is

often employed is that of the sacramental. The primitive conception was

that one could partake of mysterious divine power (mana) through eating

and drinking. This developed in the later cult to the idea of a commu-

Testament (Giessen: Verlag von Alfred T#plamann, 1911), pp« 51f

^Marcus Aurelius Antoninus VI 6. Spietetus Fragmenta 1.

"^Piihlmann, p.

'-BonhSffer, p. 377• Pdhlmann, p. 3^6: "Die (c"o 1 v \jJ y/q der
Slteren Staatesideale soil sich zu einer allseitigen Gemein-
schaft des ganzen Menschengeschlechtes erweitern, der eine
Menschheitsstaat zugleich der Sozialstaat der Zukunft sein."
For this whole section cf. pp. 3^0-3^6.

3cf. the discussion in P<Bhlmann, II, 3^6-kll, and Hauck, p. 79^«

Slesiod Opera et Dies, pp. 109 ff«

^Plato Critias.

^Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae 589ff«, 6o8ff., 690ff.

?Cf. Diodorus Siculus II kj-60, V
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nioa of deity with men surrounding an offering."*" This sacrifice appears

in Homer as a sacred feast in which the gods take part and by which
p

their favour is gained. Often those who are to take part in the sac¬

rificial meal are termed koinonoi,3 that is, of each other and the gods.

Plato can speak of the sacrifices and ceremonies as >j /f-ep/

7"<s /yyi ay QpJu rz ou q /7pos ,i+ These ideas
are likewise to be found in Hellenistic times where the gods are con-

s ^
ceived of as inviting men to the sacred meal^ at which they are fypoS

Gtov/y G-Y/'sY 7 vuY JG-fxJuy ICdJVuJY/q_Y . ... 70q5~
~7dv -Q y ,u Similarly the god is portrayed as the host at the feast:

/ 0 U CT / r" pioviv 7~o6 T UJ Q yCo CP/O.0epoV T U.I 5
/C<D JpujYdlia-iy avOpuj 77 Q ( 7*7?> « xvb//^^ ICo) VU/Y^qY"/r<r ^ouyTy-s y y "p<p' 0 tA y fqr^ 77 Po '/' <r rd(u £ V o (c5V c y u/y. or a a d y~oy rG<a 7 * <Ct-bf> <% ■ . , ,

77^ ~ri ~b per / q. "be- y~a / /f ye, 7 <\ T q. 177/00 S

^auck, p. 799. Cf. Pauly W XI (1922) 2171f.

2Homer Od.yssea III ^3-66, VIII 76, The Ilias I 53-67, IX 535*
J. Wight Duff, "Communion with Deity (Greek and Roman),"
Encyclopaedia of Religion ana Ethics, ed. James Hastings
(Edinburgh: ~I. & T. Clark, 1910), III, 763-771.

^Euripides Electra 637? O&^Y hj' fSuIt C7(r <5 a i r ( iCOIYvjYQY
)y<*, b q-T . Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecaruia 1106, 6f.:

Cm J & crQ ujv £*c50e abri&r 7\£bc 7loJy /^otDy-
7CO/wujKtor 76-s • Cf. Demosthenes 19, 280.

» ") ^ v, C t
Plato Symposium 188 B: ere ro(Vur yq 1 ai Qua
/<"«/ a> 5" /77 a y- TlfcTj G t~l (CT 7 qT€T — 7~<c? C/7" <t, ^ <0 ^<7 7" I V 7|
tz-eyi 0 7"€ hyGpLvyjou;s 7/pos a'7\A>i/ou5
/yj/ytur/b — <56 ^^5 'aAAo 7-/'^0-7-7/ >7 Tr^o ; "/to to 76 5"
Cbuy^ypy yy JTq> 'JQO~\Y, '

•^The Oxyrhynchus Pap/rl I 110 (2nd cent.): P £yO <u_> 7""<K .rr"e
X<* iptfyi UJY ^y'rirrjo-^( trb c fvn r voo krupiov

c)o£- 7Lp <£<xpq. rrc/u) ai/pjof Cf* 111 523*
°Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, ed. L. Robert (Lugduni
Batayorum: Apud A. W. Sijthoff, 1929), IV, 2i+7. Cf. 250, 251,
a, 255- Seesemann, pp. 5^> 102.
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fax/

„ 1 \ / c / ±_
(J ut oV iCo'u ujy/ t OyUO r/^05.

The whole phenomena of the Mystery-Religions reflected by the

preceding citations which sought to satisfy in that age man's desire as

Anrich expresses it for "Gemeinschaft mit Gott, Teilnahrne am gfittlichen

Leben, Genuss des G$ttlichen"^ affords an interesting perspective from

which to view the New Testament idea of koinonia. Angus writes:

Stoicism had inculcated the idea of humanity as a mystic org¬
anism, all of the same origin and divine parentage sharing the same
reason, but the Mystery-Religions limited this corporate idea and
so qualified the solidarity of mankind through their exclusiveness,
that is, they gave rise to a new conception of vast importance in
the history of religion, the conception of a mystic exclusive super
natural society held together by sacramental bonds and drawing its
life from common channels of grace, and the members of such a
society were 'members one of another' rather than of the brother¬
hood of nature.3

This koinonia of gods and men which lay at the heart of the Mysteries

and was expressed in their sacred meals had primarily an emotional basis

without necessarily resulting in ethical fruit.^
Finally, Hellenistic mysticism could talk in terms somewhat

reminiscent of the Stoics: JCoJViun'<L c5 e fiaTf Ljj L/Yu/F ,

Koti/ujvoDct c jUtrV a'c ytur GeTuv* 7^V arQo^ ntor, ot <5%
~7cur cl v^ouj/-rujr s rZ)r Woy Coy In 'this scheme the high'

^Aristides, ed. G. Dindorf (Lipsiae: Libraria Weidrnannia G.
Reimer, l829)> I, 93f • Cf. Lietzmann, pp. k-9f.

p
Gustav Anrich, Das antike Mysterienwesen in seinem Einfluss auf
das Christentum ^G&ttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 189k),
P- 37.

3s. Angus, The Religious Quests of the Graeco-Roman World (Lon¬
don: John Murray, 1929), pp. 79f«

^Ibid., pp. 82, 88.

3a. D. Nock and A. J. Festugiere, Corpus Hermeticuia (Paris:
Societe D' Edition "Les Eelles Lettres," 19k5)> I> X, 22,

p. 12k.
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er realm of being is responsible for the lower. God is over all and to

him the ifocr/4.0 is subject.-'-

To sum up this brief excursion into Pagan religion and thought,

the overall idea exhiDited, apart from the ordinary relations of life,

has to do with an idealistic and/or religious quality of life rooted in

the realm of the divine, be that conceived of as mythological or pan-

theistic. Involved are both the general view of life and its expression

or realization in sacramental act and religious experience. Within this

broad pattern were differing applications depending whether the emphasis

or motif was monastic, political, philosophical or religious. But it is

in contact with the general concept and terminological use as well as in.

contrast to the varied particular expressions that the New Testament

idea can be viewed. This is not to say that there are not many points

of likeness to the concrete manifestations of the idea, rather that the

main point of contact is more in the realm of the general than in the

specific.

Old Testament Religion and Social Conceptions

Two facts render it impossible even to sketch the Old Testament

background of the New Testament concept of koinonia on the basis of

language relationship alone as was attempted above in respect to pagan

religion and thought. First and most important is that there is a direc
p

revelational and religious continuity between the two Testaments: thus

the background in the Old of any particular idea in the New could hardly

-'-Ibid.

^The German "heilsgeschichtlich" would express more succintly
what is intended by ■"revelational and religious. "

i
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be indicated, merely on the basis of terminological connections. The

second fact substantiates the firsts for the koinonia language as traced

through the LXX is very disappointing in relation to the New Testament

concept.

In the few places where the terminology does occur in the LXX

corresponding to the canonical Old Testament-*- it usually represents some

form of the Hebrew rootVIZ 7~7 ^ which means basically "unite, be join-

ed"3 and is used in respect to both things (Ex. 26:6) and people (Gen.

1^4:3)« The striking thing about the latter use of these terms in the

Old Testament is that they refer almost exclusively to the relation

between man and man and that very seldom in a distinctively religious

context. Hosea 4:17 reads "Ephraim is joined14 to idols" (LXX

€Yc)uj ^tuY~ ), and Isaiah 44:11 in respect to the man who fashions

idols to worship has "behold, all his fellows^ shall be put to shame

(LXX - Theodotion /'lou Oc tro lv ujVouv-t ($ P<j

Y-&rf50y-J«( )• Never as has been observed above in Greek religion
does the language refer directly to a man's relationship to God. And

/

only once when the Psalmist exclaims "I am a companion0 of all who fear

•*-These as well as those occurring in the rest of the LXX have
all been touched upon in Chapter I in respect to their construe
tion and basic meaning.

2'Ihe exceptions are Lev. 5521, the only instance where the LXX
renders the Old Testament by koinonia (cf. pp.^^f.), Prov.
1:11 and See. 9s4. The latter has the Qere "~/ h P 1

t ' ;

^Brown, Driver and Briggs, p. 287.

u"? 1b n
5 7'7 iz77

r

6 ^22 n
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thee (119:63)" (LXX )(as ) can it be said to designate a rela¬
tion between men based upon a common relation to God. A suggestive use

is that of Malachi 2:lk where /fQJVujyo'S' cro\j appears in apposition

to the phrase yuVyj £/<*.-£)cr0 v even though the latt¬
er term is here applicable only to the human marriage relationship.

The most frequent context when a koinon- word represents a form of

712 77 is that of association with evil or evil men as in Proverbs 28:

2k (fcotv ujyos bcrT/y aa^/SoDs ), Job 3^:8 ( icoiuw/-
V Y) /j^Ta1 /7a7ou/y7iuf 7^i ^ v OJU ) ani^ Isaiah 1:23 ( K~o iviuvd (
KX €>t7~uyy )«^ This phenomenon coupled with the total absence of

koinoaia in the Greek Old Testament and with the exception of the

enigmatic Leviticus 5:21 demonstrates the comparative fruitlessness of

pursuing further this particular line of approach. At the same time

this negative result is theologically important in setting Greek reli¬

gious thought over against tnat of the Old Testament. This distinction

Hauck summarizes concisely: ,:Der at.liche Fromme weiss sich als "7 7 >>

in einem Aoh&ngigkeits- una H&rigkeitsverh&ltnis gegenclber Gott—das

sich allerdings zum Vertrauensverh&ltnis (vgl f) 7 T) "7 T22 2P) vertief-
p

en kann —, aber eben nicht und nie als 721 /7 Gottes."
• •

r

Since reliance cannot be placed on the linguistic connection to

sketch the Old Testament background of the Hew Testament concept of

koinoaia it must be attempted on other bases, those of the religious and

social concepts and practices which directly anticipate the New Testa¬

ment idea. It is perhaps best to define more precisely that which is

^Cf. Prcv. 1:11 in the LXX and Hosea 6:9 in the Hebrew text.

%auck, p. 802.
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sought lest this summary investigation become (and legitimately so) as

broad as the Old Testament revelation itself. In Chapter II the center
i

of the New Testament reality pointed up as koinonia was seen to be a

quality of life consisting of a "sharing-together" in the Salvation of
I

God in Jesus Christ by the Holy Spirit effecting a unique relation be-
.

tween men with varying concrete expressions. This was seen to have a

negative aspect which Dears witness to what can be termed its holy cha¬

racter. It is to point out the obvious anticipation of this central

concept or reality with its various elements that is the aim of this
.

section.
1

One must begin, however, with the broad context of the sense of

solidarity which was so intense in ancient societies"*" and permeates the

whole of the Old Testament. The Israelite thinking can be described as

synthetic and characterized by what has been called the "grasping of a

totality.This awareness of totality as expressed in the Old Testa-

meat is similar to but more advanced than what Levy-Bruhl has designated

as the basic principle of primitive thought, "the law of participation,"3
which governs the connections between persons or objects which form part

U S
of what he calls a collective representation. That is, like primitive-'

"*"0. H. Dodd, p. 13.

^Aubrey R. Johnson, The Vitality of the Individual in the Thought
of Ancient Israel (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 19^9)7
p. 7.

^Lucien Levy-Bruhl, How Natives Think, tr. L. A. Clare (London:
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1926), p.

I

Sibid. Cf. pp. 69-IOU.

-*For the legitimacy or otherwise of the word "primitive" in ap¬
plication to Israelite thinking of Thorlief Bomaa, Hebrew

..Thought Compared with Greeks tr. Jules L. Moreau (London:
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mentality, the Israelites perceived of phenomena as being for the most

part in some sort of relation; they have a share in some sort of whole.

This sense of solidarity has been more precisely defined in respect to

the Old Testament by H. W. Robinson as the Hebrew conception of eorporat
p

personality. He notes that the two basic elements which are used in

the definition of a corporation according to English law are involved

in corporate personality: (l) a body corporate authorized to act as an

individual, (2) an artificial person having the capacity of perpetual

succession.3 Four distinct aspects of this conception which are pert¬

inent for the Old Testament are outlined by Robinson:

(l) the unity of its extension both into the past and into the
future; (2) the characteristic "realism" of the conception, which
distinguishes it from "personification", and makes the group a
real entity actualized in its members; (3) the fluidity of refer¬
ence, facilitating rapid and unmarked transitions from the one to
the many, and from the many to the one; (h) the maintenance of the
corporate idea even, after the development of a new individualistic
emphasis within it.

The most applicable of these points to the matter at hand is

that of its realism^ concerning which Robinson goes on to say:

Tiie Hebrew conception is neither a literary personification nor an
idea. Its study does not belong to the linguistic, but to the
archaeological and anthropological sides of the subject. It is an

S. C» M. Press, i960) PP* 21-23*

Johnson, p. 7*
p
H. Wheeler Robinson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Pers¬
onality," Werden und Wesen des Alten Testaments, ed. J. Hempel
(Berlin: Alfred Tdpelmann, 1936), pp. U9-62.

-Moid., p. 1+9.

vIbid., p. 50.

"Valuable for an understanding of this aspect is the study by
A. R. Johnson, above p. 122, n. 2.

j
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Instinctive and not a consciously made unification. . . . Still
further, we must note the relation of this conception of corporate
personality to that of individual personality, as shown by the
psychological ideas of the Hebrews. For them, the personality
consisted of a number of bodily organs animated by a breath-soul
and each possessing a diffused and distributed psychical and eth¬
ical quality. It is precisely the same idea which belongs to the
unity of the group. The group possesses a consciousness which is
distributed amongst its individual members and does not exist sim¬
ply as a figure of speech or as an idea. Indeed we may generalize
to the extent of saying that there is usually a close parallelism
between the psychology of the individual and the conception of
society which prevails in any age.-*-

This psychic unity in which the individual was conceived of as being a

part of some whole as aptly indicated by KShler's curt phrase, "Sin

Mensch is\tein Mensch,can be illustrated in almost every aspect of

the life of the Israelite—family, clan, tribe, nation.8 Even their

word for man, JJT CV (cf. Gen. 1:26) Ps. 8:5)# bore witness to this
t t

conception.^ But the present discussion will need to be limited to

those aspects which most directly furnish the background for the New

Testament idea in question.

Most vital for the present purpose is the fundamental conception

of the Covenant (_J7 71H)^ which is inseparably linked to the conception

"J
W. Robinson, p. 51 •

p
Ludwig KShler, Theologie des Alten Testaments (2nd ed.; Tubin¬
gen: J. C. B. Mohr Paul Siebeck , 1947), p. 113« Cf. pp.
113-116, 148.

^Cf. K. P. Shedd, pp. 3-41, where he concisely discusses the
whole conception in the Old Testament along the lines of the
four aspects as outlined by H. W. Robinson. Also of value is
the work by Johs. Pedersen, Israel, Its Life and Culture
(London: Oxford University Press, 1926-1940), I-II, III-IV.

"K$hler, p. H3. H. W. Robinson, p. 55# acknowledges that any
exhaustive view of its application "would range from the ac¬
cidence and syntax of Hebrew grammar up to the highest levels
of Old Testament Theology."

''Walter Eichrodt, Theologie des Alten Testaments (Leipzig: J.
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of corporate personality.-'- Within the bounds of the Covenant the unity

was more than natural., for the idea of covenant presupposes a natural

unrelatedness.2 This is not to deny that there was a natural psychic

unity in Israel, but rather to affirm the religious and spiritual cha¬

racter of their covenant unity3 which was the larger frame within which

their generic unity subsisted.^ God in their history had uniquely

called them out in Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, delivered them miraculously

from Egypt and made them distinctly His people in the Covenant on Mount

Sinai.^ Thus they became "a religious community, linked together not

only by ties of blood, but first and foremost by God."^ The sense of

psychic oneness or solidarity which was so realistic in Israel was

C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1933; 1935; 1939); 3 vols., used
the covenant idea as the basis of a complete theology of the
Old Testament.

"H-I. W. Robinson, p. 55* Cf. H. W. Robinson, "The Theology of
the Old Testament," Record and Revelation, ed. H. W. Robinson
(Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1933), p. 332.

^Cf. the much quoted statement of W. Robertson Smith, The Reli¬
gion of the Semites (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1389),
p. 300: a covenant means artificial brotherhood, and has no
place where the natural brotherhood of which it is an imitation
already subsists." Cf. also Pederson, I-II, 285.

3?h. C. Vriezen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology (Oxford:
Basil Blaekwell, 1958), p. l^t-0. Smith, p. 3°1; fn. 3.

^Shedd, p. 20.

^The Old Testament dates the Covenant back to Abraham, Gen. 15:
12-21; 17:1^. For a concise statement of the origins of the
Covenant and the attendant literature cf. J. 0. Cobham, "Co¬
venant," A Theological Word Book of the Bible, ed. Alan Richard
son (London: S. C. K. Press, 1957); PP« 5^-5*6. Cf. also Horm-
an Snaith, Hie Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament (London:
The Epworth Press, 19^*0, pp. 107-110.

^Vriezen, p. 217-
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effected by their common relation to God in the Covenant.-'- God in the

Covenant "has come to form a communion, a circle together with Israel .

. . • Israel was admitted to God's sphere of life."^ As G. S. Wright

sums it up: "The harmony of will is not a simple agreement of a horizon-

type, but a conforming of all wills to that of the Lord in a mutuality

of commitment which results in a oneness of heart and life, in a psychic

unity."3
A witness to this psychic unity resulting from the Covenant can

be seen in another Old Testament interpretative problem, the "I" of the

Psalms, which is said to be solved by the application of the concept of
h

corporate personality. Here, as is exemplified in Psalm bk,y there is

Pedersen, III-IV, 612, observes that "the most apt expression
of the relation oetween Yaweh and Israel is the covenant,
berltfa. This denotes the psychic communion and the common
purpose which united the people and its God. It is also expresi
ed by saying that the peace of Yahweh reigns in Israel (shalSm,
Jer. 16, 5)' therefore the relation between them is character¬
ised by love, the feeling of fellowship among kinsmen."

^Vriezen, p. lUl. He defines "covenant" as follows: "The Hebrew
word berith (Covenant) means something like 'bond of communion'
a covenant means as it were a circle enclosing both partners,
not so much a 'limitation' (Buber) as being brought together in.
to s.n intimate relationship."

JG. E. Wright, The Biblical Doctrine of Man in Society (London:
S. C. M. Press, 195^), P» An exposition of this from one
angle is W. Eichrodt, Man in the Old Testament (London: S. C.
M. Press, 1951)> which finds the basis of the Old Testament viev
of man in the unconditional obliqation of the will of God.

O

^K. W. Robinson, The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality,
pp. 57f.

^Thou art my King and my God, who ordainest victories for Jacob.
Through thee we push down our foes;

through thy name we tread down our assailants.
For not in my bow do I trust, nor can ray sword save me.
But thou lias saved us from our foes,

and hast put to confusion those who hate us. (vv. ^-7)
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a fluidity of movement from the singular to the plural in which the

writer, though speaking personally, yet cannot detach himself from the

corporate community in their mutual relation to God. As K&hler has

stressed, the Old Testament takes it for granted that man in a comprehend

sive manner lives in community (in einer Gemeinschaft).^ For him, as

over against the New Testament man, the question is not: how may I be*

a real and living member of the community: but; to xdiat extent is it

possible and legitimate to step out of the community?- It is at this

point, a sense of solidarity effected by a common share in the saving

activity of God with its resultant implications in the whole life of the

people,^ that the Hebrew conception of corporate personality makes its

contribution to the understanding of the Old Testament background of the

New Testament concept of kolnonia.

On the basis of the now evident direct anticipation in the Old

Testament of that which in the New Testament is sometimes described in

terms of the koinonia language one can speak in this sense of the koia-

onia reality of the Old Testament. Several corresponding aspects of thi :

need to be briefly noted to round out the anticipative picture. One is

its expression in the cult which is said to exist "as a means to inte¬

grate the communion between God and man which God has instituted in His

"hcilhler, p. lk8.

^Ibid., p. Ilk. Ke insists that "Man kann den Satz aufstellen,
dass das theologische Anliegen des AT nicht da liege, wo ge-
fragt wird, wie es zu Geaeinschaft kommen ki'nne, sondern da,
wo gefragt, wie innerhalb der Gemeinschaft der Einzelne zu
Eigenwert und Eigenverantwortung aus eigener Verantwortung
heraus kommen kann." pp. lkS-lk-9.

3pedersen, III-IV, 612.
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Covenant.""'" The Covenant was instituted by sacrifice (Gen. 15; Sx. 2k;

3-8),2 and the two became inseparably United together in Israel's theol¬

ogy3 to the extent that the cult takes its meaning from its association
k

with the Covenant. Apart from the question of the several motives for

and conceptions of the various offerings and sacrifices in the Old Tes¬

tament all were concerned with the renewal, maintaining and purifying

of the relation between God and his people.-^ Atoning value became

ascribed to all sacrifices.^ In the cult God came to man as a forgiv¬

ing God affording opportunity for cleansing from sin; and in the cult
7

man comes with his confession of guilt and his tokens of adoration.

Pedersen points out how the more important covenants between

the ancient Israelites were frequently inaugurated by a common mean
C

which "presupposes psychic community and strengthens it still further."

As he later shows, this has a special bearing on what he considers to

be the most important offering in early Israel; the one in which an

animal was sacrificed, part given wholly over to God, and a common meal

^"Vriezen, p. 200.

2W. R. Smith, pp. 300f.

J"Gather to me my faithful ones, who made a covenant with me by
sacrifice." Psalm 50; 5«

^Vriezen, p. 281.

5h. Wheeler Robinson, Inspiration and Revelation in the Old
Testament (Oxford; At the Clarendon Press, 19k6), p. 227.
Pedersen remarks that "whatever the view taken of sacrifice,
it always contained germs of what developed into the idea of
atonement." III-IV, 359-

6C. R. North, "Sacrifice," A Theological Word Book of the Bible,
ed. Alan Richardson (London! S. c7 M. Press, 1957)> P» 206.

^Vriezen, p. 281.
'5?edersea, I-II, 205. Cf. Gen. 3l:kkff.

0
1
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made of the rest in the holy place where the partakers were considered

as the holy invited guests of God (Zeph. 1:7). It is these offerings,

he says, that became peculiarly covenant offerings, for the Covenant

with God became their chief characteristic.''" This type of offering is

usually designated by 77 __7 7 in the Old Testament and called "communion

sacrifice" (Gemeinschaftopfer) by the moderns in distinction to the more

frequent "gift sacrifices or offerings."- In it they eat together be¬

fore the Lord ( D -3 n P b«N\ H 7 Fl " concurrently creating two
r ' - i '

fellowships, that of the human participants among themselves on the one

hand and that of the human participants with God on the other.^ The

worshippers are bound together with God in the act. The peace offering

presented in Leviticus 7:11-36 (cf. Deut. 12:5-7) falls into this cat-

egory.- It is not without significance that this type of offering

played an integral role in the Covenant ceremony on Sinai (fx. 2^:3-11).

The most important expression of what has been called the koin-

onia reality of the Old Testament for the present study due to its role

in the New Testament is in that greatest of all Jewish festivals, the

Ilbid., III-IV, 33^-335« According to Smith, p. 327* the fun¬
damental idea of ancient Semitic Sacrifice is that "of communioa
between the god ana his worshippers by joint participation in
the living flesh and blood of a sacred victim." If correct the
derivation of 17'VIZ from pi PL" to eat" is significant. It
is suggested by Gottfried Quell, "cTiyff P ," Theologisches
WdSrterbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart:
W. Kohlhammer, 193 )> II, 101f.

""K&iler, p. 171. ISichrodt, Theologie des Alten Testaments, 1,72*

^Deut. 12:7« Cf. w. 12 and lB.

%<3hler, p. 171.

^North, p. 207.
£

ISichrodt, Theologie des Alten Testaments, I, 73•
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Passover (cf. Ex. 12), which is said to be representative of the whole

of the Israelite cult. Its origins are obscure,'* but it gained its

Old Testament significance as a memorial of the deliverance from Egypt

and the subsequent Covenant with God. It is of the character of a re¬

newal of the relationship between God and his people. The Passover

lamb is at once a community-meal (peace offering) and a sin-offering

(the sprinkling of blood).^ Through this feast was expressed for hun¬

dreds of years in Israel's history its solidarity as a people of God.

Before looking more specifically at this sharing-together qualit;

of life in its man-to-man dimension, a word about the exclusive implica¬

tions of its religious character is necessary. The foundation as has

been seen is in Israel's admission to God's sphere of life through the

Covenant. God has not given up his holiness^ and Israel is sanctified

in relationship to him.^ "You shall be holy; for I the Lord your God

in your midst" (Hos. 11:9), express the fundamental religious basis of

Israelite morality. Thus idolatry is the chiefest of sins and demands

the death penalty (Dt. 13:1-18; 17:2-7) for it strikes at the very ess-

^"Vriezen, p. 284.
O

Cf. T. H. Gaster, Passover, Its History and Traditions (New
York: Henry Schuman, 194-9)> pp. 16-25.

-tyriezen, p. 284.
il / -

C. P. Snaith, pp. 21-50, for an exposition of this idea in the
Old. Testament. Especially relevant are pp. 46-49*

-Vriezen, p. l4l.

°Snaith, p. 47, translates literally, "I am El, and not man;
qadosh (the adjective) in thy midst."
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ence of Israel's peculiar corporate existence.-*- It breaks the Covenant

unity. Further, sin was conceived of not merely in terras of individual

responsibility^ but also in terras of the well-being of the community

and its relation to "the Holy One in the midst" (Lev. 17-26).^ Israel's

unique sharing-together or psychic unity was dependent upon their obe¬

dience to the will of the God of the Covenant (Ex. 20:1-2^:3; cf. Dt.

5ff•)• Sin in respect to either God or man, for they were basically

inseparable, was incompatible with the nature of their corporate life.

As time progressed in the history of the people of Israel this emphasis

became more exclusivistic (Ezek. U0-4B), particularly after the exile

when Israel became a law community (Ezra; Hehemiah), as hard and fast

lines were drawn between them and other peoples, and at times even among

themselves.^

The positive character of the relation between men on the basis

of the Covenant was intensified by the sense of corporate personality

with its strong group-feeling by which all men from King to subject are

brothers-' and are thus in Israel equally bound to the God of the Co-

■Hjright, p. 1^9, notes that the severity of this is accounted
for by the nature of the Israelite community.

O

Cf. H. W. Robinson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Pers¬
onality," pp. 5^?'} for a discussion of the relation of the
later individualizing tendency to the corporate conception;
and Vriezen, pp. 32^-325* for 6he role of individual responsi¬
bility in Old Testament ethics. Cf. also Eichrodt, Theologie
des Altsn Testaments, III, 1-17*

■%. H. Rowley, The Faith of Israel (London; S. C. M. Press,
1956), p. 102.

^John Bright, The Kingdom of God (New York; Abingdon Cokesbury,
1953), PP. 156-136.

^H. W. Robinson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality
pp. 60f. Vriezen, p. 320, would say that "in the Old Testament
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venant.1 Their relation to each other while strengthened in accord

with the natural categories of the Semitic mind is in addition essen¬

tially spiritually qualified by their common relation to God. And as

God's attitude toward them in the Covenant was "O '71(steadfast love)2
so it is to characterize the relation between men within the bounds of

the Covenant (Mic. 6:8).^ Vriezen writes that "communal sense (chesed)

is the principal moral conception" from which the demands of law

( and justice ( pT^) spring.'4' These were not a matter of

mere principle, but in line with the concept of Covenant the relation

between man and man, like that between God and man, was personal through

out.-5 Men were to express "T~0 71 in helping one another according to
' • » »

their ability along the line of Ts> '& UsID and A realistic sharin

together in the Covenant blessings by the Old Testament man very def¬

initely qualified the relation of man to man which was to come to expre-

the central motive of moral life is the sense of community."

■^Vriezen, p. 318.
p
Snaith, p. 95* " Ahabah is the cause of the covenant; chesed
is the means of its continuance. Thus ahabah is God's
Election-Love, whilst chesed is His Covenant-Love."

^Cf. Lev. 19:17-18 which follows a series of social commandments
"You shall not hate your brother in your heart . . . but you
shall love ( T7T2.7?$) your neighbor as yourself: I am the
LORD." Pederseri, I-II, pp. 309f• / does not take the "I am the
LORD" sufficiently into account when he says that "the basis
of all Israelitic ethos is the common feeling, love, and accord
ing to the nature of the compact it must, in its innermost ess¬
ence, be a family feeling. ... In love the soul acts in
accordance with its nature. . . . The commandment to love is
thus not a dogmatic invention, but a direct expression of the
character of the soul and the organism of family and people."

N/riezen, p. 326.

5Ibid.

5-
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ssion in a concrete fashion. But even at its best the result was not

the recognition of social equality (only complete equivalence as a human

being) and the removal of poverty (only provisions for its alleviation)

as exhibited for a time in the early church (Acts 2-4).~

As much a part of the background sketch as the positive picture

just drawn is the progressive failure of the people of Israel actually

to realize the Covenant ideal as their history moved on. For as ev¬

idenced by the classical prophets beginning with Amos there arose a

great lack of the Covenant 0 77 in respect both to God and man. Amos

attacks them for their disregard of the proper sense of Covenant commu-

p
nity in their injustice to their brother Israelite. Hosea was not

hesitant to point out their betrayal of the very basis of the Covenant

unity by their harlotrous idolatry.^ The outer community was there, but

they had sinned away what has been designated their koinonia quality of

life. A distinctive part of the Covenant idea, differing from the

surrounding religions, was that God who existed apart from Israel before

he chose them in the Covenant could reject them if they neglected their

part of the Covenant and exist apart from them again.^ Although many of

■^Ibid., p. 328. Cf. C. Van Leeuwen, Le Developpement due Sens
Social en Israel Avant L'Bre Chretienne, Studia Semitica
Neerlandlca (Assen": Van Gorcum and Comp. N. V, 1955)•

p
Oh you who turn justice to wormwood, ana cast down righteous¬

ness to the earth!" Amos 52T• Cf. 5:10-12; 2:6-16; 8:4-10.

3"My people inquire of a thing of wood,
and their staff gives them oracles.

For a spirit of harlotry has led them astray,
and they have left their God to play the Harlot."

Hosea 4:12. Cf. 4:13-19; 2:1-13.

^Snaith, p. 108. "The great barrier to religious progress was
the belief that a god could not exist without a people, and
that he must in the last resort rescue his people . , he
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the people did not fully realize this, it was integral to the message

of the prophets, and they did not shrink from exploiting its implica¬

tions (Am. 4:11-12; Hos. 9:16-1Is. 49:14).

Out of the people's failure arose not only separatist groups

with their own peculiar sense of community as the Rechabites (jer. 35)"*"
but more important a transformation of the nation's hope at the hands

of the prophets. On the basis of their faith in God Israel had always

believed that "the best is yet to be."^ They had looked forward to a

great day of salvation when God would destroy all their enemies (Ps. 2,

20, 21, 72, 110) and bring Israel to its full glory after the pattern

of the ideal age of David. This "day of the Lord" as it became known

(Am. 5:13) was portrayed by the propehts as more than merely political

but also as a day of moral judgement on all men whose lives were offen-
O

sive to God (is. 2:6ff.; Zeph. 2). The destruction of the naive expec¬

tation of the people gave strength to the idea of a faithful remnant who

at once are the people of God and the instrument of their restoration
» 4

(Is. 7:3; 10:22; 37:30-32). Over this remnant that shall one day come

to fruition shall rule a Messiah Prince of the line of David (is. 9:1-7;

11:1-5; cf. Mic. 5:2-4) and visions of a blissful future of universal

and cosmic scope emerge (is. 2:2-4; 11:6-10). Thus Isaiah may be called

himself was to continue to exist."

■^H. W. Robinson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality
p. 54.

^Rowley, p. 177*

3Ibid., p. 178.

^Rowley, p. 118. Bright, pp. 71-97*
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"the first preacher of the eschatological expectation—he is clearly

concerned with the'last things'."^
The prophets have not forgotten the Covenant but have based

their message of coming judgement (Am. 3:12) and hope of a New Israel

upon it. Jeremiah could prophesy of a New Covenant, (for Israel, not

God, had broken the old) which would restore the inner relationship and

create a spiritual Israel (jer. 31:31-3^; cf. Ezek. 36:25-30)* Ezekiel

saw a vision of the same truth when he beheld the valley of dry bones

live and stand upon their feet an exceeding great host as the breath of

the spirit came into them (3k:l-lh).

The calamity of the exile sharpened and spiritualized the pro¬

phetic hope for Israel to the height it reaches in Isaiah kO-66. Vrie-

zen would say: "The Kingdom of God is not only seen coming in visions

but it is experienced as coming."^ The pinnacle is reached in the fig¬

ure of the suffering servant (k2:l-l; ^9:1-6; 50:1+-9> 52:13-53:12; cf.

61:1-3) who is Israel (hl:8; h3:10; Mt-:21; 45:1-), the righteous remnant

or true Israel (hk;l; 51:1, 7) and the great Servant who will be the

leader of a Servant people—all in one. 6 The revitalized Covenant (55:

3-5) which is conceived of as about to take place in great eschatol¬

ogical drama (66:7-9; cf. U2: ll~l6; 63:1-6; k9;26; 50:2-3; 51:6) with

universal and cosmic results (51:3; 65:17-25) is to be accomplished by

"'"Vriezen, p. 360.
O

"Vriezen, p. 368.

^Bright, pp. 150f. The fluidity of the concept is accounted for
by the larger concept of corporate personality. Cf. H. W. Rob¬
inson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality," pp.
58-60, For critical treatments of the Servant Songs cf. H. H.
Rowley, The Servant of the Lord and Other Essays (London:
Lutterworth Press, 1952), r>n. 3-571 c* R* North, The Suffer

V
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the Servant mission and destiny. Encompassed are all nations (k9:5-6;

52:10] 5^:8] 60:1-3) and the organ of ultimate victory is humiliation,

rejection of men and vicarious suffering (52:13-53:12). In Vriezen's

words "the new world which Deutero-Isaiah predicts for his people, and

therefore for all the nations, is characterized by this atoning suffer¬

ing"-^ for from it alone ean come the necessary inward renewal.

That the covenant-hope is pointed up in a Messianic figure,

though, it oscillates between nation and remnant, need be no more than
O

mentioned at this stage. More pertinent for the moment in the idyllic

portrayal of the Golden Age is the Utopian3 fulfillment of that sharing-

together quality of life seen in the initial Covenant. So ideal are the

conditions that men

. . . shall not build and another inhabit;
they shall not plant and another eat (Is. 65:22),

God will be able to say

Before they call I will answer,
while they are yet speaking I will hear (is. 65:2k)

and even

The wolf and the lamb shall feed together,
the lion shall eat straw like the ox;

ing Servant in Deutero-Isaiah (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 19k3).

■^-Vriezen, p. 36k.

^Rowley, Faith of Israel, pp. 187-191. Cf. Sigmund Mowinkel,
He That Cometh, tr. G. W, Anderson (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
(1959); Part I, and Joseph Klausner, The Messianic Idea in Is-
rael, tr. W. F. Stinespring (London: George Allen and Unwin
Ltd., 195k), Part I.

3cf. P&nlmann, pp. 587-591 who discusses this as well as the
general prophetic attitude from the standpoint of socialistic
concepts in the ancient world. Cf. Van Leeuwen, pp. 212-229#
"Le Messie et les pauvres."
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and. dust shall be the serpent's food.
They shall not hurt or destroy in all my holy mountain,

says the LORD (is. 65:25).

When all the strands are tied together the picture is nothing less than

social equality in Israel, economic bliss, universal righteousness and

peace and God in the midst.

Israel could not bear the bright light of the Servant"'- and so

failed to respond to it. The apocalyptic note already struck in the

prophecies^ of Isaiah (cf. Szek. 38-39) continues to have a place in the

later prophets. For due to the disappointment following the exile when

their hope that the kingdom was about to be set up among the faithful

remnant (cf. Hag. 2:21-23; Zech. 6:12-13) was not realized, their ex¬

pectation began to take on a more transcendental character. The only

hope now was catastrophic intervention of God preceded by the most in¬

describable woes on earth and in heaven. An early^ expression of this

is Joel 2:28-31:

And it shall come to pass afterward,
that I will pour out my spirit on all flesh;

your sons and your daughters shall prophesy,
your old men shall dream dreams,
and your young men shall see visions.

■'•The idea did not disappear entirely as witnessed by a few texts
in the Apocalyptic literature. Cf, Cullmann, The Christology
of the New Testament, p. 56, Mowinkel, pp. 325ff» F. F. Bruce,
Biblical Exegesis in the Q,umran Texts (London: The Tyndale
Press, i960), pp. 56-66, finds the concept in the Dead Sea
Scrolls.

p
cThat apocalyptic has its roots in prophecy is not disputed.
Cf. H. H. Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic (revised ed.;
New York: Harper and Brothers, 19k6), p. 13.

8joel is most probably early post-exilic but possibly earlier.
In any case its atmosphere and ideas are typical of the stage
of transition from prophecy to apocalyptic. Cf. G. W. Anderson,
A Critical Introduction to the Old Testament (London: Gerald
Duckworth and Co. Ltd., 1959).j> PP-
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Even upon the menservants and maidservants
in those days, I will pour out my spirit.

And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood
and fire and columns of smoke. The sun shall be turned to dark¬
ness, and the moon to blood, before the great and terrible day
of the LORD comes (cf. 2:32-3:21; Zech. 14:1-3).

But whatever form it took, Israel remained convinced that "he is a God

whose Kingdom comes(Mai. 3:6-13). Their hope for the future now "was

born from faith alone.

This leads full into the apocalyptic proper which in part has

its roots in the Old Testament Daniel. Although most of it falls out¬

side of the Old Testament it will be touched here for only a brief

description of the character of its transmission of the Old Testament

hope is needed.3 The relevant figure in Daniel is "one like a son of

man (7:13)" 1° whom is given "everlasting dominion (7:14) " over the

eschatological kingdom. Primarily the thought is collective--"the saint

of the Most High shall receive the kingdom (7:lS); cf. vs. 22)"—but may

possibly be Individual as well.4 The figure appears at a late period in

the book of Enoch and IV Ezra'* as definitely an individual Messianic

^Bright, p. 169.

f~Vriezen, p. 371*

-Vor the messianic ideas in this literature cf. especially Klaus
ner, pp. 246-367, Part II "The Messianic Idea in the Books of
the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha."

^Cullmann, The Chrlstology of the New Testament, pp. 139f• Cf.
E. H. Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic, pp. 28f., Mowinkel,
pp. 346ff., Rudolf Otto, The Kingdom of God and the Son of Man,
tr. F, V. Filson and B. L. Woolf (London: The Lutterworth
Press, 1938), pp. 159ff. For a recent discussion of the vast
literature pertinent to this topic cf. A. J. B. Higgins, "Son
of Man—Forschung since 'The Teaching of Jesus'," New Testa¬
ment Essays, Studies in Memory of Thomas Walter Manson, ed. A.
J. B. Higgins (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1959),
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figure,•*■ who as the heavenly man will bring in the eschatological

kingdom.

The Messianic concept is pointed up in different figures in
O

this literature which cannot be traced here. Most important is the

recognition that in general the emphasis was on the complete incompat¬

ibility of this world over against the new world which can be brought

in only by God's initiation through the Messianic figure(s) in the new
o

age. There is a break in both place and time. The apocalyptic wri¬

ters were dualistic and stressed the demonic character of their world

and age. God's new beginning must break though the fires of judgement

before the Covenant ideal could again be fully realized. Their'-h was a

stong faith in the unfailing power and purpose of God which at the same

time motivated them to a more stringent loyalty to the will of God as

found in their Law, for the kingdom could not come to a disobedient

people. This feeling was strong in the post-exilic prophets and is

decidedly reflected in Daniel with its emphasis on obedience regardless

of cost (Dan. 3>6). The Law-community with its strict separatism which

followed on the exile and gave rise to Judaism as such was the correl¬

ative of the apocalytic faith.^ From these two, the Law emphasis and

pp. 119-135-
/

5cf. the full discussion in Mowinkel, pp. 353f^-> and also Otto
pp. 201-218.

■LCullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, pp. l^Off.

■^Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic, p. 27-

8vriezen, p. 3^9-

^Cf. Bright, pp. I56-I86.
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apoeulyptic-eschatology, come the motives which led to parties and sects

in Judaism.

Before moving on to consider Judaism proper a summary word about

the koinonia concept in the Old Testament will be helpful. The broad

context is the sense of solidarity which characterized ancient societies

and is in evidence throughout the Old Testament. But more specifically

it is to be defined in terms of or seen in the Covenant relationship

between God and his people Israel. For out of Israel's common inclusion

or sharing-together in the Covenant with its attendant privileges and

obligations oamo came a realistic sense of psychic unity or a koinonia

"quality of life" which ideally affected the whole life of the people am

marked the true Israelite. This was renewed and manifested in the cult

of which the Passover was the most perfect expression.-'- Inconsistent

with this "quality of life" was any lack of loyalty to the will of God

(idolatry was the supreme expression) or failure of chesed in respect to

the brother Israelite. Particularly when this ideal failed effectively

to characterize the life of the people and nation did the thoughts of th<

faithful conceive of their national hope in terms of a revitalized and

restored Covenant. Even when this hope began to take into it apocalyp¬

tic traits and the present Covenant loyalty focused in the Law its driv¬

ing motive remained the insatiable desire for a full and consistent re¬

alization of the koinonia "quality of life" which was implicit in the

Covenant concept. Thus the koinonia concept of the Old Testament must

be viewed both in respect to the reality of its actual conception and

-'-Cf. Bo Reicke, Diakonie, Festfreude und Zelos (Wiesbaden: Otto
Harrassowitz, 1951)> PP* 150-167, for the role of regard for
the poor in the Old Testament cult.
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expression in the historical life of the people of Israel and in terms

of the role it played in their hope for the future.

Contemporary Judaism

An indispensible part of the background picture is the concep¬

tions and expressions of the Jewish religion contemporary to the origins

of the Christian faith, for from the womb of Judaism was born the reli¬

gion to which the New Testament bears its witness. Judaism is the

organic and historical link between the religion and faith of the Old

Testament and that of the New Testament. An examination of the manner

in which the Covenant koinonia is expressed in the life and conceived in

the hope of the Jewish people up to 70 A. D. is vital for a right under¬

standing and proper appreciation of the New Testament phenomena under

consideration.

The main stream.—The Judaism whose image is ineradicable^- from

the pages of the New Testament finds in the Old Testament both its gen¬

eral and particular rootage as a religion of distinct character. The

changed conditions surrounding the exile and the return to Palestine led

eventually to the restoration of the Law by Ezra, a priest end scribe

not long returned from Babylonia, about ^41+ B.C.^ Just a few months after

the completion of the Temple. At this time the Law was read to the

•^Witness the possibility of such a statement as "Jesus was not a

'Christian', but a Jew" 'made by Bultraann, p. 8U, and the assert¬
ion of F. C. Grant that "the theology of the New Testament, in
its main outline, . . . was basically Pharisaic." Ancient
Judaism and the New Testament (New York: Macmillan and Co.,
1959), P- 11.

P
Isidore Epstein, Judaism (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin
Books Ltd., 1953), p« 8h. Cf. George Foot Moore, Judaism
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1927), I, 5-J*
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people who in turn bound themselves to it by a covenant under the sig¬

nature and seal of their notables (Neh. 10:28-30).1 Stringent measures

against intermarriage were taken as the result of a renewed emphasis on

the preservation of purity of religion and race (Ezra 9-10J Neh. 10:28-

30; 13:23ff.)« The ideal theocracy was under way, the religious life of

the people was focused in the worship of the temple and under the succe¬

ssion of scribes (soferim) from Ezra on, the Law became enthroned as

"the final source of every Jewish norm and practice, rule and custom, in

all departments of life—religious, moral, political, social, economic,

and domestic."^

Another decisive series of events which contributed to the

distinctive character of Judaism was that which was centered in the Mac-

cabean revolt. This revolt, precipitated by the forced Hellenization

policy of Antiochus IV (l77-i6k B.C.) and at first predominantly reli¬

giously motivated, set up Judah as an independent state under the Has-

monean kings. The Hasidim (^AcrcnSa. (a ( ), pious men whose motives wer<

solely religious, once religious freedom had been regained could not

sympathize with the developing political ambitions of the Hasmoneans and

so broke with them, thus setting the stage for the parties which prevail¬

ed in Judaism until the complete triumph of Pharisaism in the years foll¬

owing the fall of Jerusalem in JO A. D.^ The new conditions resulting

from the political success raised the basic question of the role of the

Law in the total life of the people, the affairs of state included.^

^Moore, I, 7ff.

'^Epstein, p. 85.
3cf. Moore, I, U3-109.
^G- H. C. MacGregor and A. C. Purdy, Jew and Greek; Tutors unto

'
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The most important answers were those of the Pharisees and the Saddu-
1 2

cees. The former, the spiritual heirs of the Hasidim, added tradition

to the Law and asserted the comprehensive authority of the Law as interp¬

reted by tradition over state and people. The Saddueees, consisting

mostly of the former Hellenized elements, did not allow tradition thus

limiting the practability and therefore the scope of the Law particular¬

ly in the affairs of the nation. The great mass of people, while not

belonging to either party, were on the side of the Pharisees.^ Other

movements existed,'' and one, that of the ascetic Essenes, will be given

detailed attention further on in the chapter.

The distinctive characteristic of Judaism as a religion was its

emphasis on the Law, at once the product and cause of its unique doctrine

of revelation, for it was their conviction that in the Scriptures God

had revealed to his people hio people his will for their whole life. It

was a courageous and thorough-going attempt to control the total beha¬

viour of man by his religion. The stress was upon observance producing

a marked tolerance in belief and an equally marked intolerance in matt-

£
ers of observance. Religion was a manner of life, "a system of piety,"

Christ (New edition; Edinburgh: The Saint Andrew Press, 1959)*
pp. 61-62, 93* Epstein, p. 96.

Icf. Josephus Antiquities XIII 5* 9* 10* 5-6* XVIII 1, 2-4;
Moore, I, 56-71; MacGregor and Purdy, pp. 87-102.

2
Epstein, p. 95*

^I'bid., p. 96.

^Moore, I, 70. Josephus Antiquities XIII, 10,6.
5
•Josephus Antiquities XVIII 1, 5-6.

°F• C. Grant, p. 57-
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not merely a Bianner of thinking or feeling.^ A new individualism

emerged making religion in every sphere a personal relation between the

individual and God, however,

not in isolation, but in the fellowship of the religious community
and, ideally, of the whole Jewish people, the Keneset Israel. Not
alone the synagogue but the entire communal life—even what we
should call secular life—knit together by its peculiar beliefs,
laws, and observances was the expression and bond of this fellow¬
ship. Thus Judaism became in the full sense personal religion
without ceasing to be national religion.^

In this period, as in Ezra's day, the temple still stood and the

feasts, particularly the Passover,3 acted as a manifestation of national

solidarity on the basis of the Covenant.4 But the focal point of Jewish

piety in the Tannaite age was the synagogue. Due to the cleavage be¬

tween priest and people as a result of (1) the priestly aristocracy

fostered by and allied to the Maccabees, (2) the Law-based rather than

cult-based piety of the Pharisees and (3) the geographical factor, the

inner center of the Jewish religion was subtly shifted.'5 The synagogue,

a lay institution, whose service became centered in the regular reading

^MacGregor and Purdy, p. 79*

%oore, I, 121.

^See Above p. [3O, /
V~

k
Shedd, p. 55. The historic conception of Covenant is assumed
in this discussion for it remained in Shedd's words "the
fundamental conception of the bond of unity of Judaism." The
concern is with the manner of Israel's continuation and applica¬
tion to life of this historic bond. Shedd's second chapter,
"Early Jewish Conceptions of the Solidarity of the Human Race,"
pp. 1*2-85, contains a thorough discussion of their sense of
solidarity at this time.

•^lacGregor and Purdy, pp. 82-83.

6Cf. Moore, I, 281-307.
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and exposition of the Law had allowed the Pharisees their great influence.

Along with the school-'- it was the instrument of what in Moore' s words

was "of the utmost moment in all the subsequent history of Judaism . . .

Q
the endeavor to educate the whole people in its religion"; and that not;

alone in Palestine but throughout the Diaspora. The Law became "the

Jew's 'portable fatherland,* mightier than the cult prescribed by it."3
Participation in the cult was a demonstration of loyalty to the Law;^
the validity of the cult lay in the Law, not vice-versa.

Attendant upon the observance of the Temple-rites was also an

anticipation of eschatological joy^ for the Law emphasis had not smother*

ed the prophetic expectation, but was itself a correlative of a reorien¬

tated hope generated by the same historical and religious circumstances.

6While the eschatological picture is one of complexity, at its heart lay

the faith that the history of the world is a plan of God that he will

carry it through to his appointed end.^ This Covenant hope contained thb

two major strains already outlined in the preceding discussion of the

Old Testament.

One can be called the national expectation, drawn from the proph-

1Ibid., I, 308-322.

2Ibid., I, 281.

3$acGregor and Purdy, p. 83.

^Bultmann, p. 70.

''ibid, Cf. Bo Reicke, Diakonie, Festfreude und Zelos, pp.
186-200.

^"Nothing is more characteristic of Jewish eschatology than its
variety." F. C. Grant, p. 67.

'Moore, II, 323.
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ets, a political renascence of the golden age of the past under a

prince of the Davidic line with liberation without and regeneration with¬

in— "the recovery of independence and power, an era of peace and jjrospe-

rity, of fidelity to God and his law, of justice and fair-dealing and

brotherly love among men, and of personal rectitude and piety.This

form of the hope was most probably the more prominent one among the

scribes and the leaders of the Pharisees. The Psalms of Solomon,^ a

Pharisaic book dating from the last half of the first century B. C.,

reflects in the main this type of hope.^ Pointing also in this direc¬

tion is the fact that in the Rabbinic writings there are no messianic

sayings from the first generation of the Tannaim who died before 70 A.D.

The reason for this according to Klausner,^ is that while the Temple

stood the foremost Pharisees did not see the necessity of elaborating

further the messianic ideas of the prophets. Even in connection with

this form of the hope, however, the Pharisees came to hold to a belief

in a resurrection by which God's promises to the righteous that they

should come to share in the coming salvation of Israel would be ful¬

filled. 5 This latter doctrine was the only eschatological belief consist-

1Ibid., II, 32l+.

~R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Tes¬
tament (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1913)* II, 625-652.

-'Klausner, pp. 317-32^-. Paul Volz, Die Eschatologie der jfldis-
chen Gemeinde iia neutestamentlichen Zeltalter (2nd ed.j Tflbin-
gen: J. C. B. Mohr Paul Siebeck , 193*0> P* 26 comments: "Die
Aimlichke.it dieser Psalmen mit den kanonischen ist unverkennbar,
hier pulsiert mehr innerliche Religiosit£t als,apocalyptischen
Weitblick. Der eschatologische Sieg komrat nict cLurch die na-
tionale Freiheitsbewegung, sondern durch das Wunder der g<3ttli-
chen Gna.de." Cf. his summary chart pp. ^20-^21.

li
Klausaer, pp. 392f.

^oore, II, 313f. Cf. pp. 287-322.
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ently held by the adherents of the synagogue."1"
The second strain is tnat of the apocalyptic, *die ilberirdische

Zukunftshoffnung" in distinction to "die irdische,"^ whose aiain features

are summed up by Klausner as a

complete Messianic chain whose separate links are: the signs of
the Messiah, the birth pangs of Messiah, the coming of Elijah, the
trumpet of Messiah, the ingathering of the exiles, the reception
of proselytes, the war with God'and Magog, the Days of the Messiah,
the renovation of the world, the Day of Judgement, the resurrection
of the dead, the World to Come.3

This more transcendental and speculative type of hope, for the consist-

it
ency was in general character rather than in details, overlapped consid

erably with the national expectation drawing it into a more supernatural

framework and thereby transfiguring it.^ It was among the common people

and those cultured persons who were not inclined toward Halakhah that

6
these ideas flourished. In Klausner's words they "were balm to the

broken hearts of the educated in the nation and food for the marveiseek-

ing imagination of the common people.

Volz, p. 1.
2
Ibid., p. 2.

"^KLausner, p. 335* He discusses these concepts in accordance
with their occurrence in each of the books of the Apocrypha and
Fseadepigrapha respectively, pp. 246-337, and topically for the
period of the Tannaim, pp. 333-513. For a topical treatment of
the Jewish eschatological concepts on the basis of the whole
literature of the period see the work by Volz. Moore, II, 279-
397> provides a briefer discussion.

^olz, p. 1.

W>re, II, 323f.

°Klausner, p. 335-

TIbid.
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The Jewish hope of this period in their Messianic idea had woven

together the conceptions of politico-national salvation and religio-

spiritual redemption; the Messianic figure(s) was truly human, a superb
2

instrument of God, the latter being in actuality the primary figure.

The expectation of a Messianic age in this world was not precluded by

the belief in the world to come but remained a phase of the overall hope

A witness to this was the existence of the Zealots^ who made the broader

Jewish conception of the Kingdom of Heaven^ a revolutionary principle

attempting to force the Messianic age by political revolt. This concep¬

tion of the sovereignty or rule of God, present wherever men recognized

it, looked forward to the day when that reign will be universally re¬

alized in the lives of all men in their relation to God and their fellow

man as the end of all God's ways, the goal of human history (Zech. lU:9;

Ob. l?ffIs. 23, 2b', Dan. 7)« This concept is basic to all their

messianic expectations, eschatological formulations and apocalyptic

imaginations. A final important feature in the overall picture of the

Jewish hope is the individualization of religion by their eschatology

with its fundamental tenet of the resurrection and final judgement at

^-Ibid., p. 392.

'"Ibid., pp. 520, 52^. Moore, II, 3^9«

3$oore, II, 3Uk, 375. KLausner, pp. 5l6ff.

^Joseptus, Antiquities XVIII 1, 6. MacGregor and Purdy, pp.
117-12lf.

%oore, II, 371-375• Cf. Gustaf H. Dalman, The Words of Jesus,
tr. D. M. Kay (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1909)> PP« 91-101;
Strack and Billerbeck, I, 172ff.

oore, II, 271-272.
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which every man must account for himself. Progress was made toward the

solving of the problem of theodicy and the belief in the resurrection

became general in -Judaism with the exception of the Sadducees.1 This

was the most striking and consistent difference between the earlier and
O

later forms of the Jewish hope.

In general one can in Judaism as in the Old Testament describe

any koinonia 'quality of life" in terms of the historic Covenant, for it

continued as their "fundamental conception of the bond of unity."3
Although this common relation to God in the Covenant found expression as

always in the cult, r itB practical realization lay more in adherence to

the Law. Their hope for the ideal fulfilment of the Covenant in which

perfect koinonia could exist moved in varying degrees between the more

prophetic messianic "golden age" and an apocalyptic transfiguration of

it resulting in an entirely new age or world beyond history. The in¬

fluence of the Law, the eschatological shift and their contact with Greek

culture with their cumulating individualizing tendencies, however, tendec.

to undermine the ancient sense of solidarity in Israel and made their

overall unity more a matter of an idealistic and theological dogma.^
Thus sects and parties arose which exhibited their own peculiar koinonia

The ideal expression of the Covenant bond which existed between

^Josephus Antiquities XVIII 1,

%oore, II, 377-395.

"^Shedd, p. 55-

^Por the expression in the cult of material concern and eschato¬
logical perspective cf. Bo Reicke, Diakonie, Festfreude und
Zelos, pp. 150-200.

%hedd, p. 88.
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men in Judaism was still based on the principle of "you shall love your

neighbor as yourself (Lev. 19:18)" but as Moore comments

there is no reason to think that reality came nearer to this
sublime ideal in the days of Asmonaeans or of Herod than in those
of Uzziah and Jereboam II, when the prophets thundered against the
wrongs that the rich and powerful inflicted upon their less fort¬
unate countrymen. -*•

The distinctive characteristic of the period was that this social strife

deepened more and more into a religious cleavage until in the first and
p

especially in the second century A. D. it became almost entirely that.

This cleavage according to the Rabbis was betweeh the D'' "71? T[ and the

Y 7 cV fl between those who knew and scrupulously observed the
V r t

obligations of the law and the ignorant and negligent masses. The

2 '7 f2 77 or "Associates" were composed of the stricter of the Fnarisees

who bound themselves into a 77 1 J h 71 "Association" pledging themselves
T —.

particularly to the payment of the priest's portion and the tithes from

all foods and the observance of the complicated rules dealing with ritual

purity.*4 The strict adherence to these regulations precluded almost all

business and social intercourse with those who could not be trusted in

these matters, in the last analysis all who had not pledged themselves as

members of the J) ~7 ? 2Z 17 be they otherwise ever so learned and pious
r

Jews." They were thus a tightly bound society existing in but strictly

"'"Moore, II, 156. Cf. pp. 162-197 for a detailed discussion of
the ideals and practices in the realm of social ethic in Judaism

2Ibid., pp. 156-158.

ifeusner, pp,a^ ! Hauck, p. 803. ZT "7 22 Pis from the root
"7 22 77 which it is to be remembered, normally lies behind the
koinonia language in the LXX.

VacGregor and Purdy, p. 126.

. art from the discussion in Moore, II, 156-lbl, the detailed
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separate from the larger group. And while they had a koinonia "quality

of life" all their own, it certainly did not facilitate the larger sense

of solidarity. Anyone, however, who was willing to order his life

accordingly and pledge himself to do so in the presence of the p'7*7 3177
~~r ~

was free to join them. Moore suggests that much of the animosity dis¬

played towards the V *7 cV 7) '''Op was due to the willful ignorance and
v T T

negligence by the latter of those things which the p"7 7 32 77 considered
~r

so vital."'"

A company of persons joined together for a common meal may also

be designated as a p ~7 -7 3? 77. It was in the same manner applied to the
7"

gathering of friends in a common meal on Friday evening for the purpose

of beginning the Sabbath. More interestingly, those who came together
2

in order to celebrate the Passover formed a p "7 -7 _7 77 •

Bssene doctrine and practice.--A small but highly fascinating

part of the Judaism of the period is that represented by the Dead Sea

Scrolls and the community from which they came. This sectarian segment

regulations of the p P ■] .Pi ~JJ are documented by Salu, Lieberman,
"The Discipline in the "so-calied Dead Sea Discipline," Journal
of Biblical Literature LXXI (December 1952), pp. 199-206, and
Chaim Rabin, Qumran Studies, Seripta Judaica II (Oxford: Oxforc.
University Press, 1957)* Rabin views the Qurnran sect as "a die¬
hard Pharisee group trying to uphold 'genuine' Pharisaism (as
they understood it) against the more flexible ideology intro¬
duced by the Rabbis in authority." p. 69.

-'-Moore, II, 160.

^Hauek, p. 803. David Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic
Judaism (University of London! The Athlone Press, 1956), pp.
332-335 sees the Passover p 9 37 77 implied in the Gethsemane
accounts in the Gospels of MaFthew and Mark. Cf. "Pesahim,"
The Mishnah, tr. Herbert Danby (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press,
1933), pp. 136-151.
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of the Jewish people developed their own peculiar koinonia. Thus they

are of special import for the present study particularly in view of the

great interest shown in them by modern New Testament studies.

While the exact relationship of the community at Qumran to the

descriptions of Fhilo (20 B.C. - A.D.) and Josephus (A.D. 37 - 100)1
is perhjjas complex, it is fairly certain that the community was Essene

in character. Thus when Philo writes concerning the Essenes of their
\ \ """\ t ^ / Q

~7/)V J-KkyTO 5 Xoydo / 7 7oyICo ; i/Uj> 1 the value of a

look at such a group which is both contemporary to4 and with similar

religious-historical rootage to early Christianity is evident. It must

■^Fhilo Quod Omnis Probus Liber Sit XII-XIII (75-91)I Hypothetica

O

.

j

XI, l-l8 (Loeb). The latter is a fragment of his otherwise los'
Apologia pro Judaeis preserved in Eusebius' Praeparatip Svan-
gelica VIII 11. Josephus Antiquities XIII 5, 9; XV 10, M-f.;
XVII 13, 3; XVIII 1, 5; Bellum Judaicum II 8, 2-13. Cf. Philo's
description of the Therapeutae De Vita Contemplativa which may
be linked to the Essenes. Geza Vermes, "The Etymology of
'Essenes'," Revue de Qumran (June i960), pp. 14-35-^®+3» connects
the two, at least etymologically. Pliny Naturalis Historia
V 15, 73 also refers to the Essenes.

W. F. Albright, "Recent Discoveries in Palestine and the Gospel
of John," The Background of the New Testament and Its Eschatol-
ogy, ed. W. D. Davies and D. Daube (Cambridge: At the Univers¬
ity Press, 1956), p. l65# says that "there can be no doubt that
the sectarians were . . . Essenes." See further the discussion
in Millar Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls (London:
Seeker and Warburgh, 195^), pp. 253-271*. ^or a concise discuss¬
ion of the problem cf. A. R. C. Leaney, R. P. C. Hanson and
J. Posen, A Guide to the Scrolls (London: S. C. M. Press, 1958]
pp. 5^-57-

•^Philo Q.uod Omnis Probus Liber Sit 8H-, 91 (Loeb). Cf. Hypothet¬
ica 11:1; 11:1^j 11:16. Josephus Bellum Judaicum II 8, 3
(122 Loeb) uses To )Co > i/i-uyi Aro"V in description of their
community of goods, but he never employs troJt/uyvA, of the
Essenes.

^Following the view held by many scholars that the occupation of
the site at Quirtran by an Essene group began no later than the
reign of Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 B.C.) and with the exception
of 37-U B.C. continued until the Jewish revolt against Rome
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be kept in rnlud, however, that for present purposes this sectarian move¬

ment had a development of approximately two hundred yearsthat the

available literature derives from different stages and that the scope

of its reference may vary; for the Qumran community can be considered
p

only a part, although very probably the focus, of the Sssene sect. The

Damascus Document (CD)and the Rule of the Community (IQS)^ are concern

ed with the sect which centered at Qumran, but they most probably

(A.D. 66-70). F. M. Cross Jr., The Ancient Library of Qumran
(London: Gerald Duckworth 8c Co., Ltd., 1956), pp. ^2-47. For
other theories cf. Burrows, pp. 223-252.

%hat became of them is beyond the scope of this study. Cf.
Oscar Cullmann, "The Significance of the Qumran Texts for Re¬
search into the Beginnings of Christianity," The Scrolls and
the New Testament, ed. Krister Stendahl (London: S. C. M.
Press, 1953), pp. 18-32, and H. J. Schoeps, Urgeaelnde, Juden-
ehristentum, Gnosis (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1956).

%hese considerations are important primarily for detailed
descriptions of their manner of life, for the sources are not
identical at this point.

%irst published by Solomon Schechter, Documents of Jewish
Sectaries, vol. I, Fragments of a Zadokite Work (Cambridge:
University Press, 1910). For text, translation and notes since
the discovery of the Qumran material cf. Chaim Rabin, The Zado¬
kite Documents (2nd. ed.; Oxford: At the Clarendon Press,
1958). Fragments of these Documents were discovered in caves
XV, V and VI at Qumran. Burrows, p. bO'J. See further H. H.
Rowley, The Zadokite Fragments and the Dead Sea Scrolls (Oxford
Basil Blackwell, 1952).

^Otherwise known as the Manual of Discipline and published by
Millar Burrows, John C. Trevor and William H. Brownlee, The
Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark's Monastery, Vol. II, Fascile 2:
Plates and transmission of the Manual of Discipline (New Haven:
American Schools of Oriental Research, 1951)*An early ann¬
otated translation is that of William H. Brownlee, Bulletin of
the American Schools of Oriental Research, Supplementary Studies
Nos. 10-12, The Dead Sea Manual of; Discipline (New Haven:
American Schools of Oriental Research, 1951)• Cf. also the mora
recent translation and commentary by P. Wernberg Miller, The
Manual of Discipline, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of
Judah, I, ed. J. Van der Ploeg (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1957)«
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represent different stages in its development. Which stage is earlier

and the nature of their actual relation to each other is still a matter

of great dispute,1 though the composition of both clearly dates from the
p

last two centuries B.C. The first century descriptions of Philo and

Josephus are probably based on the center at Qumran, but not limited to

it. The differences which exist between their picture and that of the

Rule of the Community can be mostly accounted for by the passage of time

and the disparity of viewpoint.

If one is to ascribe to this sect a koinonia "duality of life"

the first question to be asked concerns the vertical dimension of their

sharing-together. What were the motives end conceptions which formed

the raison d'etre of their communal life and separation from the reli¬

gious life of the rest of the Jewish nation? The roots of the sect go

back to the Hasidim of Maccabean times (I Maccabees 2:l4-4,)3 who were

devoted to the Law (l Maccabees 2:42) and probably to the Zadokite

priesthood (Saek. 44:15).The Easidim eventually parted ways with the

Hasmoneans because of the political motives and Hellenizing tendencies

'^For example, Hanson in Leaney, Hanson and Posen, pp. 62ff.
thinks that CD represents an earlier stage than IQS while Cross,
p. 60, would have it just the opposite. Cf. Burrows, More Light
on the Dead Sea Scrolls, pp. 217-227# for the various theories
of relationship.

%^ller, p. 20, dates IQS in the first half of the second century
B.C. and remarks in relation to CD that "it is hardly possible
to say with certainty which of the two reflects the earlier
stage."

^Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls, pp. 25of. Cf. the
discussion in Cross, pp. 95-119# eucl in A. S. van der Woude,
Die Messianischen Vorstellungen der Gemeinde von Qurnran, Studia
Semitica Neerlandica III, ed. M. A. Beek, J. H. Hospers and Th.
C. Vriezen (Assen: Van Gorcum & Comp. N. V., 1957)# PP« 217ff•

^Cross, pp. 37ff. Cf. CD 3:13-4:4.
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of the latter; the majority forming the party of the Pharisees.^ But

there remained a more radical minority whose expectations of the estab¬

lishment of the kingdom of everlasting righteousness (Dan. 9s2kf.),

whose puritan convictions and whose belief in the divine right of the

Zadokite priesthood in particular could not be reconciled in any way to

the Kasmonean dynasty of priest-kings.® It was from this more esehatol-

ogically-minded group towards the end of the second century that there

arose a leader, called "The Teacher of Righteousness" (CD 1:11; IQpHab.

ltk; 2:8^), a priest of Zadok lineage*1 whose new interpretation of

Scripture enabled them to see the role which they were to play in the
tr.

fulfilling of God's purpose in the last days which were at hand. In

accordance with Isaiah k0:3 (IQS 8:12-lU) the group went out to live in

camps (CD 7:6-7)^ in the wilderness of Judea binding themselves in a

"new covenant" (CD 6:19; 8:21; 20:12; IQH 2:3? cf. Jer. 31:31-3^ Ezek.

36:22-28) to devote themselves under the direction of Zadok priests to

^Josephus Antiquities XIII 10, 5*

®F. F. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Q.umran Texts (London:
Tyndale Press, 1959)> P* 27• He sees a reference to this group
in Daniel 11:33-3?.

^The Commentary on Habakkuk published by Millar Burrows, John C.
Trevor and William H. Brownlee, The Dead Sea Scrolls of St.
Mark's Monastery, Vol. I (New Haven: The American Schools of
Oriental Research, 1950), and translated by M. Burrows in The
Dead Sea Scrolls (London: Seeker & Varberg, 1956), pp. 365-370*

^Cross, p. 96.

^Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p. 28.
#*
Philo Quod Omnis Probus Liber Sit 76 (Loeb).

7
The Hymns of Thanksgiving published by E. L. Sukenik, Csar Ha-
megilloth ha-genuzoth (Jerusalem: The Hebrew University, 195*0'
A translation is given in Theordor H. Gaster, The Dead Sea
Scriptures (New York: Doubleday & Company, 1956), pp. 123ff.
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(31

v —
the study and practice of the Law (IQS 5:2-3) and community of property

until the appointed hour of God.

Thus they can be viewed as a sectarian development of the post-

exilic concept of Israel as a law community^ set in a more acute

eschatological context. The "new covenant"3 to which they have bound

themselves is that of the Fathers (CD 1:U; 8:18) and an "eternal covenanl

(IQS 1:22). They alone are the elect and faithful remnant (iQpHab. 2:3;

CD 1:1-10; 2:11-3:20; IQJI 6:7f•) preserved of God as

an eternal plant, a holy house consisting of Israel, and a most holy
congregation consisting of Aaron, true witnesses about uprightness,
chosen by (divine) pleasure to atone for the earth and to punish
the impious (IQS 8:5-6). *

They considered themselves true, spiritual Israel, and the covenant

(IQS l:l6) which they kept by strict adherence to the lav/ was eschatol-

ogically conditioned (CD 12:23-13:1; IQS 9*H)' They were on the brink

of "the end of clays" (iQSa l)^ which was to be ushered in by an eschatol-

-'-"They shall be a community, with Torah study and property, sub¬
mitting response according to the sons of Zadok, the priests
who keep the covenant, and according to the multitude of the
men of the community who hold fast to the covenant." The
translation is from Miller, pp. 27f• Cf. Philo Quod Omnis
Probus Liber Sit 80-8l (Loeb).

%i^ller, p. 20, points out a possible connection with the ascetic
Rechabites: "It is also curious to note that ancient rabbinic
tradition has it that the Sssenes were the spiritual descendants
of the Rechabites, who, at the division of Palestine, were given
the area round Jericho, and that IQS in two passages (vi 2, ll)
appears to allude to Jer. xxxv, our only source of information
about the Reehabites in the Old Testament." For further discuss
ion of this realtionship cf. C. D. Ginsberg, The Essenes, The
Kabbalah (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1955).

^The adjective "new" never occurs in IQ,S with covenant. Cf. van
der Woude, p. I87.

V^lier, p. 33-

5T.he Rule of the Congregation published by D. Barthelemy, 0. P.

It

m
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ogical war of vengeance by "the sons of light" against the enemies of

God,

the sons of darkness, the army of Belial, against the troop of
Edom and Moab and the sons of Ammon, against the people of Fhilis-
tia, and against the troops of the Kittina of Assyria, and with
them as helpers the violators of the covenant"^- (IQM lrlf.)'^

Likewise there will appear "the Messiahs of Aaron and Israel" (IQS 9tllj

cf. CD 12:23f.j 1^:19; 19t3^-20:l) who will be the leaders of the commu¬

nity in the new age (iQSa 2), the priestly Messiah being of the higher

rank. The role of a third figure, "a prophet" (IQ,S 9:ll), perhaps to

be identified with the priest of the new age, is obscure.-5 The Teacher

of Righteousness was most likely not a messianic figure in the eschatol-

ogical expectations of the community,^
There is reason to suppose that the Qumran community conceived

of itself as fulfilling a messianic mission of expiation and judgement,

and J. T. Milik, Qumran Cave I: Discoveries in the Judaean
Desert I (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1955)> PP« 1Q8-117*
An annotated translation in French is given. For an English
rendering, cf. Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls,
pp. 393ff. ' " —

^Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 390.

%he Rule of War published by Sukenilc, Gaster, The Dead Sea
Scriptures, pp. 28lff, gives a full English translation. The
text, translation and commentary is given in Jean Carraignac,
La Regie de la Guerre (Paris: Letouzey et 1958)* The
emphasis on war is possibly a late development as the sect be¬
came more Zealot-minded. Cf. J. T. Milik, Ten Years of Disco¬
very in the Wilderness of Judea, tr. J. Strugnell (London: SCk
Press, 1959)# PP« 9^f'f'«

Q

-i)n this and the whole Qumran Messianic question cf. A. S. van
der Woude, especially pp. 135-189, Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in
the Quairan Texts, pp. *U-55> and Karl George Kuhn, The Two
Messiahs of Aaron and Israel," The Scrolls and the Mew Testament,
ed. Krister Stendahl (London: SCM Press, 1953), pp. 5**~6k.

k
Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p. 55•
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identifying itself with the roles of the Servant of the Lord and the Son

of Man.-*- They had rejected the temple sacrifices^ and in line with the

priestly character of their community (IQ.S 5:2) thought of themselves

as a spiritual temple (IQ,S 9:3-7)^ in which the acceptable sacrifices

were "an offering of the lips . . . and perfection of way" which made

"atonement for the guilt of transgression and sinful infidelity" and

brought about "divine favor of the land more than flesh of whole burnt

offerings and than fats of sacrifice.",+ It was in this manner that they

viewed their careful study of the Law of God and their patient endurance

of persecution as sacrifices of obedience and praise which would be

accepted of God not only on their behalf but also as a propitiation made

in behalf of their erring kinsmen (IQS 3:6-16; k:2Q-21; 5:6-7J 8:5-10;

9:3-5)« The Rule of the Congregation reads (1:1-3):

And this is the order for the whole congregation of Israel at the
end of days, when they are gathered together to conduct themselves
as directed by the judgement of the sons of Zadok the priests and
the men of their covenant, who turned back from walking in the way
of the people. They are the men of his counsel who have kept his
covenant in the midst of wickedness to atone for the land.5

On the basis of this conception of their mission coupled with these def¬

inite allusions to the Servant Songs in the Hymns of Thanksgiving in

which the spokesman claims to be the Servant (IQH 7:10; 8:26f.; 8:35*".;

■'■Ibid., pp. 56-66.

^Josephus Antiquities XVIII 1, 5» Philo Quod Omnis Probus Liber
Sit, 75-

3cf. the discussion by David Flusser, "The Dead Sea Sect and
Pre-Pauline Christianity," Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Vol.
IV of Scripta Hierosolymitana, ed. Chaim Rabin and Yigael Yadin
(Jerusalem: At the Magnes Press, The Hebrew University, 1958),
pp. 227-235.

^IQS 9:^-5- The translation is that of W. H. Brownlee, p. 3^.
^Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 393*
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9:29-32; 13:18-19; 1^:25; 17:26) Bruce concludes "that the Qumran commu¬

nity felt itself called upon to fulfil the ministry of the Servant of

the Lord, who by obedience and suffering makes atonement for the sins

of many and turns them to righteousness."1 He points out that there is

also a possible connection between the Priestly messiah and the Servant

in their thought.^
Linked with the mission of propitiation is that of judgement

(IQS 5:6-7; 8:10) for "into the hand of his elect God will deliver the

judgement of all the nations and by their chastisement all the wicked

among his people will be punished. (iQpHab. 1:12).^ This is the role

of "one like a son of man" whom Daniel interpreted as "the saints of the

Most High" to whom judgement and royal dominion are given (Dan. 7:13-

22). "The saints of the Most High" appears to have been assumed by the

community as a name (CD 20:3; cf. IQM 10:10, "saints of the covenant").

It is this twofold responsibility of expiation and judgement to which

these "sons of the covenant" bound themselves by rigid obedience to the

law of God that explains their rigid discipline.^
Thus the vertical dimension which gave cohesion to the community

is fairly clear. They had an eschatological mission with its attending

messianic hope to fulfil which destiny could only be accomplished by

perfect obedience to the Law. This was their interpretation of the Co¬

venant and its obligations. The role of the Spirit in this life and

^Bruce, Biblical Sxegesis in the Qumran Textsf p. 62.

"Ibid., pp. 56f. and 62f.

-%urrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 367.

^ruee, Biblical Exegesis in the Quaran Texts, p. 66.
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hope is somewhat vague. Only one passage gives the Spirit eschatol-

ogical significance (IQS k;l8-22; cf. 9:3-^; CO 2:9-13)* More charac¬

teristic is the ethicized "spirit of truth" (IQS 3:13-4:26) by which in

contrast to the "spirit of error" the "sons of truth" were to walk.

Although the emphasis is ethical, the cosmic dimension is not absent.''*
NStscher observes in summary:

In jeder Hinsicht ist der heilige Geist f&r die Gemeinschaft
von Q,umran so wichtig, dass er geradezu ein konstitutives Element
derselben bildet. . . . fir ist die treibende, belebende moralische
Kraft in der Gemeinschaft, mit der sie ihre Aufgabe erfiillt und ihr
Ziel erreicht, mit der verglichen die rituellen Opfer nichts bed-
euten.

Indicative of the koinonia "quality of life" which characterizes

the Essenes is the term 777 1/*?, literally "the Unity. This term was

the principal designation of the community par excellence, that is, at

Qumran (IQS 1:1, 12; 5:5, 6; 6:18, 19; 9:2; CD 20:32).^ In the Rule of

the Community it is found in such combinations as 7"77 1 P 1:16;

cf. 1:1), TTT n 17/9^2(3:2; 5:7; 6:3, 10, 13, lU, 16; 7:2, 22, 2k; 8:1

xCf. Bduard Schweizer, "Gegenwart des Geistes und eschatol-
ogische Hoffnung bei Zarathustra, sp^tjfldischen Gruppen, Gnos-
tikern und den Zeugen des Neuen Testaments," The Background of
the New Testament and Its Bschatology, ed. W. B. Davies and D.
Daube (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1956), pp. U88ff.,
W. D. Davies, "Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Flesh and Spirit
The Scrolls and the New Testament, ed. Krister Stendahl (London
SOI Press, 1958), pp. 171-182, Burrows, More Light on the Dead
Sea Scrolls, pp. 277-289, Jacob Licht, "An Analysis of the
Treatise of the Two Spirits in DSD," Aspects of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, Vol. IV of Sc-ipta Hierosolymitana, ed. Chaim Rabin and
Yigael Yadin (Jerusalem: At the Magnes Press, The Hebrew Uni¬
versity, 1958), pp. 88ff. and Friedrich NiJtscher. "Heiligkeit in
den Qumranschriften," Revue de Qumran (June i960), pp. 333-3^+^+ •

%otscher, pp. 3^1-3^2.

^CrosB, p. 155*

^Ibid., p. 58.
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5, 22; 11:8; cf. IQSa 1:26, 27; 2:2, ll), TT7"77 \f:ifV(5:l, 3, 16; 6:

21;8:11, 15; 9:6, 10, 19; cf. CD 20:32) and T77" p T? dV (6:19; 7:

17, 18; B^O)"*" on the one hand and 'yc\' T77 Ml (l :12; 2:22), X|£><V

7Ti > n (2:2k; Cf. 2:26), u^lip TT\^(9:2; cf. 5:20), 7775 T _n3PM.

(8:15-16), 27 *7 ?j7 J7MM T77° V (5:5) and 27^ V 1 ^ TP"7

7 ^(3:12) on the other. It is readily observed that the two dimension

of Essene communal life are focused in the use of ~TP 7 .

Even the occasional use of the verb is not without significance,

for example, "all who dedicate themselves to do God's ordinances shall

be brought into the covenant of friendship (jD 7~7 SI11 P.), to be

united ( "J n7 77 ) in God's counsel" (IQS 1:7-8).2 More expressive is

IQS 9:5-6: "at that time the men of the community ( T775 P \i/ 3 cY )

shall be set apart, a house of holiness for Aaron, to be united as a hoi;

of holies ( Z7 ' ^ "T 7/7 U^T7/0 T/? 5 /7 V) and a house of community

( 7*77 ' _J7 >7 7) for Israel. "3 That T Tln is used in a strictly qua¬

litative sense as a substantive can be seen in IQS 5:3 where it is link¬

ed in a series with truth (J7 D cY) and humility ( Other

instances of T 77 7 in the more normal adverbial sense emphasize the

communal aspect;5 the men of the T77 7 devote themselves to His truth

-'-The Rule of the Congregation uses the phrases (7/ ~f 7 p Hi T
Tti 5 V(l:9) and T 77 ? STJ \J (2:21).

o

Brownlee, p. 6.

•^Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 383* Cf. IQS 5:1^ for the
use of the verb in a context stressing separation from those
outside the community.

^Brownlee, p. 12, at IQS 3:7 sees another such instance: "and
through a holy spirit disposed toward Unity" but Miller, pp. 2k
and 6l objects. The Hebrew is T V *7 77 Uj 7TfS V ~)~]72~l

yRalph Marcus, "Philo, Josephus and the Dead Sea YAHAD," Journal
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(IQS 5:10)j,1 walk together (IQS k:l8),2 eat together (IQS 6:2)3 at a

common table (iQSa 2:17-18),'T say benedictions together (IQS 6:3; cf.

6:8),^ take counsel together (ICS 6:3)and study together (6:2k). ^
Pertinent, at this point is IQS 5:2: "they shall be a community with

O

Torah study and property," which introduces another aspect of their way

of life.

Thus the very nature of the koinonia "quality of life" of those

who enter *7^ *3$^ Jl°33l (IQ.S 1:16) is interestingly indicated

by"77l'.^ One cannot avoid the possibility of a terminological connec-

of Biblical Literature LXXI IV (December 1952), p. 207, observes
that the substantive use of yahad in biblical and post-biblical
Hebrew is unusual with yahad more normally meaning "together"
rather than "community." Cross, pp. 58f., n. k3, remarking
about the usage in the Scrolls goes on to say: "Often, of
course, the term yahad means simply 'fellowship,' 'communion,'
and in combination, 'communal' as in Buch an expression as
'communal council.' Thus even in its seemingly more technical
use as a designation of the settlement, one dare not ignore its
qualitative or descriptive character. Cf. the more recent and
thorough study by Johann Maier, "Zum Begriff Tn" in den Textea
von Quraran," Zeitschrift fftr die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft
72, 2 (I960), pp. Ik8-l66.

1 ~rv° u'3Li3Si

2 7D^ J1 Jln T77 '7
3

7 y d cV v rn' 7
k

T7lT> 7 77 *7 7W n

5
/ D 6 62 ' T 711 7

6
7 ^3 1 1 TT)5 )

( y'yf
7 7 71 32 1 D "7 1 SI 7p6 JT7 ?1n7 The translation

is from Miller, p. 27•

^For the theological connotation of 77 ' see the important
discussion by Maier, pp. Ik6-lk8, who posits a "Begriff der
ICinung" expressive of the self-understanding of the group as a
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tion with Fhilo when he writes: '"Multitudes of his disciples has the
■) \ / _ . Z -1

lawgiver trained £ tz / kTO) vujw ( T 77 7 ?).,a- Striking too is

the way T 71 ^ points up the two-dimensional quality of their life as

does kolnonia in the New Testament. And in the New Testament the Jo-

hannine emphasis on unity which is summed up by the use of koinonia in

I John 1 has interesting affinities to the Essene use of 7" 77 1

The association at Qumran was voluntary (IQS 1:7-12; 5:l-10)-;

involving community of property ("IQS 1:12; 5:2, 6:18-23; 9:7-8) with an

attendant spirit of brotherhood which captured the awe and admiration of
i p

both Philo and Josephus.^ Philo wrote of their "ineffable sense of

fellowship (tr/jV v-jav-to^ Ao/pi/ tcnc tr rw<\, kraiv^J v i f ), which

is the clearest evidence of a perfect and supremely happy life,"^ and
^ y

Josephus mentioning their scorn of riches remarks:
r v> 1 ^ \ / 7
TiqpJ $U7os<s To sT& / Vim yf"ov . Philo further writes of their

locale of "Tempelheiligtum" with the emphasis on 7 77 "als
Vollzug einer Lebensweise . . . welche die Unterscheidung von
rein and unrein garantiert." He sees this primary priestly
orientation of TTI"1 in its integral relation to the Covenant
concept and eschatological motif.

xFhilo Hypothetica 11:1, tr. F. H. Colson Loeb, (19^1), p. U37.
Cf. 11:1b, 16. Cross, p. 58 is of the opinion that "Fnilo's
frequent use of ro'Vujric^ of the sect, especially in such
passages as Hypothetica 11, 1, certainly reflects Essene usage.

2
Cf. Cross, pp. 155f.

^Philo, Hypothetica 11:2.

Sftiilo, Quod Omnis Probus Liher Sit 85-87; Hypothetica 11 :U.

-\Tcsephus Antiquities XVIII 1, 5J Bellum Judaicum II 8, 3«
6
Philo. Quod Omnis Probus Liber Sit 91, tr. F. H. Colson Loeb
(I9hl), p. 63.

'josephus Bellum Judaicum 8:3 (Loeb 122). To lie about property
was a serious offence (IQS 6:2^). For a discussion concerning
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desire to promote brotherly love ( r-ttq s ).l In

the Rule of the Community they are all to "be in true community (SJO c Y

^ - ■ . ■'*.777 and good humility and loyal love ( ~J 0 71 SU.T)\y) and right¬

eous thought, each for his fellow in the holy council, and they shall

be sons of the eternal assembly" (IQS 2:24-25; cf. 5:25; 8:2).^ Any

sins against such a spirit would be severely dealt with (IQS 6:24-7:10).

According to Fhilo those Essenes who did not marry considered marriage

with the resulting behaviour and demands of wives and children as the

principal danger to the maintenance of "7>7/ £Toii/\juvI ay •

Theirs was an ideal of a common life not only in deed but also

in spirit, and central in that life was the common meal,1* entrance to

which was the final step to full admission into the communal life.5
This daily meal was not only an expression of their brotherhood but also

definitely cultic in character^ and eschatological in setting.^ For in

their practice of property cf. Edmund F. Sutcliffe, The Monks
of Quraran (London: Burns & Oates, Publishers to the Holy See,
I960), pp. 91-96.

"hxiilo Hypothetica 11:2.

p
Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 373•

^Fhilo Hypothetica 11:14-17. Cf. Josephus Bellum Judaicum II
8, 4.

^Josephus Bellum Judaicum II 8,5; Fnilo Hypothetica 11, 5* 11;
IQS 6:1-6; IQSa 2:17-22.

-^Josephus Bellum Judaicum II 8, 7« IQS 7:19-20.

~Josephus Antiquities XVIII 1, 5* may refer to the meals when he
says that they offer sacrifices themselves. This is the opin¬
ion of Karl Georg Kuhn, "The Lord's Supper and the Communal
Meal at Qumran," The Scrolls and the Hew Testament, ed. Krister
Stendahl (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1958), p. 260, fn. 15- This
article, pp. 65-93* is a valuable discussion of the Qumran
common meal.

*LT. Cross, pp. 63-671
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the Rule of the Congregation (2:17-22) it is presented as a liturgical

anticipation of the messianic banquet (cf. Is. 25:6-8) at which the

Messiah of Israel shall preside at the end of days (iQSa 1:1). Here is

the supreme expression of their koinonia "quality of life" in its full

three-dimensional character—eschatological motif, resultant brotherhood

and attendant extreme holiness emphasis.

The last named integral characteristic of their manner of life

is due to the priestly character of the community according to which the

community strives to live in priestly purity.1 Those who join are to

devote themselves "for holiness ( Lb T7 /)V) in Aaron" (IQS 5:6) and

"for a holy community" (U/T7p T 77 5 7 ) (IQS 9:2; cf. 5:20). "The men

of the community (~7~77n P 11VJc\') shall be set apart, a house of hol¬

iness for Aaron, to be united as a holy of holies and a house of commu¬

nity for Israel, those who conduct themselves blamelessly" (lQ,S 9:5-6).2
They are to live in submission to "the sons of Zadok, the priests who

keep the covenant" (IQS 5:2) who "have control over judgment and prop¬

erty" (IQ,S 9:7). Great care was taken to maintain their state of holi¬

ness, even within the ranks of the community. For their emphasis on

purity and the supremacy of the priesthood led to rank in these matters

within the community (IQS 7:19-23). In fact to keep in the proper sta¬

tion was to be "in true community" (sJ/XV 7 771 Pi ) (IQS 2:23-25). This

concern for holiness-' which so permeated the community had definite

^Kuhn, "The Lord's Supper and the Communal Meal at Qumran,"
p. 68.

^Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 383.

^For a detailed discussion of this aspect cf. Frederick Nditscher,
"Heiligkeit in den Qumranschriften," Revue de Qumran 6 (Feb¬
ruary i960), pp. 163-182, 7 (June 1960X7*PP. 315-344*.
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ethical implications as is evidenced by their doctrine of two spirits

(IQS 3:13-^:26).

In summary the koinoaia of Qumran was the koinonia of Judaism

in an extreme sectarian expression, for the Law remained supreme. With

Cross'*" it can be thought of as a Heilsgemeinschaft, a sharing of life

based on the imminent expectation of a new age of God, resulting in a

unique human unity and accompanied by a very acute awareness of the holy

with its ethical implications. The similarity in outline to the New

Testament is inescapable. Here are anticipations that can be conceived
p

of" as Praeparatio evangelica.

The fascinating "togetherness" of the Sssenes, extending even to

the community of goods, had its immediate rationale in the "perfecting of

the way," that is, that obedience to the Law and maintenance of the stat<

of ritual and. ethical holiness which would permit them to play their

chosen and definitive role in the near approaching kingdom. This they

were convinced they could only aceOiB.plish communally under the direction

of the Zadok priests and in isolation from all those who shared neither

their views nor disposition to such disciplined living. The underlying

motive of their koinonia was certainly eschatological, but its peculiar

character roots more directly in the manner of their response to the

eschatological situation in which they believed themselves to be.

The language of Philo and Josephus.—Before closing this discuss

ion of Judaism it will be of value to point out the ideas involved in the

■*"Cross, p. 56.

%ans Kosmala, Hebr&er - Essener - Christen, Vol. I of Studia
Post-Biblica, ed. P. A. H. De Boer (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1959)
p. ix.

JJIhlMJUULl
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use of koinonia by Fnilo and Josephus—Jewish writers of the period who

wrote in Greek.

Fhilo's use of koinonia to characterize the communal life of the

Essenes has already been indicated. Similarly of the Therapeutae, a

Jewish monastic group possible akin to the Essenes,1 he can write that

their reason for not dwelling far apart is that they 7-4 (

.2 Koinonia is used very commonly by him to designate the

relations between men in various connections in reference both to the

actual relationship^ and as a character traits Included naturally is
the marriage relationship.5 He ascribes man's capacity for koinonia to

his possession of \>yos 0 or a "Xoy / AT >7 K ^
More significant is his application in Hellenistic fashion of

koinonia to a men's relationship to god: "Again was not the .ioy of his

partnership with the Father and maker of all( rijs r)po>s 7-0 y Tep

y~ioY- o^UjY atA 1 Yro< jt{ v t~o) v lu v ><1 5 ) magnified also by the honor

■^•Erwin R. Goodenough, An Introduction to Philo Judaeus (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 19k0), p. Cf. Burrows, More
Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls, pp. 109, 269, 368* See above
p. 151> fh. 1.

"Philo De Vita Conteaplativa 2k.

3Philo Legum Allegoriarum I 8: foivbur-A s jrA 'kvujcr^u/%
Cf. De Ebrietate 781 8k; De Specialibus Legibus

II 7, 32k; III 103; De Decalogo lk, 132, 32^.

^Fhilo De Virtutibus 80, 8k; De Sacrificiis Abelis et Caini 27:
trove' TtovTo 8 c a u r*f C-'y crV/§c) 4 har,o'r^% \AvfQc /a.

eoaprA <P> pcti/vh '/ era 7 7 s £oo~(j /0^tm
rO/l/tlW<C. GumA ^"<0 ^ocroy-yj ,

5 f V
-Thilo De Specialibus Legibus I, 109; De Congressu Euri'ditionis
Gratia 121; De Abrahamo 100; De Opificio Mundi 152.

^Philo De Decalogo 132.

'philo De Specialibus Legibus III 103.

a/ *;
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of being deemed worthy to bear the same title?"-'- In a similar manner

kolnonos is employed for the same relationship as it is expressed in the
p

cult.

He does not hesitate to speak of the koinonia of all created

things^ and ascribes to Moses a belief ^ V ~7dt<s ju ^ercri Jco)vujv)«.

tC«/ cru/-i i3c- / a of the kroa•» Philo also commonly refers to

the parts of the human body in their mutual relation forming a complete

whole in phrases like ^ troJt/ujri*. 7CuY 70'u cru/pejTos $
and its variations.^ Finally he can write of a K~c>)\/IiuyiUs va^uLo'V 7p

* '-> n

C~<* I U_y V «

Josephus does not manifest as wide a range of usage as Philo,

for he limits his application of koinonia to the level of human relation

ship or partnership in the various spheres of life in an ordinary Greek

manner.0 Ke can speak of the regulations of the law as 7^1/ s
* s~\ /• .—x ' y q

ftAAj] o/jLoy CT-uv^^e-/ o/1/u.'i-My . Also for him koinonia
may be a trait or attitude which men can observe towards one another.^

lphil0 De Vita Mosis I 158, tr. F. H. Colson, Loeb (1935), P- 35'

^Philo De gpecialibus Legibus 221.

^Philo De Cherubim 110.

^Philo De Migratione Abraham! l80. Cf. 178. *

^Fnilo De Decalogo 71; cf. De Specialibus Legibus V 83.

^Philo De Sacrificiis Abelis et Caini 75; De Decalogo 150; De
Abrsthamo 17; De Josepho 150.

^Fnilo De Specialibus Legibus IV l6. Cf. De Vita Mosis I 32^.

°Josephus Antiquities I 30^j II 62; Contra Apionem I 35.

9Josephus Contra Apionem II 208.

lOJosephus Bellum Judaicum II 26^ | dnos q.r^u) h. ou s

it

>1/-( -tyo o 7-7 A ■« ' A a>> V u_ y »<i y ■
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Although summary statements have been made occasionally through¬

out the preceding consideration of the background of the New Testament

concept of koinonia in Judaism, a few concluding observations may be of

value. As in the Old Testament the fundamental concept within which to

view any koinonia "quality of life" is the historic Covenant of God with

Israel. But now a shift in emphasis has come in the manner in which it

is manifested in the life and hope of the people. Historical conditions

have brought about a Law-religion as the proper content of the Covenant-

life and as the necessary pre-requisite of the fulfilment of the

Covenant-hope. The cult, in particular the Passover, continued as an

important expression of their life together in the Covenant in all its

facets. Due, however, to the supremacy of the Law over the Temple in

the religious life of the people, there came a sense of individual

responsibility, which, with its differing interpretations, applications

and ability to observe the Law, made for a separation of Jew from Jew

in terms of what each felt was a more faithful realization of the Co¬

venant life and hope. Thus one can speak not only of the Covenant

koinonia of the whole Israelite community but also, as has been shown,

of that of the Pharisees and of the Essenses each differing in degrees

from the other. One can say generally that any koinonia "quality of

life" in Judaism was qualified by a rigid adherence to the Lav;, condi¬

tioned by an acute though complex eschatological hope and characterized

by a heightened awareness of the ritual holy which both intensified and

destroyed a sense of koinonia.



CHAPTER IV

ANTECEDENTS OF KDINONIA IN THE LIFE AND MINISTRY OF JESUS

The purpose of this study Is the elucidation of the koinonia

"quality of life" which has been seen to he witnessed to by the koinonia

language of the New Testament. In the foregoing chapter the anticipa¬

tions of this koinonia apart from the New Testament revelation were

briefly sketched. Before becoming concerned with the further develop¬

ment of this concept it is vital that these anticipations be further

traced in the direct antecedents of koinonia in the life and ministry

of Jesus. The New Testament koinonia "quality of life" cannot be appre¬

ciated, understood or accounted for apart from its causal rootage in the j
person and work of Jesus of Nazareth.

s
Due to the character of John's Gospel as a TTV€uuitikoy • • •

} /'-"x

At 0/ —that is to say in modern terminology, it speaks of

Jesus "more self-consciously and explicitly ... in terms of the ker-

ygma," and is "the product of a developed theological reflection"^—

the Synoptics will be the primary sources for the present task. As

^The characterization of Clement of Alexandria as reported by
Euseblus, The Ecclesiastical History, tr. J. F. Oulton, Loeb
(1932), VI, xiv, 7.

p"James M. Robinson, A New Quest of the Historical Jesus, Studies
in Biblical Theology No. 25 (London: SCM Fress, 1959). p. 9k.

^Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, tr. Irene and Fraser
McLuskey with James Robinson (London: Hodder and Stoughton,
(I960), p. Ik.

169
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A. M. Hunter observes, there is no essential difference between John

and the Synoptics in theme and story, but "a difference of style, of

atmosphere, and of treatment."* The Synoptics, therefore, can better

take one back into the thought world of Jesus' own life and times,
2

though they too partake of the nature of the kerygma. A second justi¬

fication for considering John's Gospel only as a secondary source is

that the characteristic Johannine conception of koinonia is to be the

object of consideration in a subsequent chapter.

The Eschatologicai Role of Jesus

The hope of the Kingdom and Jesus.—The preceding chapter has

shown that the historical-religious rootage of the koinonia concept lies

in the Covenant relationship which God established with Israel. Out of

this relationship and the progressive failure of Israel fully to main¬

tain and realize the Covenant ideal there arose in Israel's history the

hope of a renewed and restored Covenant, under the conditions of which

the koinonia "quality of life" could be fully manifested. This hope was

an integral part of the expectation of the Kingship or Sovereignty of

God (Is. 2k:23j 52:7; Obad. 21, Zeph. 3:15; Zech. lk:9; cf. Dan. 7:13-

27)3 which by Hew Testament times had become an eschatological entity to

•*-A. M. Hunter, Introducing the Hew Testament (2nd. ed.; London:
SCM Press, 1957)> PP» 6kf.

^James M. Robinson, pp. 35-^3* This approach, however, can be
and has been carried too far when it is maintained that "his¬
tory survived only as kerygma," for other motifs were surely
operative as well.

^Gerhard Von Had, "Melek and Malkuth in the O.T.," Basileia,
Bible Key Words, tr. H. P. Kingdoaf (London: Adam and Charles
Black, 1957), pp. h-lh. Cf. Otto, pp. 13-V7.
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be effected in a coming age (a/tor ) displacing the present world-age.

In one form or another the expectation of this new Reign of God was

prevalent in the Jewish faith of Jesus' day (Ik. 2:25) as was witnessed

by the ready hearing^ given to the startling proclamation of John the

Baptist: jt/e-ravo ' 'fyyy/tr&v y^\p >) Tujy otmHx/r
3 (Mt. 3J2). Thus when Jesus focuses his preaching upon the same

theme: yu v° gJ~7^ 7) yynC'^Y V^/0 1 //5>etc5"' ^' ** tTuy obicxtvIuY"
4 (Mt. U:17j cf. Mk. 1:15); he relates himself in an organic mann¬

er to the historic Covenant faith and hope of Israel. The hope of the

Old Testament and the expectation of his people becomes the content of

his life and ministry. The immediate foundations of the New Testament

concept of koinonia In line with what has been observed in the previous

chapter are to be found then in Jesus' proclamation of the Kingdom of

God.'^

^-Volz, pp. 165-173.

^yik. 1:5; Mt. 3:5; Lk. 3:3.

^The Jewish expression is «Y OUf ~T rV JH 1 3 5? Din Aramaic
and 211 £>UJ P I 7 "710 in Hebrew and" means "the sovereignty of
the transcendent God." Daiman, The Word3 of Jesus, pp. 91-93•
Cf. Karl Georg Kuhn, "Mallrtikth Sh&mayim in Rabbinic Literature,
Basllela, Bible Key Words, tr. H. P. Kingdom (London: Adam
and Charles Black, 1957)> pp. 15-21. He concludes: "Thus
raalkfith sh^tmayim is obviously, in the theology of late Judaism,
a purely eschatological phrase, in the strictest sense of that
word." p. 19.

'"'For the relation of this verse to Mt. 3i2 cf. A. Schlatter, Per
Evangelist Matth&us (3rd ed.; Stuttgart: Calwer Verlag, 19U8J7
p. 116.

^ ^ /3 <scr 1 X t/t rol av" (Mk., Lk.) is the correct rendering
in Greek of the Hebrew or Aramaic phrase which Matthew literal¬
ly translated as pf (-£cicr Thjv oe>p«.vvLy . Kuhn,"Malkuth Shamayim in Rabbinic Literature," p. 16.

n /

SMic-murr. j. :::
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Jesus and the proclamation of the Kingdom of God.—Jesus'

preaching of the Kingdom of God or "royal sovereignty"1 was thus dis¬

tinctly eschatolcgical. For while he shares with the Old Testament

(is. 41:21j 43:15; Jer. 10:7; Ps. 145:11-13) and later Judaism^ the

conviction that God is even now "the great King" (Mt. 5:35; cf. 11:25),
when he speaks of the Kingdom of God^ it is in terms of a decisive man¬

ifestation of God's kingship in fulfilment of the past and present hope

of Israel:4 "Now after John was arrested, Jesus came into Galilee,

preaching the gospel of God, and saying, 7T€rr\^( ^6 Icq I/OoS °
icci~cfyy/ yj /3^cr vou (Mk. 1:14-15).^

Jesus preached the Kingdom of God as effective in his own life

and ministry: tfyy/zcev *£ rov <Mk- 1:15i =f-

^Karl Ludwig Schmidt, "Basileus and its Correlates in the N.T.,"
Basileia, Bible Key Words, tr. H. F. Kingdom (London: Adam and
Charles Black, 1957), P« 43. This is the primary, though not
exclusive, meaning of the term in the teaching of Jesus.

^Volz, p. 165.

^Dalman, The Words of Jesus, p. 135, concludes that the parallels
from Jewish literature prove "that the true affinity of the
idea of the sovereignty as taught by Jesus, is to be found, not
so much in the Jewish conception of D 0 oy J7 '■) 15 *7 Qas in
the idea of the 'future age' ( <\? ZL H O'7/yn), or that of
the 'life of the future age' ( (y 3 ~T) ~2J ~P 5 y) 71 "".n 77 ).
Cf. his discussion on pp. 106-110. T

ll
C. E. B. Cranfield, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, Cam¬
bridge Greek Testament Commentary, ed. C. F. D. Moule (Cam-
cridge: At the University Press, 1959), P« 65.

-'Cf. D. Gerhard Delling, ," Theologisches Wfirterbuch
zum Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard Friedrich (Stuttgart: W. Kohl-
hammer, 1959), VI, 293-

^Cullmann, Christ and Time, pp. 37-44.

?For a discussion of the eschatological motifs in the Markan
introduction cf. James M. Robinson, The Problem of History in
Mark, (London: SOI Press, 1957), PP» 21-32.

n/
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Mt. 10:7; Lk. 10:9)^ Although recent criticism has demonstrated the

inappropriateness of C. K. Dodd's translation of "has come"^ in favour

of "has drawn near,the difference is not great, for the verb is per¬

haps best understood in a spatial (cf. Mk. 11:1; lk:k2; 12:3k) rather

than in a temporal sense: "the Kingdom of God has come close to men in

the person of Jesus, and in his person it actually confronts thera"^
(Lk. 17:21; 11:20; cf. Mt. 12:28). The fact that Jesus can also refer

to the Kingdom as a future event (Mk. 9:1; lk:25; Mt. 8:11; 6:10; Lk..

11:2; 22:16; 22:29f«) does not invalidate the presence of the Kingdom in

himself, but as Kitmmel has demonstrated, it illustrates the particular

quality of Jesus* eschatology.^ On the basis of Mark 8:38, Matthew 19:

28 and Luke 12:32 (cf. Mk. 2:19; Lk. 17:20f.; 2k:26) Ktimmel shows that

the future eschatological action of God was already being fulfilled in

Jesus. Jesus' presence was "a real eschatological present."'* That is,

the attitude taken toward Jesus in the present decides the verdict in

the final eschatological judgement: "therefore adherence to the man

Jesus means adherence to the coming Kingdom of God at work in advance

^C. II. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom (3rd ed.; London:
Nisbet and Co., Ltd., 1936), p. LL.

J. Y. Campbell, "The Kingdom of God has come," Expository Times
XLVIII (1936-1937), PP- 91-9^. X. Clark, "Realised Sschatol-
ogy," Journal of Biblical Literature LIX (l9ko), pp. 367-374.
Vincent Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark (London: Mac-
millan & Co., Ltd., 1952), pp. I66-I67. Cf. Reginald H. Fuller,
The Mission and Achievement of Jesus (London: SCM Press, 195*0,
pp. 20-23« Werner Georg Ktimmel, Promise and Fulfilment, tr.
Dorothea M. Barton (London: SCM Press, 1957), pp« 19-2L.

^Cranfiald, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, p. 68.

^Ki'immel, pp. lkl-155.

5ibid., p. 153. Cf. pp. 36-kB.
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already in the present."x The Kingdom, though in a real sense hidden

(Mk. 4:11 )'J, was effectively present in Jesus' confrontation of men in

his person. He is the Kingdom itself ( c{ d Jo/S, era- in him as

in his parades there resides "an esehatology that is in the process of

realisation"^ which cosapels men to corns to a decision about his person

and mission.

Further, it was as the messianic head of the eschatologieai

people of God that Jesus proclaimed the Kingdom. In spite of a radical
f

handling of the Gospel tradition by someit has oeen shown with a fair

degree of certainty that Jesus with the aid of the enigmatic Son of Man

figure (San. 7:13)fj reinterpreted the current messianic idea(s) along

tne lines of the Suffering Servant of Deutero-Isaiah. ' And while Jesus

■'ibid., p. 15U. Cf. pp. 105-1^0 for his further exposition of
this "present."

O /
■"-On this verse cf. A. M. Hunter, Interpreting the Parades (Lon¬
don: SCM Press, i960), pp. 110-112.

30rigen, Matthew Coiamentary, xiv. 7. Cited from Schmidt, p. 5^.

vJoachim Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, tr. S. H. Hooka (Lon¬
don: SCM Press, 195&), P« 159* Cf. pp. 93ff• fob the confirm¬
ation in the parables of the rain point of the paragraph.

!;iAs is evidenced in Bultmann's works and in varying degrees oy
those who follow after him. Cf. James M. Robinson, A Hew Quest
of the Historical Jesus, pp. 9-25»

f
''Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, pp. 137-16U.
For the present state of research on the problem, cf. A. J. B.
Higgina, "Sen of M&zi-Forschuag since "The Teaching of Jesus',"
pp. 119-135.

^William Mant a, Jesus the Messiah (London: Hodder and Stough-
toa, 19^3) j PP« T. W. Manson, The Gervant-Meaeiah (Cam¬
bridge : a the University Press, 1953). CulLaann, The Christ-
oiogy of the Hew Testament, pp. 51-82. For recent denials of
Jesus' Identification of his mission with that of the Servant
of the Songs cf. Morna. D. Hooker, Jesus and the Servant (London:

.. s. P. C. K.J, 1 95>9),.pp. 62-102.# C. K, Barrett, "Hie Background

ojs. 6/"",
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showed considerable reserve in respect to the title ~)(pia~Tc>5 (Mk. lU:
61-62, Mt. 26:63-6^5 Lk. 22:67-69; cf. Mk. 15:2 and parallels) he did

not directly reject it. It was the Jewish understanding of the title

which he rejected as is particularly manifest in Mark 8:27ff. and pa¬

rallels. But as Cullraann points out, Jesus thought of his task as that

of carrying out the role of Israel, thus "the possibility of interpret¬

ing his attitude toward the messianic description at this one point as

one of consent."-*- Even apart from the problem of Jesus' application of

messianic titles to himself, the messianic character of Jesus' mission

is evident from the work and words of his ministry.^ Can one then pro¬

ceed to affirm that Jesus in his messianic proclamation of the Kingdom

was instituting an eschatological community—a people who partake of the

messianic age? This is a question apart from the fascinating twin con¬

cerns of the precise moment of the founding of the Church^ and the

extent to which the Kingdom was effective in the lives of those who

surrounded Jesus in his lifetime. Rather the issue is the messianic-

eschatological significance of the acceptance of Jesus and his message

by the people of his day. Important indications are the collective

of Mark 10:1+5/' New Testament Essays, ed. A. J. B. Higgins
(Manchester: The University Press, 1959)# PP« 1-18, and Born-
kamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 226ff.

■^-Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, pp. 117-127:
"there is at least one aspect of the Jewish conception of the
Messiah which we can reconcile with Jesus' consciousness of his

calling: . . . the fact that the Messiah fulfils the task of
Israel. The Jewish conception of how he does this is not

io cTesus/
O

Fuller, p. Il6. His designation of "pre-Messianic" over
against Bultraann's "un-Messianic" as the character of the life
of Jesus reveals the essentiality of the messianic category for
an understanding of the life of Jesus even when the titles are
denied him by radical criticism. Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth,
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implications of the figures of the Son of Man and the Servant^ and the

Old Testament idea of the Remnant (Mic. k:k-7* Is. 7*3* Lk. 12:32; cf.

Mic. 5:k; Is. 1*0:11; Ezek. 3^:12-21*; Psalms of Solomon H'M)2 all of

which are pointed up in Jesus' life and ministry. To this can be added

the established fact that the Rule of God as Jesus preached it implied

a community.3 For it can be seen with K&imel that the eschatological

implications of the relation of men to Jesus as one in whom the Kingdom

is effectively present attach to those who respond to him the very

significance of his life and xainistry. He concludes:

So not only is the personal confession or denial of Jesus in
question, but it is assumed that a group of men has gathered round
this Jesus, which derives its significance entirely from its rela¬
tion to Jesus, and just for that reason receives an eschatological
promise.

Thus Jesus' messianic proclamation of the Rule of God was giving rise to

the sphere of chat Rule—an eschatological sphere of God.3

Finally, it must be seen that Jesus in his proclamation of the

pp. 169-173* does not deny the messianic character of Jesus'
ministry, only the raessianic consciousness.

dFor the possibilities cf. George Johnston, The Doctrine of the
Church In the Mew Testament (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 191*3), pp. k6f.

■^This is only to assert that these figures cannot be isolated
from their collective connotations and not to deny that the
application may be individual as well.

%lew, pp. 1*9-5**.

"Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark, p. llU. Cf. Dalman,
The Words of Jesus, pp. 110-133* Flew, pp. 23-^0.

^Kiimrael, p. U8. Cf. James Robinson, The Problem of History in
Mark, pp. 79ff.

^For the bearing of Mt. l6:l3 on this point cf. Karl Ludwig
Schmidt, The Church, Bible Key Words, tr. J. R. Coates (London:
Adam and Charles Black, 1950)* PP» 35-50, and Flew, pp. 123-136
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Kingdom viewed the events of his passion as indispensable to the coming

of the Kingdom €y c)urcjjn& 1 (Mk. 9s!)*"'' With the confession of Petef

at Caesarea Fhilippi (Mk. 8:27-33* Mt. 16:13-16; Lk. 9?lS-20) which

marked a turning point in his ministry^ Jesus began more ostensibly to

interpret his mission to the disciples in terms of the necessity of

messianic suffering (Mk. 8:31; 9:12, 31; 10:33-31+; 10:1+5^). According

to Fuller, Jesus' interpretation of his death in the foregoing verses

as being in fulfilment of the mission of the Servant is brought by

Luke 12:^9-50 "directly into relation with the proclamation of the com¬

ing Reign of God"^ with the conclusion that "the ministry of Jesus is

therefore not exhausted in the proclamation of the coming Reign of God.

It is his destiny also to accomplish the event by which that Reign

should be inaugurated."5 At the Last Supper which Jesus celebrates with

his disciples in view both to his approaching death and the coming King¬

dom Jesus places his death in the context of the Covenant" (Mk. lk:2k;

Vincent Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice (London: Macmillan
and Co., 1937)* PP* 79-273; William Manson, pp. 121-11+8; Fuller^
pp. 50-78; A. M. Hunter, The Work and Words of Jesus (London:
5CM Press, 1950), pp. 91-100.

2
Particularly is this true of the Markan order. Cf. Fuller, pp.
51-55* Cf. also T. W. Manson, The Teaching of Jesus (2nd ed.;
Cambridge: At the University Press, 1935)# PP* 129-130.

-^Cf. the exegesis of this verse by W. Manson, pp. 131-13^* But
for a different position cf. C. K. Barrett, "The background of
Mark 10:1+5," pp. 1-18.

^Fuller, p. 62.

''ibid. Vincent Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice, p. 258, on the
basis of the passion sayings in all four Gospels concludes that
they imply that "in fulfilling His Messianic vocation, Jesus
thought of His Passion as closely connected with the Kingdom of
God."

'~btto, pp. 239-295* points out the relation of the covenant
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Lk. 22:20; Mt. 26:28; I Cor. 11:25)"*" which portrays that death as an

imperative for the fulfilment of the Covenant hope of the Kingdom. This

relating by Jesus of the very essence of his ministry to the historic

concept of the Covenant points up his importance for the New Testament

koinonia, for "Jesus steps into the place of the ancient sacrifices of

Israel. He represents the stillness, the consummation of sacrifice, by

which the new covenant is inaugurated.The eschatological setting of

the Last Supper is indicated by Mark 14:25 (Lk. 22:18; Mt. 26:29; cf.

I Cor. 11:26) in which Jesus anticipates the messianic banquet at the

consummation of the Kingdom (Mt. 8:11; Lk. 14:15; 22:29-30; Rev. 19:9)»^

The impending events of his death and resurrection. (Mk. 8:31; 9:31; 10:

23f«) are indisponsible to the coming of the Kingdom "in power" (Mk.

9:1; cf. Mt. 16:23; Lk. 8:27)

motif in the Last Supper to the coming Kingdom.

■*"Ex. 24:1-11; Jer. 31:31-34; Zech. 9:11; Is. 53:12. For the
genuiness of the Covenant saying cf. Taylor, Jesus and His
Sacrifice, 125-139# and Jeremias, The Bucharistic Words of
Jesus, 110-115.

%. Manson, p. 145, who follows Vincent Taylor's interpretation
of the Covenant word on Jesus' lips in terms of Ex. 24:1-11
noting that "as of old dedicated blood was applied in blessing
to the people of Israel, so now His life, surrendered to God
and accepted by Him, is offered to, and made available for men.
Jesus and His Sacrifice, p. 138.

-'Cf. Isaiah 25:6; I Enoch 62:14; 2 Baruch 19;5ff*> IV Ezra 6:
51ff.; Pirge Aboth 3:20; Strack-Billerbeck, I, 992, IV, 1154-
1165. It is possible with Cranfield, The Gospel According to
Saint Mark, p. 428, to interpret this as a Nazirite vow (Num.
6:1-21) which would end with the reunion of Jesus with his
disciples after the resurrection and before- the ascension (Acts
10:4l; 1:4, Lk. 24:30-35). Cf. his interpretation of 9:1 in
footnote 4 below.

L
On this verse cf. Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark,
pp. 384-386; Ktimmel, p. 25-28; Cranfield, The Gospel According
to Saint Mark, pp. 285-289.. The latter applies the saying to
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The coming Reign of God--the eschatological fulfilment of the

Covenant hope of Israel—was inseparably bound up in all that Jesus was

and did—even unto death and beyond.-*- The New Testament still awaits

the full consummation of the Kingdom at the parousia. It does witness,

however, to a fuller recognition and realization of that Rule in the

gift of the Spirit to the disciples (Lb. 2k;k9; Acts 1:6-8; 2:l-k; Jn.

20:22-23) which is integral to the koinonia reality of the New Testa¬

ment (Acts 2ik2).2 Kiimmel has convincingly demonstrated that although

Jesus did expect an early consummation of the Kingdom, he did not iden¬

tify his resurrection and the parousia and expected an interval between

them. Thus to round out this sketch of the eschatological role of

Jesus there is need for a brief look at his role in respect to the Holy

Spirit in its connection with the coming of the Kingdom "in power."

The eschatological role of Jesus and the Spirit.--The (Holy)

Spirit in both the Old Testament and Judaism bore an eschatological

significance. Most relevant for the New Testament and the present con¬

cern is the Old Testament view of the Spirit of God*4 as "the concept foi

the activity of the one and only God in history and creation.'0 In the

the transfiguration in which both the resurrection and the pa¬
rousia may be said to be proleptically present. The former two
refer it to the consuramation.

^Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 179> "The story of Jesus does
not end with his death. It begins anew with his resurrection."

'-See above pp. /

%{tamel, pp. 19-89. Cf. Otto, pp. 59-62.

,4The Old Testament never speaks solely of the "Holy Spirit" but
does twice refer to "God's Holy Spirit" (Ps. 51:11; Is. 63:10).

- ; - -'aumg&rtel ■ Schweizer, Spirit of '-pd,, 1 Kc.-
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prophets this concept of the Spirit of God became characteristic of the

last days when God would act in a new and fuller way in Israel. At that

time the Messiah would be the bearer of the Spirit (is. 11:2; 42:1; cf.

6l:l); then would God cause the Spirit to be poured out on every member

of the renewed Israel (is. 32:15; 44:3; (Jer. 31:33f.;) Zzek. 11:19; 36:

26f; 37:14; Zeeh. 12:10; Joel 2:28f.), and there would come to pass that

which was now only the ooject of pious yearning (Num. 11:29)^ At this

point it should be noticed tea that the Spirit is presented as the

guarantee of God's faithfulness to hie Covenant (is. 59:2l). In Judaism

the Spirit of God was even more exclusively linked with the coming age.

Again a distinct connection with the Messiah is in evidence-- (i Enoch 49:

3 on Is. il:lf.j 62:2; Psalms of Solomon 17:42; 13:7; Testament of Levi

18:2-14: Testament of Judah 24:2; CDC 2:10; IQS 4;20ff., cf. J^ff.*4"),

Words, tr. A. E. Harvey (London: Adam and Charles Black, I960),
p. 5» For the more precise documentation of the Old Testament
concept of Spirit which was omitted from the translation see the
original article in Theologisehes Wflrterbuch zurn Neuen Testament
ed. Gerhard Friedrich (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1959)> VI,
357-3£>3> or K^hler, pp. 95ff.

"*"E. Schweizer, "Gegenvart des Geistes und eschatologische Kof-
fnung," pp. 432-483.

^Ibid., pp. 483-484. Erich Sj^berg, "Geist im Judentum," in
, nveu T1 ic<Js ," Theologisches Wflrterbuch zum

Neuen Teslament, ed. Gerhard Friedrich (Stuttgart: W. Kohl-
hammer, 1959), VI, 373-387> cites the Rabbinic evidence.

->C. K. Barrett, The Holy Spirit and the Gospel Tradition (London:
S. P. C. K., 1947J, pp. 42-45.

ifTQS 4;20f. is the only reference in the Dead Sea Scrolls in
which the Spirit is ascribed a strictly eschatological signif¬
icance. W. D. Davles, "Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Flesh
and Spirit," pp. 173f» E. Schweizer, "Gegenwart des Geistes
und eschatologische Hoffaung," p. 490, concludes that the Spirit
in the Dead Sea Scrolls "ist fast ausschliessiich Phiinomea der

Kampfzeit, in der der Mensch in der Wahl zwischen Gut und B6'se
stftht." —

*
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and in the last age the righteous are to receive the Spirit of God

(Testament of Judah 2k;3j Testament of Levi In the Rabbinical

literature more than in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha the presence

of the Spirit (God's) in the present age was not thought possible.^

Thus by Jesus' day the eschatological conception of the Spirit was the

most dominant and furnishes the stage for the development of the con¬

cept of the Holy Spirit which takes place in New Testament times.^ It

is then the eschatological context common to both Jesus and the Spirit

that furnishes the means of understanding the relation between them and

thereby the historical continuity between Jesus and his Church in
k

respect to the Holy Spirit.

The Synoptic Gospels portray the eschatological presence of the

Spirit upon Jesus. In Matthew and Mark particularly is the Old Testa¬

ment concept of Spirit as God's power or activity determinative.'' JesuS

very probably uses the concept to express the presence of the Kingdom

in himself: "But if it is by the Spirit (Lk. 11:20 reads "finger") of

God that I cast out demons, then the Kingdom of God has come upon you"

"^Barrett, The Holy Spirit in the Gospel Tradition, p. 21f.

'~Sj#berg, pp. 383f.

^Richardson, pp. 105f.

Barrett, The Holy Spirit and the Gospel Tradition, p. k, pur¬
sues this theme and demonstrates its validity in an attempt to
account for the infrequent reference to the Holy Spirit in the
Synoptic tradition especially in Matthew and Mark. Luke uses
fy ^ €u /u a fc>r the divine Spirit at least three times as often
as Mark because of his preoccupation with the question of the
possession of the Holy Spirit by the early Christian community.
Cf. E. Schveizer, "Gegenwart des Geistes und eschatologische
Hoffnung, p. 502ff.

^E. Schweizer, Spirit of God, p. 25.
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(Mt. 12J23),1 This eschatological connection of the Spirit with Jesus

is clearly shown in his baptism by John which cannot be understood

otherwise than as an account of the endowment of the Holy Spirit upon

the Messiah in fulfilment of the messianic conception that the work of
2

the Spirit was to inaugurate the ministry of the Messiah. Thus the

presence of the Spirit of God in Jesus' ministry was an integral part

of his Messiahship and was concealed with it. This accounts in part for

Jesus' relative silence, for to declare his unique relation to the

Spirit of God would be to declare his Messiahship—a form which he was

remoulding in terms of a suffering Son of Man (Mk. 8:31)The presence

of the Spirit upon Jesus—"his 'eschatological' status, the fact that

God is really present with him as he is nowhere else''^—is clearly

subordinated in Jesus' ministry to the dawning in him of the messianic

Last Age. This is evident not only in the Spirit passages (Mk. 1:8, 10)

3:28-30; 13:11; Mt. 1:20; 12:18)^ but also in thefact of the eschatol-

^■Although most scholars seem to prefer Luke's reading here as
the original form of the saying (so T. W. Manson, The Teaching
of Jesus, pp. 82f. and Barrett, The Holy Spirit and the Gospel
Tradition, pp. 62ff., but cf. Richardson, p. 107, there is no
real difference in meaning.

%arrett, The Holy Spirit in the Gospel Tradition, pp. 25-^5*
S. Schweizer, Spirit of God, pp. 29f« The role of the Spirit
in the conception of Jesus can be viewed in a similar manner—
"the fulfilment of God's promised redemption in a new act of
creation." Barrett, The Holy Spirit in the Gospel Tradition,
pp. 23f. Cf. H. B. Swete, The Holy Spirit in the New Testament
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1909-1919)# PP« 23-^9-

^Barrett, The Holy Spirit in the Gospel Tradition, p. 119•

^i2. Schweizer, Spirit of God, p. 35.

^Luke, owing to his greater concern with the problem of the Holy
Spirit than that of the other Synoptists, is much more open in
his presentation of Jesus as one who is in full possession of
the Holy Spirit (Lk. Hll, lU, 18; 10:21, compare the contest Of
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ogical activity of God in Jssus which was at the same time reve&led and

concealed in Jesus' miracles and exorcisms as well as in the temptation

and the transfiguration.The Spirit then, as participating in the

messianic secret, was present in Jesus' ministry as God's power in¬

strumental in the ushering in of the eschatological Kingdom. The

eschatological role of the Spirit was subordinate to that of Jesus him¬

self, but it was that common role which demonstrates the link between

the early Church's experience of the Holy Spirit and Jesus as the bearer

of the Spirit of God.

The manifestation of the Spirit in the early Church is in direct

continuity with the eschatological significance of Jesus8 own life and

ministry. This significance, as it has been pointed out, is indispen¬

sably inclusive of the events of Jesus' death and resurrection (Mk. 8:

31J 9:31; 10:23f.) for its implementation.^ According to the record in

Acts the primitive Church saw their experience of the Holy Spirit both

in an eschatological context (Acts 1:3-5; 2:16-21; 3:19-25) and in

direct relation to their risen Lord (Acts 2:32-33; cf. Lk. 2kik$} Acts

1:3-8). After Pentecost then the Kingdom still resides in the person

of Jesus,-5 only now he comes to the Church in the experience of the Holj

Spirit making the presence of the Kingdom not only effective in his

person but now also effective in a new way in the lives of his foll-

12:10 with that of Mk. 3:29)* Of. S. Schwelzer, Spirit of God,
pp. 36ff., and "Gegenwart des Geistes und eschatologische
Hoffnung," pp. 502ff.

1cf. Barrett, The Holy Spirit in the Gospel Tradition, pp. h6-9:
2
Johnston, p. 57•

-•As Schmidt, p. 5*+, points out: "the apostolic and post-
apostolic Church of the N.T. did not speak often explicitly of

*
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ewers."1- The consummation of the Kingdom in the cosmos lies yet in the

of the oasileia tou theou, but always implicitly stressed this
sasileia by pointing to the kurios Iesous Chi-istos. It is not
the case that the emphasis on the Church has supplanted Jesus
of Nazareth's preaching of the Kingdom of God. Rather it is
the case that in the post-Easter experience of Christ the oe-
lief in the Kingdom of God remained firm."

■'-Tliis is the general New Testament teaching even apart from the
question of whether Jesus actually looked forward to the exis¬
tence of a community endowed with the gift of the Spirit.
Barrett (The Holy Spirit in the Gospel Tradition, p. 135)
concludes that there is no evidence for such. It is to be

questioned, however, whether such an important consequence of
Jesus' life and ministry would have been wholly unanticipated
by him even if no certain evidence can be garnered from his
authentic sayings for it. On the other hand there may be def¬
inite indications. One of the arguments by which Flew makes a
strong cumulative case for Jesus' expectation of a community
to follow him is that the ethical teaching of Jesus involves
an. enabling promise of God's power and thus points forward to
the gift of the Spirit implied in the last days (pp. 5Sff.).
His answer to the silence of Jesus, not inconsistent with Bar¬
rett's, is that Jesus in his own ministry re-interpretated the
Spirit's work for he saw that his disciples needed a richer and
profounder interpretation of the Spirit than that which they
could gain from the Old Testament with their lack of insight
(ibid., p. 70). For him also it is e part o.f the messianic
secret. As has been observed K&nmel (pp. 19-39) shows that
Jesus did expect an interval betv-n his death and final
consummation. Lofthouse ("The Ho-u. pirit in the Acts and the
Fourth Gospel," Expository Times LII (19^0-19^1), pp. 33'+-336)
points out that the emphasis of the Jonannine teaching on the
Spirit underlies the conception of the Spirit in Acts 1-15 and
concludes that the source of that conception must be found in
the teaching of Jesus. Only this could adequately account for
their interpretation of the startling experience of Pentecost.
John is therefore basically correct in his report that shortly
before his death Jesus taught his disciples plainly about the
Koly Spirit and its relation to his person. One could add that
in view of the close connection of the Spirit to the messianic
secret, as that was more fully taught to the disciples after
the turning point of the ministry, why could not its correlate,
the eschatological connection of Jesus with the Spirit, become
also a topic of instruction? Further in the light of Mark 1:8
(whose mention of the Spirit there is no necessity to deny; cf.
Cranfield, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, pp. U8ff.) on
the lips of John the Baptist with whose ministry Jesus linked
his own, the Lukan (2U;i+9j Acts 2:33) and Johannine (l4:26;
l6:7ff.) conception of Jesus as the donor of the Spirit need

not have been foreign to Jesus' self-interpretation. It is also

'
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future, but it is present "in power" (Mk. 9:l) in the Church.1 The

Covenant hope, implicit in the eschatological expectations, is now a

reality in the lives of those who acknowledge Jesus as Lord and Christ

(Acts 2:36).2
Thus it is seen that the koinonia "quality of life" with which

the present study is concerned is directly dependent upon the eschatol¬

ogical role of Jesus in the salvation-movement of God towards men. As

James Denney excels in pointing out, for the taen of the New Testament

it was not a matter of sharing the faith of Jesus, but a sharing-togeth¬

er in him as the object of faith.-1 The Jesus who touched history in his

person stands at the center and as the definitive factor in the New

Testament and therefore for the Christian koinonia. With the role of

Jesus now set in its proper eschatological perspective, the -procedure

will be to go back into the earthly ministry to examine the relation of

Jesus' followers to him and thereby to each other to illuminate more

possible that Mark 9:1 may at least be inclusive of the gift of
the Spirit in the intention of Jesus (ibid., p. 288j Cf. Rich¬
ardson, pp. 63-62, 107) and tnat Marx 13:11 (Cf. Mt. 10:20;
Lk. 21:15. The Lukan parallel is interesting, for Luke who
more than any of the Synoptists reads the early Church's exper¬
ience of the Holy Spirit back into his Gospel reads "I will
give you a mouth and wisdom, ..." This intimates how closely
he linked Jesus and the Spirit'.) may have reference to the
future gift of the Spir t (Richardson, p. 109• B. Schweizer,
Spirit of God.a p. 33; considers this the only Spirit saying
that can be traced with any certainty to Jesus.).

^E. Schweizer, "Gegenwart des Geistes und eschatologisches
Koffnung," p. 5P3» n. 3.

P
"To the question: 'What happened at Pentecost?' we may answer,
a fresh revelation of God's activity in the present, which
resulted not only in a new experience of God through Christ in
the lives of all believers, but a new quality of fellowship."
Flew, p. 151.

-James Denney, Jesus and the Gospel (New York: Hodder and
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fully the understanding of the later koinonia.

The Character of the Eschatological Community

/

According to Oscar Cullmann the word k^u^ o5 as used by Paul
in reference to the living presence of the Lord includes rather than

excludes the apostolic tradition ( rrypaho (Ti s ) concerning the histo¬
ric Jesus:

The formula of I Corinthians 11:23 refers to the Christ who is
present, in that he stands behind the transmission of the tradition,
that is he works in it. ... it is the united testimony of all
the apostles which constitutes the Christian paradosis, in which
the Kyrios himself is at work.

This Pauline conception of the connection between Ku,0; o 5 and n°)P<\-

(Socr/s, Cullmann goes on to maintain, contains an "idea which, while

not everywhere fully thought out in the same way, can yet be regarded

as quite widespread in the early Church. "c~ It has been shown in the

preceding section of this chapter that the determinative factor in the

New Testament koinonia is the person of Jesus as Lord and Christ who

comes to the Church in the Holy Spirit. Thus if Cullmann is correct, a

further examination of that tradition as it is now available and which

was definitive for the early Christian experience of the Lord is indeed

relevant for the New Testament koinonia not only on the basis of histor-f

ical continuity, but also because the former relation of the disciples

to each other and to Jesus inherent in that tradition is now by the Holy

Stoughton, 1908), pp. 12, 329.

■^Oscar Cullmann, "The Tradition," The Early Church, ed. A. J.
B. Higgins, tr. A. J. B. Higgins and S. Godman (London: 8©l
Press, 1956), p. 68.

^Ibid., p. 71-
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7
(

Spirit brought to bear on the present koinonia of the Church. In this

matter Horton observes:

we must not expect too absolute a contrast between the kind of
fellowship seen in the mutual relations of the first disciples,
and in the Jerusalem church after Pentecost. The same Lord was

with both groups; what he had taught in words he now inwardly
inspired."

The character of the life of the eschatological community which
' 2

began to take shape in response to Jesus' life and ministry will be

sketched in terms of three decisive moments which may be discerned in

the action of Jesus in the moulding of that community. These moments

in which the antecedents of the New Testament koinonia in the lives of

Jesus' first disciples can be conveniently highlighted are (l) the call'

ing of disciples to be with him, (2) the commissioning of the disciples

to proclaim the Kingdom in word and deed and (3) the institution of the
*3

new covenant with the disciples as representing the new people of God.-'

The call.--Jesus' sovereign** call to discipleship was intensely

personal. To peter and Andrew he said cPeure onicruj ^ a u and e 060s
5 ~ra ^ i'k~7 u <\ KjicoX ovQyjo~<\Y QUJ'uj (Mk. 1:17-18; Mt.

k:19-20). To Levi the word was 0 u 0 0 fAO I with the response

^Waltar Marshall Horton, "The Christian Community: Its Lord
and Its Fellowship, The Biblical Basis for Christian Ethics,"
Interpretation IV (October 1950), p. 395*

2Harald Riesenfeld, The Gospel Tradition and its Beginnings, A
Study in the Limits of 'Formgeschiate' (London: A. R. Mowbray
6 Co., 1957), p. 29: ''Granted the Messianic consciousness,
then the circle of disciples formed the kernel of the correspod
ding eschatological community."

-'Flew, pp. 16-17.

. ^

7 ^Schlatter, p. 118: "In freier, k&iiglicher Macht ergeht der
Ruf Jesu^ an sie und ihnen liegt nui das eine ob, ihm su
gehorchen." _ _ _ ....... _ . .

7
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that c\v 4.cr / q <; yj k~o\ o (f^ 7^ (Mk. 2:1*4; Mt. 9:9J Lk. 5:

27-28). The commanding factor in every instance is Jesus himself.1
Discipleship is no more and no less than full loyalty to him. The rela

tionship of Jesus to those he was calling out was reciprocally and

thoroughly personal. The person of Jesus gave to their discipleship

both its form and content. The quality of the disciples' relationship

to each other was conditioned by their mutual relation to Jesus. Here

lies the distinction from all other models, the binding factor is

neither the p 7 ) 31 nor an ideal^ but a Person. Thus the stress is on
T

the Person of Jesus in respect to the character of the emerging eschato!

ogical community.

Jesus' call to men to follow after him was intrinsically ground'

ed in the effective presence of the Kingdom in himself. Those who

responded in some sense recognized this (Mk. 1:22; uj s i<$oucr/c*V
-> f .

) and were consequently separated by him from their natural and

historical setting and introduced into an "eschatologic&l existence" of

communion with himself.^ Although in a sense K&mmel is correct when he

insists that "there can be no question of the presence of the Kingdom o.

God in the 'congregation' during his (Jesus') lifetime,"5 there is no

xCf. Mk. 8:3*4 (Mt. 16:2*4; Lk. 9:23; cf. Jn. 1:*43; 12:26; 21:19)
Mk. 10:21 (Mt. 19:21; Lk. 18:20); Mt. 8:22 (Lk. 9:59)j Mt. 10:
38 (Lk. 1*4:27); Lk. 1*4:33; Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp.
lA6f.

^Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, "p<\ V 0 <3 y laj } 7 p ^yQ c\v uj
p i r) s , . . ." Theologisehe Wflrterbuch zum Neuen Testa¬
ment, ed. Gehard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 19*42),
IV, Wo.

Sbid., p. U50. Cf. pp.^ *43*4-*4*43, for his discussion of the
Rabbinic use of T1 O "7 SI

Sio use the terminology of James Robinson, The Problem of History
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doubt that those called of Jesus stood in a new relationship to the

coming Kingdom in Jesus: "das a/ro Xoo $e7r ist: Teilhaben an dem

in Jesus sich darbietenden Heil."^ This gives to the call the charac¬

ter of an act of grace^ as is particularly evident in the call of Levi

(Mk. 2:lU-17) for Jesus* call was to repentance in view of the Kingdom

(Mk. 1:15). In the fundamentally eschatological character of disciple-

ship as dependent upon the significance of Jesus is seen the essence

of the transcendence of that discipleship from that of the Rabbis.

Jesus transcends the j~) 7 1(Mk. 1:22; Mt. 7j29).^ In him is present
T

the salvation of God in an immediate manner to which the p ~) ] JFl of
7

the Rabbis cannot be compared (Mt. 5:17).^ There is therefore no real

inner connection between the two, just a similarity of outward pattern.

Here too is the contrast with the koinonia of the Qumran community, for

while the latter is based upon an eschatological expectation, it was

one merely of hope rather than of realization. The same can be said

for those who gathered themselves around the eschatological preaching

of John the Baptist (Mk. 1:5] 2:l8; Mt. 11:2; Jn. 1:35] 3t25;

in Mark, p. 79»

-'K&amel, pp. 139-1^0; cf. pp. 5^; 126.

^Gerhard Kittel, "akro ..." Theologisches Wiirter-
buch zum Neuen Testament, ed. G. Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohl-
hammer, 1932-1933)* I; 2lL.

^Bduard Schweizer, Lordship and Discipleship (London: SCM Press
I960), p. 13.

•XKarl Heinrich Rengstorf, "c$\ £'«rr~ /r 00 ..." Theologisches
WiJrterbuch zura Neuen Testament, ed. G. Kittel (Stuttgart: W.
Kohlhammer, 1935); II, 159f.

^Rengstorf, 'Vyci v & civ uJ . . ."pp. ^50, 1+59*

5lbid., p. L60.

}
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only they stood in more direct anticipation of the the' coming of the

Kingdom in the person of Jesus. The expected but not inevitable shift

was for the disciples of John to become the disciples of Jesus (Mk.

1:2-11; Jn. 1:2k-37)«^ The call then constituted those who followed

Jesus a Heilsgemeinde—a group who shared together an "eschatological

existence" in intimate personal relationship to him who was to be

revealed as both Lord and Christ.

From among his disciples Jesus chose twelve to a close compan¬

ionship of life ( ft/a CBa/v Qurou ) in order that he might

prepare them for their apostolic2 task (Mk. 3:13-19)» There were two

groups to be distinguished among the disciples of Jesus, a wider circle

of those who had responded to his message and a narrower circle com¬

posed of a few who accompanied him continually (cf. Mt. 12:15; Lk. 6:

17)• "* The twelve were those chosen particularly to share fully in his

earthly life and ministry. In the choice of the number twelve (cf. Mk.

k;10; 6:7; Mt. 10:1-2; 11:1; Lk. 6:13)^" is the parabolic indication of

the significance of this unique Lebensgemeinschaft. As representative

of the twelve tribes of Israel (Mt. 19:28; Lk. 22:30) in their parti¬

s-Some of John's disciples continued as such even after his
decease. Cf. Acts l8:2k-25; 19:3» A further indication of
this may be the particular care taken in John's Gospel to set
John the Baptist in subordination to Jesus (1:6-8, 15, 2k-3k;
3:25-30).

2See below pp. 3oof\

^Rengstorf, uj . . ." p. kk8.

4A1though the twelve were apostles, the apostles cannot be
limited to the twelve. Vincent Taylor, The Gospel According to
St. Mark, pp. 230, 6l9ff.

5Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, Theologisehes Wflrter-
buch zum Keuen Testament, ed. G. Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohl-
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cipation in Jesus' mission they are to form the kernel of tne new people

of God—a new Israel."'" They are the nucleus ( T& jut frpoV Tj o/yuyi oY )
of those to whom it is given "to receive a share in God's Kingship, to

be one of those appointed to reign"^ (Lk. 12:32). It was to fit them

to fulfil an essential role in the implementation of the Salvation of

God in his own life and ministry that Jesus selected the twelve for

such an intimate and complete sharing of life with him. ^ It is the

unique quality of this life-together which contains in an already burst¬

ing bulb the koinonia "quality of life" to which the New Testament gives

explicit witness after Pentecost.

The character of this developing eschatological community was

manifested in the common life (Lk. 8:1-3; cf. Dt. 15;U) with Jesus to

which the twelve were called and chosen. It was in constant fellowship

with him that the Kingdom quality of life was impressed upon them.

This was effected by their constant attendance upon the actions and

words of Jesus which bore a common witness to the significance of his

person and mission. Jesus often withdrew from the crowd to be with his

disciples and to instruct them (Mk. 4:10, 3^-5 6:31; 7517; 9s28). For

them the form of Jesus' words was filled with the content of his own

person in his actions toward them and toward those to whom his mission

hammer, 1935)* II* 327*

"'"Joachim Jeremias, Jesus' Promise to the Nations, tr. S. H.
Hooke (London: SCM Press, 1958), p. 21.

^Richardson, p. 86. Cf. Kiimmel, p. 54.

^T. W. Manson, The Teaching pf Jesus, pp. 237-240, posits behind
s the Aramaic "7 7 (apprentice) rather than the

Rabbinic ~f KY *7 P Cf. Rengstorf, " Q<Yvio ..."
pp. 434ff.
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was directed.'*" He lived what he taught. It is in the united impact of
p

the work and words of Jesus upon the twelve in the daily experience of

their life together that the essential nature of their incipient koin-

onia can be ascertained. This can perhaps be conveniently approached

from three angles keeping in mind that here is a training period await¬

ing the dynamic of the Holy Spirit for its effective implementation.

First, the unique character of their relationship to Jesus can

be seen in their common life. This of course cannot be adequately

accounted for apart from the significance of the life and ministry of

Jesus, for the relationship of the disciples to him was certainly affec¬

ted by their view of him. Their knowledge of that significance could

only rise from a sharing of the way with him as "only the disciple can

know who Jesus really is."-5 This is indicated by the confession of Mark

8:2Tff. which still remained far from fully adequate in understanding
k

as the Gospel record indicates. Here is the relevance of the messianic

secret: "to those who are without, everything is obscure(Mk. kill).
It is not, however, to be denied that the disciples were aware of a cert

ain uniqueness of Jesus in respect to the things of God when Jesus so

Here the method of Bornkamm is pertinent: "it is the special
character of his message and work, that Jesus is to be found
in his word and in his actions." Jesus of Nazareth, p. 170.
Cf. T. W. Manson, The Servant-Messiah, p. fc>7«

2
While the twelve were not the only disciples who followed in
the company of Jesus from time to time, they were those who mos
consistently and in a unique sense continued with Jesus: "You
are those who have continued with me in my trials." (Lk. 22:28)

3jS. Schweizer, Lordship and Discipleship, p. 21.

^Cf. Rengstorf, "jUe\v@cCv uJ . . .," p. U5I+.
5
Jerernias, The Parables of Jesus, p. 15.

•
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forthrightly called them as is obviously inherent in their immediate

response, but rather that a comprehension of that uniqueness could only

be gained through obedient fellowship. And this they began to realize

as they attended on his ministry in the light of his own words: "But if

it is by the finger of God that I cast out demons, then the kingdom of

God has come upon you" (Lk. 11:20; cf. Lk. 7519-23). As companions to

Jesus' exorcisms, healing miracles, nature miracles, his assumption of

the authority to forgive sins, his transcendent approach to the law, his

concern for the poor and downtrodden, not to mention his continuous

proclamation of the Kingdom, they were more and more able to discern the

sovereign saving activity of God in Jesus and to recognize him as one in

whom the will of God came realistically and meaningfully to them:

e-juoD 2 (Mt. 11:25-30; Cf. Lk. 10:21-2k).
In view of the eschatological crisis inherent in the beaking in

of the Kingdom in him the claims of Jesus upon the twelve were radical

"Lo, we have left everything and followed you" (Mk. 10:28; cf. 10:21;

Lk. lk:33) was Peter's personal characterization of discipleship. Their

loyalty to the Kingdom as resident in Jesus meant the most complete and

stringent devotion superseding every care of the present age—occupation

^"It is very probable that this was not their first contact with
Jesus. Cf. Jn. l:35ff« Rengstorf, ^4 a.'v uj , . . p.
^9> comments that in the call Jesus "Wort entfaltet die eigen-
tlich bindenden KrSfte erst da, wo der Anschluss an ihn bereits
vollzogen ist."

p
""Schlatter, p. 3881 Jesus is "der Bringer der Herrschaft Gottes
mit der seine gebende Gnade zum Menschen koramt." Cf. Rengstorf

uJ , » « • , P* 4ll.

Cf. Amos N. Wilder, Esehatology and Ethics in the Teaching of
Jesus (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1939-1950), pp. l6Lff.
He concludes that "Jesus so Identifies himself with the cause

of the Kingdom that, its demands merge with loyalty to his
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(Mk. 1:18; 2:2k), riches (Mt. 6:19-33), family (Mt. 10:37) and even sell

(Lk. lk;26). Jesus taught them that the Kingdom was of such supreme

worth that a man can with joy forego all else for its possession (Mt.

13;kk-k6),^ and that loyalty to it must penetrate to the very heart of

a man, to an undivided will (Mt. 5:20; 6:22-2k; 23:23-28; Mk. 12:28-30).

The disciple's prayer was to be "Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done"

(Mt. 6:10). It was that will of God which constituted the very essence

of the life of the one they were following after. The radical separa-

tion which was at the heart of their discipleship was even more a part

of Jesus' life (Mt. 8:19-22). In response to the concern of his own

family Jesus looked out upon his disciples and said, "Here are my mother:

and my brothers! Whoever does the will of God is my brother, and sister,

and motner" (Mk. 3s3k-35i cf. Jn. k;3k; 17:19)- To share his life was

to share in his unconditional obedience to the will of God, for that
p

will was embodied in his person arid mission: "The disciple is, na¬

turally, to be as his Master"^ (Mt. 10:25). The Reign and will of God

was made intimate and personal to the disciples in Jesus, thus placing

their relationship to it in an intensely personal context.^
Second, manifest in their common life with Jesus was the ex-

person." p. 175•

^Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, p. lkO.
2
Cf. Cullmann's discussion on "Jesus and the Son of God Designa¬
tion," The Christology of the New Testament, pp. 275-290.

\Tilder, p. l66.

,+This is evident especially In the intimacy of the common meal
which Jesus so effectively utilized. See below pp. Cf.
Jeremias, The Sucharistic Words of Jesus, pp. 136f.
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peeted quality of the disciples' relationship to each other.^ For this

relationship Jesus himself was determinative as J. S. Stewart so aptly

comments:

Isaiah's vision of the vofld and the lamb dwelling together was
surely near fulfilment when Simon the Zealot, the fiery national¬
ist, went arm-in-arm with Matthew the tax-gatherer and publican!
Only one thing could explain that strange union: they had each
found Jesus.

The ethic which he imparted to them by precept Jesus manifested in his

own life. Interpreted through his life the Golden Rule became "do unto

others as he (Jesus) has done unto you'° creating "an utterly new type

of human society, as different from the best previous Gentile models as

from the best previous Jewish models:"**
You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and
their great men exercise authority over them. It shall not be so

among you; but whoever would be great among you must be your serv¬
ant, and whoever would be first among you must be your slave; even
as the Son of man came not to be served but to serve, and to give
his life as a ransom for many (Mt. 20:25-28).

Among them was to be no place-seeking or rank distinction (Mk. 12:38f»;

Lk. X:^3; cf. IQS 7:19-23). The quality of their lives was to be cha-
/

raeterized by the love whose pattern is to be found in the Lord who has

become a servant (Lk. 22:27; Mk. 10:^5; Jn. 13:15f.).^ The relationship

of the disciples to each other was to be a Sermon-on-the-Mount^ quality

"'"In this phase of the discussion the implications of the "commi¬
ssion" are anticipated. See below pp. =2e)//£

O
'"James S. Stewart, The Life and Teaching of Jesus Christ (Edin¬
burgh: The Church of Scotland Committee on the Religious
Instruction of Youth, 1957)> P» 58.

3Horton, p. 392.

^Ibid.

ZJeremias, The Parables of Jesus, p. 1^0.

relationship between disciples does not of course exhaust

i
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of life--the will of God as it came to them in Jesus.^ The heart of

that will Jesus laid bare in the Great Commandment:

Hear, 0 Israel; The Lord our God, the Lord is one; and you shall
love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your
soul, and with all your mind, and with all your strength. . . *

You shall love your neighbor as yourself (Mk. 12: 29-31).
Of this quintessence of Jewish ethics Jesus was himself the supreme

2fulfilment. The imperative of the inner-disciple relationship in sub¬

stance is then that contained in the Johannine saying: "love one an¬

other, even as I have loved you" (Jn. 13:34; cf. 17:26).

Third, indicated in their life together with Jesus was the rela¬

tionship of the disciples to those outside the eschatological family.

The ethic is again that directly present in Jesus:

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he lias anointed me to
preach good news to the poor, He has sent me to proclaim release
to the captives and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at
liberty those who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year
of the Lord. . . . Today has this scripture been fulfilled in
your hearing (Lk. 4:16-21; cf. Is. 6l:lf.).

Tne first beatitude—"Blessed are you poor, for yours is the kingdom of

God" (Lk. 6:20; Mt. 5s3)J —epitomizes the compassion of Jesus' activity

the dimension of the Sermon on the Mount. Appropriate but not
possible here would be a detailed presentation of the ethic of
Jesus. Cf. T. W. Manson, Ethics and the Gospel (London: SCM
Press, i960), pp. 43-68.

^•'Ve cannot then distinguish oetween the general ethical prin¬
ciples of Jesus, as represented for instance in the Sermon on
the Mount, and the drastic summons to personal discipleship."
Wilder, p. 167.

%. W. Manson, Ethics and the Gospel, pp. 6lf.

^Karl Helnrich Rengstorf, Das Evungelium nach Lukas, Das Naue
Testament Deutsch (G^ttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1952),
pTWT sees in this verse "die Armen in dem doppelten Sinn der
Susseren Armut und des Armseins vor Gott." Cf. William Manson,
The Gospel of Luke, the Moffatt New Testament Commentary, ed.
James Moffatt (London: Hodder and Sv.oughton, 1930), pp. 64f.
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(Lk. 7:18-23) in respect to the poor and despised (Lk. 1^:12-1^), the

helpless (Mk. 9:37) and the insignificant (Mt. l8:lo). Here was a bound

less love (Mt. 5:^3-^3; Lk. 10:25-37)~ that burst through all the ba-
p

rriers imposed by the "righteous" in Israel: "But woe to you, scribes

and Pharisees, hypocrites! because you shut the kingdom of heaven

against men; for you neither enter yourselves, nor allow those who would

enter to go in" (Mt. 23:13)* Jesus shockingly demonstrated this dimen¬

sion by his custom of sitting at table with his disciples in the company

of tax collectors and sinners (Mt. 9:10-13; Mk. 2:15-17) Lk. 5:29-32;

19:1-10) which occasioned the caustic characterization of the Scribes

©nd Pharisees: "Behold a glutton and a drunkard, a friend of tax collec

tors and sinners!" (Mt. 11:19).J For the Jew to eat with others was

the closest form of intimacy implying personal favourthus by eating

with such religious outcastes Jesus gave striking content to his words:

"I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance" (Lk. 5:

32). The significance of this can be further realized in the light of
5

the messianic oanquet in the Old Testament (is. 25:6-8) and Judaism in

xCf. Jeremias' discussion of the Good Samaritan, The Parables of
Jesus, pp. lU0-lk2, and the more general discussion in Gott¬
fried Quell and Ethelbert Stauffer, Love, Bible Key Words, tr.
J. R. Coates (London: Adam and Charles Black, 19^9)* PP« ^5-53

2Cf. Moore, II, lj6ff.

"^Lk. 15:2: "And the Pharisees and scribes murmured, saying,
'This man receives sinners and eats with them'" is reported by
Luke as the occasion for the parables of the Lost Sheep, Coin
and Son.

Kjereraias, The Sucharistic Words of Jesus, pp. lU6f. Cf. Strack
Billerbeck, IV, 6llf. The implications of table fellowship con*
tinued to pose difficulties in the early church as is evident
from Acts 6, Galatians 2 and I Corinthians 8-11.

5strack-Billerbeck, IV, 115^f.

1
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which fellowship with God and the joys of the messianic age were symbol¬

ized by table fellowship. Jesus spoke of the banquet as reaching out

to envelop also the Gentiles (Mt. 8:11; Lk. 13:29)• "*" His parables make

it clear that he saw a definite connection between the coming messianic

banquet and his own ta%>e fellowship (Lk. 14:15-24; Mt. 22:1-10; Cf. Mk.
p

14:25, Lk. 22:16, 30), and he may even possibly have had the eschatol-

ogical banquet in mind at the feeding of the five thousand (Mk. 6:34-44;
Mt. 14:14-21; lie. 9sH—IT)-^ The substance of the matter is that the

circle of Jesus and his disciples exhibits a koinonia that does not limi t

by excuse of law, tradition or fear of self-contamination, its love to

those less privileged than themselves. Here was not an exclusively

separatist and pure messianic community as the Pharisees and Essenes

k
were so intent on setting up, but rather the law transcended and ful¬

filled by "love your neighbor as yourself" (Mk. 12:31) defined in in¬

timate contact with him who "came to seek and to save the lost" (Lk. 19:

10). In the definition of neighbor as simply the one in need (Lk. 10:

25-37) those who were once negatively koinoi become koinoi in the more

positive sense of the term. That limitless love which the disciples had

^Cf. Jeremias, Jesus' Promise to the Rations, pp. 59-70.

■-Bornkam, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 8l.

^Vincent Taylor, The Life and Ministry of Jesus (London: Mac-
miilan and Co., 19 54)» PP* 121f. Jeremias, The Eucharistic
Words of Jesus, pp. I36f, thinks that from the confession of
Peter at Caesarea onwards, every meal of the disciples with
Jesus was "an actual anticipation of the aschat-ological meal."

^The two parables of the Tares among the Wheat (Mt. 13:24-30)
and of the Seine-net (l3:47f.) were probably spoken in reply
to those who were indignant at Jesus' opposite course of action.
Cf. Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, pp. 154f.

1
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each experienced as a gift of grace"1 was to characterize their relation

to those who were yet lost: "You, therefore, must be perfect, as your

heavenly father is perfect" (Mt. 5:^3). This aspect leads to the second

moment in Jesus' activity in the moulding of the character of the group

who were associated with him.

The commission.—The disciples were not only recipients of the

powers of the coming Kingdom present in Jesus' words and deeds, but they

were also distinctly commissioned by him to share in the task of the

proclamation of the Kingdom (Mt. 9:35-10:^2; Mk. 6:7-13; Lif. 9:1-6, 10;

cf. Lk. 10:1-20). The latter was the correlate of the former:

G ^ q '/3<£ 7-<ErJ'ujneav c§o'V<f- (Mt. 10:8). In fact their participa¬
tion in the mission of Jesus was already implicity' in both the call to

$

discipleship and the selection of the twelve. The call included the

promise: "I will make you become fishers of men" (Mk. 1:17; cf. Mt.

19); and the choice of the twelve anticipated the commission: "And he

appointed twelve, to be with him, and to be sent out to preach and have

authority to cast out demons" (Mk. 3:1^-15)•" The granting to the disci¬

ples (Mk. 6:7; Mt. 10:1; Lk. 9:1)^ over the unclean spirits

as well as the power to heal (Mt. 10:1; Lk. 9:i) as they were commission-

J'"If you love those who love you, what Vc/o/ $ is that to you?"
(Lk. 6:32). ^ !

""Luke records that Jesus said to Simon: '""henceforth you will
be catching men" (5:10). The use of koinonos in the verse to
indicate business partner could suggest that the call involves
a new "business partnership"—the Kingdom business.

-^Hunter, The Work and Words of Jesus, p. 6l. Luke actually says
ofu5 < bn ocr to ^ ou-s uj vS/j a q~c~ r* (6:13) which is also
a strongly attested variant at Mark 3:i^«

**Cf. Mk. 1:27; 2:10; ll;28ff.

df
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ed to proclaim the Kingdom (Mk. 6:12; Mt. 10:7; Lk. 9*l) identifies

their mission as an extension of the ministry of Jesus himself.1 And

in that mission the disciples were made sharers in the authoritative

powers of the Kingdom resident in Jesus' own ministry. A further ill¬

ustration of this is the charge to Peter: "I will give you the keys of

the kingdom of heaven" (Mt. 16:18-19, l8:l8).2
The character of their commission can then he described as apos-

3
tolic in that the origin of apostieship lies in this commissioning of

the disciples and in view of the further possibility that Jesus used the

title in its Aramaic form (sheli]ja ).^ The import of the term comes

from the Jewish shalia3j institution'' by which the one sent legally bears

the authority of the one who sent him (cf. Jn. 13:16). Jesus cleansed

and filled the concept with his own content intensifying the duty of the

one authorized to an unquestioning obedience to the will of God in humbli

service. In like manner the sense of identity between Jesus and those

commissioned in respect to the will and activity of God is heightened:

"He who receives you receives me, and he who receives me receives him

who sent mev (Mt. 10ik0).<~> Leenhardt would say: "When His disciples

■^T. W. Hanson, The Servant-Messiah, p. 59.
p
Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, p. 190. Schlatter, pp. 511f •;
Cf. Flew, pp. 13hff.

-^his is not to be thought of as limited to the original twelve
as the account of the Seventy (Lk. 10:1-20) indicates. Cf. K.
K. Rengstorf, Apostieship, Bible Key Words, tr. J. R. Coates
(London: Adam and Charles Black, 1952), pp. 36f. He stresses
that the idea is that of "commission" rather than "office" and
remained so in the early Church.

^Ibid., p. 38.
5Ibid., p. kO. Cf. pp. 11-2U.
°The Lukan saying in the sending of the Seventy adds: "and he
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proclaim the Gospel in His name, they actualize His presence.""*" That

the apostolic commission expresses a unique identity between Jesus and

his disciples in the task of the Kingdom is shown in Jesus' words to

prepare the disciples for expected persecution in the execution of that

tasks "A disciple is not above his teacher, nor a servant above his

master, it is enough for the disciple to be like his teacher, and the

servant like his master" (Mt. 10:2k-25)«

The commission thus brings -out the fact that discipleship leads

to a full sharing in the life and ministry of Jesus; they participate in

his destiny.2 As Rengstorf expresses it: "Da Jesu Weg ihn zum Kreuz

f&hrt, so hat der Sintritt in seine Gemeinschaft als sein s

die Verplichtung zum Leiden zur Folge.""^ This further bearing of follow
k

ing Jesus becomes more explicit beginning with the confession of Peter

which was without doubt a turning point in the relation of Jesus to the

disciples. With the confession, T. W. Manson comments, "the calling of

the disciples begins all over again." For no sooner had Peter voiced

who rejects you rejects me, and he who rejects me rejects him
who sent me" (Lk. 10:l6). Cf. Mk. 9:kl, V. Taylor, Forgive¬
ness and Reconciliation, p. 135; Flew, pp. 115f.

*"F. J. Leenhardt, "This is My Body," in Oscar Cullinann, F. J.
Leenhardt, Essays on the Lord's Supper, tr. J. G. Davies (Lon¬
don : Lutterworth Press, 1958)* p. 3^»

2Kittel, p. 2lU; "Diese a /To ^0 u 6eiV bedeutet aber gleich-
zeitig ein Teilhaben an dem Geschick Jesu."

^Rengstorf, "Jjavday u-> . . . ," p. k53.
W. 8:27-30; Mt. 16:13-20; Lk. 9:18-21.

5t. W. Manson, p. 72. Maurice Goguel would put it: "He now
asks for attachment to his person, and not only for the accept¬
ance of his message." The Life of Jesus, tr. Olive Wyon (Lon¬
don: George Allen & Unwin, 1933)# P» 3^5•
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the conviction that Jesus was the Christ (Mk. 8:29) than did Jesus be¬

gin to stress otc seti 7 or Liov yov <\ v Qp ri c u n o

re^QeTiY (Mk. 8:31). Matthew (l6:2l) records that from this event on

Jesus began to show to his disciples the divine necessity of the way of

the cross.From this time on "three themes are closely linked in Mark'

narrative: the relentless claims of Jesus on his disciples, the stubb¬

orn hopes and ambitions of the disciples themselves, and the repeated
p

predictions of the Passion of the Son of Man." Jesus purports now to

set forth the consummation of his messianic ministry and what it require

of those who follow hin.3 As Schlatter puts it: "War er filr sie der

Christus, so war damit eine Gemeinschaft begrfindet, die durch nichts

zerrissen warden konnte. Damit hatten sie sich ihm zum Leben und Ster-

ben ergeben."^ In the Gospel accounts there follow on the first predict

ion of the passion sayings of Jesus which elucidate the implications of

following one whose destiny was to be the cross:

If any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up
his cross and follow me. For whoever would save his life will
lose itj and whoever loses his life for my sake and the gospel's
will save it. For what does it profit a man, to gain the whole
world and forfeit his life? For what can a man give in return
for his life? For whosoever is ashamed of me and of my words in
this adulterous and sinful generation, of him will the Son of man
also be ashamed, when he comes in the glory of his Father with
the holy angels (Mk. 8:34-38).5

-'■Indicative is Jesus' reply to Peter's rebuke: "Get behind me,
SatanJ For you are not on the side of God, but of men" (Mk.
8j33)* Cf. Schlatter, pp. 518f.

2T. V. Manson, The Servant-Messiah, p. 72.

^N. B. Stonehouse, The Witness of Matthew and Mark to Christ
(London: The Tyndale Press, 1944), p. 67•

^Schlatter, p. 515*

''The occurrence of these sayings at this point is ascribed by
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Here too is the hint of exaltation for the disciples corresponding to

the prediction of the resurrection (Mk. 8:31): "As Jesus' own way, by

divine necessity, leads to rejection, suffering and death, and only so

to glory, so also the way of those who follow him."'1- Indicated is no

mere imitation but more certainly "die Leoens- und Leidensgerueinschaft
O

mit dem Messias, die erst an der Gemeinschaft seines Heils entsteht."
3

Jesus' way was with as well as for men.- Those who followed Jesus were

to share in the manner of his Servant mission. Thay were participants

in the Son of nan destiny. Mark's description of the setting of the

third passion prediction intimates that they were becoming conscious of
that fact: "And they were on the road, going up to Jerusalem, and Jesus

was walking ahead of themj and they were amazed, and those who followed

were afraid" (Mk. 10:32).^ The incident which follows on the third

passion predication (Mk. 10:35-^5), bhe ambitious request of James and
John for privileged positions, denotes the difficulty the disciples

experienced in truly grasping the force of Jesus' instruction which he
<

again expressed in his answer to them: "The cup that I drink you will

drink; and with the baptism with which I am baptized, you will be bap-

Taylor to Mark's "good editorial insight, for it is to such a
period that they naturally belong." The Gospel According to
St. Mark, p. 390. Of. Floyd B. Filson, The Gospel According
to St. Mattnew (London: Adam and Charles Black, I960), p. 139*

Schweizer, Lordship and Discipleship, p. 20. Cf. his chap¬
ters on "Jesus as the Suffering and Exalted Righteous One,"
pa. 32-kl, and "Jesus as the Suffering and Exalted Servant of
God," pp. U9-55.

2Kittel, p. 21k.

-T. W. Manson, The Servant-Messiah, p. 5k.

^Taylor, The Gospel -According to St. Mark, p. k5J. Cf. Hunter,
The Work and Words of Jesus, p. 112.
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tiaadj . . ." (Mk. 10:39)* I- is this context as was pointed out

above that the basic character of' the disciples' relationship to one

another is to be found. For Jesus goes on to elucidate the prime motive

as that of his own Servant mission (Mk. 10:42-45).1 Granting, however,

the disciples' lack of a full comprehension and manifestation of it, yet

implicit in this incipient koiaonia resident in their companionship with

Jesus in his earthly ministry was a realistic sharing in his full destiny

Tills fact is also the theme of the third moment in Jesus' dealing with

his disciples.

The Covenant.—It was at the Last Supper that Jesus gave unique

expression to the participation of the disciples in his life and ministry

as he instituted with them the renewal of the Covenant (hx. 24:8; Jer. 31

31ff.) which he was about to perfect in the sacrifice of himself. In

the call the primary emphasis was that the disciples in their following

of Jesus were brought into a salvation relationship to the Kingdom of

God effectively present in Jesus' ministry. The commission stressed the

fact that to follow Jesus implied also realistically taking part in his

Kingdom task which was auove all that of a suffering Servant. It was to

lead ultimately to a cross; thus full discipleship was an indispensable

prerequisite to sharing as a servant in the work of Jesus. The signif¬

icance implicit in both the call and the commission are brought by Jesus

into fine focus as he partook of his last meal in fellowship with the

disciples in the imminence of his death.

The usual intimacy and implications of the common meal contained

ultimate significance in that the Last Supper was set by Jesus unequiv-

xSee above pp. 195ff.
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ocally in the context of the historic Covenant-faith and future Covenant

hope of Israel. An integral part of the initiation of the Covenant

relationship by God with Israel at Sinai (Ex. 2**: 5-11) was both a sac¬

rifice and a common meal. The Covenant relationship down through the

course of Israel's history had been renewed and exhibited by the festi¬

val of the Passover. This, the greatest of Jewish festivals, represent¬

ed the whole of the Israelite cult; and more than any other, it mani¬

fested their solidarity as the people of God."*" As Jesus and his disci¬

ples before the arrest partook of their last meal together the time of

the Passover was at hand. And even apart from the question of whether

or not the meal can be established as a legitimate Passover meal, Jesus

most certainly viewed it in the passover context."5 By word and action

at the meal Jesus interprets the significance of his entire life and

ministry in terms of the Covenant to which the passover gave explicit

^See above pp.

^Among those who hold the Last Supper to have been a proper Pass¬
over are Gustaf Dalman, Jesus—Jeshua, pp. 86-lBk; Jeremias,
The Eucharistic Words of Jesus; Higgins, The Lord's Supper in
the New Testament; Sthelbert Stauffer, Jesus and His Story,
tran. Richard and Clara Winston (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
i960), pp. 113-llb, believes the Last Supper to have been a
Passover meal, but one which was celebrated twenty-four hours
before that celebrated officially by the Temple cult. He
accounts for the propriety of this by the variations in calenda:
which have been proved to have existed in Palestine in Jesus'
day. Cf. F. M. Cross, p. 36.

^Lk. 22:15: "I have earnestly desired to eat this passover with
you before I suffer." There is an indisposition even among
those who cannot make the exact indentification to separate the
meal from Passover connotations. Preiss, p. 83, asserts that
there was "certainly an anticipation not of the Paschal meal
itself but of the Paschal motifs ..." Cf. Fuller, p. 71-
Clark, p. U8, who is convinced that the evidence points only to
an ordinary Jewish meal concedes that "passover ideas must
inevitably have been in the mind both of Jesus and of his
dj sciples."
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expressions1 "This is my blood of the covenant which is poured out for

many" (Mk. l*+:2*+; cf. 1 Cor. 11:25). It is probable that Jesus in some

O
measure compared himself with the Passover Lamb, although his basic

conception of sacrifice was certainly more centrally that of the suffer¬

ing Servant.-5 F. J. Leenhardt conceives of the comparison between Jesus

and the Passover Lamb in a transcendent manner:

Jesus does not associate himself with the Paschal lamb, but with
His body; the former victim which the rite recalled and represent¬
ed is replaced by a new victim who at that very hour was engaged, in
the last episode of the drama that was soon to end in the cross.

The most important relation of the Last Supper to the Passover is prob¬

ably that of an anticipated fulfilment,-5 for Jesus conceived of his mi¬

ssion which was climaxed in the self-offering of himself as indispen¬

sable to the fulfilment of the historic Covenant-hope of God with his

people. And it was to a complete fulfilment that Jesus looked forward

(Mk. lk:25l Mt. 26:29; Lk. 22:15, 18) as he inaugurated his disciples as

xStauffer, pp. 117f.
p
'Higgins, The Lord's Supper in the New Testament, pp. *+9-5^* He
comments that the "real significance of the Passover lambs was
that they represented the efficacious death of the lambs in
Egypt." Cf. Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus, pp.
l*+2ff.

-Jeremias, The Bucharistic Words of Jesus, p. 152. Cf. Taylor,
Jesus and His Sacrifice, p. 29&I He finds the idea of sacri-
fice central in Jesus' interpretation of his death: "every im¬
portant aspect of the sacrificial principle can be found in the
thoughts of Jesus concerning His Passion. The aim of sacrifice
is a restored fellowship; its medium is a representative offer¬
ing; its spiritual condition is the attitude of the worshipper;
its rationale is the offering of life; its culmination is shar¬
ing in the life offered by means of the sacred meal." P. 295»
Is. *4-2:6-7; *+9:8-9; connect the Servant with the idea of
covenant.

Leenhardt, p. 1+1.
5
Fuller, p. 71; Higgins, The Lord's Supper in the Hew Testament,
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the representative nucleus of the new people of God into a renewed Co¬

venant. Intensely and realistically symbolized in the act and sayings

of Jesus at the Last Supper by which he interpreted his impending death

is the cardinal link in the continuity between the koinonia of the Old

Testament and that of the New Testament.

1
Within the close-knit unity of the Last Supper Je3us paraboli-

cally unfolded to the disciples their part in himself and his mission:

"This is my body. , . . This is my blood of the covenant, which is pour¬

ed out for many." Mk. 1^:22,2^). The idea of covenant is that of a

saving relationship, a restored communion with God. Jesus saw in his

coming death "the vicarious death of the Servant, which atones for the

sins of the r/o X Xo the whole world, and ushers in the beginnings of
up

final salvation. When he extended the bread and the wine to his disci

pies, he was inviting them to share in the life which he was offering

for them; that is, in the redeeming power of his death.3 Although Jesus

vocation of messianic suffering was unique, it was not something accom¬

plished apart from and independent of men. According to Taylor Jesus'

"redemptive service is not intended to be a work wrought apart from men;

it is rather a work into which they are permitted to enter, in such a

way that what he does on their behalf becomes a vital factor in their

P« 5^«

•''•If the Last Supper was an actual Passover meal, the members
would then constitute a distinct Bassa-gabhura passover family.
See above p. /5~o ef. Jeremias, The Lucharistie Words of Jesus,
pp. 139, 153. '

2Ibid., p. 152.

^Ibid., p. 159. Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice, p. 266. Otto,
p. 291.
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approach to God.."-*- The disciples are to participate in the power of

his self-offering, enter into it and make it part of their own exper¬

ience. But this they could not now effectively do.

The disciples' participation in the redemptive sufferings of

Jesus was also for others. They were to share fully in the messianic

ministry. This is evident in the eschatological perspective of the Last

Supper—a proleptic partaking of the messianic banquet which symbolized

the consummation of the Kingdom (Mk. ll+:25; Mt. 26:29). The Kingdom

which Jesus was to begin to consummate through the events of his passion^
he grants to the disciples in their eating of the bread and the drinking

of the wine which take their context from the covenanting self-offering

of Jesus. Luke reports that after the Supper Jesus tells the twelve:

You are those who have continued with me in my trials; as my Father
appointed (j 14 €)& to ) a kingdom for me so do I appoint ( "77
Q-€-//<? r ) for you that you may eat and drink at my table in my
kingdom, and sit on thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel.
(Lk. 22:23-30)

To those who have been placed by their discipleship in a distinct rela¬

tion tcoT£$ ) to his passion, Jesus "covenants"2 an

authoritative part in the coming Kingdom. Their commission by which thej

were made "partners" in Jesus' messianic mission is now firmly grounded

in that act of Jesus by which the Father once for all grants to Jesus

that which he will henceforth from the events of his death and resurrec¬

tion continue to impart^ to the eschatoiogical community represented in

the twelve.

■^Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice, p. 265.

2Flew, p. 1+0. Rengstorf, Das Evangelium nacn Lukas, p. 2l+b.

^The change in tense from aorist to present is significant.
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Thus both the call and the commission, the disciples' share in

the messianic destiny, is fully and significantly expressed at the Last

Supper which anticipates the perfection of communion between the redeem¬

ed community and its Redeemer. To this the disciples' actual behaviour

in the face of the gloom of coming events provides a provoking contrast.

Luke gives an account of a dispute over the place which may have arisen

out of the Supper itself (Lk. 22:24-27 )«^" Tne presence of the foot-

washing episode in the similar context in John's Gospel (13:2-17) wit¬

nesses to the existence of such contrasting attitudes at the Last Supper

The disciples failed to grasp the heart of Jesus' action for the quality

of their relationship one to another. Their sharing at this point con¬

tained a scandalous degree of superficiality. After the Supper, perhaps

yet within the Passa-^abhura unityhis intimates, Peter, James and

John, failed to enter realistically into the Gethsemane agony of Jesus

in response to his plea to "remain here, and watch" (Mk. 14:3*0.J An<^

Peter's tragic denial (Mk. 14:66-72) only highlights the disciples'

common desertion of Jesus in his hour of redemptive destiny: "And they

all forsook him and fled" (Mk. l4-:50). But Jesus realized and expected

this: "You will all fall away; for it is written, 'I will strike the

shepherd and the sheep will be scattered.'" (Mk. l4;27)» It was as he

spoke to Peter in the Garden; "Watch and pray that you may not enter in¬

to temptation; the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak" (Mk.

^Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, p. 13. This account comes from Luke's
special source and need not merely be an editorial placing of
the material in Mk. 10:42-45 (Mt. 20:24-28). T. W. Mansoa, Tne
Gospel of Luke, p. 244; Rengstorf, Das iSvangelium naeh Lukas,
pp. 245f•

2Cf. D. Daube, pp. 332-335*
3v. Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice, pp. 150-155*
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1^:38)• Their loyalty to Jesus fashioned down through the days of comm¬

on life with him was so great that they did not forsake him until the

very end. But then their repudiation was so complete that hope can re¬

main, not because they can eventually bring themselves into alignment

with the radical and ultimate claim of the cross, but only because of

what is about to take place on their behalf in Jesus' death and resurrec

tion.^" Their failure was due not to an unwilling heart but to an over¬

whelming weakness of the flesh which only the coming of the Kingdom in

power could cure.

The betrayal of Judas decisively demonstrates the new radical

dimension of the eschatological community. Judas did far more than fall

short of the demands of discipleship; he denied its essential basis. It

is likely that the central factor in his betrayal was Jesus' conception
2

of messiahship to which he could not reconcile himself, and thus by his

tragic action he denied the effective presence of the eschatological

Kingdom in the person and ministry of Je3us. The similarity of Judas'

act to Jesus' teaching concerning the sin against the Holy Spirit (Mk.

3:28-30; Mt. 12:31-32; Lk. 12:10)" is striking, for Jesus went on to say

sadly of him: "For the Son of man goes as it is written of him, but woe

to that man by whom the Son of man is betrayedJ It would have been

better for that man if he had not been born" (Mk. lk:2l). As Judas went

out so heinously disregarding the obligation of table fellowship,H a

■^Stonehouse, p. 85*

-Hunter, The Work and Words of Jesus, p. lib.

^Cf. Cranfield, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, pp. 135-1^3.

\jeremias, The iilucharistic Words of Jesus, p. 153* cf. Ps. kl:
10; Jn. 13:lS.
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unity all the more binding as a covenant-meal and all the more sacred

as the occasion of the supreme illustration of the anticipated Kingdom

koinonia in every dimension, he went out for ever devoid of a part in

either the salvation or mission of the Kingdom. It should not be over¬

looked that there was an inner kinship between Judas' act and the doubts

in the hearts of the rest of the disciples as they too asked "Is it I?"

(Mk. 14:19). The nature of their sin was similar, though it steamed

perhaps more from the weakness of the flesh than from a negative att¬

itude to Jesus in view of the servant character of his mission. All in

their own degree shattered the koinonia as they betrayed, denied and

failed Jesus before the stark reality of his cross. Its holy or exclus

Ive character is thus that resident in Jesus himself.^ The dividing

line is that s&nctification which consists first of all in a personal

relationship of radical loyalty and single obedience to Jesus in the

full esehatological and redemptive bearing of his life and ministry as

climaxed in his passion and resui-rection. The remorse of Peter (Mk. 14:

72) and the suicide of Judas (Mt. 27:3-15) evidence the seriousness of

the transgression of this new demarkation line which transcends all cu-

2
rrent concepts of holiness. All secondary and artificial carriers are

cast aside; only one remains, and that obstacle only divine grace can

overcome.

With the resurrection came a new implementation of the relation¬

ship of the disciples with Jesus which had been so severly strained on

the disciples' part in virtue of the fate which Jesus had met. The

10tto, pp. 290-291.

^Sea above pp. /50~/^ ! ■, /4V> /^

1

1
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despondent state of the disciples between Jesus' death and resurrection

clearly illustrates Jesus' indispensability for the unique character of

their fellowship. But now those who during that time followed only from

"afar off" (Mk. Ik;5k) are brought again by the .risen Christ into messi¬

anic unity. He appears in their midst (Mt. ?8sl7; Lk. 2k536; cf. Mk.

16:1*0 and again enters into table fellowship with thera (Lk. 2k:30, k2-
U3; cf. Act3 1:1;^ 10:kl) which signifies their forgiveness and restora

tioa. The eschatological prediction attendant on the Last Supper is
O

beginning to be realised (Mk. lk;25}» ' The character of the messianic

community is now to be consistent with that of their resurrected Lord.

Just as his life and ministry begins again in a new sense with the

resurrection so does the participation of the disciples in it. He takes

up the messianic task3 in the power of his resurrection which cannot be

separated from the gift of the Spirit. The disciples, who apart from
his renewed and continued leadership would merely have gone again fish¬

ing, "do not inherit their task from Christ, they share it with htm.',1+
The task remains dependent upon the presence of Jesus, for they ere not

to be primarily tradition-bearers but witnesses to Jesus himself (Lk.

dM mcrur^A; ^>ou6Vo% may be derived trom dA 5 meaning literallyjj
"taking salt with" and then more generally "eating with." F.
F« Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 68. For further evidence
cf. 3o Relcke, Glauben und Letaen der Urgemeinde, pp. 13f«> who
takes it in this sense.

%ee above pp. 178-179; 178, n. kj l8k-l85; 18k, n. 1.

~'T. W. Manson, The Servant-Messiah, p. 98: "The work taKen up
again by the Risen Lord is the work of the earthly Ministry,
strengthened, intensified, enlarged, no douot, but still in all
essentials the same task, informed by the same spirit and direq
ted to the same ends."

UIbid., p. 98.
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2bib6-k9i Acts 1:8, 22; 2:32; ^:33)It is Jesus* presence in the

Holy Spirit which continues to constitute the basic character of the

eschatologieal community and therefore the koinonia "quality of life"

involved in it.

In conclusion it only need be stated that the life and ministry

of Jesus is the supreme antecedent of the New Testament koinonia. With¬

out it there could not be such a quality of life. Indeed as that life

and ministry continues in a new and more potent manner as a result of

Jesus' covenant-renewing death and resurrection it is the definitive

and formative factor in that koinonia reality. What he is determines

what it is. And the fundamental lines of its pattern were drawn in his

daily life-together with those raen who had responded to his eschatol-

ogical summons. The quality of their relationship to him, to each other

and to those without is throughout conditioned by who Jesus is and what

he does. Love is the key principle, grace is its channel and total

personal loyalty to Jesus as the one in whoa the Kingdom has come is the

category that envelops all the dimensions of this renewed eschatological

existence. Those who followed Jesus and became disciples by that very

fact find themselves in a new relation to God, they possess a new basis

for their relation one-to-another and they discover themselves in a new

context of obligation to those beyond their circle. The idea of the

holy is focused in the ethic of faith-obedience. Holiness becomes

supremely a matter of the heart. This is the new wine which the old

wineskins can no longer contain. This is the quality of life that Jesus

continues to effect as Lord of the eschatological Spirit. This is the

^Hengstorf, , . . . " pp. h^8~b60.
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koinonia whose apprehension and manifestation in the primitive church

of the Acts of the Apostles, the letters of Paul"5" and the Johannine

literature is to continue to be the object of inquiry.

^The Petrine literature and the Spistle to the Hebrews will be
touched in connection with the letters of Paul.



PART THREE: THE THEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

CHAPTER V

KOINONIA AS EXPERIENCED IN THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH

Introduction

The purpose of the present study has been to examine the use and

significance of the koinonia language in the New Testament. Part One

was devoted to an investigation into the primary meaning and function

of the terminolgy in each New Testament context. This task was based

upon criteria gained from an inquiry into the employment of koinoriia

and cognates apart from the New Testament literature. In this inquiry

the oasie dual-dimensional capability of the words and the governing

nature of the vertical reference of the idea of "sharing in" was ob¬

served. The general conclusion resulting from this discipline which

concerned itself primarily with the linguistic basis of the New Testa¬

ment concept of koinonia wa6 that the koinonia language as employed by

the New Testament writers witnesses to a "sharing-together quality of

life" occasioned by a common experience of Christ, expressed in some

degree of common life and impregnated by the "idea of the holy." Each

New Testament area comprehended this basic reality in its own unique

way and used the koinonia terminolgy accordingly.

Since this "quality of life" now seen as the focal point of the

study was hardly an isolated phenomenon, an effort was made in Part Two

■ ' - • '
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to trace its religious background in order to provide an illuminating

setting in terms of continuity and contrast. Pagan religion and thought

furnished a general rather than specific similarity of concept and motif

as well as of terminological usage. The particular roots of the New

Testament reality, however, are to be found in the Old Testament where

the ancient conceptions of solidarity were intensified in the covenant

relationship of God with his people Israel. Here was a realistic sense

of "psychic unity" conditioned by loyalty to the Divine Person which

affected every aspect of life, and which when failed of by general, dis¬

obedience gave rise in the breasts of the faithful to the hope of an

ideal fulfilment. This fundamental covenant unity with its attendant

hope, maintained in various degrees in the course of Israel's history,

was preserved with differing legalistic and eschatological emphases in

the Judaism of New Testament times as distinct segments of the people

attempted in their own peculiar manner to be true to the historic co¬

venant of God with his people. Although the covenant motif remained in

general force, it found expression in movements which generated an in¬

tensified sense of koinonia within themselves but which had the effect

of lessening the "psychic unity" of the people as a whole who were ide¬

ally bound by a common covenant to the God of Israel. True covenant

unity and quality of life was a matter of eschatological and apocalyptic

hope often conceived in a narrow sectarian manner. It is the valid

elements of this covenant hope of the Kingdom that supply the link with

the life and ministry of Jesus which in turn is the immediate occasion

of the new koinonia "quality of life." In him was brought to focus and

fulfilment the historic faith and nope of Israel. In the eschatological

significance of Jesus' person and mission, in his radical summons to men
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and in. the redemptive action of God released in the culminating events

of his death and resurrection God's past action is set upon a new plane

on behalf of his people. The abiding result is a renewed and refined

covenant unity with God through the Spirit of God in the lives of those

who remained and became disciples in direct and characteristic continu¬

ity with the former "life-together" of the disciples with Jesus which

included the period of the resurrection appearances. It is this New

Covenant "quality of life" whose definitive content is Jesus as Lord

and Christ to which the New Testament writers bear witness with their

koinoaia language.

Thus in this present and final section of the study the aim is

to elucidate further the significance and theological understanding of

this distinct and unique "quality of life" as it is portrayed and

involved in koinoaia and cognates in (1) the description of the Primi¬

tive Church in the Acts of the Apostles, (2) the letters of Paul and

(3) the Johannine Literature. On the bases of the opening linguistic

analysis and the further sketch of the religious background the method

will be to examine the koinonia reality as it is revealed in each wri¬

ter's employment of the koinonia terminolgy.

This third task begins with Luke's description of the Primitive

Church in the opening chapters of the Acts of the Apostles. Luke ac¬

tually only uses the terra koinonia once in his account."'" It occurs in

a summary statement which both characterizes the life of the early

church as it emerged from the Day of Pentecost and serves as a transi¬

t-See above pp. SQ-70 for the detailed discussion of the precise
use of koinonia by Luke here which furnishes the starting
point of the inquiry of this chapter.
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tion to his relating of the events which follow: Y^(y<xY rjfoocr*'

/^7^o^vrfs yp ~? uLY <knocrTO'"\ Ujf t^> Co iVvUrly ^

77] y)\ti(7e' Too cjjOTOv tea Tvl-5 YJfTTcf £'u ^ cj75 (2:42).
Although certainly influenced by his sources the language is most prob¬

ably Luke's own at this point"'" as he attempts succinctly to present the

distinctive features of the church's life. One he designates simply as

yTj Cojvu~>y/<k . Luke's use of the term has been seen to comprehend a

positive spiritual reality interior to the community—a "sharing-togethe

that gave effect to an inward bond which by its very nature sought for

outward means of expression. The most characteristic expression as Luke

reports it was the €^~)(oy Coiv<7 (2:-44). In keeping with

the dual-dimensional character of the koinonia language and reinforced

by the context this "sharing-together" which resulted in such unanimity

of spirit was Judged to be "in the Holy Spirit." The emphasis is cert¬

ainly on the horizontal reality, but Luke's use of the term includes its

vertical and constitutive basis. It is the "quality of life" contained

here and involved in Luke's presentation of the early life of the first

church which is the object of this phase of the inquiry.

The Sschatological Setting

The Holy Spirit and the eschatological role of Jesus.--In the

preceding chapter where the witness of the Synoptic Gospels was under

consideration, the relation between the Spirit of God and Jesus was seen

to have eschatological significance. It was their common role in respec'

""See above pp. n. 5 : and most recently Zimmermann,
pp. 74-77.

fl

*
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to the breaking in of the schatological Kingdom which furnished the link

between Jesus as the bearer of the Spirit of God and the experience of

the Holy Spirit in the Primitive Church. Thus it was preliminarily con¬

cluded that after Pentecost the Kingdom remains bound up with the person

of Jesus as he now effects that Kingdom in the lives of his disciples

through the instrumentality of the Holy Spirit which has been poured out

upon them. It is this posited kingdom content of the Holy Spirit that

needs to be briefly examined in terni6 of Luke's account of the early

church in order that their koinonia reality might be considered in its

proper eschatological setting.

Luke both by what he relates and the manner in which he relates

it maintains and interprets1" the subordinate relation of the Holy Spirit
pto the eschatological role of Jesus. He introduces the second division

of his work as essentially related^ to what Jesus did and taught up to

the Ascension (l:l).^ He posits a heilsgeschictliche Kbntinult&t^ con-

^Hans Conzelmann, The Theology of Luke, tr. Geoffrey Buswell.
(London: Paber and Faber, 1960), p. 136. Luke's understanding
of the relationship between the Spirit and Jesus is in evidence
throughout his Gospel. Cf. E. Schveizer, Spirit of God, pp.
36-39? and G. W. H. Lampe, "The Holy Spirit in the Writings of
St. Luke," Studies in the Gospels, Essays in Memory of R. H.
Lightfoot, ed. D. S. Nineham (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1955)*
pp. 159-200.

2
F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 65.

\\ C. Van Unnik, "The 'Book of Acts'-the Confirmation of the
Gospel," Novum Testamentum, IV, (October, i960), p. 58. "Acts
is the confirmation {/.Aafo/'luti s ) of what God did in Christ
as told in the first Dook."

^ tus i.T'^croD^ noceTv 7~6-
may suggest in the context that Luke is about to describe in
some manner the continued activity of that life which was the
subject of his former work. Bo Reicke, Claube und Leben der
Urgemeinde, pp. 9-10. But cf. Lake and Cadbury, The Beginnings
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cerning which instructions were given to the apostles S/\ ~nv6 Juntos
1 before Jesus was taken up from them (1:2). In view

of the fact that at the time of Luke's writing the eschatological posi-

tion of the church in relation to the Kingdom of God was^vital question,*

he recounts explicitly the pertinent post-resurrection tradition as known

to him to afford the answer. The instructions concerning the descent of

the Spirit (1:^-6) are set in the context of the Kingdom as connected by

Jesus himself to the crucial events of his own life during the extended

period of his appearances to them (1:3; cf. I Cor. 15:^-7). Jesus' final

command^ to them was to tarry in Jerusalem^ for that which the Father has
n C-

promised (cf. Lk. 2k:k9)--the baptism of the Holy Spirit (<£r ti. q , )

set in eschatological contrast to John's baptism by water (l:k-5; cf.

11:16; Mk. 1:8; Acts 19:^). This general command is presented as the

basis for the disciples' question which reflects not only a nationalistic

(and possible apocalyptic) misunderstanding on their part but also in

of Christianity» Vol. IV, p. 3«

^Kaenchen, p. 106, n. 11.

"This may possibly qualify ou s € rather than
q-vt u & v os x-q. So Haenchen, p. 103, who remarks
that "Lukas verdeutlicht damit den Leser die AutoritSt der
Apostel."

^Reicke, Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde, p. 17• Haenchen, on
vs. 6, p. 111. Cf. Conzelmann, pp. 135-169*

%teicke points out that according to the canons of form-
criticism the meals of Luke 2kjkl-k3 and Acts 1:U with the
instructions which follow form a "testament." This last point
(Enapunkt) of Jesus earthly history but "zugleich als den Aus-
gangspunkt der Kirchengeschichte . . ., in der sich die Ges-
chichte der irdischen Meisters fortsetzt." Ibid., pp. 10-11.

^Cf. Is. 2:2-3; U:2-3.

c
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Luke's use of it the more pressing problem of the relation of the Spirit

as a sign of the inbreaking of the end time to the promised fulfilment

of the Kingdom: "Kommt jetzt nit dem Geist das Reich?"1" The solution

is to be found along two lines. Through the instrumentality of the Koly

Spirit they are now to be the effective witnesses of the Lord with whom

the Kingdom is inseparately connected (l:8)j thus the coming of the
2

Spirit is at least a preliminary manifestation of the Kingdom. Along¬

side this primary emphasis the account of the Ascension (1:9-11) in¬

dicates that Jesus has ascended in a definite sense to heavenly dignity

and authority from whence he will in God's own time appear to consummate

the Kingdom.^ To effect the presence of the Kingdom is now the function

of the Holy Spirit as it enables the disciples to bear witness to Jesus
l C / -1 /

in full import of his salvation significance cu^ s ecr^Joo TjjS
yrj5 and until he comes again. The eschatological role of the now risen

■4jaenchen, p. 111. Bound up with this question is a second:
"1st das Reich auf Israel begrenzt?"—the problem of the mi*
ssion to the heathen which is a major concern throughout Acts.
Cf. Frank Stagg, The Book of Acts, The Early Struggle for an
Unhindered Gospel, (Nashville: The Broadman Press, 1955)# PP«
1, 12ff. who finds the major purpose of Acts epitomized in its
final word v , ").e., to show "the liberation of the
gospel as it breaks through barriers that are religious, social,
and national."

P
Reicke, Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde, p. 17* Cf. H. J.
Cadbury, The Making of Luke - Acts (2nd ed.1 London: S. P. C.
K., 1958),pp. 2S7f., who concludes that "such associations of
Spirit and kingdom tend to spiritualize eschatology, but they
also have the tendency to eschatologize the Spirit."

^Lampe, p. 193# takes the promise of the heavenly witnesses to
be the answer to the apostle's question of 1:6.

h „ / / /
Cf. Hermann Strathraann, /jqorop&^j /J qo T opt )
/A ^/° 0 Y ," Theologisches Wfirterbuch zum Neuen Testament,
ed. Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1942), IV,
405-497.
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and ascended Crucified One is to be performed in the world by the Holy

Spirit through the disciples. One could alraoBt already from these

verses state that the Holy Spirit is the resurrection power of the

ascended Christ released iu the midst of those faithful to him.

Now that the stage has been set for the descent of the Spirit by

the open instruction and visible ascension of Jesus, Luke presents the

disciples' preparation for that event in a two fold-manner (l:12-lU;

1:15-26).1 Those who were at the scene of the Ascension in part as the
p

nucleus of the emerging church returned to Jerusalem where they firmly

adhered with corporate unity ( o/to )3 to their customary

prayers ( Yn ).^ Already they were being formed into a

qualitatively new "corporate totality" conditioned by the expectant

situation which had been created by the restirrection and ascension of

Jesus."1 This can perhaps be styled their inner or spiritual preparation

"4l. B. Rackham, The Acts of the Apostles, Westminster Comm¬
entaries, ed. Walter Lock (9th ed.; London: Methuen & Co".,
1922) p. Ik.

^Haenchen, p. .119•

^Reicke, Glaube mid Leben der Urgemeinde, p. 21, points out this
signifies not "die Einheit der Gefilhle, sondern . . . die Ein-
heit der Individuen als einer korperativen Totalit^t." cf.
2:1 var.; 2:46; 4:24; 5:12; 7:57; 8:6; 12:20; 15:25; 18:12;
19:29; Ho. 15:6.

k
C. S. C. Williams, pp. 57f« But cf. Jackson and Lake, The
Beginnings of Christianity, Vol. IV, pp. lOf. for the suggestion
that ~7V{ indicates here that the first Christians
formed themselves into a synagogue.

5 ojj oQum t'Soy' in general indicates a unity within a group
dependent upon something without the group which elicits their
joint reaction or co-operation. Cf. Demosthenes, 10, 59« It
is interesting to note that it occurs 36 times in the L5p£ for

V 77 Z and Wolfgang HeHand, " o/-to Qua q SoV >"
Theologishes W&rterbuch zum Neven Testament, ed. Gerhard Fried-
rich (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1954), V. l85f.
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The second, phase in the preparation of this group who were thus €.nt To

a u ro ^ (ill?) was more outer and formal but none-tne-less essential

The defection of .Judas had left a gap in the Twelve as the representa¬

tive nucleus of the new people of God. Peter, resting his case upon the

Scriptures, called for a replacement by one who having associated with

them since John's baptism could qualify as they to be an apostolic wit¬

ness of Jesus' resurrection in line with the pre-eminence of that func¬

tion in relation, to the work of the coming Spirit (cf. U 5 33)• Thus in

the obedient response of unity in purpose and representative complete¬

ness they awaited that which Peter was soon to announce in ringing

eschatological tones as touto' gcttiy To g^o^^g vo Y Tov?

t-}7~o v yJto>n'X (2:l6). Implied even in these intervening prepa¬

ratory events is the heilsgescbichtlich continuity between the eschatol-

ogical role of Jesus and the Holy Spirit. As in Jesus human personality

became the supreme organ of the Spirit of God in eschatological action,

now the ministry and mission of Jesus is to be carried on by that same

Holy Spirit in and through the individuals of the community in renewed

corporate unity.

The eschatological experience of the Holy Spirit.—The Holy

Spirit descended upon the Primitive Church as the eschatological action

of God in fulfilment of promise.^ Luke reports that the initial impact

^This phrase seems to be used by Luke with similar connotations
to OMO-0ut/a^oV . Cf. 2:1, L4, hj and F. F. Bruce, The Acts
of the Apostles, pp. 75» 101 • It likewise reproduces ~J7ll
and 7'TTilin the LXX, cf. Zimmerraann, p. 76.

2For the eschatological significance of the Spirit in the O.T.
and Judaism see above pp. 179-lSl.
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of the Spirit came early on the Day of Pentecost"*" as the disciples were

b/iov f/re to au7o (2:l)—united in purpose and action in respect

to the command and promise of Jesus. The attendant phenomena of the

sound like rushing wind (2:2; cf. Ezek. 37:9-1*0 and the appearance of

the distributed tongues like fire upon each of them (2:3; cf. Ex. 3t

2-6; Mt. 3:11; Lk. 3:16) signified the Divine presence in eschatological

action individually experienced." In like manner the occurrence of

€Tet>4is y~)i uj era*s (2:U), apart from the difficult question of its
exact nature, manifests in the Lukan context (2:k-ll) the eschatological

function of the promised Spirit to be that primarily of prophetic wit¬

ness (1:8).J Peter, as he stands up to reply to the reaction of those

assembled (2:12-13), is presented as the first example of such inspired

witnessing (2:14).His speech (2:15ff.), at a minimum a primitive form

of the Christian kerygma,'' identifies (youro CoT|y yy> . . .) the

Spirit event \-rith the age of fulfilment forecast by Joel (2:28-32). In

a decisive manner yajs ecyj unpens (2:17),^ the End-time,

•*"Lev. 23:15f.; Rabbinic Tradition held it to be the time of the
giving of the Law on Sinai. Strack-Biilerbeck, II, 597-602.
Thus some think that Luke sees in the Spirit the new Torah.
Cf. W. L. Knox, p. 81, 8L-86.

2
Haenchen, p. 131.

3
Lampe, p. 193*

^ro Cf. 2',k.

;?, F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 19; C. H. Dodd, The
Apostolic Preaching and its Developments (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, I936-I96O), p. 20. See especially the discussion of
Reic/e, Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde, pp. 7, *+0, "Indirekt
aber scheint es sehr wahrscheinlich zu sein, dass die Apostel-
geschichte die Verkfin&igung der Fetrus im grossen und ganzen
mit einer beachtlichen objectivit&t wiedergibt."

^This phrase in P:17 replaces the LXX p*<£-ta yr<\ . Cf. Is.
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has broken into their midst. Prominent too in the quotation is the

prophetic task (2:17-18)"*" to be laid upon all by the Spirit (cf. Num.

11:29). The prophecy as quoted from Joel ends with an invitation to
2

salvation in the name of the Lord which alongside the mention of the

non-fulfilled cosmic signs (2:19-20) indicates an anticipated eschatol-

ogy as basic to the primitive kerygma.^ The Primitive Church saw their

experience of the Spirit as a decisive event in the culmination of God's

eschatological activity by means of which they were to proclaim its

kingdom14" content in expectation of its final consummation with the par¬

ous ia. This content is outlined as the sermon proceeds.

Their experience of the Spirit was defined in the primitive

>5 by the eschatological crisis inherent in the life, death and

2:2, ors ecr:r«f<' €r T f) s hjU-ep><l/s IC-7.A.B nas the LXX reading which Haenchen, p. lU2, accepts as ori¬
ginal adding that "nach der lukanischen Theologie bricht ait
der Geistaussgiessung noch nicht die Endzeit an.'" But the
interpretative terminology is most likely a part of Luke's
sources even if the eschatological distinction is valid.

"^Cf. the extra lai 7~rpo(j)>j 7^Ccto\j(T\ Y (2:l8) which does not
appear in the LXX.

%he 0. T. Yahweh is now practically applied to Jesus. Cf. 2:
32-36 and F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 90.

bThe early church figured on a "between time" which is not merely
read back into the sources by Luke whose concern is the "church
age." Reic^e, Glaube und Leben der Urgeaeiride, p. 13* But
Cf. Conzelmann, pp. 95-97*

4"The Holy Spirit is . . . the proleptic 'atmosphere' so to say
of the Kingdom." W. C. Van Unnik, p. 1+5. Cf. p. k6: "In Acts
as a whole the eschatological element is strong, but the early
Christian church had a somewhat different idea of the Kaherwar-
tung than many H.T. scholars of the present time. The priraitiva
church saw the daybreak of the New Age, but instead of count¬
ing hours they set out to proclaim the Gospel."

^Cf. also 3512-26; 5:29-32; 10:3^-^3; 13tl6-4l. Here of course
the concern ia prima^lywl^th the first speech of Peter. 2:lU-
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resurrection of Jesus who had now been exalted by God as both Lord and

Christ.Having announced the dawning of the age of fulfilment in terms

of the prophecy from Joel 2:23-32, Peter proceeds to relate it to the

esehatologicai significance of the ministry of Jesus as "a man attested

to you by God with mighty works and wonders and signs which God did
p

through him in your midst" (2:22). Jesus' death is presented as one

purposed by God, occasioned by men (2:23; S^-lk)-5 and vindicated in
his resurrection by the power of God (2:2^). The latter is established

reciprocally by (l) an appeal to a pertinent messianic scripture (vss.
25-31; Ps. 16:8-11)^ and (2) the disciples' own witness: "This Jesus

God raised up, and of that we all are witnesses" (2:32; 35.32)«
And by virtue of the resurrection, as further shown in scripture (2:3^-

36. Their common thesis is the proclamation "dass Jesus trotz
seines Srniedrigung der verherrlichte Herr ist." Bo Reiche,
■Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde, p. UUf., when he analyses the
common argument. Cf. C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and
its Development, pp. 21-21*.

^Oscar Cullmann, The Earliest Christian Confessions, tr. J. K.
S. Raid (London: Lutterworth Press, 19^2), p. 5» "It is, thec|,
the present Lordship of Christ, inaugurated by His resurrection
and exaltation to the right hand of God, that is the centre of
the faith of primitive Christianity .... Its simplest expre4
ssion is the formula Kyrios Christos."

2 So v^t/ecr ( Ar<* I elw S "Our Lord's
miracles were signs of the Messianic Age . . . showing that in
Him the divine Kingdom had broken into the world and was in
operation (Lk. xi. 20)." F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apos¬
tles, p. 91*

JCf. 3:13, 18, 26, for the Servant motif at this phase of the
argument.

^"The argument is that the words of the Psalm cannot refer to
David, since his soul did go to Sheol and his body did see
corruption; they must therefore refer to the Messianic King,
of whom David was a figure, and in whose name he spoke these
words. These words were fulfilled in Jesus of Nazareth, and in
no other; therefore Jesus must be the Messiah." Cf. 1353^-

K
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35J Fs. 110:1), Jesus has been exalted at the right hand of God as the

messianic Lord of the new Israel"*" (2:33-36; cf. 3sl3; ^:ll)t "God has

made him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus whom you crucified" (2:36).

This, however, which can be demonstrated from scripture, has been first

vindicated in their own experience for Peter's proclamation is that

Jesus "being therefore exalted at the right hand of God, and having

received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit, he has poured

out this which you see and hear" (2:33). Their witness to the exalta¬

tion of Jesus as Lord and Christ rests ultimately upon the witness to

them of the Holy Spirit (5t30-32) sent by the exalted One who likewise

confirms their witness to others (^^S)* Just as the earthly Jesus

determined the disciples' course before his death, now as the exalted

Messiah of Israel he continues by the Holy Spirit to be dynamically

constitutive of the new Israel. Their experience of the Holy Spirit was

vitally inter-related with their experience of Jesus; it was in reality

the effective presence of Jesus as both Lord and Christ.^ The Spirit

37« F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 92.

1C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and Its Developments, p. 22
p

W. L. Knox, pp. 8Uff. sees a gap in the argument between Jesus'
exaltation and his reception of the promised gift of the Spirit
which was poured out upon the disciples. This he feels, was
an allusion in his sources that Luke missed to Psalm 68 which
occurs as a Pentecostal Psalm in the modern Jewish prayerbook.
This Psalm was interpreted in Rabbinic theology to refer to
Moses' ascent into heaven to receive the Torah which he brought
back to men as a prize gained despite angelic opposition. Cf.
C. S. C. Williams, p. 68.

^Conzelrnann, p. 173, insists that for Luke the presence of Chris
"cannot be represented by the Spirit, for as a factor in redemp
tive history the Spirit is allotted a definite place." The
function of mediation of the now "Heavenly person" belongs to
the idea of "the name." His distinction is perhaps drawn a
bit too fine.
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which was upon him is now upon them and becomes for them To n veu/Li Q,

(l6:Tj cf. v.6)"*".
The continuing reception of the gift of the Holy Spirit, defined

2
in terms of the salvation-significance of Jesus, follows that repent¬

ance which is verified by submission to baptism "in the name of Jesus

Christ for (e/s ) the forgiveness of . . . sins" (2:38) as the commu¬

nity expands# Peter's account of the Spirit-event and resultant accu¬

sation, reinforced by the Spirit's witness, struck the hearers with such

a sense of judgment (A"V~ e v uy yj cra. Y y)j]/ ic'qp that they
implored Peter and the rest of the apostles, "Brethren, what shall we

do?" (2:37). The only adequate action in the face of such judgment is

"repent" vo^'cr^r<0 ) and in demonstration of that fact submit
(/S^rry^cT gracr 70 s" ) to that repentance-baptism (2:38) which no

longer is administered as by John (Mk. 1:k; Lk. 3S3) "to indicate repent-

ance in anticipation of the Messiah's coming but in recognition (

yuj oVo/y^T/ ^Jycro'u %?sor<ui)^ that the Messiah is present in Jesus

-'■"Jesus is present in a twofold way: as the living Lord in
Heaven, and as a figure from the past by means of the picture
of him presented by tradition." Ibid, p. 186.

"The cJuJpeo. of the Holy Spirit, while inclusive of the charis¬
mata as evidence, is here more comprehensively "the saving
benefits of Christ's work as applied to the believer by the
Spirit." N. B. Stonehouse , "Repentance, Baptism and the Gift
of the Holy Spirit," Paul before the Areopagus, (London: The
Tyndale Press, 1957)# pp. 8^-85.

^Cf. LXX Ps. 108:16. In 2:k0 there are represented in virtue
of their rejection of the Messiah as standing under eschatol-
ogical judgment. F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 99•

^Only one distinct baptism, that in the name of Jesus Christ "ist
nach Petrus die Best&tigung der Busse, die vor dem Richterthron
Jesu Christi verheissungsvoll und notwendig ist." Markus Barth,
Die Taufe - Sin Sakrament? (Zurich: Evangelischer Verlag,
A. G. Zollikon, 1951)# p. 139.

1/
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who has been exalted as "both Lord and Christ" (2:36).1 For now from

the crucified and resurrected One alone can God's forgiveness be expect¬

ed. Thus it is upon the primary demand of repentance, established as

O
valid in baptism, that the free gift of the Spirit is promised. Bap¬

tism does not confer the Spirit; it indicates that the way has been pre¬

pared by the necessary repentance.3 Water baptism and that of the Spiri

are normally concomitant, but the relation then between them is essen¬

tially that of promise (cf. Lk. 3*16-1?)—not primarily sacramental, out

moral and spiritual. In the words of Markus Barth: "So ist die Buss-

taufe nicht nur die gebotene raenschliche Sntspreehung zum drohenden
'

Gericht, sondern auch die Entsprechung zur Verheissing des Keiligen

Geistes."'4' And that promise is far reaching, even "to all that are afar

off, every one whom the Lord our God calls to him" (2:39).

So comprehended and so conditioned the Holy Spirit moved on the

1Hans Hinrich Wendt, Die Apostelgeschichte, Kritisch-exegetis-
cher Kommentar Ober das Neue Testament, ed. H. A. W. Meyer,
(9th ed. rev.j G^ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1913*) P« 95

p
^Repentance and forgiveness of sins are respectively the basis
and end of both John's (Lk. 3*3) and the first Christian (Acts
2:38) baptism. The essential difference as indicated above,
is that the eschatological perspective has changed in view of
Jesus Christ and the corresponding gift of the Spirit. Cf.
Barth, pp. lUO-lUl.

^In 3*19 Peter speaks only of repentance. Cf. Lk. 24:^7. Acts
10:Vf-A8 baptism by water is administered after the baptism of
the Holy Spirit. Acts stresses the ultimate freedom of the
Spirit from human control by the striking differences in the
circumstances of the Spirit's coming. E. Schweizer, The Spirit
of God, p. 52. Cf. the discussion by Stonehouse "Repentance,
Baptism and the Holy Spirit," pp. 82-8U, who stresses the sub¬
ordination of baptism to repentance.

Varkus Barth, p. lMu His whole discussion on Acts 2:38, pp.
13^-1^5 is important for the position taken at this point.
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day of Pentecost in such a way that the community was miraculously

enlarged.1 Although man's negative was certainly a necessary condition

for the unique solidarity of the community,2 it was not alone sufficient

for its ultimate dependence was upon God's positive. Involved as H. W.

Robinson put it was "a new experience of God (through Jesus Christ), a

new emphasis on the supernatural, a new sense of power.They were

"unified by a vital experience of Jesus and the Spirit"^ resulting in a
C

new quality of fellowship." Although Luke does not explicitly connect

that which he describes as T~P] Icaivujvi'ci (2:k2) with the Holy Spirit,^
7it cannot be accounted for otherwise; indeed the direct relation is

implied as 2:k2 characterises the community which has just been con¬

stituted by the new, constant, individual, inward and yet shared presence

^hree thousand in round number. Cf. Reicke, Glaube und Leben
der Urgemeinde, pp. 52f.

p
Karl Bart'n, commentary on Romans 3$23, insists that "there is
no positive possession of man which is sufficient to provide a
foundation for human solidarity. . . . Genuine fellowship is
grounded upon a negative: it is grounded upon what men lack.
Precisely when we recognize that we are sinners do we perceive
that we are brothers." The Epistle to the Romans, tr. Bdwyn
C. Hoskyns from 6th German edition (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1933), PP* 100f.

3h. Wheeler Robinson, The Christian Experience of the Holy
Spirit, (London: Nisbet & Co., 1926), p. 1U.

^P. G. S. Hopwooa, The Religious Experience of the Primitive
Church (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936), p. 150.

^Flew, p. 151.

^E. Schweizer, The Spirit of God, p. kk, n. crit-Lzes any
connection of the Holy Spirit with the community life of the
early Church of Luke stating that for him "it is not moral
renewal but missionary enterprise which is the gift of the
Spirit."

7C. S. C. Williams, p. 293.
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of the Holy Spirit.^ Thus whatever its manifestation, the koinonia

"quality of life11 of the Primitive Church rests indispensably upon their

common experience of the eschatological Spirit—"the signal of the new

p
and eternal covenant." The presence in the community of the Holy

Spirit, whose significance for redemption history as indicated in Luke's

account of the Jerusalem Church in Acts has been presented in this sec¬

tion, provides the fundamental and formative setting for the koinonia

reality whose further description follows;

The Community Consciousness

Pentecost constituted the early disciples a community in the

deepest sense. In terms of the distinction stressed by Macmurray^ they

were united more than organically by a common purpose. Their first

principle of unity was personal—the sharing of a common life. They

shared a common life in Christ brought now to an effective realization

by the Holy Spirit. It was a new sense of covenant unity which pervaded

the post-Pentecost community. Those who believed where characterized as

being "of one heart and soul" (k:32). The Lukan accounts, perhaps some¬

what idealized,4 witness to a spontaneous reaction to and expression of

the new activity of God in their midst. It was first of all "a fact

-ki. S. Caird, Hie Apostolic Age, (London: Gerald Duckworth &
Co., 1955)# p. 67: "the Spirit was recognized from the first
as the source of unity and harmony."

. C. Van Unnik, p. b^.

3john Macmurray, Conditions of Freedom, (London: Faber and
Faber, 1950), pp. 5^-56, distinguishes between two types of
human association, one "which is constituted by a common pur¬
pose" and "another which consists in the sharing of a common
life." The first he designates a "society" and the second a

. . "community." The two are not mutually exclusive, but the first
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lived out rather than thought out""'" that gave impetus to a new social

creation. Those already described as om 0 Qu/ua. doV (lil^) a-r^ ^ tu

to auro (lil5l 2:l) remain €rtc to ao to (2skk) and 0/-t 0 OoyL/a d or

(2:U6; hi2k; 5:12)2 with a new inward compulsion to unity. It is signif

icant that this intensified corporate consciousness was integrally link¬

ed with the Temple. In 2:U6 Luke reports that: fca S ' fjf^paY
fipov k~qoTep>oOYT&-s Joy gy ycS ;<touj and adds in
5:12: fo/ rcvV T~i<\YT€-S er CTTO^
UiuTTos That i8 j as a corporate totality^ they both continued daily
in the temple worship (3Si) and often used the Temple as a meeting

k
place. They understood themselves to be Israel—the new Israel of the

End-time.5 Within this context lay their sense of true community, their

"einmalig besondere Gemeinschaftsleben ... in der gottesdienstlichen

Verbundenheit"^ which Luke conveys by tcoi v uj y-/<u What now is to

principle of the former is organic and functional and of the
latter personal.

^Ziramerrnann, p. 3l. Johannes Weiss, Earliest Christianity, ed.
F. C. Grant (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1959)> 1> 7«

Johnston, p. 59-

Interesting too is Luke's characteristic use of 'tr'PO cr K'cfP-

T€rp^j(lilb; 2ih2, k6).
■^Reicke, Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde, pp. 60f.

4The disciples may even have been in the Temple precincts (2:l)
when the Holy Spirit first descended upon them. F. F. Bruce,
The Acts of the Apostles, p. 8l.

''Cf. Eduard Schweizer, Gemeinde und Germeindeordnung im Neuen
Testament, (Zurich: Zwingli Verlag, 1959)t PP« 2o-31. Their
self-understanding at this point was different from that of the
Qumran sect. Cf. Joachim Jeremias, "The Qumran Texts and the
New Testament," Expository Times (1958), pp. 68-69.

Gerhard Delltrig, Der Gottesdienstleben im Neuen Testament
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be observed is the living out of their heightened community conscious¬

ness.

"All things in common".—A very revealing feature of the early

Christian community consciousness was their practice which Luke describ¬

ed as Un<xyr^ /<TO)y<^ (2:44; cf. 4:32). Although the summ¬

ary description of the matter (2:42-47; L-s32—5Sll) may be expressed

somewhat in terms of hellenistic idealism,"*" one can take seriously the

main features of Luke's account. These can be summed up as three:

first, their sense of oneness as a believing people wrought in them the

conviction that in their midst was a reality which could supersede even

their right to their own property (4:32; 2:44). Second, thus motivated,

there were those among them who voluntarily (cf. 4:36-37; 5:4) as the

need arose sold their property and laid it at the apostles' feet to be

distributed to those in need (2:44-45; L-S3L-—35)• Third, the result, at

least for a time, was that there was none among them in need (b:3h).
The imperfect tense of the verbs in 2:45 and 4:34 indicates that the

sale of property was not a single concerted action but a continuing pro-
2

cess. Here was no socialistic scheme modeled after hellenistic patterns.

(CkBttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1952), p. 124. Reicke,
Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde, p. 60, points out from 2:44-
47a that they all lived in einem ununterbrochenen Gottes-
dienst."

•^Hauck, p. 797, comments: "Die Formal vyetV 7X lco)v\ f/^oV
mit der Lk idealisierend (2, 44: tnirTGr's : 4,34: o'cro( ;
doch 4, 36; 3» 1-4) das v&Llige Gemeinschaftleben in der Erst-
zeit der Urgeraeinde schildert, ist hellenistisch, nicht bibli-
seh." Cf. Zimraermann, pp.81-82. P6hlmann, 11 pp. 6llf. For
the Greek parallels see above pp.

p
Caird, pp. 78f. There were those who continued to retain their
property, for example "the house of Mary the mother of John"
(Acts 12:12).

.
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Hort's characterization is apt:

There was no merging of all private possessions in a common
stock, but a voluntary and variable contribution on a large
scale. That is to say, the Scclesia was a society in which
neither the community was lost in the individual, nor the
individuals in the community.

The nearest parallel may be that of the organized Jewish charity which
2

flourished in the second century and perhaps also in the first. The

Qumran practice in the matter of common property which Burrows indicates

as "perhaps the most striking feature in which the Jerusalem Church and

the Qumran community were alikewas more similar to the hellenistic

ideal. Community of property was part of their organized pattern of

life and every one who after two years as a novice became a full-fledged

member was obliged to give over irrevocably his personal property (IQ.8

1:12J 5:2; 6:18-23) for common use.14'
In contrast to the Qumran practice the snaring of goods in the

early Church was more ethically than eschatologically motivated. The

former conceived of their community of property as indispensable to

that "perfecting of the way" which alone would allow them their chosen
5

role in the expected eschatological crises. Their eschatology demanded

"'"Fenton John Anthony Hort, The Christian Ecclesia, (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1908), p. 48.

2Kirsopp Lake, "The Communism of Acts II, and IV-VI, and the
appointment of the Seven," Additional Notes to the Commentary,
ea. Kirsopp Lake and Henry J. Cadbury, Vol. V. The Beginnings
of Christianity, ed. F. J Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake,
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1933)> P* 148. Cf. Moore, II, 17^
ff.; Strack-^illerbeck, II pp. 641-647.

^Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 116.
il r>

Josephus Antiquities XVII 1, 5J Bellum Judaicum II 3; Riilo
Quod Oonis Probus Liber Sit 85-87; Hypothetica 11:4. Cf.
Sutcliffe, pp. 91-97.

^Sge above pp. 1 jr 3 - n 7. _ Cf. Burrows, More Light on the
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that they prepare in this manner—it was motivation from without by an

anticipated eschatology. And on that basis the existence of an effec¬

tive spirit of brotherhood among them is not to oe denied."1" The ethic,

however, of the first Christians that gave fulfilment to the ancient

promise: "there will be no poor among you" (Deut. 15:*0 was a sponta-
/

neous expression of a realized eschatology. The practice of TTarra,

'Co'Va, was the working out of the !C'ctor)\ <^ kr^i JU\\ which had
\ 1. —

been worked in and because of which ouo€ q / s 7 i y io y

4U7-UJ VStor zorcr/. Under the immediate pressuri

of Pentecost they gave evidence of a more realistic apprehension of that

"life-together" (Lk. 8:1-3; Jn. 12:^-8; 13:29) which they had formerly

known in the company of the earthly Jesus. For integral to their prac¬

tical expression of love one-to-another was their continued following

of Jesus by means of the dynamic of the Spirit's presence. As T. W.

Kanson put it, "to follow Christ is not to go in pursuit of an ideal,
O

_

but to share in the results of an achievement.""" It is not without

significance that placed abruptly in Luke's second description of the

sharing of goods (k:32ff.) is the declaration: "and with great power

the apostles gave their testimony to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus

and great grace was upon them all (^:33)• The covenant ~J 0 of the

Old Testament, uniquely fulfilled in the teaching, deeds and person of

Jesus, has now found effective manifestation in the "life-together" of

those who are now disciples of the ascended Lord. It was Jesus' own

Dead Sea Scrolls, pp. 1^2-152.

-^Philo Quod Oinnis Probus Liber Sit 91 •

%. W. Manson, Sthics and the Gospel, p. 59»
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attitude toward property (Lk. 12:33? 1^:33? Mt. 6:19ff.) and the nature

of the inner disciple relationship (Mk. 10:^2-45; Lk. 22:2b-2J; Mt. 20:

2k-28)^ that was now almost ideally brought to fruition in their rela¬

tion through their experience of the Holy Spirit to Jesus as Lord: "in
O

brief, Jesus' power over their souls was now at last fully realized".£"

Their amazing demonstration of brotherly love was thus prompted more by

the spontaneous ethic of a newly effected relation to God than by an

imminent eschatological expectation. The ancient proverb: /rojr<\ "74

0/^uyy is filled with new dimension and dynamic.

The "all things in common" witnesses to an eloquent expression

of a potent sense of unity directed towards the brother in need. "Tney

partook of food with glad and generous (a.^7^ r t )^ hearts" (2:U6)
for their sharing of goods took place primarily within the context of

the common meal (cf. 6:2).^ This particular "first blush" manner of

manifestation did not long endure as such. As is seen in the account

of Ananias and Sapphira (5:1-11) in contradistinction to that of Barna¬

bas (!«-:36-3T) not all within the community were entirely subject to the

Spirit's control. That their togetherness could be effectively real,

however, was shown by the inclusion of two distinct language groups

^See above pp. 19^-196.

^Weiss, p. UU.

^Cf. Caird,p. 79? Thornton, pp. 7f-

V. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 101. The meaning of
tSi^b Tsj r f here, however, may be "simplicity", i. e. their
singlemindedness towards the things of God. Arndt and Gingrich,
p. 12h.

^Rackham, p. 37.
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within the common life—the Hebrews and the Hellenists. But this very

difference of language would inevitably tend to create two distinct

social units and this could easily become a source of friction. Such

a condition is reported in Acts 6:1-6 where the Hellenists complained

against the Hebrews that their widows were being neglected in the daily

distribution. This was partly due, probably, to the enlarging responsi¬

bility of the apostles (cf. 6:24). Positive measures now need to be

taken to ensure the overall unity of the community for it had become

evident that the proper spontaneous or intuitive reaction of all could
2

not be fully relied upon. The apostles choose seven of the Hellenists,

yyjk s trv £ u/-* <tt o s ft#/ cr whom they ordained to the
task of distribution. Thus the unanimity was not always perfect, but

the important fact is that when such an occasion arose, the apostles

were quick to avert any real breach in fellowship by their most magnan¬

imous decision. The pattern was changing, but the motivation and dynami

remained constant in this most impressive manifestation of the koinonia

^The two terms >7 v/cr r 0 f and ^fip <?/ 0 C in the context
refer best to Greek and Aramaic speaking Jews respectively.
Haenchen, pp. 213-214. C. F. D. Moule, "Once More, Who Were
the Hellenists", The Expository Times LXX 4 (January, 1959)*
pp. 100-102, posits that the terms refer to "'Jews who spoke
only Greek', and 'Jews who, while able to speak Greek', knew a
Semitic language also." Other suggestions include "Gentiles,"
Henry J. Cadbury, "The Hellenists," Additional Notes to the
Commentary, ed. Kirsopp Lake and Henry J. Cadbury, Vol. V. The
Beginnings of Christianity, ed. F. J. Foakes-Jackson and Kir¬
sopp Lake (London: Macmillan and Co., 1933)* PP« 59-74; "Jews
who represented a Hellenistic Syncretism," Cullmann, "The
Significance of the Qumran Texts for Research into the Begin-
of Christianity,7pp. 25-30; "proselytes," Reicke, Glauoe und
Leben der Urgemeinde, pp. 116-117. It is not to be denied that
there were proselytes among the Hellenists, for example, "Nico-
laus, a proselyte of Antioch" (6:5) was among the seven.

2
F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 153*
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in the early church at Jerusalem.

Other features of the common life.—Luke intended by Tn K~o>W-

y/a. in 2:k2 to designate one of the fundamental marks of the early

Christian community—their unique quality of life-together. This in

primary essence was dynamically constituted by their "sharing-together"

in the new eschatological action of God through their experience of the

Spirit, the most impressive manifestation being the way in which they

cared for the needy in their midst. Luke's account indicates, however,

that this consciousness of oneness was characteristic of every aspect of

their common eschatological existence, and indeed, these other disting¬

uishing features of the Primitive Church were often contributory to that

unity. Four phases of the life of the early church especially deserve

mention.

In Acts 2:1+2 Luke first characterized the church as <r~

kres 7~ Pf 0?, TO^U/V*1 There is little

doubt that the first Christians were marked by their fairly consistent

attendance together upon the sessions of apostolic instruction both in

the Temple and in their homes (cf. 2:1+6; 5:21, 1+2). Luke's emphasis,

however, in his summary statement is on their adherence in faith and life

to that which the disciples were teaching.^ Like the parallel T Vf
iToS i/u; // is the qualitative result of a logically antecedent process

•'•Hort, p. 1+1+, notes that attendance upon the teachings of the
apostles was "a mark of fellowship." Cf. Flew, p. I5I+.

2Arndt and Gingrich, p. 191; Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, "
Theologische W6rterbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed. Ger¬

hard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1935)# II, 166; Seese-
mann, p. 88. But cf. Reicke, Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde,
p. 57.
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which is intended. They were united in their devotion to what the

apostles taught them, which in turn was an integral factor in the commu¬

nity consciousness. Their teaching was in line with their ordained

function as witnesses of Jesus (Acts. 1:2, 8, 21-28) and certainly

contained a kerygmatic element (cf. U;2, 18; 5?21, 28, k2).~ They were

those who were in the company of Jesus "beginning from the baptism of

John until the day he was taken up" (1:22). Their teaching then

contained their witness to the life and teaching of Jesus,3 including

the final events, all interpreted in the light of Scripture and the

observable event of Pentecost.** It was "the Gospel itself . . . to¬

gether with the fuller teaching about worship and life and conduct."5
This authoritative teaching, to those who were new in the community

(2:Ui, ^7; bib), gave definitive content to their newfound relationship

to God by the Holy Spirit, and complementary to the working of the

Spirit in their midst was a factor towards the effecting of their

solidarity.

Luke's third characteristic of the early church life in 2:b2,

-'■See above pp.

%he sermons of chapters 2-5 surely indicate certain elements in
the apostolic didache. C. F. D. Moule concludes that "some¬
thing like Peter's sermon, followed by something like the Did¬
ache, will be what is meant by the teaching of the Apostles,
Christ's Messengers (London: Lutterworth Press, 1957), P» 72•
The line between didache and kerygma is not hard and fast.
Cf. Flew, pp. I5I4-I55. H. G. Wood, "Didache, Kerygraa and
Bvangelion," New Testament Essays, ed. A. J. B. Higgins (Man¬
chester: Manchester University Press, 1959)* PP*

3For the probable content of this teaching the principal source
is the Synoptic Gospels. Caird, pp. 75-78.

**Cf. Luke Acts 1:1-8.

^C. F. D. Moule, Christ's Messengers, p. 72.
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the activity described as 7-/7 AcXa<r&/ y-pz V'r, rou , is perhaps the

most definitive factor in the expression of their brotherhood.^ It has

already been noted that the daily distribution to those In need took

place primarily within the context of their common meal (cf. 2:UL-L6;
O "2

6:1-2) It partook already of the character of an Agape or Love-Feast.-3

Also this table-fellowship was probably often the occasion for the

apostolic instruction to the community.^ Thus their practice of eating

together with its attendant significance can Qe considered both forma¬

tive ana basically expressive of the koinonia.

The role of the common meal as a seal of solidarity needs no

further emphasis here.-' The question is rather the character of its

practice in the first Christian community particularly in respect to the

designation T Pf /r^ t- j 7 ok qp joO . That it had religious associa

-LRackhaai# p. 37 •

%?eicke, Diakonie, Festfreude und Zelos, p. 25, who maintains
that rJ7 ~>ro)viuv/«J designates the practice of distribution,
connects it closely in 2:^2 with r>1 ray
While one cannot agree with this exclusive connotation for
koinonia here, his discussion points up the close connection
between the two practices. He thus sees the practice as reli¬
giously and liturgically grounded in continuity with Old Testa¬
ment and Jewish custom. Cf. pp. 25-23; l67-l85« D. M. Stanley
p. 26, writing as a Roman Catholic, would put the relation
perhaps even more strongly than Reicke saying that "the Euc-
naristic liturgy provided the motivation and supernatural dy¬
namism which effectively realized this remarkable experiment in
the practice of Christian social justice."

^Rackham, p. 37*

■Cf» 2;k6; 5?^2; 20:7^ Stanley would here too suggest "that the
'teaching of the apostles' was . . . effectively inspired by
'the breaking of Bread'." There was a "liturgical influence
upon Christian teaching." P. 26.

5See above pp. 1QgP.} Qof-ff. cf. IQ $ I;)- lc ; «?<'
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tions going beyond those of the ordinary is evident from the tenor of

the account (2:42-47)."'" It was an integral part of their communal reli¬

gious life. More than that it is quite probable that the highlight of

their daily meals together was the observance of the Eucharist.^ The

name "the breaking of bread" became applied to the meal in view of the

unparalled significance given to that act which normally began a Jewish

meal (cf. Mk. 6:4l; Acts 27:35)^ by the parabolic action of Jesus at

the Last Supper at which he first of all broke bread and gave it to his

disciples saying, "this is ray body" (Mk. l4:22). This act as performed

by the first Christians was a concrete and rich expression of "the unity

of the raany as partakers of the one Divine sustenance(cf. I Cor. 10:

17). By means of it they daily realized their solidarity as comraon

participants in the Kingdom victory accomplished by Jesus as sealed to

them by the Resurrection and their experience of the Spirit. As Cull-

raann5 stresses; it was a continuation of the resurrection meal (Lk. 2b:

"4fote the proximity of "prayers" in vs. 42, Temple attendance in
verse 46, and the note of joy and praise there sounded.

%iggins, The Lord1s Supper and the New Testament, pp. 5&f. Bo
Reicke, Diakonie, Festfreude und Zelos, pp. 9-11. But cf. D.
Johannes Be'hm, k^\4crt^l ," Theologisches
VSrterbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart:
W. KohihaiL,er, 193^), III, 723.

-^Dalman, Jesus-Jesehua. p. 136.

Slort, p. 44.
5
Cullmann, "The Meaning of the Lord's Supper in Primitive Chris¬
tianity," Essays on the Lord's Supper, pp. 5-16. He gives a
one-sided account of these meals based on the silence in con¬

nection with them of Jesus' death and the drinking of the wine.
There is no doubt that the positive note of joyful eschatol-
ogicai realization was the dominant one, but it cannot be pos¬
ited es the exclusive motif. Paul, for example, in Acts 20:7
where only the one element is mentioned in the description of
the practice, would most probably have included the drinking
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30-35) in which they knew afresh the presence of their Lord. It was,

however, in the import of the Resurrection as that of the one who had

been crucified for them that they experienced his presence. The Eleven

were not far removed from the impact of the Last Supper. Thus it was

a newly effected covenant relationship with God and the hope of its full

consuxara&tion that the exalted Lord brought to fruition in their midst.

It was this which allowed them to take their food "with glad and gen¬

erous hearts, praising God."1 In "the breaking of bread" was their

united sharing in the new and promising eschatological action of God as

a unique quality of life-together snost effectively sealed and expressed.

The redemptive reality was here supremely made manifest and by virtue of

that manifestation was certainly formative for the expression of the
2

koinonia in every other phase of the life of the Primitive Church.

"The breaking of bread" as the central and characteristic action of

their koinonia lay from the beginning at the heart of their distinctive

3
manner of worship.

Indicative of and indispensable to the koinonia was yet another

phase of their corporate life to which Luke gives equal emphasis along

side of the other characteristic marks of the early church, in 2:h2

namely, ~r<f>% VP>o cr s . By continuing unitedly ( qjuo (Bo/jc;dor )

of the wine.

"^Celling, p. 30, points out that aW^q A; 5 for Luke is
a technical term for Spirit-inspirea eschatological joy. Cf.
Lk. 1;U7; 10:21, Acts 16:3^* Reicke, Diakonie, Festfreude und
Zelos, pp. 202-206, discus»\at length the phrase in 2:1-6 in the
context of the early Christian daily celebration.

2Cf. the close connection between the phrases in I Cor. 10:l6.

3rhornton, pp. 332f.

A €<>
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in "the prayers" they exhibited a corporate oneness before Pentecost

that was preparatory to the coming of the Spirit (l:l4). The expression*

"the prayers" (lxl4; 2:42; 6:4), re^ rred primarily to the regular wor¬

ship of the Church"*" held no doubt both within and without the temple

(l:l4; 2:46; 4:23; 12:12) in which prayer was an Integral part. It is

possible that attendance upon the regular temple services (of. 2:46;
\2

3:1) is included in the reference of the phrase as well. Perhaps most

significant for present purposes is the example afforded by Luke in

4:23-31 as typical^ of the prayer which characterized their gatherings.

The apostles returned to the group ( "7 o^u 5 cb o o s 4:23) to report

their appearance before the council after which they joined together

(oho-Qc/jqSoY ) in prayer. In this instance the substance of the
/ / \4

prayer was for continued power to witness ( *] <r/q. ) in the face
of mounting persecution: "And now, lord, look upon their threats, and

grant to thy servants to speak thy word with all boldness" (4:39). The

answer was a renewed consciousness of the Spirit's presence (4:31) grant*

ing to them the requested boldness. They evidenced in their praying

their unitedness of faith and life in its appointed task, and in that

corporate action the koinonia was reinforced under the fresh impact of

the Holy Spirit. Thus it was very fitting for Luke to introduce his

"*"F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 152.

2Cf. Josephus Antiquities XIV 4, 3; Sxodus 29:39* 40.

^Reicke, Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinda, p. 8l.

^♦Ordinarily in non-Biblical Greek the democratic right of free
speech. Here the implication is the forthright and confident
manner in which the apostles are enabled to speak under the
influence of the Holy Spirit. Cf. 4:8, 13« F. F. Bruce, The.
Acts of the Apostles, p. 121.
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next unit of thought with "now the company of those who believed were

of one heart and soul ..." (U:32).

A fourth phase of the life of the early Christians in which the

exhibition and function of the koiaonia ought not to be overlooked is

that which is an intended function of those already discussed—their

united witness as a Heilsgeaeinde. In fact Acts throughout is first

concerned with the witness of the community to Jesus Christ (1:3; k:29-

33j 5:32) and the expansion of 7oV Xoyo/ 7oZ> Q~eoU (k^l)1. This

is a vital element, for the effectiveness of its witness must ever con-

cej.ni the church if it is to ranj&in such.' The integral relation of a

proper community consciousness to the task of proclamation is surely

implied in U:32-35* There in the midst of the account of the amazing

unanimity of spirit which prevailed in the community and its striking

effect in the community of goods Luke interposes a remark as to the pow¬

er with which the apostles were able to give testimony to the resurrec-

of Jesus (U:32).

The role of witness is considered the first function of the same

Holy Spirit which had generated the new quality of fellowship among them

(1:8; 5:32)» The eschatological continuity of the Spirit with Jesus has

already been fully discussed. In line with this several things can be

observed in connection with the apostolic witness. They witnessed to a

resurrected and exalted Jesus (2:32; k:S, 33; 5:29-32; 7:55); they per¬

formed their wonders in the name of Jesus (3:6; 4:10, 30; cf. 5:J+G-i+l)>

xCf. 6:2, 7; 10:M*; 12:2k; 16:6; 17:11, 13; 18:11;
19:10, 20.

%ee above pp. 2l3ff.
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the confidence and forthrightness of the speech of these theologically

untrained men was accounted for by their connection with Jesus

and the dynamic of it all was ascribed to the Holy Spirit. Peter was

"filled with the Holy Spirit" (U:8; cf. 7:55; Mt. 10:19-20) as he

answered his accusers. On their release from custody Peter and John

returned to the group where together they prayed for boldness (/r<y3-
orjaSe. ) to speak the word: "and when they had prayed, the place in

which they were gathered together was shaken; and they were all filled

with the Holy Spirit and spoke the word of God with boldness"

That Spirit whose continuity with the earthly and now resurrected Jesus

had made for their unique oneness likewise empowered their witness to

the exalted Lord. Their unity of heart and soul was then concomitant,

indeed indispensable, for the effectiveness of their witness to Jesus

and the Kingdom (cf. 8:12). One could perhaps view the koinonia as the

secret behind the tremendous impact of their proclamation in those early

days. Only when the church allows the Holy Spirit radically to unify it

in heart and soul can its collective witness penetrate those beyond its

boundaries. The only really effective witness is collective.2 The

koinonia was truly expressed in terms of those without in the context of

their witness. Their "sharing-together" was in that Spirit which both

made Jesus present to their experience and whose very presence was to

^Bo Reicke, "The Risen Lord and His Church", Interpretation
(April, 1959)f P* 163 points out that the characteristic use
of ~Xoyo s to designate the message and preaching of Jesus
Christ particularly in view of the summary statements which
speak of its spread (6:7; 12:2k) confirm that "Acts was meant
to report what the risen Lord did for his church as a continu¬
ation of what Jesus did for his flock."

^Cf. C. F. D. Moule, Christ's Messengers, p. 92.
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the end that its reality might be further shared through the instrumen¬

tality of their witness "to all that are afar off. . . " (2:39; cf. 1:8)
The "sharing" which bound the first Christians so dramatically together

could not be arbitrarily limited in the potential of its outreach lest

it contradict itself. It must reach genuinely and openly out to others.

That which was basically a shared experience must be shared! This is

evident as the chapters that follow in the Act3 of the Apostles trace

out the manner in which the Gospel was enabled by the Holy Spirit to

break through the boundaries of race and religion.

The koinonta moulded by and manifested in every aspect of their

life together as a worshipping community, stands indispensably behind

the function of the Primitive Church as those who as bearers of the Spi¬

rit are continuing the ministry of Jesus. And as their koinonia is fo¬

cused in the sitpreme task of witnessing, under the persecution that

threatens them (L:l-31; 5:17-^2), it becomes a fellowship of suffering^-
consistent with the Servant role of the Lord to whom they witness (U:

2
30) : "they left the presence of the council, rejoicing that they were

counted worthy to suffer dishonour for the name" (5:^1). It was given

to Stephen (6:5—T»60) to be the first in the Christian context to seal

his Spirit-filled witness (6:5, 8, 15; T:55-56) like his Lord with his

death—the first full^qpru-S . The "sharing-together quality of life,'
constituted by a common experience of the eschatological Spirit reaches

out to ultimate expression in the messianic mission of the Church.

^"Reicke, Glaube und Leben der ITrgemeinde, pp. 80-33*

2Cf. 3*13J Isa* 52:13j F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles,
pp. 107-118. " ~ ——
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The luminous Quality

A vivid awareness of the supernatural and the holy permeated

the first Christian community and characterized its effect upon those

without. Those who observed the impact of Pentecost upon the disciples

were "bewildered" (2:6), "amazed and wondered" (2:7) and "all were

amazed and perplexed" (1:12).^ Many who heard Peter's Spirit-empowered

witness that day "were cut to the heart" crying out "Brethren, what

shall we do?" (2:37)• Luke's general characterization of the community

in this respect is that "fear came upon every soul; and many wonders and

signs were done through the apostles" (2:1+3)- Following Pentecost the

ministry of the apostles like that of Jesus (cf. 2:22) was attested by

God through extraordinary wonders and signs ( ri r*\ cryji^ c~ i a. ).3
One such was the healing of the lame man at the gate of the temple (35

1-10; cf. 5:12-1*0 at which all "were filled with wonder and amazement"

(3:10). Even the council are reported to have designated it "a notable

sign" (A;l6).4 Likewise the council are said to have marvelled (£<9«'
o y) at the conduct of Peter and John before them as uneducated and

common men, accounting for it by their connection with Jesus (k:13).

■*"Cf. the continuity with the effect of Jesus' own ministry
(Mk. 1:22; Lk. 5:8).

O
CF. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 100, points out that

"the imperfect denotes that the fear which fell on all who
heard the words of Peter was no momentary panic, but continued
to be a feature of the days that followed." Cf. Haenchen,
p. 12k.

^Cf. 5:12. Neither in 2:U3 nor in 5:12 does coccur
as in 2:22 of Jesus. But cf. 8:13 and 19:11.

^ ypuo^Tov cr/jfAt-Ti) r\ Cf. Haenchen, pp. 177f.
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No doubt the common life of the church particularly as expressed

in the community of goods can be viewed as one of the most impressive

signs and wonders."'" It is the first phenomenon to be mentioned after

the general statement of apostolic signs and wonders in 2: A3. And again

in A:32-35 the presence of //&ydA y\_ accompanying the apos¬

tles testimony and •s • • • upon the whole community

abruptly placed within the second account of their amazing expression of

Christian charity implies that the latter demonstrates the former. So it

is not strange that it is within the context of its most striking mani¬

festation that the numinous or holy quality of the koinonia comes to

vivid expression in the episode of Ananias and Sapphira (5:1-10). The

idea of the holy is integrally linked to the character of their community

consciousness.

The sharing of goods is presented as indicative of the inner

quality of the community as constituted by the Holy Spirit. The action

of Barnabas (A;36-3?) is put forth as one which ideally exhibits the

true character of that inner quality. The agreed deed of Ananias and

Sapphira is set in contrast to that of Barnabas as stressing the same

aspect of the community in a negative manner by pointing up the serious¬

ness of its violation. Their hypocrisy was committed upon the ethical

plane of their relation to the other members of the community. They

pretended to be selflessly demonstrating a Spirit--inspired love as they

laid only part of their proceeds from the sale of their property at the

apostles' feet.^ Peter as leader and spokesman (cf. Mt. l6;l6-19)^

■*-Rackham, p. Al.
p
Interesting is the parallel to Achan's act in Joshua 7:1. The
LXX use3 the cama verb as is found in ri:2,Vrn cr (h Kr«?7'o • Cf.
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revealed to Ananias the true dimension of his deception. It was

fundamentally in terms of the Holy Spirit, a falsifying"1" of the holiness

of the eschatological Spirit by which God had constituted the community.
2

To deceive the church was to lie to God (vs. 1+), so completely does the

former reside within the sphere of the latter as a Spirit-filled body

(2;1+; Uj31).

To falsify the Spirit was to lie to God thus it is the "Holy"^
Spirit that now comes to the fore in the community. It is God's holi¬

ness redefined in their midst by Jesus as Lord and Christ (3:ll+; U:30)

that is now encountered in the Spirit. The demand of that holiness is

single obedience to "the Spirit of the Lord" (5:9> cf. 5 532; 7s5l)«>

Lake and Cadbury, The Beginning of Christianity, IV, p. 50*
For the Jewish attitude toward hypocrisy cf. Moore, II, p. 190;
IQS 6:2l+-27.

3Cf. Oscar Cullmann, Peter, Disciple-Apostle-Martyr, tr. Floyd
V. Filson (London: S. C. Ml Press, 1953) P«

"^Stagg, pp. 82-83, suggests the possibility of such a translation
in view of the unusual accusative in 5S3 over against the snore
normal dative of 5:U. F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles,
p. 133# points out that the distinction is to tell lies to
in vs. 1+ and "to deceive" in vs. 3»

^In this passage the Holy Spirit is both considered to be person¬
al (vs. 3) and equated with God (vs.l+). F. F. Bruce, The Acts
of the Apostles, p. 133«

■3 cv
bThe Spirit is qualified as <xy/ 0 "S throughout the first chap¬
ters of Acts. Cf. 1:2, 5> 3# 16; 2;i+, 38; L:8, 25, 31; 5s3>
32; 6:5; 7:51, 55* Likewise Jesus^ is %y,/0 s 3Si1*-* 1+530*
The church is not designated as oc q'y/ 0 ( until 9:13» Cf.
9:32, 1+1.

^See above 210ff. Contrast the Qumran conception of holiness
above pp. 157ff* Cf. Ntftscher, "Heiligkeit in den Qumran-
schriften," pp. 326-332.

^Ragnar Asting, Die Heiligkeit im Ur-christentum, (G<Sttingen:
Vandenhoeck ilnd Ruprecht, 1930) > P« 129•
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For in that Spirit is contained the new and present action of God

towards his people. It was the nature of that activity which Ananias

and Sapphira denied by their deed and thus Peter can ascribe it to a

wilful opening of their hearts to Satan. There is a definite continuity

between this event and Jesus7 teaching on the sin against the Holy Spirit

(Mk. 3:28-30j Mt. 12:31-32) as well as a certain similarity to Peter's

own conduct at Caesarea Fhilippi and the tragic denial of Judas. An¬

anias and Sapphira betrayed from within the very essence of the koinonia

by their hypocritical conformity to its spirit which was in direct

contradiction to the Spirit of it. To disobey the Spirit of the Lord is

to disrupt the cohesion of the community, so interdependent are they.

Thus can be seen the ultimately holy nature of the koinonia and the full

seriousness of its violation. The exclusiveness of the community was

the ethic of radical personal obedience to that which gave it the dynam¬

ic of its being—the Spirit of the Lord.

This seriousness of such sin in the case of Ananias and Sapphira

was deeply impressed upon the church and those in contact with it at

this early stage. For at the revelation of the true character of his

deed"1" Ananias, as did his wife after him, fell dead "and great fear came

upon the whole church, and upon all who heard of these things" (5:ll).
The sequel of the "great power" and "great grace" (U:33) which allowed

such a unique unanimity of spirit is "great fear" in respect to its

constituted holiness. In the summary statement which follows the church

gathers in Solomon's portico when "none of the rest dared join them, bu

the people held them in high honour" (5:13)• At the same time it is

^"For a discussion of the other elements in this account, cf.
Reicke, Glaube urxd Leben der Ur^emeinde, pp. 87-89; Haenchen,
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reported that "more than ever believers were added to the Lord, multi¬

tudes of men and women" (5*1*0 in. the context of the many signs and

wonders which were done among the people at the hands of the apostles.

The holy character of the koinonia has been distinctly set as the eth¬

ical lines are drawn and defined by the Ananias episode. Luke in 5*11

first employs the word perhaps wishing to emphasize that

the preceding event, in Hort's words "marked an epoch in the early growth

of the society, a time when its distinctiveness, and the cohesion of

its members, had come to be distinctly recognized without as well as

within." The inherent holiness of the koinonia is that of the eschatol

ogical action of God defined in Jesus and implemented through the Eoly

Spirit.

Conclusion !

In Acts 2:^2 Luke employed the expression 77j o/ u u Yi c to

connote in a general manner the unique community quality of the Primi¬

tive Church. The phrase is a more abstract and comprehensive designa¬

tion of that which Luke repeatedly stressed by the use of ou

<Fkr t 4i/ TO and Kqpd'«. CD ^ M/CL> The use of
this language as summed up by the characterizing 7 /ro)^^uv)^ is

L t-

interestingly paralleled in the corresponding employment of T71v in

pp. 192-198; Rackham, pp. 6k-67«

^Possibly the Jews who did not really believe but might be
tempted to join the company of those who enjoyed much popul¬
arity. F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 137. Reicke,
Glaube und Leben der Urgemeinde, p. 92, suggests a distinct
religious party within Judaism.

iHorton, p. b9.

i
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the Qumran documents. Although the eschatologieal context and the

salvation content of the two are not identical, the function of the

terminology is very similar. In both spheres it lays stress upon an

eschatologically conditioned covenant unity with an intense ethical
O

content. Particularly in the light of Philo's use of koinonia to de¬

pict the common life of the Essenes is the connection striking.

For Luke the koinonia was a vital and impressive characteristic

of the Primitive Church. Ke presents it in the pristine vigour of its

initial emergence under the impact of Pentecost—a spontaneous effect

eloquent in the purity and power of its manifestation in every phase of

the community life. In essence and in terminology it was a sharing—a

quality of life experienced and lived out upon the plane of personal

relationship to man and God. The sharing was constituted by an eschatol

ogical realization, the new relationship to God in Jesus Christ now

dynamically effected by the Holy Spirit. The thrust of this sharing is

that by virtue of the former dimension it is constitutive of a new rela¬

tionship between men. Thus the koinonia is descriptive of the inner or

true community character of the first Christian society, particularly as

it found expression in ways that exhibited almost ideally its fundamen¬

tal nature.

This new "quality of life" thus brought to realization among men

was in covenant continuity and fulfilment for it was in accomplishment

of Jesus' kingdom purpose. The immediate foundation was his messianic

ministry. As the now exalted Lord and Christ he is the definitive

■^See above pp. / 5"?- /if, Maier, pp. Ik8-l66.

^Fhilo, Hypothetica, 11:1, 1*+, 16.
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content of the kolnonia that is continually constituted by the Spirit of

the Lord. Its character is his character. The covenant love one to

another which found realistic expression within it is that which he

taught and demonstrated in the midst of the first disciples. Jesus'

stringent demand of radical obedience to the Kingdom resident in his

person and ministry is the ethic which attends the koinonia in its

dependence upon the Holy Spirit. And the ultimate focus of the koinonia

in both its vertical and horizontal dimensions is the continuation of

the messianic mission of the Servant in its task of bearing inspired

witness to the eschatological activity of God among men.



CHAPTER VI

KOINONIA AS EXHIBITED IN THE LETTERS OF PAUL

Introduction

The kolnonia language occurs most frequently in the letters of

the Apostle Paul.1 He employs the terminology almost always in reli¬

gious contexts, but since his religious use even of koinonia varies in

each instance it can not be viewed as technical. What is significant,

however, is that Paul to a greater degree than any other New Testament

writer found the koinonia language serviceable as he interpreted and

applied the reality of Jesus Christ. He uses the language often in a

peculiarly rich manner as he makes reference to and brings to bear on

the particular problem at hand the "sharing-together quality of life"

which has been shown to underlie the koinonia language in the New Testa¬

ment . ^
Paul's witness to the koinonia is important not alone because of

his more extensive and varied use of the language but for thefact that

he was in Hunter's words "the first, and probably the greatest of the

interpreters of the Fact of Christ.it was pointed out earlier that

the most determinative factor in any development of the usage of the

1Twenty-six of the forty-two occurrences are in Paul.

^See above, pp. i oI -Pp.
3
A. M. Hunter, Interpreting Paul's Gospel (London: SCM Press,
I960), p. 13.

25U
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koinonia language in the New Testament was the way in which they interp¬

reted the koiaonia reality rather than their view of the language as

such. In the previous' chapter the koinonia reality was presented in

"the pristine vigour of its initial emergence under the impact of Pen¬

tecost." While the reflective element was certainly not absent from

Luke's description of the character and activities of the first church,

yet it was basically description." But with Paul (likewise with the

writer to the Hebrews and John) the element of reflection ceases to be

quiescent and conservative and becomes creative and constructive.-^ Paul

is significant then for present purposes as the first and possibly the

foremost interpreter of the koinonia quality of life which was initially

viewed in full flower in the Acts of the Apostles.

Paul's employment of koinonia and its cognates points much more

specifically than Luke's to the three basic aspects of the koinonia

reality. Luke uses koinonia apart from any qualifying construction and

its meaning has to be gathered by implication from the larger context*

Paul uses the language often very concretely to express the vertical

basis of the "sharing-together," its implications for the relation be¬

tween men thus based and the exclusive character of such a quality of
k

life. It is in line with this threefold bearing of the language in

^-See above, pp. J 01- /OS,
p
"James Hardy Ropes, The Synoptic Gospels (London: Oxford Univ¬
ersity Press, 193U, i960), p. 59# stresses the basic historical
character of the Lukan writings.

^Vincent Taylor, The Atonement in New Testament Teaching (3rd
ed., London: The Spworth Press, 1953), P» 5'+.

^See above, pp. joL-Jo^ for a line up of the passages in their
respective categories.
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Paul that the following discussion will deal in turn with the eschatol-

ogical entity, the corporate concern and the ethical exclusiveness of

what has been termed the koinonia.

The occurrences of the language in the Bpistle to the Hebrews

and in the Petrine literature will be treated in connection with Paul.

A separate consideration of the above is hardly necessary both because

of the paucity of the use of the language and because the uses which do

occur are similar to the Pauline.

The Eschatological Entity

The Risen Christ.—The foregoing chapter saw the foundation and

content of the koinonia to be the messianic ministry of Jesus who as

exalted Lord and Christ was effectively present by the Spirit of the

Lord. This same centrality of Jesus for the koinonia is likewise pointed

up by Paul in what may be termed his most definitive and comprehensive

use of koinonia, I Corinthians 1:9:^ 77/0-o Q <^o s ^ <JV 06
<FAT ^ "i 0 7 s" r~0) V\JUYI<Z.Y TOU U'Ou ^OKTTOU
Too /Tup/ rj/4 UjY• As the oD«3ect of> common participation by the
Corinthian Christians Paul had in mind not just the person of the Lord

2
as such, but the total salvation reality resident and manifest in Him.

•4he centrality of Christ is indeed strikingly characteristic of
all the opening verses: "an apostle of Christ Jesus" (vs. l),
"sanctified in Christ Jesus" (vs. 2), "call upon the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ" (vs.2), "Grace to you and peace from . . .

the Lord Jesus Christ" (vs. 3), "the grace of God . . . given
you in Christ Jesus" (vs. U), "enriched in him" (vs. 5)> "the
testimony to Christ" (vs. 6), "the revealing of our Lord Jesus
Christ" (vs. 7), "the day of our Lord Jesus Christ" (vs. 8) and
"the fellowship of his Son" (vs. 9).

^See the earlier discussion of I Cor. 1:9, PP» £,)-(e& above.

i! i
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As Neugebauer concludes: "Christus ist also vestanden als das, was er

getan hat und was mit ihm geshehen ist. . . . Sicher ist Chri stus eine

Person, aber diese Person ist von Paulus als eschatologische Heilstat

Gottes interpretiert.""1" This verse and particularly the phrase

yo~ U/ou' ciurou Ifsjcrow ^Kp/cr7&v ~ro\j JCGpjOu
rj/xujY" gathers up into itself the entire impact of the thanksgiving

(verses b-8) thus reaching out to comprehend the pa3t, present and

future connotations of the salvation which centers in Jesus Christ.-^
So while this use of koinonia by Paul furnishes the basis for the dis¬

cussion on the role of the risen Christ in Paul's presentation of the

koinonia there is a real sense in which it can comprehend also what has

been designated "the Sschatological Entity"; in fact, it encompasses the

discussion of the entire chapter. Especially is this evident when it is

seen in context as the transition between Paul's introductory statements

(vss. 1-9) and the body of the letter which concerns itself with the

concrete problems of the Christian community at Corinth*

The centrality of Jesus Christ in the salvation purposes of God

implicit in I Corinthians 1:9 is established for Paul by the resurrectiori

To the church at Rome he wrote of "the gospel concerning his Son, who

was . . . designated Son of God in power ... by his resurrection from

■'■Fritz Neugebauer, In Christus (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Rup-
recht, 1961), p. 55* He supports this point by a reference to
Paul's use of koinonia at I Cor. 1:9; 10:16 and Phil. 3:10:
"die Beteilung an dera, was Christus getan hat und was mit ihm
geschehen ist."

2
""Seesemaan, p. b^. Also there is no reason to exclude the signi¬
ficant affirmations of the salutation (vss. 1-3) from the ref¬
erence of this phrase.

^Cf. C. A. A. Scott, Christianity According to St. Paul, pp.
l6ff., who points out the three tenses in Raul's idea of



Here the incarnate Son of

God by that event in his history known as the miracle of the resurrec¬

tion is seen to be instated by God in a position of sovereignty and

invested with power, an investiture which surpassed everything that coulc
2

previously be ascribed to him in his incarnate state. Yet, as James

Denney expresses it: "the resurrection only declared Him to be what he

truly was'0 that is, by the resurrection he is clearly defined as the

If.
messianic Son of God. This is the Jesus whom Paul views as the content

of the gospel which God "promised beforehand through his prophets in the

holy scriptures" (Rom. 1:2). The resurrection thus verifies him for

Paul as the One in whom the hope integral to the faith of Israel finds

its final fulfillment.

The resurrection of Jesus became a fact of Paul's own experience

salvation.

^Though this passage may reflect a pre-Pauline formula there is
no valid reason to see in it anything other than genuine Pauline
Christology as, for example, A. M. Hunter, Paul and His Pre¬
decessors (New revised ed., London: 3CM Press, 1961), p. 2b,
who sees here an adoptionist Christology as one of the pointers
towards its pre-Pauline character. But it seems more probable
with Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, p. 292,
that when Paul in vs. 3 makes Son the subject of the whole
two-part confession, he understands that Jesus is the "Son of
God" from the beginning. It is highly unlikely that Paxil would
take over and use without modification a creedal statement which
would violate his own understanding of the person of Christ.

2John Murray, The Epistle to the Romans, I, The New International
Commentary on the New Testament, edited by N. B. Stonehouse
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1959)* P« 10.

3James Denney, St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, the Expositor's
Greek Testament, ed. S. Robertson Nicoll, II (Grand Rapids: Wm.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, n.d.), p. 536. Cf. Murray, p.5»

U
For the Messianic significance of this title Cf. Cullmann,
Christology of the New Testament, pp. 272ff.
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the dead, Jesus Christ our Lord" (l:3-^4-)•1
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with the appearance of Christ to him on the Damascus road: "Last of all

as to one untimely born, he appeared also to me" (I Cor. 15:8). He

equated the appearance of the Lord to him with the appearances of the

risen Lord to the others (vss. 5-?)^ "Am I not an apostle? Have I

not seen Jesus our Lord?" (I Cor. 9:l)« Both of these statements refer
p

to Paul's conversion experience as the appearance to Paul of a real

person.-* The first assertion (15:8) links Paul's knowledge of the

resurrection to the appearance of Christ to hirn^ and the second (9:1)

places him with the original apostles as a witness of the resurrection

of Jesu3 in virtue of that appearance (cf. Acts l:21f).^ Munck has

demonstrated thai the Old Testament forms which constitute a part of the

conversion narratives in Acts "put Paul's experience on the same plane

as the experiences that made the great Old Testament figures connecting

-'-Paul uses the same word, of both appearances indicating
that he regarded them as the same in kind. Archibald Robertson
and Alfred Pluimner, A Critical and Sxegetical Commentary on the
First Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians, International
Critical Commentary (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1911), p. 3^0.
Cf. the more extended discussion in John Knox, Chapters in a
Life of Paul (New York: Abingdon Cokesbury, 1950), pp. 121-122

^Robertson and Plumraer, pp. 177-3^0* Gal. 1:16, God "was pleas¬
ed to reveal his Son to (in) me" may also refer to the Damascus
experience. Cf. Johannes Munck, Paul and the Salvation of Man¬
kind, tran. Frank Clarke, (London: SCM Press, 1959)» P* 3^.

3j. Gresham Machen, The Origin of Paul's Religion, (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1928), pp. 67-68. Munck emphasizes that
"when Paul mentions the experience, he simply says that he saw
Christ, without going into it in more detail."

^Donald Joseph Selby, Toward an Understanding of Paul (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, 19&2), p. l€>7-

''Leon Morris, The First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians, The
Tyndale Hew Testament Commentaries, ed. R. B. G. Tasker, (Lon¬
don: The Tyndale Press, 195$), P» 131*
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links in God's plan of salvation." Thus as H. G. Wood sums it up, the

appearance on the Damascus road "meant first and foremost the conviction,
or one might say, the revelation, that Jesus has been raised from the

dead and is seated on the right hand of power. Henceforth, for Paul,
O

Jesus is Christ and Lord."- Menoud rightly stresses that Paul's conver¬

sion can be classed as theological, for in it came a new revelation of

the God of Israel as shown in the act of God in Christ. The result was

a reorganization of his Jewish messianic faith and hope. In this

reorganization Paul perceived among other things the unity of the divine

work in the Old and New Covenant.-3

In I Corinthians 15:3-11 the Christ event is presented by Paul

as the fulfillment of the messianic promises both for him and the early
k

church. The final conviction of this for Paul as has been pointed out

lay in the appearance of Christ to him which he here puts on a level with

the post-resurrection appearances to the others. This passage makes

plain, however, that an important element in Paul's view of the risen

Jesus as Lord and Christ was the tradition handed down by those who were

Christians before him: "For I delivered to you as of first importance

what I also received. . . ." (13S3)•^ Paul was neither ignorant of the

"*Munck, p. 33.

%. G. Wood, "The Conversion of St. Paul: Its Nature, Antece¬
dents and Consequences," New Testament Studies, I (1955), 28l.

^Philippe H. Menoud, "Revelation and Tradition, the Influence of
Paul's Conversion on His Theology," Interpretation, 7 (1953);
pp. 131, 13k. The other two points at which Menoud sees the
dependence of Paul's theology upon his conversion is the redemp¬
tive value of the cross and what he calls the two stages in
salvation.

Htendland, p. 121.

Cf. A. M. Hunter. Paul and Hia Predecessors, pp. 15-18, 117-
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proclamation of Jesus as Lord and Christ before his conversion^" nor did

he isolate his experience from their tradition, but conceived of him¬

self as a part of it: "Last of all ... he appeared also to me" (15:

8). It was his personal encounter with the risen Christ on the Damas¬

cus road which convinced him of the truth of the claim of those first

2
Christians whom he had so violently persecuted. The risen Christ for

Paul from that time on was central in the saltation activity of God

among his people. He wrote that Christ arreQciy^Y') \ ~c\ $^ and
I(all aorists), but that he ^y^y<£-p7~<? / (perfect tense)—Christ
is alive now.'3

The risen and living Christ as continually constitutive of the

koinonia is inherent in the focal passage of this phase of the discuss-
/ e 3 —.

ion, I Corinthians 1:9. The Koj .uu>r/4. 7-oh U/oo aurou Jyjirov

'/yij cryot7 has a present perspective for Paul—an "erworbene reale
Anteilnahme an dem hiramlischen Herrn und seinem Heil in der Gegenwart"

according to Kftnmel.^ The Corinthians along with Paul "are called into

Qn r e- ) a koinonia of his Son Jesus Christ" which comprehends all
Z , y I

previous affirmations. They have been "sanctified ( ^y/^c yu QrV a S )'

118, for a recent consideration of I Cor. 15:3ff. as pre-
Pauline paradosis.

"Slachen, p. 67.

^James S. Stewart, A Man in Christ (Hew York: Harper Brothers,
n.d.), p. 13^.

^Stewart, p. 137, stresses this point quoting R. H. Strachan,
The Historic Jesus in the New Testament, p. k6; "the perfect

y/fy £-{o 7~<z ( reverberates like the stroke of a bell through
the chapter."

^Lietzmann, p. 167.

^"A condition which has been called into being and consequently
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in Christ Jesus" (vs. 2), "the grace of God . . . was given (cSVtSe/o-^
)" thera "in Christ Jesus" (vs. h); they 'Vere enriched in him (<e?tO\oo.

7'crS^re- )" (vs. 5); to them "the testimony to Christ was confirm-

e^-« 5-/106/7 )" (vs. 6) and they "are not lacking —

<3tic ) in any spiritual gift" as they "wait ( 4 n Sz/io/Agr ovs )
for the revealing of our Lord Jesus Christ" (vs. 7) "who will sustain

{/SeJSz / U) ere / ) . . . (them) to the end" (vs. 8). They are together

partaking in a salvation reality which centers in the person of the

risen Christ. This meaning of Christ evident in these opening verses

and so aptly indicated by the use of koinonla in verse nine is "a shared

meaning,"1 one which binds them uniquely together.

Three times (vss. 2, 4, 5) in these verses Paul has employed his

characteristic expression er "X/^a-rio in which more than in any

other he has captured the centrality of the risen and living Christ for

the continual realization of the saving activity of God.^ As is in¬

dicated in l:k, "the grace of God which was given you in Christ, Jesus,"
to "be in Christ" is to be taken up into the sphere of God's red€;mptive

activity:^ "e f cju / o u Si Ujue7<3 l-rr re qy SplcrT^ whom
exists." F. W. Grosheide, Commentary on the First Epistle to
the Corinthians, The New International Commentary on the Hew
Testament, ed. N. B. Stonehouse (Grand Rapids: Wrn. B. £erd-
mans Publishing Co., 1953)> P» 23.

xJohn Knox, Chapters in a Life of Paxil, p. 112.
p
Cf. Deissmann, Die neutestamentliche Formel "in Christo Jesu,"
Marburg: Slwertsche Verlagsbuchnandlung, 189^, and more recent¬
ly Walter Bartling, "The New Creation in Christ," Concordia
Theological Monthly, XXI (June 1950), pp. 26-U18.

M. Hunter, Interpreting Paxil's Gospel, p. 37ff«

^artling, p. k03.
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God made our wisdom, our righteousness and sanctification and redemp¬

tion" (I Cor. Is30; cf. Rom. 8:1; 6:11; Gal. 3:26; II Cor. 5:21; Phil.

3:9)* For Paul it is "in Christ," in his person and his work, as once

historical and yet living that God is executing his saving purposes.

Such a being "in Christ" according to Roaians 6:1-12 results from the

dying and rising with Christ implicit in the act of baptism thus signi¬

fying a realistic identification with the person of Christ both cruci-
p

fied and risen. Ernst Percy concludes that

das Seia des Gl^ubigen in Christus bei Paulus reales Teilhaben
an allem, was Christus als Heilsmittler der Mensehen gelitten
und gewirkt hat, bedeutet und dass dies reale Teilhaben dadurch
bewirktwird, dass der Gl&ubige auf eine ganz reale Weise in
Christus selbst als jene geschichtliche Person, die am Krauze
starb und am dritten Tage auferweckt wurde, eingegliedert wird.-1

,
> ij.

Paul by the phrase cr X^jo-y uj most vividly portrays his conviction

•*-The is to be taken in most cases as local. Cf. Best, pp.
1, 5> 19, 21; Ernst Percy, Der Leib Christ! (Zu)/ja. )
in den paulinischea Homologuaena und Antilegomena (Leipzig:
Otto Earrassowitz, 19^2), p. 22.

"Ibid., pp. h0k-k07« C. H. Dodd, The Epistle of Paul to the
Romans, the Mnffatt New Testament Commentary (London: Hodder
and Stoughton, 1932), p. 86 brings the concept of corporate
personality to bear on the understanding of Romans 6:l-lk: "In
order to understand the argument here, we mu3t bear in mind the
teaching of the last chapter, that Christ is the inclusive
Representative of the people of God, or redeemed humanity,
which constitutes in union with Him a sort of corporate person¬
ality 'in Adam,' its inclusive representative. That which
Christ did and suffered on behalf of mankind is the experience
of the people of God concentrated in Hira."

3Percy, p. 38. As Best, p. 21, indicates however this is only
one of the "two fundamental ideas in the formula; believers
are 'in Christ'; the place of salvation is Jesus Christ (or
salvation is 'in Christ'); these two fundamental ideas are
linked through the conception of Christ as in some way a cor¬
porate personality."

Sleugebauer, p. 92, sets the salvation er 'Xjoio-tuj in direct
contrast to the salvation vou uj "Paulus hat eben nicht
nur in AnUthesen geredet,. ging. es lhm do.ch auch weniger un den
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that it was in intimate personal relationship to the risen Christ that

the salvation of God is to be continually experienced.

To be thus "in Christ" was for Paul a social as wall as an

indvidual concept:^" it was the Church of God which was "sanctified in

Christ Jesus" (l Cor. 1:2) for it was their participation in the salva¬

tion reality of God resident in the risen Christ v/hich constituted them
\

the Christian community. To be "in Christ" was a k~o/ v uj r/ a ydo

jcrro'v a sharing-together "in Christ." Those who were in such a

relationship to the risen Christ were conceived of as being a new crea¬

tion: "if any one is in Christ, he is a new creation" (II Cor. 5:1?)•

Paul, due perhaps to the fact that it was the risen Christ whom he first

knew, interpreted Christ in virtue of the resurrection as the second

Adam (Rom. 5:12ff; I Cor. 15:^5) and the head of a new humanity, a new

n / , .
creation of which he himself was the an^py^ (I Cor. 15:20,23) and the

77yOw>7-o's-oAros (Rom. 8:29; Col. 1:18).^ Christ was not only the first

member but was Himself the "life-giving spirit" (I Cor. 15:^5) of the

new creation. This new creation had its being and reality "in Christ,"

so much so that Christ was considered to be its inclusive personality:

"To be in Christ is to be in the new creation which Christ represents.

Gegensatz, sondern darum, dass das eschatologische Heil in
Christo Jesu geschehen ist, geschieht und geschehen wird."

^Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 86.

%). M. Stanley, "The Theme of the Servant of Jahweh in Primitive
Christian Soteriology, and its Transposition by Saint Paul,"
Catholic Biblical Quarterly, 16 (195*0 P« **19f« He considers
this presentation of Christ as head of a new creation as "Paul's
chief contribution to Apostolic Christianity." He locates the
source of the theme in Is. U3:l8-19« Cf. the discussion by
Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, pp. 36-37.

^Bartling, p. U-12.
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Paul has utilized here the Hebrew idea of corporate personality by

which a community can be thought of in terms of its representative

head.^" As Bartling further expresses it: "To belong to the community

is to be in Christ; to be in Christ is to belong to the community.

The important fact at this stage of the discussion is that in the

characteristically Pauline phrase cy ~)^o,crT^p the risen Christ is seen
to be realistically and intimately bound up with the new humanity as

its constitutive and representative head. And in the risen Christ as

such is found the unity of the community: "you are all one in Christ

Jesus" (Gal. 3t2?).

Paul's use of the similar phrase cruv Xp/c.rr ^ is likewise
significant for the relation of the Christian to Christ. It is distinct

from £V YpjctT^o in that it is employed in a more specialized manner.

For according to Ernst Lohmeyer:

Tod, Auferstehung und Vollendung sind also die Momente, die den
Sinn der Gemeinschaft 'mit Christus' bestimmen. . . . Niemals wird
die Gegenwart des tStigen oder duldenden frommen Lebens unmittelbar
von dem Sinne des 'mit Christus' berJIhrt. Dieser noch der irdisch-
en Zeit angeh6'rige Bezirk ist durch eine Christusgemeinschaft
arfiillt, die wohl durch 'in Christus' oder 'durch Christus' oder
*zu Christus' wiederzugeben ist; es ist die Sphere des Glaubens und
der Tat.3

As with "in Christ" one can perhaps with Best^' find the solution of "wit£

Christ" in the concept of corporate personality. The stress, however,

is not social, but upon the solidarity of the individual with Christ in

-*-3est, cf. n. 2, p. 263.

^Bartling, pp. Ul2f.

3drnst Lohmeyer, "SoV Xo,o~t O ," Festgabe fflr Adolf Deiss-
mann (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr Paul Siebeck, 1927), pp. 21f.

^Best, pp. 56f.
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the letter's death, resurrection and parousia. The approach is more

individualistic. The emphasis is on the relationship of each believer

to Christ rather than on the relationship of each to the others. The

meaning of this phrase is neither identical with nor included in the

somewhat broader "in Christ." Each expresses different, yet not wholly

unrelated, aspects of the relationship between Christ and believers.

The risen Christ in whom the koinonia centers Paul also con¬

fesses as Lord (I Cor. 1:9)* He took over this confession of Jesus as

Lord (!\ Up> o s ''J^jycroiis ) from the earliest church which expressed its
y' 2 -whole faith with the single word 5 . There the title designated

the present Lordship of Christ as established by the resurrection in

fulfilment of Psalm^ 110:1 (Acts 2:33-37)* As is evident from Romans/

10:9 and Philippians 2:9-11 Paul employed the title "Lord" in essen¬

tially the same way only developing further its implications. The latt¬

er reference indicates that involved is the whole Lordship of God, not

only making Jesus equal with, but also identifying him with God.^ As

Cullmann summed it up in an earlier work, "if Christ is Lord today, this

is because yesterday He became flesh and was crucified, and because

tomorrow He will come again to judge the quick and the dead.More

recently he has concluded:

This title rests upon faith in two essential elements of Heils-

1Ibid., p. 59.

2
^Cullraann, The Christology of the New Testament, p. 216.

^Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, pp. 217-218.
Cf. pp. 203-232, for a full discussion of the use of the title
by the early church and Paul.

^Oscar Cullmann, The Earliest Christian Confessions (London:
Lutterworth Press, 19^9)j P* 61.
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geschichte: (1) Jesus is risen: (2) the fact that the decisive
event of the resurrection has already happened but that the
eschatological fulfilment has not yet happened does not mean
that Heilsgeschichte has been interrupted.1

2
But as was stressed in a previous chapter when Paul confesses Jesus as

Lord thus seeing in the risen exalted Christ the culmination of the

salvation purposes of God, he does not view him in separation from the

apostolic tradition of the historical Jesus. Rather, the exalted Lord

Jesus as the real author of that tradition is present in that tradition

for he stands behind it and works in it.-2 The risen Christ as the

continuing object of "the sharing-together quality of life" is brought

by Paul into sharp focus as he designates him Lord. By the title "Lord'

Paul views in heilgeschichtliche perspective the historical Jesus whom

God has highly exalted and given "the name which is above every name"

(Phil. 2:9) as the object in the present of "the sharing-together quality

of life."

The future connotation of /coi i/ujv/% rou H^crov Xp/aTow implicit

in the title "Lord" is explicit in I Corinthians 1:9* la the verses

which precede, Paul, heaping up the present riches of the Corinthians

"in Christ," writes to them: "you are not lacking in any spiritual gift,

as you wait for the revealing of our Lord Jesus Christ; who will sustain

you to the end, guiltless in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ" (vss. 7-

8). Then he adds, "God is faithful, by whom you were called4 g-

^ullmann, Hie Christology of the New Testament, p. 233•
O
'See above, pp. )sk~/S>t

^Cu'llmann, "The Tradition," The iSarly Church, p. 68.

4Seesemann, p. 50, sees both the future and the present, both
<=Y yr>/o-7 uj and CTbV ~\p > cr rTZ ^IW( to be
comprehended by I Cor. 1:9 ia view of tiie use of f &1 p-.
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kr o/ vu-yv; < v' of his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord." The faithfulness of

God is their ultimate ground of confidence1 in the final day of God

(Roni. 2:5), now known as "the day of our Lord Jesus Christ," (cf. I Th.

4:15ff.) for with the full revelation of Jesus Christ comes the complete
pconsummation of the salvation purposes of God. This faithfulness of

God by which they will be able to stand guiltless in the day of Jesus

Christ is guaranteed to them in the fact that they are already sharing

experientially in Jesus Christ, and in God's salvation resident in him.
y

The word k~ol Vujyj in verse nine is the clue to the understanding

of the word eyKr\y]T Ov s in verse eight.^ As was evident in

Paul's confessing of Jesus Christ as Lord, present participation in the

risen Christ carries with it the assurance of future consummation: the

secret of being "with Christ"*1 is bound up with being "in Christ. The

whole salvation of God. is wrapped up in his person.^ What God has begun

now in Christ, he will finish in Christ (I Cor. 15:22; Phil. 1:6). His

"'"Robertson and Plumaier, p. 8.
p
Adolph Schlatter, Paulus, Per Bote Jesu, Sine Deutung Seiner
Briefe an die Korinther (Stuttgart: Calwer Verlag, 1956),
p. 65. "Die alte prophetische Formel 'Tag Gottes' dient auch
Paulus zur Beschreibung des Kbmraenden, nun in der Form, dass
der Tag Gottes bestimmter als der Tag des Cnristus gekenn-
zeichnet ist."

^Grosheide, p. 32.

**Rom. 6:8; II Cor. k:lU; 13:U; Phil. 1:23; Col. 2:13, 3:3, U.
Cf. Lohmeyer, "Ciiy ypycrrw; pp. 2^8-257> for a discussion
of the significance of the phrase cr-uv in this
connection. See above, p. 265. c

--'Hunter, Interpreting Paul's Gospel, p. 53* For a concise
presentation of the content of the Christism hope for Paul,
cf. pp. 50-55.

°Cf. Eph. 2:5-7 and Col. 2:12-13 where the two perspectives
appear to merge Into one. Lohmeyer. " 5F wv Xp>/o~ ?
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purpose now and. then is ever koi v oj vf<k. you u) oo c\^j jqo \7, *7 <3~o u~

'~Xp / o-7o <7 This is the comprehensive outreach of the phrase for Paul
The foregoing perspective of tro/vujv) U^crou ")£>/ cr TOO"

has an interesting psirallel in I Peter 5:1 where Peter writes of his

being "a partaker (fo)v loyo's ) in the glory that is to be revealed."2
Here Peter describes himself as presently sharing in that which is to

be fully manifested in the future. Here is that combination of present

and future found in the person of the risen Christ which is common to

the New Testament and particularly finds expression in Paul.3 Peter's

reference may be more specifically to the special privilege granted to

him when he saw the transfiguration of Jesus which can be regarded as

a preview of the glory of Christ as it will be manifested at the par-

ousia.k
The eschatological essence of "the sharing-together quality of

life" is first and fundamentally for Paul the person of the risen Christ

in whom God has centered and will bring to final consummation his redemp¬

tive purpose for all creation. Jesus Christ as Lord and God's final

salvation activity are so identified by Paul that he can sura up God's

total salvation benefit as Aro ) u lu yf7ou lfi<yo ctcjTou

pp. 253-255.

H/endland, p. 13.

2See above, pp.

3Cf. II Cor. 5:5} Eph. I:ll-lUj 2:5-7.

Vlan M. Stibbs, The First Spistle General of Peter, The Tyndale
New Testament Commentaries, ed. R. V. G. Tasker (London: The
f'yndale Press, 1959)* P« 16?. Selwyn, p. 229. This interpre¬
tation assumes the apostolic authorship of I Peter which Stibbs
and Selwyn accept, but cf. F. W. Beare pp. 2k-31, who rejects
the Petrine authorship.
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"Xp/o-rou Toh JCupjou fj/fuj r. When men are in right relationship to
Jesus Christ the past and the future salvation activity of God in him ifc

made real in their pi'esent experience. All this Paul attempts to point

up in a comprehensive way by ICoivujyki 7Tyjera\j Xpi cr T thus
encompassing both the person and the full hellsgeschichtliche signifi¬

cance of Jesus Christ.

The Spirit of Christ.--the participation of the believer in the

salvation reality of God now centered in the person of the risen Christ,

can also be described by Paul as a "sharing-together" in the Holy Spirit.

In Fhilippians 2:1 the starting point of the apostle's appeal for Chris-*

tian unity is the gift of the Hoi;/ Spirit and the believer's conscious

experience of his indwelling and activity1: "So if there is any . . .

/ / / .

participation in the Spirit ( K'oiv auyt *, n k<pum c/ S ) . . . com¬

plete my joy . . . ." Similar at this point is the usage in the rich

benediction of II Corinthians 13:13: "The grace of the Lord Jesus

Christ and the love of God and the fellowship (RSV margin, "participa¬

tion in") of the Holy Spirit { k~oj vluy/X rou ay/ou TIv^Jm^TQS )
be with you all." Here rhul in a comprehensive, theologically pregnant,

three-in-one expression indicates his desire that the full salvation

blessing of God be with the Corinthian church. By the last of the three

phrases the apostle expresses in another way the identical salvation-

reality resident in each of the former phrases. That which ihul knew

as "the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God" respectively

■'■Ralph P. Martin, The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians, The
Tyndale New Testament Commentaries, ed. R. V. C. Tasker (Lon¬
don: The Tyndale Press, 1959) P* 91* Cf. the discussion on
the precise force of kolnonia in the verse, above pp. 0 3 PP.
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he also learned to know as "the participation in the Holy Spirit."1
This "participation in the Holy Spirit" in which the Holy Spirit is

p
involved as both the gift and the giver lay at the heart of any expe¬

rimental realization of the saving activity of God which was bound up

with the risen Christ. And as these verses imply, it was integral also

to the being of the Christian community. So for Paul, to be "in Christ"

was in some sense also to be "in the Spirit" (cf. I Cor. 1:2 and Rom.
O

lU;17.) The two phrases, however, are not identical, for the emphasis

of the latter is on the inner experience, while the former has more to
k

do with the objective reality of redemption.

The apostle's view of the link between the Holy Spirit and Chris"

is in continuity with that which was demonstrated earlier. In the

Synoptic Gospels Jesus is the bearer of the eschatological Spirit of

God.5 After Pentecost, in the book of Acts, the Holy Spirit continues

the ministry and mission of Jesus through the men of the early church.

These men's experience of the Holy Spirit was vitally related to their

experience of Jesus, so much so, that the former became for them the

effective presence of Jesus as both Lord and Christ.'"'

A passage which sets the stage for the more specific pronounce-

^Cf. above, pp.

2Wendland, p. 23U.

-^Hunter, Interpreting Paul's Gospel, p. 39.

^Percy, p. 35. Best, p. 12, notes that "the distinction between
the two emerges in the fact that 'in the Spirit' has as its
opposite 'in the flesh', whereas the true opposite of 'in
Christ' is 'in the law.'"

%ee above, p. If ?.
A

See above, pp. 33?^ J)3 7,
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meats of Paul concerning Christ and the Holy Spirit and in which the

link between the apostle and the early church is clearly evident is

Romans 1:U where he makes use of a traditional formula. Here Jesus

Christ confessed by Paul as Lord is "designated Son of God in power

according to the Spirit of holiness (/r<»7ci nyy-D/io. ay/u/cr uyyj s )
by his resurrection from the dead." The Holy Spirit becomes with the

resurrection and exaltation the vehicle and the mode of his status as

Lord; k~qy<K ctqo/ci (vs. t) stands in contrast to Jr^rc^ t\V£J/h<K &
As the flesh was his manner of life while on earth in the same way the

Spirit is his manner of life after the resurrection of Christ (cf. I

Cor. 6:1k, 15:^5> Row. 6:k, 8:1).1
The Spirit as the life of the exalted Lord accounts for the

essential relationship between Christ and the Spirit in respect to the

believer. In II Corinthians 3!l? Paul makes the striking assertion

o ci £ tup/o y 70 nveZiut io r 1 v indicating that "the Spirit so

effectively performs His office of communicating to men the benefits of

the risen Christ that for all intents and purposes of faith the Lord
o

himself is present bestowing grace on His own." The identity is a

dynamic one of redemptive action. Even the realization of the present

Lordship of Christ is dependent upon the action of the Spirit. "Ho one

can say 'Jesus is Lord' except by the Holy Spirit" (I Cor. 12:3). Paxil

further expresses this relationship in Romans 8:9-10 as he describes the

•^Cf. Hamilton, pp. 12-15 for a discussion of the manner in
which these verses support this assertion.

2Hamilton, p. 6. For other interpretations of^his passage cf.
Jean Bering, La Seconde Epitre de Saint Paul, Vol. VIII of
Commentaire due Noureau Testament (Neuchatel:' Delachaux and
Niestle, 1958), p. 39.

CLtl'/.
C A, r
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same phenomenon as first "you are in the Spirit" and then as "Christ is

in you." Between the two he emphatically affirms that "anyone who does

not have the Spirit of Christ does not belong to him". In every respect;

the Spirit is the connecting link between Christ and the believer: to

have the Spirit is to belong to Christ and to be Christ's is to possess

the Spirit of God. Thus it is that the Spirit is the Spirit of Christ.

As Wendland expresses it:

Das Pneuma ist der Geist Christi und damitzugleich die Gegenwart
des Heils und des Leber.s, das Christus schenkt, so wie Christus
selber gibt, was er ist, und ist in dem, das er gibt. Die innen-
weltliche Entgegensetzung von Ding und Person, Objekt und Subject
ist in der Christlichen Pneumalehre unbrauchbar.

This identity^ of the Lord and the Spirit from the standpoint of faith

is ultimately rooted in the fact that the Spirit as the life of the

resurrected and exalted Lord is likewise the channel of the Lord's life

in his redemptive action. Thus it is in the life of Christ himself

that the believer shares through the Holy Spirit.-*

"hieinz-Dietrich Wendland, "Das Wirken des Heiligen Geistes in
den Glaubigen nach Raulus," Theologische Literaturzeitung 3
(August, 1952), p. U59.

%he identity, however is not absolute for Paul as Alfred Wiken-
houser, Pauline Mysticism, tran. Joseph Cunningham (Edinburgh:
Nelson, i960), p. 83# points out: "Paul makes statements about
Christ which could not be made about the Spirit. He calls
Christ his life in Phil. 1:31# Gal. 2:20, and Col. 3 and 4;
but he never says this of the Spirit. In Gal. b:19 be says
that Christ must be formed in him: this is something which he
did not and could not say concerning the Holy Spirit. We could
not substitute the Holy Spirit for Christ in Rom. 8:29 where
he says that Christians must be conformed to the image of the
Son of God. Neither can we speak of the Holy Spirit as he does
of Christ in Eph. ^:13, where he says that Christians should
attain 'the measure of the age of the fullness of Christ.'"

3cf. Markua Barth, pp. 318-361 for an extensive and balanced
discussion of the relation of the Holy Spirit to water baptism
in Paul.
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The esehatolcgical character of Paul's conception of the Holy

Spirit is already evident in the way Paul relates the Spirit to the

resurrection. It is the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead

that dwells in the Christian, now the Spirit of Christ, who will also

resurrect the Christian (Rom. 8:ll). By their present possession of the

promised Holy Spirit they are "sealed (e <r- Q >jT c~ ) for the day

of redemption" (Eph. ^:30; cf. 1:13). The present activity of the Spiri

is the "first fruits (qrm.oyr} v ) of the Spirit" (Rom. 8:23) and the

"guarantee" ( ~l)pa«/3uuy ) or first installment of the Christian'3 fu¬
ture inheritance of complete redemption (II Cor. 1:22; 5*5J Eph. 1:1*0,

that is, of the full power of the age to come. As such the present

participation in the Spirit finds its meaning in the messianic age of

promise (Acts 2:l6)^" in which the kingdom purpose of God was to find its

fulfilment. While Paul's use of the concept of the kingdom is primarily

future (cf. I Cor. 6:9* 10; Gal. 5s21j Eph. 5s5)» yet the Spirit as the

vital principle of the kingdom (Rom. lU:17) has broken into this "presan

evil age" (Gal. 1:U) giving with its accompanying assurance a genuine

participation in the final salvation act of God. Thus the role of the

Spirit in Paul's teaching is similar to that of the Kingdom in the
P

Synoptics, it belongs primarily to the future, yet is a reality in the

present. The action of the Spirit in the present and in the future are

all of one piece. The believer's share in the future is based on the

present indwelling (Rom. 8:ll).
The koinonia of the Holy Spirit is both a Christocentric and

Hjendland, "Das Wirken des Heiligen Geistes in den Glaubigen nsc
Paulus," pp. U58. See above, pp. 525,

^Hamilton, pp. 23f.
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eschatological reality. When Paul pleads for unity (Pnil. 2:l) on the

basis of the present dwelling of the Spirit in the lives of the Fhilipp-

ian Christians, he brings to bear the full eschatological meaning of

Christ whose person is likewise present in their experience by the Spi¬

rit of Christ. It is their new eschatological existence, partaking of

the nature of the resurrection and making its realities qualitatively

present which ought to motivate them to be what they are. The essence

of their relationship to God and His purposes and the resultant life is

the Holy Spirit. And when Paul concludes his correspondence to the
c ' ~

Corinthian Church by expressing his desire that Fj \ y\xjvi t<ju
c / / . .

<xy/6u 7-be theirs (II Cor. 13:13), he wishes for them

the full salvation benefits of God (cf. Rom. 5?l-5) now centered in the

person of the exalted Christ in whom redemption will come to complete

realization. This participation in the Spirit is to be common to the

whole Church (cf. I Cor. 3:16) and is indeed the foundation of their

being such.

The Crucified Christ.—Jesus Christ as the eschatological ess¬

ence of the koinoaia reality (I Cor. 1:9) ana shared in through the

presence of the Holy Spirit with the believer (Phil. 2:1; II Cor. 13:

13; Rom. 8:9) is also for Paul indispensably the crucified Christ. This

is particularly evident in I Corinthians 10:l6 where he graphically

expresses his faith that at the Lord's table Christians in the drinking

of the cup and the eating of the bread are partaking of the body and
. ' C t s\J

blood of the Lord {JCdvujvi <v . . . foO QIMT TO 5 yo/crTdU • • •

kTo / viur*\ oyoZ> cruj ju orot T du \pi o-Tov )—those salvation real¬

ities resident in the resurrected, exalted, yet crucified Lord who is
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actually present by the Spirit. The cross is so at the heart of Paul's

comprehension of the salvation activity of God that he can designate his

proclamation of it as "the word of the cross" (I Cor. 1:18). The

content of his preaching in his own words is "Christ crucified . . .

(which is) to those who are called * . . Christ the power of God and the

wisdom of God" (I Cor. 1:23-25).

Raul discovered the salvation-centrality of the cross of Christ

through his conversion. His encounter with the exalted Christ convinced

him of the truth of the resurrection. This involved an acknowledgment

pof Jesus as the Son of God compelling Paul to reinterpret the cross,

to which a peculiar curse was attached for him (Gal. 3:10). He now saw

that the curse was not for Jesus personally, but was one borne vicar¬

iously and redemptively for others, freeing them from the curse of sin.^
The crucifixion and resurrection became for Paul two parts of one divine

act for the salvation of mankind.

At the core, both initially and continually, of his relation to

God lay an identification with Christ in his death: "I have been cru¬

cified with Christ ("Vj^vo-r u) ausf eo-yfupuj^i t < ); it is no longer I
who live, but Christ who lives in me; and the life I now live in the

flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself

for me" (Gal. 2:20). As evidenced in Paul's <7vY -terminology (Rom. 6:

8; Col. 2:20; 353if Gal. 2:20)!t his Christian life began in a faith union

*See above, pp. VP- 64,

Stood, "The Conversion of St. Paul," P. 282.

^Menoud, p. 136.

^Cf. Lohmeyer, "2cV ," p. 220: "Sterben mit Christus
gehtirt der Vergangenhcit das Glilubigen an, es ist der Beginn
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with Christ crucified. The historical deed became a fact of his own

experience. The "old self was crucified with him that the sinful body

might be destroyed" (Rom. 6:6), Thus following in logical sequence,

for the two phases of the one salvation act cannot be separated, is a

1 P
resurrection with Christ to newness of life (Rom. 6:h-10). This

continuing state of life he describes as being "dead to sin and alive

to God in Christ Jesus" (Rom. 6jll). At the center of the Christian

life, or as Paul loves to put it, being er Y(o/ cr 7 £ stgJids the exalt
ed and resurrected Christ, who nevertheless remains the crucified Christ

"I am crucified with Christ" (Gal. 2:P0)«J

Singularly expressive of the heart and essence of the Christian

faith and life for Paul is the attendance at the table of the Lord. He

uses the meaning of that corporate rite both to warn against idolatry

(I Cor. 10:lU-22) and to rebuke for the lack of genuine unity on the

part of the Corinthian Christians (I Cor. 11:17-3*0* As he interprets
-> ^

the €<ttiy 0f the more traditional accounts, Paul sees in I Corinth¬

ians 10:16 the significance of the observance as a koinonia of the blood

and body of Christ. And as has been pointed out in an earlier chapter

these two terms are parallel in their reference to Christ, denoting his

seines christlichen Daseins."

1This newness of life is also a matter of faith in a future
life (vss. 5> 8).

P /
Cf. Pierre Bonnard, "Mourir et vivra avec Jesus-Chri3t selon
saint Paul, "Revue d'historie et de Fnilosophie Religieuses,
36 (1956), p. 104, who points out that Paul in Romans is not
primarily concerned about a doctrine of baptism, but rather is
using baptism to illustrate the fact that death with Christ
renders impossible "tout retour a une conduite pre-b&pt1smale."

%artling, p. **03.
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sacrificial death viewed from the perspective of its post-resurrection

consequences. Thus involved in. the partaking of the Lord's Supper is

a present redemptive participation in Christ as the Crucified One. What

Christ accomplished through his death is here continually realized to be

the fountain from which flows the salvation reality of God. The risen

Lord with whom the Christians live in an effective redemptive relation¬

ship through the presence of the Holy Spirit is always the Christ "who

gave himself for our sins to deliver us from the present evil age"

(Gal. 1:4). The blood and body of Christ as the object of koinoni© lays

stress on the death of Christ, and its contemporaneity in the life of

the Christian.

In the observance of the Lord's Supper, also, the covenant©!

perspective of the death of Christ is brought into view. "This cup is

the new covenant in ray blood" (I Cor. 11:25, cf. Mt. 26:28; Mk. 14:24;

Lk. 22:20) is the form of the cup saying in the tradition which Paul

possessed. Christ's death, then, the benefits of which the Christian

shares, Paul views as the messianic fulfilment of the Sinai covenant

(Ex. 24:8) in line with the prophecy of Jeremiah 31:31-34 (cf. Heb. 8:

8-12; 10:15-17)* In line with this is the further fact that Paschal

ideas dominate the whole tradition of the Lord's Supper and that parti¬

cularly for Paul:^ "Christ, our paschal lamb, has been sacrificed"

(I Cor. 5sT)* The significance of Paul's view of the death of Chri3t as

covenantal is first that it is thus placed at the very heart of God's

salvation activity, and second, that as such the crucified Christ is

"See above, pp. -V9- y-/

%iggias, pp. 64ff. See above, p. S 7,
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constitutive of the new people of God. The laying down of his life as

a covenants!, sacrifice implies a covenant people.

A further perspective involved in the Lord's Supper in respect

to the Christian's faith-relationship with the crucified Christ is

brought out by Paul as he follows the words of institution by: "For as

often as you eat this bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord's

death until he comes" (I Cor. 11:26). Certainly implicit in the phrase

"proclaim the Lord's death" is that self-communication of the Lord in

his death out of which the community continually lives. It is the death

of the exalted Lord who now lives which is proclaimed in the eating of

the bread and drinking from the cup as the terra "Lord" signifies. And

to this is added the perspective "until he comes." Thus he who comes

to the Lord's table declares not only that Christ died for the sins of

the people, but that he lives and that his death is significant for all
O

time, even unto the end. Relevant to the consummation of all things

is the death of Christ. The coming Christ is also the Christ who was

crucified. Through his approach to the Lord's Supper Paul makes it

clear that Christ as the center of the Christian koinonie (I Cor. 1:9)

Is first, now and always—even in the consummation, the crucified Christ

The Sufferings of Christ.—Closely related to the previous

discussion which spoke of a redemptive participation in the death of

Christ mediated by his living presence is what Paul uniquely expresses
.— -> \ \

as the koinonia of Christ's sufferings: y-ou y V uJ y ( auJoY jri /

7^Y Surc^jU/r ~T/js IxvacrVcCCT^ujs Jco )V LOFM Y

^■Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korlather, p. 88.

W, groaheide. p. 273.
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(Phil. 3:10). Here he eagerly desires to participate more fully in what

in some unique sense as the object of the Christian koinonla. Thus a

fascinating phase of the eschatological essence in which the "sharing-

together" quality of life is rooted is said by Paul to be Christ's

sufferings which become a part of Christian life and experience. The

koinonia is presented in part as a common participation in the suffer¬

ings of Christ.

Paxil's ability to designate his own sufferings and those of his

brethren in Christ as the sufferings of Christ (cf. II Cor. 1:5) rises

out of the redemptive participation in the death and life of Christ (Rom.

6:5) which he finds at the heart of being "in Christ." Involved in the

ministry of Jesus which culminates in the cross were the messianic

sufferings or tribulations ^ / s )2 which Paxil links decisively to

the life of the Christian in Romans 8:17-18:

"and if children, then heirs, heirs of God and fellow heirs with
Christ, provided we suffer with him in order that we may also be
glorified with him. I consider that the sufferings of this
present time are not worth comparing with the glory that is to
be revealed to us."

The latter phrase y~r<\Q fj /j q7\ yod vdy (cf. I Th. 1:6;
/

II Th. 1 ' -v " " ----- ✓

siisirc ctouncigriwj.y xu vnnsw s sui 1 srni^s• 01 • RiuCLb stnu

rich, p. 656.

-With the sufferings of Christ the eschatological sufferings of
the messianic age began. Cf. Heinrich Schlier, " Q >1 //S*u_>
(9XTy!/ s " Theologisches W<3rterbuch zura Keuen Testament, ed.
Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1938), III, iUO-l46.

he calls the sufferings of Christ (cf. II Cor. 1:5)^ looking upon them
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seventeen relates the sufferings of the Christian with those of Christ.^
In them they are suffering with him. Their sufferings in some way par¬

take of the nature of his for they are re&enaptively united with him in

both his death and life (Rom. 5sl0). Partaking in the 0 ATy^s of this

age, which can be in s sense styled the messianic sufferings, is for

Paul an indispensable part of Christian existence. In line with this

Luke reports that Raul and Barnabas as they returned through Lystra,

Iconium and Antioeh were "strengthening the souls of the disciples,

exhorting them to continue in the faith, and saying that through many

tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God" (Acts lh;22). To the

Fhilippians Paul himself wrote: "For it has been granted to you that

for the sake of Christ you should not only believe in him but also

suffer for his sake, engaged in the same conflict which you saw and now

hear to be mine" (1:29-30).

Particularly in his own life did Paul experience those suffer¬

ings which he saw as concomitant with all valid relation to the present

activity of God:

"For as the sufferings of Christ abound for us, so also our
comfort abounds through Christ (RSV margin). If we are
afflicted, it is for your comfort and salvation? and if we
are comforted, it is for your comfort, which you experience
when you patiently endure the same sufferings that we
suffer." (II Cor. 1:5-6).

Se looked upon sufferings as integral to Christian service and emphasized,
2

them as an essential element of his apostolic ministry. Being in pris-

^"Ahern, p. 18.
2
Cf. William A. Beardslee, Human Achievement and Divine Vocation
in the Message of P*nl, Studies in Biblical Theology, no. 31
(Haperville, IllinoiT? Alec R. Allenson, Inc.,' 1961), p. 11^.
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on was a part of the grace of his apostleship (Phil. 1:7). Luke traces

this understanding of Paul back to the words of the Lord to Ananias

concerning him: "Go, for he is e chosen instrument of mine to carry my

name before the Gentiles and kings and the sons of Israel) for I will

show hira how much he must suffer for the sake of ray name" (Acts 9:15-

16). Raul's own most precise expression of this concept is in Colos3-

ians 1:2k; "low I rejoice in ray sufferings for your sake, and in my

flesh I complete what is lacking in Christ's affliction ( T Cur

to0 YpjcrroC ) for the sake of his body, that is, the church."
D. M. Stanley in his evaluation of Paul's use of the Servant theme

points out that

the Apostle does not seem to have made any great use of the
primary soteriological implications of the Deutero-Isaian
prophecy. . . . Paul has, with an astonishing Apostolic lib¬
erty, employed his creative genius to elaborate a completely
new Servant theology in which he himself appears as the Ebsd
Yahweh. As a result, this theme hitherto uniquely employed
to convey the meaning of the central events of Christ's re¬
demptive mission amongst men, becomes under Saul's inspired
pen the basis for his mystical conception of the Christian
apostolate.^-

Stanley mentions that Raul was neither unaware of nor did he neglect

entirely in his earlier preaching the Jerusalem church's interest in

and use of Christ's redemptive work in terms of the Ebed Yahweh (cf.

I Cor. 15s3i Horn* k:25; Phil. 2:5f.). But he goes on to demonstrate by

a series of comparisons of Paul's writings with the Servant songs that

Paul, while considering Christ the Servant par excellence, repeatedly

reminds his listeners that in his own apostolic labours the work of the

"^Lohmeyer, Per Brief an die Phillpper, pp. 25-26.
p
^D. M. Stanley, "The Theme of the Servant of Yshweh in Primitive
Christian Soteriology, and its Transposition by Saint Paul,"
Catholic Biblical Quarterly 16 (195k), p. 385.
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Servant is being carried on (cf. Phil. 2:16 and Is. k9:kj Rom. 10 and

Is. 52:7, 53si)• He can call himself the Servant because he is an

"ambassador" of the Servant to fulfill his ministry among men (Cf. Is.

52:7 with II Cor. 5:20)* Stanley traces Paul's authority for this

transposition to his commission from the glorified Christ which was

given in terms of the first Servant song (cf. Acts 26:12-18).1
Sufferings are for Paul the mark of his apostleship—"the true

apostle always carries In his body the death of Jesus" (II Cor. k:10).

That is, in Beardslee's words, "the apostle was the figure in whom the

conflict between this age and the age to come was most sharply set forth

as such he could only expect to bear the brunt of the opposition to

Christ"^ (I Cor. k:9-13j II Cor. 6:3-10). As against his detractors in

Corinth who looked for success and pre-eminence as evidence of God's

appointment, "Paul takes the depth and persistence of his own difficul¬

ties as signs of his special vocation"** (II Cor. l:3-7i 11:21-29)*

According to Munck Paul is "like Jesus a suffering and dying figure,

whose work and power and victory arise from his weakness and infirmity

and defeat.When Paul then writes to the Colossians that through his

sufferings he is completing in his flesh what is lacking in Christ's

afflictions (Col. 1:2k), he is viewing his own actual sufferings as a

^Tbid., pp. kl3-kl8. Beardslee, pp. 112-113, in. a similar mann¬
er brings out the fact that Paul unites conceptions of witness
and suffering which go back to Deutero-Isaiah. Cf. Ahern, p.
6, who goes on to pick up the threads in Qumran Literature.

%unck, p. l8k.

^Beardslee, p. 88.
k
Ibid., p. Ilk.

^Munck, p. l8k.
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real participation in the sufferings of Christ. This is because they

are endured for Christ's sake and in vital fellowship with him for the

Spirit of Christ is the life-principle of Paul's service for Christ.1
His sufferings are no problem for Paul in that the new age was already

in part present. They were eschatologieal sufferings intimately linked

with the conquest of Christ "an incident in a life of achievement."

Paul views suffering as essential not only to his apostleship, but also

to the gospel itself. That act of God which is the gospel is an act of

suffering.It is in the eschatological sense that there is a quota of

sufferings which the whole Church, the corporate Christ, must fulfill

before God's plan of salvation reaches its consummation. Paul rejoices
4

in taking more than his share of these.

Paul stands not alone but with the whole Christian community in

the eschatological situation partaking in what God had done and is doing

as the action of God flows from the present living reality of Christ.

All this Paul brings to focus in Fhilippians 3:10 with which this dis¬

cussion began. Here and in the following verse Paul lifts above all

other motives the hope of final union with Christ--the parousia resurrec •

tion. Suffering is a part of the excelling way (vs. 10) which leads to

k. F. D. Moule, The Sacrifice of Christ (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1956), p. 35* Cf. Ahern, p. 28.

^Beardslee, p. 115.

^William Baird, Paul's Message and Mission (Hew York: Abingdon
Press, i960), p. 69.

UC. F. D. Moule, The Sacrifice of Christ, p. 3k.

^Ahern, p. 29• He also points out that this hope "has formed
a leitmotif throughout the whole epistle. (Cf. 1:6, 10-11,
23J 3:20-21; 4:5).
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that superior end, the resurrection from the dead. (vs. 11). These

patheraata, which allude first perhaps to the total renunciation which

the apostle has just described in verses seven to nine,"'" comprehend the

life-long state of death inaugurated through the power of the Spirit

including concretely the sufferings and tribulations of his life. Thus,

by that bond of the resurrection Spirit he can call them truly the

sufferings of Christ (-v r al/rotT ). And by use here of

koinonia., which breathes the spirit of the entire epistle, Paul gra¬

ciously suggests the part his converts have with him in the vast

toZ> 'Xn/o-To'v (cf* Phil* 1:7, 29) which all Christians

must bear to bring the body of Christ to its full measure (Col. 1:2k).

It is thus that Paul speaks of his sufferings as a koinonia of the

immense ray 770. u<z~r b-/

At the heart of the sharing in the sufferings of Christ lies

the experience of union with Christ in his death and resurrection. For

Raul this intimacy of knowledge and experience with his Lord is so close

that he can regard his apostolic career as an innter participation in
■3

his sufferings.J This koinonia of his sufferings which was so vital for

Paul is seen to be a reality in all Christian living, for in every life

"the glorious Savior claims as his own the sufferings which the dynamic

«k
presence of the Spirit occasions in his members. It is in this real

istic sense, by the bond of the Spirit of Christ himself, that the

1 P 'y
Pierre Bonnard, L; Epitre De Saint Paul aux Fhilippiens, p. 66.

Ahem, p. 29-32. Cf. Best, p. 136.

^Ralpli Martin, p. 50.

Ahern, p. 50.

' / A
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sufferings of Christ are to be viewed as belonging to that eschatolog-

ical entity from which the koinonia quality of life procures its dynamic

In I Peter k:13 hCoJvu->r^<ju is used in a similar context:

"rejoice in so far as you share Christ's sufferings (fcoi vvor~€-7T£

7o? •> cr r<)u rr<\ Q-/j //a cr i Y )* you may also rejoice and
be glad when his glory is revealed." Peter encourages the Christians

in their suffering by identifying them with the sufferings of Christ.A

They are to rejoice for they have a privileged part in the outworking

of God's age-long purpose in line with which Christ entered his glory

through suffering (cf. I Pet. 1:10, 11). So to share in Christ's suffer
O

ings here is to be assured of future participation in his glory. As

in Paul such suffering is connected with the living Christ and the

presence of the Holy Spirit (vs. lU). Also he follows the death-

resurrection theme that underlies the thought of Paul on Christian

suffering. Ke applies this principle to Christ in 1:11, to himself in

5:1 and to all Christians here in k:13 and in 5:10.3 This linking up

of the Christian's tribulation with the suffering of Christ is thus very

similar to Pauline concepts but appears here in a more primitive or less

developed form. The theme need not be unique to Paul, but certainly he

saw deeper into it than any other New Testament author.

The Gospel of Christ.—Finally, Paul is able to view the object

of the Christian koinoaia simply as "the gospel" (I Cor. 9*235 Fail. 1:

5-7; cf. Philm. 6). In this context he involves certainly the salvation

^"See above, pp.

2Stibbs, p. 159.

.Ahern, p. 32.
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realities inherent in the gospel, but he reaches out more specifically

to include the task of the proclataation of the gospel.-*- The previous

discussion has already indicated this aspect, for the sharing of

Christ's sufferings comprehended those tribulations which Paul and his

fellow Christians endured in the service of Christ. Likewise the phase

of "the eschatological entity" is within the scope of that definitive

expression of Paul with which the chapter began—"the fellowship (koin-

onla) of ... . Jesus Christ" (I Cor. 1:9).

While it is not a direct statement, I Corinthians 9?23 Provl&es

an interesting illustration of the above assertion: 77ayr<\ Sq sio(~lo

TO eu<zyy<fk/ 6 Y f v**. <Tuy/co/vujva s au 7ou
The first reference of \( c»/~ is most probably defined by the

t/
/Vtt clause, that is, the gospel viewed in terms of its salvation

blessings (vss. 2^-27)•" The gospel viewed in this sense, then, is the

motivation for the rravr<\ (cf. vss. 1-22) which he undertakes for the

furtherance of the gospel (cf. vs. l6)—"that I might by all means save

some" (vs. 22). While the partaking is more specifically of the gospel

blessings than of the gospel task, the two cannot be separated in this

context. As Wendland aptly puts it: "seln eigenes Heil ist unl8sbar

von seinem apostolischen Amt.Paul is expressing here his particlpa-

*-For this general connotation of <£u<=cyy oV cf, Gerhard
Friedrich, "gu ^y > 0 V >" Theologisches Wflrterbuch zum
Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel, (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammar
1935), II, 726ff.

2
Clarence Tucker Craig, The First Epistle to the Corinthians,
Vol. X, The Interpreter's Bible, ed. Nolan B. Harmon, (Hew York
Abingdon, 1953), 105. Also Robertson and Plummer, p. 183.
But cf. Grosheide, p. 21k.

%endland, Die Briefe an die Korinther, p. 63.

A 1
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tion in the gospel task, but he views it as an indispensable preliminary
•i

to a sharing in the gospel in its fullest sense—the salvation of God.

The hope of the latter was determinative of the quality of the former.

A statement more central to Paul's view of the gospel as the

object of the Christian koinoaie. is Fhilippians 1:5 in which he writes

the church at philippi that he gives thanks to God for yTn y~o> vlo» \
<■ <

fJ/JLvr 76 eo-^yyc-^/QV QTto YXjs Y]fA s qyp/ You"
ylTy The passage (vss. 3—11) has to do with Paul's personal relation¬

ship with them, as indeed does much of the letter, and 7^ icaiuvuy/^
U/tuJV 6-/ 5 ~6 eu <^yyyX > or states concisely the basic theme of the
entire letter. The force of the phrase as set forth in an earlier

O

chapter is that of participation in the work of the gospel, a partici¬

pation not exclusive of, but based upon their partaking of the gosepl

itself.

The expression prepares the way for the o~uy ko> s uoO

7^5 Xctp); ro s of verse seven which further defines ~ry K. U. €. T.
/-x

Qucxyy^. v' and thus supports the above interpretation of it. Here
the object of participation is gr&ce—"la grace de 1'apostolat"^ (cf.

Rom. l:5j Eph. 3:2). The Biilippians are partakers with Paul of his

gospel mission among the nations. The immediate reference of the grace

is Paul's present imprisonment^ and it is as auyf'oJVLcHlfs with it

"*"In Romans 11:17 there is a similar1 Pauline use of croyJCd )YLu—
Vo ? to express the participation of the Gentiles with the

Jews in the messianic salvation of God. See above, pp. 35 f.

'-See above, pp.

•^Bonnard, L'Bpitre de Saint Paul aux Philippiens, p. 17•

^Paul's "defense and confirmation of the gospel" is believed by
most recent writers to describe his trial before the imperial.
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that they are partakers with Paul in the grace of his God-given commi¬

ssion."'" And this they have expressed most concretely through their

gifts sent by Epaphro&itus to Paul, for as Paul put it, they more than

any other church e tra / u uj v y ere r <s-/s ~Aoyoy c? o cy e uj s beat

y\/i (U:15). Such realistic sharing with the apostle in grace

is a sharing too in the tribulations of that ministry: ena^VaTf-
cr uy f < vuj v>{o-<\Y~es juou 7/7 (k:lk). Their gifts to
him in prison were indicative not only of their concern for his needs

hut also of their participation in the apostolic trials which precede
p

and prepare for the end."* Their own actual suffering may well be

involved, for to them also €^ o j cr O/j ro unep Xf> t cr r ou* . „ ,

(1:29).

So in 1:5 when Paul speaks of their participation in the gospel

he has in mind their total sharing with him through sympathetic feel¬

ing, in like undertakings and by specific personal aid in the gospel

mission. Certainly the expression may have been occasioned by the

immediate circumstance, but the phrase itself is not to he limited to

an offering or offerings, but to their over-all relationship to the

apostle in the great task in which they had a part with him.

In the Biiiippian letter the accent is truly on tTj K'QjV^ViX
C Q

£/ <s 7-o cu <styy<s X j o V. The work of the gospel is central in his

relationship to them end perhaps even in a more realistic sense than

with any other church as U:15 would seem to imply. He often makes use

court. Martin, p. 63. Cf. Mouton and Milligan, p. 108.

^Martin, p. 6k.

%onnard, L'Epttre de Saint Paul aux Rillippicns, p. 80.
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of &L;ayy£~\)of in this sease. He speaks of "the defense and con¬

firmation of the gospel" (1:7) ia relation to his imprisonment. He is

convinced that what has happened to him "has really served to advance

the gospel" (1:12). Timothy "as a son with a father" served with Paul

"in the gospel" (2:22)j others Paul says "have labored side by side with

me in the gospel" (^:3). And finally he writes of "the beginnings of

the gospel" in Biilippl (U:15). Only in 1:27 does Paul speak of the

gospel in the more general sense.

In Philemon o where the phrase ^ ato/pluwq. r^s t~j! <rrfu.it

ctoo most probably signifies "your partnership in the faith""*' the work

of the gospel may possibly be meant. While it is included, certainly,

the first emphasis is more likely to be on Philemon's personal partici¬

pation in the Christian faith. The import of the entire verse was

earlier posited to be "that your partnership in the faith may come to

expression in the perception of every good thing among us, and this in

and for Christ."2

The koinonia reality for Paul centers comprehensively and simply

in the person of Jesus Christ. It is ever ^ Jcoviuyi'k, you ufou
Oeou crop" Yy>;<rrou 7~o u t'CUfyi ou yi/jujY (cf* I Cor. 1:9)« TAe final
salvation activity of God in Jesus Christ, as risen, yet crucified, and

redemptively present in the experience of men by the Holy Spirit, furn¬

ishes the raison d'etre and personal dynamic of "the sharing-together

quality of life" which lies at the heart of the church. And while he

speaks of a common partaking in suffering and in the proclamation of the

^-See above, p. *7 7

2Ibid.
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gospel, these too are inherently bound up with the person and Spirit of

Jesus and with the fulfillment of God's redemptive purposes in him.

One phase or another of the eschatologically conceived reality of Jesus

Christ is usually the direct, or at least indirect, vertical reference

of Paul's use of the koinonia terminology.

Before leaving the eschatological entity of the koinonia reality

to consider its horizontal implications in Paul, some parallels in non-

Pauline literature should be mentioned. In II Peter, the expression

0£/<(s ktovujvoc (j> u<j~ $ has an Hellenistic flavdjr, but never¬

theless fits somewhat roughly into the basic import of this section

(cf. I Cor. 1:95 II Cor. 13:135 Phil* 2:1). It speaks of a subjective

apprehension of the salvation which is in Christ in fulfillment of the

promises. 'The writer to the Hebrews has some interesting uses of
/ /

/s-e to jyo 3 which parallel the present pattern. The stress of /< f7o -

^os is on the idea of participation without including, as the corres¬
ponding koinonia words often do, the idea of community.1 At Hebrews

2:l4 both Ko)viuTe io and ju^r $-yw are used in a parallel way to ex¬

press different ideas: "Since therefore the children share (fre K'o < vuj -

\t>jK SrY- ) In flesh and blood, he himself likewise partook (<& cr-

9C e-v ) of the same nature . . . ." In the first verb the emphasis is

upon the common nature shared by men, while the second expresses the

uniqueness of the incarnation.2 It is in Hebrews 3:lU and 6:U, however,

that the similarity to Pauline concepts is obvious. In the first the

author and his readers bxq o\o i » . . Voo > (T ToV~ In the

"J
Cf. the discussion in Thornton, p.

%esteott, The Splstle to the Hebrews, p. 53*
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second, the author writes of those who have become ^ e T0\o u s „ , ,
✓ c s

f-iVGrUM&TQ s ccy/aur The references are to a genuine partaking in

the eschatological realities of salvation as represented by the person

of Christ and the Holy Spirit. Perhaps 3:1 also fits here for he

speaks of the brethren, to whom he is writing, as
* ✓

Q 7tOL>p a y~> oo ~ o o < ,

The Corporate Concern

A "sharing-together" in Christ.—It is significant that the

participation in Christ so admirably focused in I Corinthians 1:9 is a

common participation: frol vuj )ri «r/ T~<j u (of o 0 qu too 'J-yjvod
X({Oj a~ro u . In fact it is very probable that this perspective forms

the rationale for Paul's employment of koinonia in the overall context

of I Corinthians. The vertical reference of koinonia has Just been

investigated and its richness indicated. In I Corinthians 1:9 the

phrase ico/ viovigv - .» » Vp/ <xtox gathers into itself all

the spiritual blessings--past, present and future—which the Corinthians

have in Jesus Christ (vss. 1-8). Then by the same phrase, utilizing the

horizontal dimension or koinonia as well as the vertical, Paul lays

stress on the fact that it is a sharing-"together" in Christ. It is

this sharing-"together," the commonness of the salvation blessings of

God as centered in the person of Jesus Christ, that Paul lays as a

foundation for his treatment of the ethical problems that face him in

the Church at Corinth."*"

"*Most commentators on this verse are so occupied with the impli¬
cations of koinonia for the Christian-Christ relationship that
they fail to see its significance for the relationship of
Christians to one another which is a thoma uppermost in the
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Since Paul finds the validity of his ethic in the nature of the

relation of Christian with Christian by virtue of their common relation

to Christ, a preliminary look at the nature of this bond will be taken

before it is viewed more realistically in its application to practical

issues. In the ultimate sense of course it is the person of Christ him-

self that unites believer with believer and so all that has been pred¬

icated of him must be presupposed in the further definition which is now

attempted. In particular is it true of the significance in this regard

of koinonia in I Corinthians 1:9« It is a common sharing that is spoker

of by the apostle. It is the uniqueness of that which is shared that

determines the quality of the sharing"5" rather than any special import

of the term itself. So to fathom more precisely what Paul intends by

his expression in 1:9 the total context of this key phrase of the epis¬

tle is involved. For present purposes this leads to the Pauline con¬

cepts of "in Christ" and "the body of Christ."
p

First in the context is Paxil's favorite expression "in Christ""

(vss. 2, U, 5) which is conceptually drawn up into the affirmation of

I Corinthians 1:9. And then as Paul develops the first phase of his

letter. For example Kfiramel in Lietzmann, p. 167 writes only of
"die durch den Glauben erworbene reale Anteilnahme an dem
himmlischen Herrn und seinem Heil in der Gegenwart." Cf.
Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korinther, p. 13; Grosheide, p.
32; Morris, p. 3&; George, pp. 175-177• Thornton, pp. lb, 77,
does fully recognize this. Cf. Robertson and Plummer, p.
who paraphrase "God . . . who Himself called you into fellow¬
ship with His Son and in His Son." Also Moffatt, The First
.Spistle of PauJ. to the Corinthians, p. 7«

Thornton, p. 77* would say that "we are concerned not simply
,ith a human fellowship and its characteristic embodiments,
out also with the divine life imparted to that fellowship."
Cf. Martin, p. U6.

2
See the discussion above pp. 26lff.
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argument against divisions in the church to which 1:9 forms the transi¬

tion, "in Christ" occurs again in a significant manner as he centers

the Christian's wisdom "in Christ," which wisdom is ; acr uv tq

re o>y/i<rju\s 4no\ur/)Locrj s (1:30). While further
references are not numerous (3:1; k:lQ> 15, 17, 15:18; 1>, 22, 31;

l6;2U) the general significance of the phrase underlies the main arg¬

ument and is alluded to in , . . Xp, g~Tov (ls9)• The
pertinent question is "what primarily does Paul imply as to the nature

of the relation between Christians by his formula ¥in Christ'?"

Very little more can be added to what has already been indicatec

in the earlier treatment of "in Christ." There it was seen as Bartling

puts it that "the pregnant € v Xp/ crt y expanded, becomes the 'inclu-
*

~V ■ _ p
sive' ev \pzcrruj ," That is, while the phrase is emphatically pers¬

onal, the Christian is not alone "in Christ" for he is brought into a

special relationship with other Christians in which he owes certain

duties to them which he does not owe to others.^ A unit is formed of

those who are "in Christ"— in him conceived of as an inclusive or cor-

k
porate personality. This concept views as one Christ and the new

creation (II Cor. 5tl7) of which he as the second Adam (Rom. 5:12ff;

I Cor. 15:^5)^ is the first member (I Cor. 15:20; 23i Rom. 8:29) and

-'-Both the presence of the 7~e- and the contrast in the passage
between human and divine wisdom would suggest that cr11
is further defined by the following three terms. Cf. Robert¬
son and Plummer, p. 27.

^Bartling, p. 1^3*

^Best> pp. 20, 2, k.

^Ibid., pp. 20ff.

•'ibid., pp. 3^-k2.
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"life-giving spirit" (I Cor. 15:1+5).''" The bond between those of the

new humanity is thus a common life, that of Christ himself2 who is so

intimately bound up with the new creation that to be "in it" is to be

"in Christ." With Davies, "to be £ y Xpi cr / CD is to have discoveredI
the true community.

Also to be "in Christ" is to belong to the "body of Christ.

Paul makes reference to that oneness formed by a common relation to

Christ,which underlies much of his ethical argument in I Corinthians,

as cr£U/q. Xp/o-ToZ (I Cor. 12:27; cf. vss. 12-27 and 10:16-17). The
relatedness of the two phrases is suggested by Romans 12:5: of TtX\\c(
£v (Tkjjuci ecJXev <uy XP' cr 7'ifj , They are not identical nor
can one be taken as explanatory of the other. Rather both have a

particular contribution to make to the total picture.0

By the phrase cruj^a. ~Xp/o~ToV Paul is laying stress on the
(* ^ p / ")oneness of the Corinthians as the "body of Christ": \jp € i "5 o t £CT i (-

crtljx/q \pio-Tcu K'<*> U£~Xy] ££ p/irpou s (12:27).^ This use

•'■See above pp. <3 4? P£.
2Cf. J. A. T. Robinson, The Body, p. 62.

^Bavies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 86.

^Ioid., p. 178.

^Percy, pp. lS, l+3ff« makes "in Christ" interpret "body of
Christ," while Albert Schweitzer, pp. 122f., seems to follow
the opposite procedure.

^Best, p. 19.

^Neugebauer, p. 97: "In 1 Kor. 12, 12f. aber wird nicht der
Leib als Summe der Glieder mit Christus verglichen, sondern
die Sinheit des Leibes damit, dass Christus Einer ist."
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of the body metaphor begins at verse twelve where Paul first refers

generally to how "all the members of the body, though many, are one

body," and then adds ouruj^ itqi o xpj<r ro-s x making his reference{

specific. Christ is one body. Christians are the "body of Christ."

The emphatic point is that they are one as the "body of Christ." The

accent is on the fact that they are the "body of Christ." In Romans

12:5 the slight difference in expression is due to the accent being

there on the unity of the body. But that body is thought of as Christ's

body. In both passages, as Percy sums up, "das tragende Moment der

Vorstellung dennoch die Sinheit der Glfiubigen mit Christus selbst ist.

Nun dadurch, dass sie als Leib Christ! ait Christus selbst eins sind,
2bilden sie zusaomen eine Einheit."

Verse thirteen further enforces the thought that it is as the

ii x s ■> c v /
body of Christ that believers are one: Mr* / y°)p c-y e v / nv&uju<rr(

x.m tiavtg-'s" ev s" cruj/jci €{2>q n t<'ct 0^ p e y .

The € r (TLu/jci is Christ's-5 for the e-js according to analogy of its

usage with "baptize" in Galatians 3s27* Rooians 6:3 and I Corinthians 10:

2 indicates not result or purpose but "into."14' It is gy &)rf ¥%V&J~

jUqr( that they are "baptized" or brought into Christ, a thought that

he goes on to stress with a parallel expression adding that Jews, Greeks,

slaves and free, £V yiygum<p. £ fi o t/cr 9 ^M g y\ Paul's

%arkus Berth, p. 333* "Christus ist selbst, so gut wie der
nattlrliche Leib, ein Leib rait vielen Gliedern".

P
^'Percy, p. 6.

^Kftamel in Lietztaann, p. 187: "c/5 fy Cuj^q. 12 13 nimmt
^eiffellos das &r crkju cv. - o yp/o-ros auf. ..."

^Ibid. Cf. Markus Berth, p. 335; Percy, p. 16.
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reference is to the Holy Spirit whose activity incorporates into the

"body of Christ." That it is the Holy Spirit who is in view is sug¬

gested by its predominance in the preceding passage (vss. Uff.) and by

reference to Mark 1:8 and parallels Acts 1:5; 11:16 and John 1:33 where

as here "Spirit" is linked with "baptize."''' And here as there the

stress is most likely not upon water baptism as such, but more upon the
2

Holy Spirit baptism. The emphasis then is upon <cv rir^UM1 °- which

also they all drank indicating again that it is the common partaking of
■3

the Holy Spirit that constitutes them the "body of Christ."

The point of the dual reference to the Holy Spirit in I Corin¬

thians 12:13 is to be found in the fact that the Spirit is the Spirit
k

of Christ. The identity between the two is a dynamic one of redemptive

^Cf. the extended discussion by Markus Barth, pp. 321-337# who
paraphrases I Cor. 12:13a by "Wir sind alle mit dem Heiligen
Geist auf dem Leib Christi getauft." Percy, p. l6f., however,
taking his clue from the lack of the article, sees a parallel
to Ephesians and sets tr %y/ nve along side of
crutjut as another expression which underlines the theme of the
unity of the church despite the diversity of its members. Cf.,
however, I Cor. 6:17, although even there the thought of the
Holy Spirit cannot be entirely absent. Groshelde, p. 150.

%arkus Barth, pp. 322f. Grosheide, p. 293# wbo sees here a
reference to baptism proper, is careful to point out that the
incorporation does not depend on the administration of baptism,
but on the work of the Spirit. Baptism is only valid if there
is a working of the Spirit. Paul uses hy and not 0710 because
baptism as such is not performed by the Spirit. Morris, p.
17^# takes a similar approach stating that the expression
"points to the Spirit as the element 'in1 which they were bap¬
tized. Those baptized are brought within the sphere of the
Spirit."

-^Markus Barth goes on to say that this figure "soli sie wah^-
scheinlich daran erinnern, dass sie den Geist nicht als Patent

der eigenen Vollkommenheit, sondern als Mittsl und Kraft zum
rechten Wachstum und zur rechten Einheit erhielten." Ibid.,
p. 326.

k
See the above discussion, pp. 271ff•
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action, an identity rooted in the fact that the Spirit as the life of

the resurrected and exalted Lord (Rom. l:k; 6:k; 8:11; I Cor. 6:1^;

15:^5; II Cor. 135*0 is likewise the channel of the Lord's life in

redemptive action (I Cor. 12:3; II Cor. 3:17J.1 The Holy Spirit brings

to subjective reality in the experience of the church that objective

redemptive reality resident in the person of Christ in virtue of his

crucifixion, resurrection and exaltation which for Paul lies at the

heart of his expressive "body of Christ." Thus it is by their partici¬

pation in the Spirit that they are experientially brought into the

"body of Christ."- It is by their common experience of the one Spirit

that they know that Christ is one, and therefore that they are one for

they are the "body of Christ." Their unity is subjectively that of one

Spirit, the Spirit of Christ. This is the background of the sense of

unity to which Paul appeals in Fnilippians 2:1 and II Corinthians 13*
3 ^

13 when he speaks of a common participation (k^o> v uj y/ i ) in the

Spirit. To sum up this phase of the import of Paul's expression "body

of Christ" for the relation of Christian to Christian the conclusion of

Marchant is apt:

The "body of Christ" in the sense of the Church is a metaphor

^Cf. Wendland, "Pas Wirken des Heiligen Geistes in den Glaiibigen
nach Paulus," p. *+59, quoted above p. 273.

%arkus Barth, pp. 350f. He perhaps overdoes the distinction
between the objective work of Christ and the subjective action
of the Spirit in relation to the believer: "Der Einzelne wird
nicht durch den Glauben, den dar Geist wirkt . . . zum Leibe
Christi. Sondern der Einzelne und die Geaeinde erkennt, glaubt
und bezeugt durch die Wirkung des Geistes, dass sr kraft der
Erw&hlung Gottes, durch den Gehorsam des Sohnes und wegen der
gSttlichen Rechtfertigung des Stellvertreters 'in Christus'
ist."

3Thls is more fully discussed below pp. 3 J S-P.
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expressing spiritual experience which is real, unity with
Christ and His people which is actual, "out not in the actual¬
ity of His body glorified with theirs of the flesh, but in
the participation and fellowship of the Holy Spirit.1

So once again it is a common life, the life of Christ himself, now seen

to be shared through the Holy Spirit that lies at the heart of Christian

unity.

One final passage is significant for the nature of the bond be¬

tween Christians in connection with the concept of the "body of Christ."

In I Corinthians 10:16-17 there is a. distinct continuity evidenced be¬

tween the body concept and Paul's use of koinonia. For this reason its

discussion has been delayed until after that concerning I Corinthians

12:12-27 even though the usUage of ctujjj in 10:16-17 is probably form-
pative of that in the later passages. Paul stresses that the partaking

of the elements of the Lord's Supper is a /tojVujy-iq, . . . Tou
C S

^ j ~ f _

& vou AP/crbou and a trot vuj cr^o/jtros~ tdu

X^/o-70 7 and then follows the latter phrase with or< 5^
Cruj^q oc yi o AAo(r €-c. In verse sixteen the terms

c'
and o"toju i are parallel in their reference to the salvation

realities resident in the resurrected and exalted, yet crucified Christ

who is redemptively present through the Spirit.3 Verse seventeen, the

Marchant, p. 17. He is taking exception particularly to the
view of J. A. T. Robinson, The Body, pp. 50-51* who speaks of
it as "something not corporate but corporal," adding: "It is
almost impossible to exaggerate the materialism and crudity of
Paul's doctrine of the Church as literally the resurrection
body of Christ."

^So also I Cor. 6:15-17* Cf. Shedd, p. 160. This is not ne¬
cessarily to imply that the source of Paul's employment of
"body" in this sense can be fully accounted for by either of
these "formative" uses. Cf. Best, pp. 93-95*

^Cf. above, p. 5"
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vital link in Paul's overall argument,"1' significantly takes the term

"body" just used in verse sixteen, and applies it to the Corinthian

2 c N
Christians.*" They in their common partaking of the one loaf ( 0<" y^/°
Tiqy7~€s €<T7-ou GYbs aprov jjeTY)(ou±Y ), that is, Christ,
are one body—the crtu^o. you /Kjbjfs Jov (Cf. 12:2?)—e/s
a\oy~osj £ v cruj/Cta oc YtoXXoc £-<y~M£Y The use of "body" in verse

sixteen is definitive for its use in verse seventeen. They are "one

body" (vs. 17) because they are Christ's body (vs. 16). The terms,

while not identical in usage, are identical to the extent that both are

Christ's body. Here is further justification for the interpretation of

12:12ff. The Corinthians are the "body of Christ" (12:27) because they

partake together (koinonia) of Christ's body as graphically high-lightec

in the supreme act of Christian worship, the observance of the Lord's

Supper.

The bond between Christians is once more stressed to be that of

a sharing-together in that which is one—Christ himself as the fountain

of the salvation of God, the common life of believers. This passage

shows that by the concept of the "body of Christ" Paul is not viewing

the church as an instrument in which Christ dwells like a personality

in a body, but the metaphor is one of unity and mutuality. The look is

inward and not outward. It is a theme of internal structure, the commor

relation of Christians to Christ.^ The unity is in Christ: "you are

•*-Cf. above, pp. £S-S"7. Best, p. 88, for example, takes vs. 17
as a digression in Paul's argument. So also Grosheide, p. 23^.

%his is the reason he shifts the traditional order of the
elements in this passage.

-Wrchant, p. 13.
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•

all one in Christ" (Gal. 3s28).3"
The connection of the "body of Christ" with the rite of the

Lord's Supper suggests the covenantal perspective. Paul certainly
2

viewed the Lord's Supper as covenantal (i Cor. 11;25)~ in the context
■3

of the Passover. The Lord's Supper as the high moment of Christian

worship was the fulfilment in Christ of the Passover—the high moment

of Jewish worship. It was this feast which expressed most intensively

the oneness of Israel as the people of God. And in this consciousness

of unity, though a social consciousness expressed as corporate person¬

ality or racial solidarity played a significant role, the dominating

factor was that of the covenant. This covenantal consciousness is

carried over and intensified in the Lord's Supper where Christ is view-
5

ed by Paul as the constitutor of a new covenant in his blood.y The old

covenant is fulfilled in Christ. The new covenant unity by which the

6 7
new people of God is constituted is "in Christ." Paul needed some

•*"The entire passage reads j "For as many of you as were baptized
into Christ have put on Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek
there is neither slave nor free, there is neither male nor fe¬
male; for you are all one in Christ Jesus." (Gal. 3527-28).

2Wendland, Die Briefs an die Kbrinther, p. 89.

-'Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 250f. This would be rein¬
forced if 10:l8 refers to the Jewish Passover. Cf. Moffatt,
The First Bpistle of Paul to the Corinthians, p. 136.

Varchant, p. lk. See above, pp. 9 52-^3 7.

^Behm, "a']u 4. ." pp. 173-175. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism
PP. 352-353.

DSnedd, p. 191.

^Merchant, p. 16; "The great Pauline phrases 'in Christ' and
•with Christ' have covenantal undertones, both as regards their
sacrificial connotations and also, as a result, their communal
associations
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vivid picture to get this across to the Gentile reader unused to co-

venantal concepts. As Marchant phrases its

The term "body" was there to hand: not only was it "in the
air" but in fact it linked up with the thought of the offer¬
ing of Christ's body on the cross, to the event with which
in baptism each Christian had been taught to identify him¬
self by faith. In the Holy Communion it could easily arise
as a theme linked with the words of institution in which the
new covenant finds explicit expression in the Pauline tradi¬
tion, and it simply remained to apply the word as a term for
the Church.1

So from whatever angle the attempt is made carefully to define

the nature of the bond between Christians implicit in the koinonia

~?°17 Xo/o~To~ij~ Pauline phraseology and concepts lead relentlessly to

the person of Jesus Christ. No more precise definition can be made of

the unity between Christians than Christ himself. Markus Barth express-*

es this well in relation to the "body of Christ":

So ist Jesus Christus der Grund and die Gew&hr, der Indi-
kativ und der Imperativ, die massgebende Vergangenneit, Gegen-
wart und Zukunft fflr die glaubens—und lebensm&ssige Einheit
der Gemeinde rait ihm und f{lr die Einheit der Gemeindegl'eder
untereinander.2

But perhaps Paul himself best sums it up as he writes to the Colossians

of "Christ who is our life" (3:4). The life that Christians share and

which constitutes their unity is that of Christ himself.

This "life of Christ," however, in which is found the essence of

Christian unity Paul can apply ethically as agapS. Christ is the mani¬

festation of the love of God (Rom. 5:8). And "the love of God in Christ

Jesus" (Rom. 8:39) is likewise "the love of Christ" (Rom. 8:35)* The

1Ibid., p. IT.

%arkus Barth, p. 348.

3cf. the discussion of this word in Paul by Stauffer in Quell
and Stauffer,, pp. ?4ff.
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presence of Christ is the presence of love. The life which the Chris¬

tians share is above all one of love, of divine agape. So love, accord¬

ing to Paul, is the prime characteristic of inter-Christian relation¬

ships :

For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor .uncircuracision
is of ar*j avail, but faith working through love (<5V \yyn ).
• . . Through love (5*/a v/js hy^nt7S ) be servants of one
another. For the whole law is fulfilled in one word, "You
shall love your neighbor as yourself."1

Paul escribes the actual working of love in the believer to the

Holy Spirit. In the same Galatian passage he goes on to exhort: "walk

by the Spirit. ... the fruit of the Spirit is love" (Gal. 5:16, 22).

In Romans 5:5 Paul flatly declares that "God's love ( <xyq 71 >7 y oU
Qeo'u ) has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit which

p
has been given us. Thus he can later in the same letter appeal "by

(§'10, ) our Lord Jesus Christ and $)<i yyjs \yq 17^-5 yov

juvras " (15:30). The one Spirit (I Cor. 12:13), the Spirit of Christ,

the common sharing of which constitutes the believers the "body of

Christ," is the spirit of agape.

Paul's practical advice to the Corinthians is that "love builds

up" (I Cor. 8;l). Love is the "still taore excellent way" (l2:3l). And
I

then follows the most exalted characterization and description of love

ever to flow from human pen as Paul in 13:1-13 sings the praises of

xGal. 5:6, 13-14. Cf. Rom. 12:9-10; 13:8; lU:15.

2The genitive (^ you ©e-ow) is subjective. It is
first of all God's love for us, but a love identified with the
presence of the Holy Spirit which is given to the believer.
C. H» Dodd grasps the full impact of the verse as he writes
"that in the same experience in which we receive a deep and
undeniable assurance of His love for us, that love becomes the
central motive of our own moral being." The gpistle of Paul
to the Romans, p. 74. _
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agape. It is no wonder that he could later exhort the Colossians to

"put on love, which hinds everything together in perfect harmony"

(3-.ll.).1
These words come in close proximity to Paul's concept of the

p
"body of Christ" (vs. 15)» In Colossians and Sphesians Christ is

spoken of as the head of the body (Col. 1:18; Eph. 1:22-23) but the

basic concept remains the same.-* The slight shift in manner of expre¬

ssion is due to the fact that Paul is defining more carefully the rela¬

tions of the members to Christ. Christ as the Head of the body is the

source of its life and unity: "the whole unity is Head and Body. The

Body depends on the Head, but the Head does not depend on the Body.

Christians are exhorted to hold fast "to the Head, from whom the whole

body, nourished and knit together through its joints and ligaments,

grows with a growth that is from Cod" (Col. 2:19). In Ephesians this

growth is essentially a growth "in love":

Rather, speaking the truth in love ( £ y ayq rift ) > we
are to grow up in every way into him who is the head, into
Christ, from which the whole body, joined and knit together
by every joint with which it is supplied, when each part is
working properly,^ makes bodily growth and builds itself up
in love ( er \yqn >7 ). 5

The passage began with an exhortation to forbear "one another in love,"

being "eager to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.

y V* x-v. - /o ecrr/y o-bro ecr^o s 5 Tf Af/or/j r05
p

"And let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, to which you
were called in the one body ( Jiy Vyu )•

-Percy, pp. 50-5^.

^Best, p. 137.

5Eph. U:15, 16.
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There is one body and one Spirit" (k:2-U)»

Love, divine agapg, then, is Paul's aost practical way of expre¬

ssing the bond which exists between believers who are partakers together

of Christ. But even the concept of agapS takes its pattern from God's )ov<h

manifest in Christ, finds its content in the character of Christ and

looks to the presence of Christ through the Holy Spirit for its imple¬

mentation. The ultimate definition of that which binds believers

together and regulates their attitudes and conduct towards one another

is simply and magnificently Jesus Christ!

So at the heart of Paul's inter-Christian ethic lies Christ

himself, and what those who belong to Christ are as common sharers

through the Spirit of his life, defined practically as agapS. As

Neugabauer expresses it: "Das neue Gesetz . . . ist Indikati" in Christ#

Jesu.1,1 The ethical imperative results from the indicative of God's
2

salvation in Christ." It is "act what you are!" This is the force of

Paul's use of koinonia in I Corinthians 1:9* In this verse the spi¬

ritual privileges and possessions indicated by varied and pregnant expre¬

ssions in 1:2-8 are captured by Paul in the singularly expressive phrase

ICo) y uj >-y r t oZ> . . . l/^cro u Xf» o*To i7 as he prepares to come
to terms with the basic internal problem of the Corinthian Church. The

foundation of his argument is that they are sharers-together in Christ,

a fact which renders their divisiveness inconceivable.

That this which Paul has brought to focus in 1:9 hy koinonia

is basic to his whole handling of the divisions in Corinth can be read-

%eugebauer, p. 92.

^Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, trans. Ken-
drlch Probe1, (ffev York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951)» I* 332
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ily seen. In his first discussion of the problem which continues

through chapter four he begins with an appeal "by the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ . . . that there be no dissension among you" (vs. 10).
Soon after he asks rhetorically "Is Christ divided?" (vs. 13) that is,

the Christ whose life they commonly share (vs. 9). In 3:1 because of

their party spirit he labels them as "babes in Christ," implying that

they were not yet fully partakers of Christ, for maturity in Christ is

exclusive of such conduct. The character of Christ as indicative of

the imperative to unity is stressed again in verse eleven as he declares

that "no other foundation can any one lay than that which is laid,

which is Christ Jesus." Then climactically, that which was implicit

for his argument in 1:9 becomes explicit in 3:16-17: "Do you not know

that you are God's temple, and that God's Spirit dwells in you? If any

one destroys God's temple, God will destroy him. For God's temple is

holy and that temple you are." So it is not going too far to conclude

that by his use of koinonia. Paul is linking up the oneness of the

salvation in Christ with the necessity of unity within the Church.

The manner in which Paul approaches the other related problems

in the church at Corinth subsumes the same basic ethical indicative.

In line with the present concern are the matter of lawsuits among the

brethren (6:1-11) ana the problem of meat offered to idols (8:1-13)«
In both the appeal in principle is to agape which is assumed in their

common sharing in Christ. In the former case he concludes: "Why not

rather suffer wrong? Why not rather be defrauded?" (6:7) And in the

latter situation the motivating principle becomes: "Therefore, if food

is a cause of my brother's falling, I will never eat meat, lest I cause
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my brother to fall" (8:13; cf. vs. 12)."*"
In chapter ten koinonia appears in vital relation to both the

Lord's Supper and the "body of Christ." While the ethical concern

there belongs to the final portion of this chapter, the link of 10:l6-

17 does further justify a consideration of the problem of division as

it affects observance of the Lord's Supper in 11:17-33. Previous con¬

siderations of 10:16-17 have demonstrated how participation in the

Lord's Supper is supremely indicative of the corporateness of the people

of the new covenant which centers in Christ. This Paul forcibly brought

out as he interpreted the Lord's Supper as a "sharing-together" (koin¬

onia) of the blood and body of Christ, and then drove home the corporate

implication of the koinonia language by adding, "because there is one

bread, we who are many are one body (that is, cr iojui to "u^ 12:27!
for we all partake of the one bread" (10:17).2 The point is that Paul

has made significant use of koinonia to stress the corporateness impli¬

cit in the observance of the Lord's Supper. So in 11:17-33 it is pert¬

inent to examine Paul's recourse to this corporate reality as he faces

the basic problem surrounding the observance of the Christian rite at

Corinth.

The problem is that in the assembling of the Corinthiana to-

■'■Cf. Rom. lL:15 where Paul is discussing the identical problem:
"If your brother is being injured by what you eat, you are no
longer walking in love ( k"a~ ayp j-j y )."

^Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korinther, p. 90, traces Paul's ob¬
servation on the unity of the bread back to the unity of the
cup as reported in the Synoptic tradition: "and they all drank
of it" (Mark lU:23; cf. Matt. 26:27). "Diese Einheit des Kelch
entspricht genau der Binheit des Brotes bei Paulus. Durch sie
verwirklicht sich die Geaeinde der J&iger als der Anfang des
neuen Volkes Gottes."

>
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y

gether for those meetings during the course of which they eat the Lord's
1

Supper, gatherings which ought to be most beneficial, the result is

more harm tha,t good to the church (vs. IT)* So divisive and degrading

ere their practices that Paul declares: "it is not the Lord's Supper

that you eat" (vs. 20). It has nothing of the character of the Lord
2

about it! On the one hand the rich humiliated the poorer members of

the church by their refusal to share the food which they brought in

contradiction to the spirit of Acts 2:h2-kj, L:32-35; and on the other,

the same offenders ate and drank to excess: "in eating, each one goes

ahead with his own meal, and one is hungry and another is drunk" (11:21.)

Their divlsiveness^ had intruded even into the holiest of worshipping

actions.^ Thus Paul declares, "you despise the church of God" (11:22).

To point out the real character of their sin against the church,

Paul reminds them again of the meaning of the rite with which they had

been climaxing their feasting. He repeats for them the tradition which

he had received concerning the Last Supper which presents the covenantal

significance of the Lord's offering of himself on their behalf as the

basic content of the observance. And this he applies to the problem at

hand:

Whoever, therefore, eats the bread or drinks the cup of the

"^In this passage the Lor's Supper would include the love feast
at which the sacrament was observed. Cf. Grosheide, p. 267.

P
^Ibid., "The addition Lord's Supper implies that the meal is
not an ordinary meal but that it received its character from
the Lord."

%e writes in vs. 18 of cr^/ cr^ recalling 1:10 where he
first wrote of the dissensions which has rent the church into
factions.

Siorris, p. 1.57.
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Lord in an unworthy manner will be guilty of profaning the
body and blood of the Lord. Let a man examine himself, and
so eat of the bread and drink of the cup. For any one who
eats and drinks without discerning the body eats and drinks
judgement upon himself (11j27-29).

Such selfish conduct on the part of the Corinthians, Haul im¬

plies, is blind to the significance of the Lord's Supper. Any one who

eats the bread and drinks the cup of the Lord in such an unworthy mann-

1 2
er sins against the body (cr uj/jqTos ) and blood of the Lord (vs. 27).
That is, in his failure truly to recognise the offering of the life of

the Lord as standing behind the rite, he discerns neither the self-

sacrificial nature of the offering^ nor its integral relation to the

very being of the church. Upon the last fact, especially, Haul lays

emphasis as he further exhorts that "anyone who eats and drinks without

discerning the body (re a uj/ll ) eats and drinks judgement upon himself"

(vs. 29). The crucial point lies in the reference to "the body" which

recalls immediately verse twenty-seven where it is emphatically the seliV

offering of the Lord. But here it reaches out to include also the

church as also cruJyu a. XpicrTQv (12:27).4 The two uses are not exclust-
ive of one another. Hie former (vs. 27) defines the latter (vs. 29)

■Viost recent writers are agreed in referring cira^j uj s to the
conduct of the Corinthians in relation to one another at the
Lord's Supper. Cf. Kitetel in Lietxmann, p. 186, and Higgins,
The Lord's Supper in the Sew Testament, p. 72.

P° '
6-vo^fl 5 cf. Robertson and Fluramer, p. 251.

^Thornton, p. 3^2.

^See above, pp. ^95 -Pf.
5Cf. C. F. D. Moule, "The Judgement Therae in the Sacraments,"
The Background of the New Testament and its Eschatology, ed.
W. D. Davie's and D. Daube (Cambridge: At the University Press,
1956), p. U73.
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as it applies to the Christian community. They have not discerned

7c a-Loj^a. as cruj/ua. Xo/vtoO first in an inward sense because of

their lack of sacrificial and therefore Christlike concern for their

fellow Christians (they forgot what they were); and second in an out¬

ward sense in that they failed to view the brethren as so actually

members of Christ that to sin against them is to sin against Christ him¬

self (vs. 27; Cf. 8:12).1
The Lord's Supper for Paul supremely emphasizes the unity of the

Christian community in relation to Christ, and renders that unity insep¬

arable from Christ himself. This which he first lifts out by koinonia

in 10:l6 (in continuity with 1:9) be brings forcibly to bear on the

practical problem of the Corinthian church by his more graphic "body"

analogy.

Paul's use of the "body" concept becomes most explicit in

chapter's twelve to fourteen. Here he brings the corporate ethic which

he implies by koinonia (l:9> 10:l6) to bear upon the problem of spirit¬

ual gifts. Pride in certain gifts seems to have aggravated the spirit

of divisiveness within the church. Paul recognizes the varieties of

gifts, service and worship, but stresses their source as the same Spirit

the sane Lord and the same God (12:^-6). All the different gifts "are

inspired by one and the same Spirit, who apportions to each one individ¬

ually as he wills" (12:11; cf. vss. 7-10).

"*"C. F. D. Moule points out that in vss. 29 and 31 Paul resorts
to a kind of play on words to drive home his point: "this
terrific sin of fjy\ cruj/ja. is part of the
same attitude which ooX ^quTzy is an
all-round moral and spiritual lack of discernment and blindness
—blindness to self, blindness to the value of others, and
blindness to the Saviour; indeed, it is an instance of the
fundamental blindness which reached its climax at the trial of
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To make his point clear, Paul moves to the analogy of the body.

As the many members of the body are all one so it is with Christ (vs.

12) with whom they form one body by their common partaking of the one

Spirit.1 Continuing in terms of his analogy (vss. 18-26) Paul lays

stress on God's arrangement of the members as he willed (vs. 18; cf.

vs. 2U) with the purpose that there "may be no discord (cr Y/cr>q <*. ) in

the body, but that the members may have the same care for one another"

(vs. 25)♦ The unity is to be such that "if one member suffers, all

suffer togetherj if one member is honored, all rejoice together" (vs.

26).

The corporate unity involved in the body figure Paul applies

explicitly with the direct attribution UjLieT5 Se lore aujua Yp/v~To\J
(vs. 27a). This is their character2 which is definitive for their

actions and attitudes toward one another. They are criuu^ ^/ojcrJo17
"and individually members of it" (vs. 27). So as he lists their various

functions in the church (vss. 28-31) the fact that they are cr ujjtj a

is to be dekterminative of their attitude toward and their

exercise of their respective roles. It is interesting and significant,

that at this point Paul exhorts them to a more excellent way (12:31-

13513)» that of agape-love, which has been shown to be most characteris¬

tic of their inter-relationships. And this he applies especially to the

problem of their most troubling gift, that of speaking in tongues (ih-:

l-4o). Again it is seen how that which Paul introduces by his use of

Jesus." Ibid.

"^See above, pp. 299ff•

^he anarthrous construction is significant here.
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koinonia in 1:9 (cf• 10:16) is crucial as he deals with another phase

of the problem he faced at Corinth.

The letter to Philemon furnishes a fascinating illustration of

the way in which Paul brings the common sharing in Christ, ethically

conceptualized as agape, to bear on a very practical matter. In this

letter as Theo Preiss concludes, "we see life in Christ pierce more

clearly and deeply than elsewhere a problem of social ethics.""^ And to

do this, Paul makes definitive use of the koinonia language.

The letter concerns itself with Philemon's slave, Onesimus, who

had run away, apparently with stolen money (vs. 18). Having come in

contact with Paul in prison, Onesimus became a Christian and now is

being sent back by Paul to his master with this letter, which is to be

carried by Tychicus (Col. k:7). Paul's request to Philemon in respect

to his reception of Onesimus reaches its final formulation in the words,

t)p>ov-\q /2o 0 auroy lus €-/j_ & (vs. 17)* In the prayer which pre¬

cedes the precise stating of the major concern of the letter Paul expre¬

sses his desire that Philemon's partnership in the faith ( h KT6) Vto y/^
_ / / x

rt/o-reojv ) may come to expression in the perception of every

good thing among us, and this in and for Christ" (vs. 6).J With this

^Theo Preiss, "Life in Christ and Social Ethics in the Epistle
to Philemon," Life in Christ. Studies in Biblical Theology Ho,
13 (London: SQ4 Press, I95k)f P* ^1*

%his follows the common view of the circumstances portrayed in
the letter, as for example, has been recently and amply treated
by C. F. D. Moule, The Epistles of Paul the Apostle to the
Colossians and Philemon, pp. 13-37* The ingenious reconstruc¬
tion of John Knox, Philemon Among the Letters of St. Paul, has
not proved to be convincing. Cf. Donald Guthrie, Hew Testament
Introduction. The Pauline Epistles, (London: The Tyndale Press
1961), pp. 2&8ff.

■i
JSee above, pp. - 7 7 for the discussion of the basic import
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general expression Paul strikes two significant notes. First there is

intimated by koinonia the fact that faith in Christ is a spiritual
. / N

reality commonly shared among all Christians {/Turrets To us

-y
ay/ous). Second Paxil suggests that this "partnership in the faith,"
in that it is a common possession, ought to exert a transforming effect

in terms of its object, Christ, on all the inter-relationships of the

church. This wish Paul tactfully encircles with assertions in verses

five and seven that such is the nature of Philemon's faith.

Paul begins then in verse eight to present his specific request

in a manner which is focused in his climactic appeal to Philemon, e>

OlSri v-ioyo Y) ripo aOi ^ fioV ciuToy 1 ? &JU€
(vs. 17)» Here Paul brings to bear on Philemon's reception of Onesimus

/<co jvujy'<k. 77/ (J 7-Cufs of verse six. A most realistic part¬

nership "in Christ" is presupposed in koinonia as the basis for a new

attitutde on Philemon's part toward his runaway slave. It is the bond

between them as the "body of Christ" which Paul appeals to as the

foundation of Philemon's accession to his request. This bond Paul

reciprocally recognizes, for he sends Onesimus back to his master when

he would prefer to keep his new son in the faith (vs. 10) with him.

Also Paul wants anything that Philemon would do for him in the matter to

be of his own free will (vs. Ik), The same bond of the "body of Christ"

is to transform Philemon's relationship to Onesimus, for he is to be

received "no longer as a slave but more than a slave, as a beloved broth-,

er . . . both in the flesh and in the Lord" (vs. 16). He is to be

received "both on an ordinary, human level—as a man—and on a specif-

of this phrase.
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icaliy Christian level." Applied by an apt use of the koinonia lang¬

uage in verses six and seventeen is the principle of Galatians 3*28

that all are one in Christ, there being no more Jew or Greek, slave or

free, male or female.

The koinonia quality of life here so vividly brought to practi¬

cal expression is brought out most meaningfully in Paul's request to

/r/ooo-X^/5>b8' a<2>roy lv % Paul identifies himself with Onesimus

2
both in personal affection and "in Christ." And then in virtue of the

same kind of relationship with Philemon he asks Philemon to "receive

him as you would receive me," that is, as a fellow member of the body

of Christ. A "new-age reality" centered in Christ has invaded the old

order and is transforming its most radical divisions. Here the corpor¬

ate concern of the new life in Christ is most exquisitely brought out

by Paul in this concrete situation by a skillful use of the koinonia

C. F. D. Moule, The Epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon,
p. Ik8. The master-slave relationship is more certainly tran¬
scended and involved may even be the manumission of Onesiaus.
Tneo Preiss, "Life in Christ and Social Ethics in the Epistle
to Philemon," p. UO, comments: "If Paul had wished to rein¬
state Onesimus in a social order which must not be changed, if
he had juxtaposed life in Christ to an order of creation, and
love to civil justice, he would have written something like,
'my dear Philemon, in the Lord, you are brothers, and one; in
the life of the world you remain each in his place socially.'
Above all Paul would have respected the master's right of owner
ship over his slave. In actual fact Paul does no such thing:
fraternity, unity in Christ, seizes upon the relation of slave
and master, shatters it and fulfils it upon quite another plane
Onesimus will be considered not merely as an equal, another
member of the Church, he will be a member of Philemon's family,
a full brother. Thus there remains no margin of paternalism,
what we have is a total fraternity."

p
Cf. vss. 10, 12 and 18. In the latter he even assumes any
obligations Onesimus may have to Philemon.

^Thornton, p. bo.
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language.

The corporate concern evidenced in a "sharing-together" in

Christ can be noted finally in Paul's two uses of koinonia with the

Holy Spirit (II Cor. 13:13; Phil. 2:l). It has been established in

respect to both that Paul is speaking of a common participation in the

Spirit. This common participation of believers in the Holy Spirit, the

Spirit of Christ, brings them experientially into the "body of Christ"

(I Cor. 12:13).1
In II Corinthians 13:13 this corporate sense is certainly

involved in the phrase jyoj vuj w you" o, y/o u 77Y £\jjn QTs S

yUeTtayT^uY 6/aujY, It is not merely participation, out "common"

participation in the Holy Spirit which is his prayer for them. The

realization of "the grace of the Lord Je3us Christ and the love of God"

in their continuing experience of the Spirit makes for a realistic unity

among them which is ever Paul's earnest desire for this church. It is

the presence of koinonia in the benediction which evinces this desire.

As Plummer suggests, the reason for this fuller benediction (cf. I Th.

5:28; II Th. 3:18; Gal. 6;l8; I Cor. 16:24; ail. 4:23; Fhilem. 25) may

well be the thought that a community in which there had been so much
t

party spirit and contention needed such an outpouring as here suggested.*5

Paul's utilization of koinonia in Philippians 2:1 is much the

, ■> /
same, only more obvious: So if there is any . . . fCo) V ojvt <\

c}To -r • • • complete my joy by -being of the same mind, having the

same love, being in full accord and cf one mind" (2:1-2). The Christ¬

y-See above, pp. - -? 9 i.

2Plummer, p. 383.
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ological illustration (5-11) which completes the exhortation to Chris¬

tian unity by its emphasis upon humility further reinforces the convic¬
tion that Paul here by koinonla stresses that their common sharing in

the Spirit ought to be a decisive factor in the quality of their corpor¬

ate life as "one body in Christ" (Rom. 12:5).^ By koinonia Paul brings

the social implications of the Spirit's activity (cf. Eph. 2:18-22;

4:1-6; I Cor. 12:13; 3sl6) to bear on his exhortation to unity. When

it is remembered that for Paul the first fruit of the Spirit is agape
-

(Gal. 5»22; cf. vss. 13-16) the force of his appeal can be appreciated.

This entire discussion has shown how Paul very neatly, though

not often, made definite use of the koinonia language to suggest and

lead the way to an application of the redemptive reality of Jesu3 Christ

to the problem of proper Christian inter-relationships.

A "sharing-together" in the ministry of Christ.—The corporate

concern involved in Paul's employment of the koinonia language becomes

especially evident in respect to the on-going ministry of Christ carried

on through his followers. The language is applied to the gospel task
3 4

proper,J to the suffering inherent in it and to the matter of the giv-i»i
5

of material aid.

^Martin, p. 91. He notes on p. 95 that most recent commentators
supply in the last part of vs. five the same verb as in the
first part thus giving to "in Christ" a corporate sense.

2Cf. Schweizer, Spirit of God, pp. 77-78.

3Gal. 2:9; II Cor. 8:23; Phil. 1:4-7.

*11 Cor. 1:7, 4:14; cf. Phil. 3:10; Heb. 10:33; I Peter 4:13.

^Rom. 12:13; Gal. 6:6; Phil. 4:15; I Tim. 6:18; Heb. 13:16;
Rom. 15:26-27; II Cor. 8:4; 9:13.
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1

First is the gospel task. In Galatians 2:1-10 Paul gives an

account of his private'^" presentations of the gospel which he was pro¬

claiming among the Gentiles to "those who were of repute" (vs. 2) in the
p

Jerusalem church for their consideration. The result as Paul reported

it was that

when they perceived the grace that was given to me, James and
Cephas and John, who were reputed to be pillars, gave to me
and Barnabas the right hand of fellowship ( ef/\ 5 ...
kro> isvjvit ? ) t that we should go to the Gentiles and they
to the circumcisedj only they would have us remember the poor,
which very thing I was eager to do (vss. 9-10).

Paul here employs koinonia to define and describe-- the compact or co¬

lt
variant indicated by the extending of the right hand as one of genuine

5
partnership. The pillar apostles, perceiving the operation of the grace

g
of apostleship in Paul's ministry, give full recognition to Paul and

Barnabas in their Gentile mission as one on an equality with that of

Peter to the circumcised. It was not that they were now admitted to a

common participation in. the apostolic task, but rather an. open acknowl¬

edgement of the fact that the gospel to the uncircuraeised was already an

authentic part of it.'' Thus koinonia is used by Pa.ul to stress the mu-

■*-?aul set forth his gospel probably only at a private meeting.
Burton, p. Jl,

2Cf. Acts 25:1^ for a similar use of a.Y rj /nl.

^The genitive is qualitative. Schlier, p. 4$.
k
Herman N. Ri&derbos, The Epistle of Paul to the Churches of Ga-
latia, The Sew International Commentary on the New Testament,

(Grand Rapids : Wm. B. Eerdman's Publishing Co., 1953)> ?• 90.

^See above, pp. 1 ff,

6Schlier, p. h?

7Ibid.
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tuslity and equality of the apostolic ministry regardless of the cha¬

racter of its receipients. The task in which they share together is

one task, their common participation in which binds them realistically

together in pur-pose and concern. For this koinonia is singularly

expressive.

It would be observed at this point that Paul's partnership in

the apostolic ministry involved a concern for the poor among the circ¬

umcised (vs. 10).1 Later it will be noted how Paul makes use of the

koinonia language in connexion with this phase of his task.

In continuity with the use of koinonia in Galati&ns 2:9 Paul can

commend Titus to the church in II Corinthians 8:23 as ko i v ujy a 5 °GM ^ S

ess iJi/a s cruy &n\/o s . 2 The term koinonos (accompanied

by synergos) points up the confidence in Titus which Paul expresses in

8:16-22 as he presents Titus to them as one worthy to receive from them

the offering for the poor. Paul uses koinonos to express the quality of

his relationship to Titus, that is, his full partnership in the Gospel

task with Paul in which the offering is a vital part (cf. Gal. 2:10).
In the letter to the Fhilippians where a vivid sense of mutual

concern pervades the entire letter this note is distinctly and character¬

istically struck at 1:5: Ko/ is tu y/<£. ifyuCuY s to

Then two verses later he describes them as <? uycoiv \u Voos

/U o a crs^s \o(^>/ ro s. ^ The vertical dimension of these uses

^Burton, p. 99*
p

See above, pp. 31

%ee above, pp. ^J- "-/V.

L A
See above, pp. 3 S" f.
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of the kolnonia language has been amply discussed above1 where it was

concluded in reference to 1:5 that Paxil had in mind the total sharing

by the Philippians with him in the gospel mission through their sym¬

pathetic feeling, their like undertaking and their specific personal

aid. The emphasis in both verses lies upon the realistic bond thus

founded and effected between them. Paul finds the language quite feli¬

citous to point up in single expressions the close relation of the

Philippians to him in the apostolic task. The language thus plays a

significant role in his attempt to direct the attention of his readers

away from their anxious concern for him to the over-riding sovereignty

of the church's Lord in respect to the all-important mission of the
2

gospel. It strikes realistically the note of common concern but at the

same time grounds it in the transcending cause of the gospel enabling

their concern to be lifted to what for Paul is a higher plane than his

own personal welfare. Thus it is seen how Paul uses the language both

to express and to transform the corporate concern in his relation to

the Riilippian church. True Christian concern for one another1 is a con¬

cern which always submits itself to that transcendent concern of the

gospel and finds the welfare of its object met in the higher concern.

Closely related to the gospel task in respect to the ongoing

ministry of Christ is the matter of sufferings, for Paul looked upon his

sufferings as an integral part of his apostolic ministry.J But parti-

1See above, pp. P&%■■{£
2
Cf. Bonnard, p. 20. This purpose of Paul can be discerned not
only from his emphasis in vss. 3-H but also from the perspec¬
tive of vss. 12-16. See especially vs. 18.

^See above, pp. 5 *7 7 ff.
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cularly as indicated by his use of the koinonia language, he saw these

eschatological sufferings which were intimately linked with the conquest

of Christ as those in which all Christians are to share. He writes to

the Corinthians: "Our hope for you is unshaken; for we know that as

, e/ c ">
you share in our sufferings (ox<r u s JcoiVujyoc fcrtt Tooy

rf&-&1JLi4Tuj v ), you will also share in our comfort" (II Cor. 1:7)»
The phrase <T • • • tCoy stresses the common

bond between Paul and the Corinthians rooted in sufferings as verse

six makes clear. For not only as one body, crus/ua^ ^.o/crTou do all

suffer together when one member suffers (I Cor. 12:26), but Paul goes

on to identify their sufferings as the same kind as his—juur quluj y

*-J4-Qr{jufaTu« Y (vs. 6)x. And these he has already designated as

7T4.S it« Too ^/cr-LoU (vs. 5): "For as the sufferings of Christ
abound for us, so also our comfort abounds through Christ (RSV margin).

Paul's experience of comfort is rooted in his sharing in Christ's suf¬

ferings, and on this basis he assures the Corinthians that as they are

partners with him in suffering so they will also share with him in

comfort through Christ. In Thornton's words "comfort comes from the

■^Plummer, p. 383. Cf., however, Philip E. Hughes, Commentary
on the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, The New Internation¬
al Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdman's Publishing Co., i'962), pp. l^f., who seems to see
here mainly the matter of sympathy in suffering.

p
R. P. C. Hanson comments: "because Christians do not merely
imitate, follow or feel inspired by Christ, but actually live
in him, are part of him, dwell supernaturally in a new world
where the air they breathe is his Spirit, then for them hence¬
forward suffering accepted in Christ must bring comfort. . . .

Because the Corinthians share Christ with Paul, they also
share Paul's sufferings in Christ, and, as a necessary conse¬
quence, Paul's comfort." The Second Epistle to the Corinth-
ians (London: SCM Press, 195*0# PP« 32f.
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fountain-source of the Messiah's sufferings. ... The double stream

of suffering and comfort has flowed from Christ to his apostle, and now

flows on from the apostle to Christ's other members.""'' By the use of

koinonos in verse seven Paul climactically clinches his thought of a

mutual participation in the messianic sufferings which furnishes the

ground for his assurance to them of comfort. With koinonos Paul cap¬

tures the mutuality of life and concern which is to characterize the

relationship between apostle and church. This was a timely emphasis as

2
the history of Paul's relationship with this church shows.

It is in Philippians that in a most intimate way Paul employs

the koinonia language to relate the matter of suffering to the corpor¬

ate concern (l*7j ^:l^j cf. 3*10)* The vertical dimensions of these
3

passages have been amply discussed and it remains only to note more

specifically how Paul brings the vertical to bear on the horizontal

dimension with koinonia and cognates.

In 1:7 the Philippians are Paul's <y-cy /co uuy o\j $ . . . Ttjs
s that is, they are partakers with Paul in the grace of his

apostolic commission now expressed in the sufferings of his imprisonment

(Iy r6 ro~ s Recr/Aois ^> eY artoXoy; a /
z "cu ere / ~7~<3t5 e ~u<3yj/o w cr uy cotvujvo us Ts

r)(c^p>/T6 5 • • «)»4 Paul is giving expression to a relationship so
realistic between them that they could be styled Paul's "companions in

^Thornton, pp. 3^f.
p
^Cf. Hughes, pp. Ik-l6.

•^See above, pp. <2 1 $ - 2 & L

4See above, p. 38%.
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prison."1 It is a witness to an affection as genuinely felt and conc¬

retely expressed that Paul sincerely looked upon them as intimate

sharers in his apostolic ministry. This lies at the root of his grate¬

fulness in regard to them (vss. 3-5) and his great confidence in them

(vs. 6). later in U:lU he plainly speaks of their (ruytroivwyrfcr^YJe s

yUou T/\ 0 & 1. 0y "their concern and help (vss. Ip-l6)
they have joined themself to him in that essential aspect of his min¬

istry, in the apostolic trials which precede the end. Supremely in thie

letter the koinonia language bears witness to the corporateness of

apostle and people, and that most vividly and meaningfully seen in the

kind of suffering which lay at the heart of the ministry of Christ and

that of his apostle. This is all brought to an intensive focus at

23*10 where the corporate element is not to be overlooked.

Similar to the foregoing emphasis in Paul is Hebrews 10:33 where
\

the readers are characterized as "being partners" (foi vujrac * . „

ycv>j Qe V ) of those fellow Christians who are undergoing reproach

and affliction, as well as receiving such treatment themselves. Also

I Peter k:13 may well include the idea of a common sharing (KoJ v -

yejT& ) in Christ's sufferings, though obviously the accent is upon the

fact that it is Christ's sufferings in which they are sharing.-*

The last phase in the discussion of the corporate concern as

linked to the ministry of Christ involves the "sharing-together" in the

sense of concrete aid to fellow Christians. The "sharing-together

^JS. P. Scott, p. 25.

See above, pp. 2§V/T
^See above, p.
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quality of life" which Paul so vividly brings to a focus with the

koinonia language includes likewise a "sharing-out" for which he can

employ the same terminology.Such attitude and action is implicit in

the nature of the koinonia or the common life as it has been defined in

Paul. The roots of this of course have been traced back in turn to the

O

common goods of the early church (Acts 2; 1+2-1*6), to the common life of

the first disciples with Jesus together with his teaching on riches and

3 1+
charity and to the Old Testament ethic.

First are those expressions in Paul which are more general. In

Romans 12:13, among other exhortations which are to be expressive of

koinonia quality of life summed up in 12:12 as "a living sacrifice,"''

Paul exhorts them to "contribute ( /coi v uo f oAyt el ) to the needs of

the saints."0 The concern which Christians have for one another in

virtue of the oneness of their life in Christ is to reach to the meeting

of their mutual practical needs. As John Knox emphasises, more than

merely contributing is involved: "underlying the verb here is the re¬

alization of the church as a community (fc~oivujviyl ) in which the

necessities of one are to be suffered by all, and the privileges of one

•1-For the more technical treatment in regard to how koinonia and
cognates could be employed in this sense see the discussion
beginning on page -riu<zJ ye for koinoneo and on page yiu^„/oj—fooy~
for koinonia.

~Cf. chapter V.

^Cf. chapter IV.

^Cf. chapter III.
5
Thornton, p. 21.

6 r
See above, pp. for the exact force of koinoneo in this
passage.

■. •' vrT^irr. I \A JIIKIMWWWMWMWBWBIBBBWMMBWMBM——anP-kzwi
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are to be enjoyed by all."^- This is the most general and comprehensive

of Paul's uses of the koinonia language in this regard.

At Galatians 6:6 the above principle is applied to a more

specific relationship, that between the Galatian Christians and their

teachers: "Let hita who is taught the word share {tot viur^n l) all good
2

things with him who teaches." The sharing while certainly involving

material support should not be limited to it for "the object of sharing

material things was to make possible the mutuality of spiritual gifts.
/ \kAs the context indicates (v. 2) the supreme concern is spiritual with

material aid being a part of that concern which rises out of the common

life. The exhortation witnesses to that reciprocal sharing even to very

concrete expression which ideally lay at the very heart of the early

church.

The kind of mutual sharing to which Paul exhorted the Galatians

was a reality in his relation to the church at Philippi:

Yet it was kind of you to share my trouble
<r o y icq/ v w * cr nvr e s /a o o t £ / ).
And you Philippians yourselves know that in the beginning of
the gospel, when I left Macedonia, no church entered into
partnership with me in giving and receiving ( e troj y uj v yj cfg y

3 Aoyov So<x ^cu<s x-i?) y\ ju L/> G uo 5 ) except you only;
for even in Thessalonica you sent me help once and again. Not
that I seek the gift; but I seek the fruit which increases to
your credit (k:lk-17).->

^ohn Knox, The Epistle to the Romans, p. 590.
2

See above, pp.

^Stamm, p. 578.
b
Schlier, p. 2Q2f., points out that the exhortation ^"steht noch
unter dem libergeordneten Gesichtspunkt des n V&u/A w r (
vroc ^gTy " of 5.25> and that it is likewise not to be seen
apart from the warning of vss. 7-10. Cf. Duncan, p. 185.

^fikte above, p. W.
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Here Paul gives concrete expression to that partnership of the Fhilip-

pians with him in his apostolic ministry which pervades the whole letter.

This of course has already been noted in the previous discussions con¬

cerning Paul's use of the koinonia language in 1:5, 7} 3:10 and 4:15.

And even there the more specific matter of material gifts was not ex¬

cluded in the larger partnership. Likewise in verse fifteen the prac¬

tical expression must be seen in the full context of the bond between

them in the gospel. Such giving is a sharing in his afflictions (vs.

14). It is a part of a reciprocal relationship, "a double transaction"^"
( A oy o y c) oo-evos rf/U i^buis) in which the Philippians by their

material contributions to Paul share with him in spiritual blessing

(vss. 17, 19)* This mutual sharing in this full sense appears to be
O

unique to the relationship between Paul and the Philippians. By

koinoneo Paul can at the same time speak of the help which he has oeen

receiving from the Philippians and refer to the broader "sharing-

together" in the gospel (1:5) of which the former is an expression.

Two similar references should be noted in passing. At I Timothy

6:l8 the author instructs the rich to be "generous" xr o o s )
or ready to share with others. In like manner the writer to the Hebrews

in a general exhortation (13:16) links <surto(c.cis (the doing of

good)^ with fosvujr/4 <z in the sense of an attitude or act of Shar¬

if
ing what one has.

^Martin, p. 179.

^"When I left Macedonia" probably refers to a particular period
and then would be less than absolute. The help of other
churches is implied in II Cor. 11:8 and 12:13.

■3

Arndt and Gingrich, p. 324.
^See above, p. 9 Q.
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Most specifically Paul applies the koinonia language to the

offering which he organized, in the Gentile churches for the poverty-

stricken Christians in Jerusalem.During Paul's period of service at

Antioch he had taken part in a relief mission to the Christians in Judea

(Acts 11:27-30)' It ciay have been at the time of this visit to Jeru-

2
salem that his mission to the Gentiles was fully recognized as apostol-

■3
ic by James, Cephas and John, the only stipulation being that he

should remember the poor, "which very thing," wrote Paul to the Gala-

tians (2:10), "I was eager to do." This task, necessitated by the
U

economic condition in the Jerusalem church, Paul was already partici¬

pating in. Only now it is clearly seen as an essential phase of his

apostolic mission, integral to the c^e^/Vs . . . /cO)V\uv'oi S given

to Paul and Barnabas (Gal. 2:9). The Corinthian correspondence makes it

evident that Paul seeks to carry out this phase of his ministry among

the Gentile churches founded by him through one large collection, which

when gathered, he, along with delegates from the Gentile churches, will

deliver to Jerusalem (l Cor. 16:1-4; cf. Acts 20:4). The Corinthians,

in the same manner as he had directed the Galatians, are to put something

"4tom. 16:26: "the poor among the saints in Jerusalem." II Cor.
9:12: "the wants of the saints." Cf. Munck, pp. 287ff»

^Cf. F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 38. Others, how¬
ever, identify the visit of Galatians 2:lff. with that of the
Jerusalem Council visit in Acts 15. For a full discussion see
Donald Guthrie, pp. 80-86.

3see above, pp. ?) *7, PQ
^The reasons for their poverty were perhaps threefold: (l) the
result of persecution, (2) there were probably many poor and
very few rich among those who composed the church and (3) their
dissipation of what capital resources they did possess (Acts
2:44-1+5; 4:43; 5:5). So C. H. Dodd, The Bpistle of Paul to the
Romans. p. 230.
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aside the first day of every week as they have prospered so that Paul

need not raise the offering when he arrives.

But with the writing of II Corinthians these whose zeal Paul

used, to stir up the Macedonians (9i2) have not carried through with the

task which they so enthusiastically began (8:10-11). So Paul with his

most delicate tact sets about in chapters eight and nine to move the

Corinthians to action by the example of the Macedonians. The Macedon¬

ians have evidenced the grace of God "for in a severe test of afflict¬

ion, their abundance of joy and their extreme poverty have overflowed

in a wealth of liberality on their part" (8:2). Such was their eager¬

ness, Paul testifies, that they gave "beyond their means, of their own

free will, begging U3 earnestly for the favor of taking part in the

relief of the saints—tr?i 7v c~o) V lOyto.r'

Si<>iK-oYi4s 7Y/s 7ous ay/oos )" (8;3-U),1 Koinonia, in¬
dicating the thought of participation in the offering, alludes as well

to the fact that this is a shared project. Involved is not only a

common participation in the collection, but a deeper relationship in the

gospel (8:3-9) of which such taking part in the offering is an essential

expression. The Macedonians "first . . . gave themselves to the Lord

and to us by the will of God" (8:5) was Paul's characterization of them.

And so the Corinthians, since they excel in every other spiritual gift,

are exhorted to "excel in this gracious work (9^0"'^/ T( ) also" (8:7).

•^See above, pp. V 7f.
O

Cf. Thornton, pp. 26f. Hauck, p. 809, comments: "Neben den
hohen Wort "Yqp/ s ("sie erbaten von uns die Gnade") hat
*7a/ v uur/ci schwerlich nur den blassen Sinn "Beteiligung",
sondern auch hier den religidsen der Gemeinschaft und Verbunden-
heit am Dienct gegenflber den Heiligen."
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Participation in the offering rises out of a prior participation in

grace.

The manner and the language-*- by which Paul see/cs to motivate

the Corinthians to complete their share of the collection in these

chapters both lay stress on the spiritual character of the offering and

indicate# that Paul's use of koiaonia is involved in that stress. In

the final verses of chapter nine Paul suggests that the liberality of

the Corinthians will not only meet the needs of the saints, but will

overflow through many thanksgivings to God, for

by means of the test of this service, they will glorify God
for the obedience of your confession in re^grd to the gospel
of Christ, and for your liberal sharing-out attitude ( AtTry 7(
7y-s /fb/ u uj y/<z .s ) towards them, and all others;
while they, with supplication on your behalf, are longing
for you because of the surpassing grace of God in you
(9:13-14).2

Their disposition to share-1 with all lies behind the actual offering

through which the Jerusalem Christians will be able to glorify God be¬

cause of the genuineness of the Corinthian Christians. Here Paul ev¬

il
idences what Munck calls the ecumenical aim of the collection. In

Paul's mind, more important than the offering itself, is the mutual

recognition and love which it will effect throughout the Christian

churches.^ it is to this that Paul's application of the koinonia lang-

^The following words and phrases are applied to the collection
in chapters 8 and 9: X^P' * (8*4, 6, 7), <XnXo7 ys (8:2;
9:11, 13)/ €u\<sy)c(. (9:5/> Si 1 CoY (8:4; 9*1> 12> 13)>

701/^yA (9:12)> iSnorciy^ -7 yj s 6/uo^oy/'<ji (9*13)'
^This rendering of these verses is by the writer.

8gee above, pp.

4Munck, p. 290.

%auck. Pt 809.
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uage to the matter of the collection points in these chapters.

The same can be observed in the letter to the Romans. The

collection is complete and Paul is about to depart from Corinth with it

for Jerusalem (l?:25)« He writes of the collection as a /coi v "J y i a.Y

rjya (15:26). It is the Y)Y<\ which makes )co > here a

"sharing-out attitude," concrete and a fit object for no(yfa'A & t

The appropriateness of such use of koinonia is seen as Paul stresses that

the Gentiles have shared in ( £ Jc o >|/ Jjvyj q-& Y ) the spiritual blessings
of the Jerusalem church aad thus pleased "to be of service to them in

material blessings" (15:27)* The offering evidences the debt of grat¬

itude which the Gentile Christians owe the Jewish Christians and also

the spirit of mutual sharing which lay at the heart of a common partici¬

pation in the gospel. This which arose out of the Christian koinonia

was also designed to strengthen the same. Paul appeals to the prayers

of the Romans that "my service for Jerusalem may be acceptable to the

saints" (I5:3l)» Thus Paul applies the koinonia language to the offering

in line with end as expressive of his view of its nature and purpose.

This holds true in both II Corinthians and Romans.

In several phases of the ongoing ministry of Christ Paul finds

"t^ie koinonia language occasionally useful as he seeks to express its

corporate implications for varying purposes. Particularly felicitous

are his references to material aid to fellow Christians where the lang¬

uage can carry the overtones of that mutual sharing-in which underlies

all sharing-out. This becomes most evident in that special collection
O

which was so vital to Paul in his mission to the Gentiles•

A
d(T

\see above, pp.
^The eschatoiogical connection of the collection as the mission
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The Ethical Exclusiveness

The preceding discussion on "the corporate concern" involved in

Paul's use of the koinonia language dealt with the inter-personal ethic

of the koinonia reality. This does not, however, exhaust its ethical

implications. Implied in Paul's use of koinonia and cognates is like¬

wise a more negative exclusive ethic which may be explicitly set in the

context of the idea of the holy in Paul. This chapter began with what

was described as Paul's most definitive and comprehensive use of koinon¬

ia in I Corinthians 1:9 where he characterizes the Corinthian Church as

— — — ' - ~

in

Christ," to participate in Christ involves the idea of the holy.

In the discussion of chapter four dealing with the life and

ministry of Jesus it was pointed out in the light of Judas' action and

the attitude of the disciples before the cross that the holy exclusive

character of the koinonia reality was that resident in Jesus himself.

Sanctification consisted first of all in a personal relationship of

radical loyalty and single obedience to Jesus in the full eschatological

and redemptive bearing of his life and ministry as climaxed in his pa¬

ssion and resurrection."*" Similarly in chapter five the inherent holinesi

of the koinonia was seen in the experience of the early church to be

to Israel of Paul's ministry advocated by Munck, pp. 301-305 is
overdone and goes beyond the evidence. Cf. W. D. Davies,
Christian Origins and Judaism (Philadelphia: The Westminister
Press, 1962), pp. 179-19&*

%ee above, pp. <?//,
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that of the eschatological action of God defined in Jesus and implement¬

ed through the Spirit. Ananias and Sapphira by their hypocritical action

in relation to the church had falsified the holiness of the eschatol¬

ogical Spirit by which God had constituted the church and thus disrupted

the cohesion of the community. So the exclusiveness of the early Chris¬

tian koinonia was the ethic of radical personal obedience to that which

gave it the dynamic of its being—the Spirit of the Lord."3"
Likewise when Paul characterizes the Church at Corinth as sanc-

/ \2
tified (1:2) he is thinking of those in Corinth who are called to

k~o i i/ujv/ % ... )(pjc7o\j (l:9) in terms of their rela¬

tion to the eschatological activity of God in Christ^ by which the Holy

God relates himself to men in a new way. As Wendland suggests:

Dreifach ist der Gendanke bestimmt: sie sind geheiligt worden,
ein Handeln Gottes ist an ihnen geschehen, das sie in ein
neues Sein versetzte. Zveitens, diese Heiligung ereignet sich
in der Christus-Geaeinschaft. Brittensaber, geheiligt sind
allein die, die Gott berufen hat.

By the action of God in Christ they belong to the God who is holy,'' but

•*-See above, pp. $ H - 3 s },
2
The perfect participle indicates an existing condition, and the
plural in apposition to the collective singular puts a passing
emphasis on the individual responsibility of the Christians.
So Plummer, p. 2.

•?

JSchlatter, Baulus, Der Bote Jesus, p. 57*

Sfendlaad, Die Briefe an die Korinther, p. 11.
c rj ^ s ( £
yCf* Otto Procksch, "czy/o? > ^ q y/<?<!%* o s;
k ky > u^cro'vyi Theologisches Wffrterbuch zua Neuen Testa¬
ment, eci. Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: Verlag von W. Kohlhammer
1933)* If lOlf. As in the Old Testament the Hew Testament
characterization of God as holy contains the inmost designation
of God's being or character ("die innerste Bezeichnung von
Gottes Wesen"). And this is the God who has acted and who is
present in Jesus Christ.
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only as they are "in Christ" is this so. The quality of their partici¬

pation in Jesus Christ (1:9) is the quality of their holiness. All the

old boundaries between the holy and the unholy have been transcended.1
The prime ethical category is again that of radical personal loyalty or

commitment to Jesus Christ. The negative aspect of holiness has to do

with what is excluded in such a relationship. For Paul, then, the
p

ethical implications of the holiness of God are centered in Jesus Chrii

and the character of one's relationship to God in him.

That phase of the holiness of the koinonia "quality of Life" in

Paul which has to do with inter-personal ethic, particularly within the

church, has already been handled when the corporate concern of the

koinonia reality was discussed in relation to the divisiveness of the

church at Corinth.^ In the midst of his first major treatment of the

problem of divisiveness Paul warns: "Do you not know that you are God's

temple and that God's Spirit dwells in you: If any one destroys God's

temple, God will destroy him. For God's temple is holy, and that temple

you are" (3:lo-17). In fact every violation of (jiujucx. Y^> i <r 70^>
(12:27; cf. 11:29) is a sin against the holy character of the Christian

koinonie,, whether it be party spirit (l:10-U:2l), a failure of agape

(6:1-8; 8:1-13), irregularities at the Lord's Supper (11:27-33)* or the

misconception of the importance of spiritual gifts (12:1-14:10). As in

Acts the character of the Christian community is so qualified by the

Holy Spirit of God (3:16-17; 12:13) which indwells it that any lack of

1Cf. Thornton, pp. 10-11.

2Cf. Lev. 19:2; I Peter 1:15-16.

%ee above, pp. 308-3lk.
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love on the part of its members towards one another is direct disobe¬

dience to Jesus Christ (8:12) in whom they are sanctified (1:2). To

sin against the unity of the community was to sin against Christ—the

very essence of their own eschatological existence.

While it is not directly connected with Paul's use of the

kolnonia language, the matter of the sanctification of the body, parti¬

cularly in terms of the sins of impurity (5:1-13); 6:9-20),'" is not

without relation to the u* \p)(rTo2 of 1:9
and thus to the holy character of the koinonia. The extreiae case of

immorality dealt with in chapter five has to do as well with the purity

of the corporate body (cf. vss. 6-7; 13). All immorality (n0j>Y Gi\
is set forth in contradiction to being "sanctified in Christ Jesus"

(U2):

Do you not know that your bodies are members of Christ? . . .

Do you not know that he who joins himself to a prostitute be¬
comes one body with her? . . . But he who is united to the Lord
becomes one spirit with him .... Do you not know that your
body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you, which you
have from God? You are not your own; you were bought with a
price. So glorify God in your body (vss. 15a, l6a, 17, 19-20).

The negative implications are indeed broader yet;

Do not be deceived; neither the immoral, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor thieves, nor the greedy,
nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor robbers will inherit the
kingdom of God. And such were some of you. But you were
washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name
of the Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God
(6:9b-ll).

In the individual as well as in the corporate sense it is the presence

of the Spirit which effects the sanctification, and sets them apart

%his connection is raade in Bphesians 5:11 discussed below
P. 337.
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from all unbelievers.^"
It is as he climaxes his argument against idolatry that Paul

most directly and forcibly employs koinonia and koinonos in I Corinth¬

ians 10:lh-22 to lay stress on the ethical exclusivenees of the common

life in Christ. Paul's discussion of the general topic began with chap¬

ter eight where the specific problem was the eating of meat which had

been offered to idols. Paul sees nothing wrong for those of an enlight¬

ened conscience in the eating of such meat (cf. 10:23-30), except as

such eating would cause the brother of a weaker conscience to fall (8:

7-13)• To eat in this case would be to sin against the brother and

against Christ and to deny in action the basic nature of the koinonia

(8:12). There were some, however, who were so spiritually self-confident

that they even went so far as to eat in the heathen temples themselves

(8:10). This practice Paul unequivocally prohibits as he moves on to

the argument of chapter ten. In verses one to thirteen he cites the

example of Israel, who privileged of God as they were (vss. l-*0> were

nevertheless destroyed when they fell into idolatry in the wilderness

(vss. 5-10), and adds the admonition: "therefore let any one who thinks

that he stands take heed lest he fall" (vs. 12). With verse fourteen

comes the climactic warning, "therefore, my beloved, shun ((^g-ii y e-T(r )
the worship of idols," a warning which he enforces by means of a unique

^Hamilton, p. 39*
2

Some, however, question the unity of I Corinthians and attrib¬
ute chapters eight and ten to different letters. Cf. Johannes
Weiss, History of Primitive Christianity, completed by Rudolf
Knopf, ed. F. C. Grant (New York: Wilson-Erickson, 193*0
3U0f. For a presentation and discussion of various views cf.
Guthrie, The Pauline Epistles, Hew Testament Introduction,
pp. 62-624-.
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application of the kolnonia language to the Lord's Supper and to the

contrasting idol worship.

It was demonstrated earlier that Paul's argument in X Corinth¬

ians 10:1^-22 moves from the nature of participation in the Lord's

Supper to the significance of participation in pagan cults, and not the

opposite."'" That is, he points out the spiritual significance of a

Christian's participation in heathen sacrificial feasts as he interprets,

and applies the meaning of the Lord's Supper to the former practice.

The drinking of the cup and the eating of the bread are a "sharing-

together" (koinonia) in the salvation reality resident in Jesus Christ

(vs. 16). By this common sharing, symbolized by the unity of the loaf

which they break in the rites, they are constituted one body (vs. 17)

--crZjfjq. y{p,)o-7<yo (12:27). Most supremely in this high point of
Christian worship a3 they share together in the vertical salvation

reality they are brought into a unique horizontal relationship, a

uniqueness that lies in the character of that which is shared in. Paul

has utilized koinonia in a very apt manner to bring out that particular

aspect of the meaning of the Lord's Supper which is pertinent to his

argument.

After verse seventeen which forms the axis of his argument,

Paul begins to apply his point to the problem at hand with a passing

allusion to the cult in Israel (vs. 18). Those who join in that sacrifi¬

cial meal involved possible in Israel's most significant celebration,

•'-See above pp. r S-& 0, The following discussion assumes the
position established there. Cf. Bornkamra, "Herrenmahl und
Kirche bei Paulus," p. 138.
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the Passover,3 constitute themselves "parnters in the worship of Israel'*

God (/roiViuvof Toy Qucr;4crT^Ajoo ). And so similarly there can

be no association with pagans in their sacrificial meals without in¬

volvement in that which is the formative fact in that association; that

is, the worship of demons, which Paul expresses as becoming r"a» ywy w.5

7(Zv o y~i u> y (vs. 20). The reasoning which in 10:16-17

flowed from the vertical reality to characterize the horizontal associa¬

tion now moves from the fact of the horizontal association to the cha¬

racter of the vertical, participation involved in such association. It

is not that Paul either believes that the meat offered to idols is basi¬

cally different from any other meat, or that there is any reality to the

idol (vs. 19)f but it is the use of such meat as sacrificed to the pow-

p
ers of darkness that constitutes the danger^ to the Christian partici¬

pant. As one who has been joined to the Christian koinoaia by a sharing-

together in the blood and body of Christ, he is unable to attach himself

to another koinonla whose constitutive basis is those evil powers in

direct opposition to God without seriously endangering his relation to

Christ. As Paul sums it up, he "cannot drink the cup of the Lord and

the cup of demons." He "cannot partake of the table of the Lord and the

table of demons" (vs. 21). The two koinonia's are mutually exclusive,

because of the absolute antagonism of the spiritual reality at the heart

^Moffatt, The First Spistle of Paul to the Corinthians, p. 136.
See above, p.

^Grosheide, p. 236.

\s C. F. D. Moule, Worship in the New Testament, p. 35, points
out, such activity may affect ones "relationship with the un¬
seen powers of evil and good: there may, that is, be a change
of relation even though there is no change of material."
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of each."1"

Partaking in pagan cult meals is thus shown to be more than a

sin against the koinonia in the sense of a sin against a brother, but

even more direct, it is a personal sin against the very essence of the

Christian koinonia* Paul was able in a very fascinating way to utilize

koinonia and koinonos to drive home the exclusive character of the comm-

on life in Christ, a koinonia which finds its holiness defined in terms

of an exclusive relationship to Jesus Christ, its central reality. This

shared life must separate itself from all that is contrary to the life
2

that is shared.

In II Corinthians 6:lU-7:l Paul again employs koinonia as he

3
uncompromisingly prohibits all unholy alliances with pagans:

Do not be raismated (cjeoo |)u y ouV res ) with unbelievers.
For what partnership (/74t) have unrighteousness and iniq¬
uity? Or what fellowship ( K~oi y u> ) has light with dark-

Craig, p. 115, overlooks the full horizontal implications of
Paul's argument as he states that "the conclusion which the
apostle draws in not that the Corinthians cannot belong to two
fellowships at the same time. Rather, they cannot belong to
two Lords, to a demon, and to Christ."

^The ethical exclusiveness of the Christian koinonia as high¬
lighted in the Lord's Supper has also been brought out in
connection with I Corinthians 11:17-32 discussed above, pp.
3O9-3II• There the significance of the rite was shown to be
exclusive of unbrotherly attitutdes within the church.

3Paul does not state here just exactly what he means, but in
line with the earlier epistle it surely includes such things
as marriage (I Cor. 7*12-15)> eating meat which had obviously
been offered to idols with unbelievers (I Cor. 10:27f) and
perhaps even the matter of instituting legal proceedings against
a felloxv Christian before unbelievers (I Cor. 6:5ff.). Certain¬
ly Paul is not condemning all intercourse with non-Christians
(cf. I Cor. 5*10). Cf. Grosheide, pp. 2U6f., who points out
that "the metaphor of the yoke which he uses here shows that
he is thinking of close relationships in which, unless both
parties are true believers, Christian harmony cannot be expect-

. ed to flourish and Christian consi st.ency cannot fail to be
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ness: What accord ( cr u/i 0u>v ty<r / s- ) has Christ with Belial?
Or what has a believer in common £ ) with an unbeliever:
What agreement (a-uyr?rq/0etj/s ) has the temple of God with
idols? (6;lk-l6a).

Set in a series of five rhetorical questions, light is said to share or

have in common nothing with darkness. Koinonia is one of five terms

employed negatively to express the absolute incongruity of the Christian

koinonia with sin, the powers of evil and all their outward manifesta¬

tions which do not line up with its holy character as "the temple of
rj

the living God" (6:16). For, Paul argues,

as God said,
"I will live in them and move among them,
and I will be their God, and they shall be my people.
Therefore come out from them, and be separate from them,

says the Lord,
and touch nothing unclean; then X will welcome you,
and I will be a father to you,
and you shall be my sons and daughters,

says the Lord Almighty" (6:l6c-l8).J>

Their holiness is an exclusive relationship to a holy God; thus the

exhortation: "Since we have these promises, beloved, let us cleanse

ourselves from every defilement of body and spirit, and make holiness

perfect in the fear of God" (7:l)« Paul has utilised koinonia to aid ic

enforcing the fact, that like as the holiness of God implies that God

compromised."

^"See above, pp. As was indicated there, p. (cf. fn.5 )
the Pauline character of this passage is assumed and that most
probably with many recent authorities (e.g. Hering, Wendland,
Kilimmel, Guthrie, Grosheide) as integral to the letter. Some,
however, link it with the letter referred to in I Cor. 5:9*
Cf. R. P. C. Hanson, The Second Spistle to the Corinthians,
p. 65.

2
For the Jewish mind there was a radical and absolute antipathy
between the temple of God and idols. Cf. Grosheide, pp. 251f.

^Paul has loosely quoted Lev. 26:12; 3zek. 37:27} Is. 52:11;
II Sam. 7:1k.
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does not share his glory with another (is. 1+8:11; k3:llff.; Dt. 559)>

so the Christian koinonia can have no real share in that which is not in

line with that holiness of God.

A passage quite parallel in subject matter to the one just dis¬

cussed and to I Corinthians 5:9-11 is ISphesiuns 553-13• The light-

darkness contrast is employed as Paul exhorts them in 5*11 to "take no

part (jmj o-uy/co/klu T & ) in the works of darkness, but instead
expose thea"^- (cf. vss. 8-9). Included in the works of darkness are

immorality, covetousness and idolatry. Men who do such things are sons

of disobedience under the wrath of God (vs. 6). With such persons (vs.

7) Paul's readers are not to associate ( y//£ a" (J £-To~^o ( )•
The warning of this section is set in contrast to the admonition which

precedes: "be imitators of God, . . . walk in love, as Christ loved us

and gave himself up for us " (5:1-2).

A last use of the koinonia language with negative implications

in the literature of Paul which needs to be mentioned for the sake of

completeness is I Timothy 5:22: "do not be hasty in the laying on of

hands, nor participate ( yo/ u <fu r e / ) in another man's sins; keep your¬

self pure." Timothy is urged not to join in or make himself responsible
2

for the sins of others by ordaining men (cf. vss. 17, 19) prematurely.

The "sharing-together quality of life" is seen in Paul to be

radically exclusive of all conduct and associations which are not con¬

sistent with a total faith-relationship to God in Christ who stands at

•*-366 above, pp. of.
^Jeremias, Die Briefe an. Timotheus und Titus, p. 8k. See above,
pp. 59 f. The passage may refer to the restoration of penitents
Cf. fn. "V p. -V/ above.
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the dynamic heart of the koinonia» The holiness of the koinonia qualitj

of life is that of Christ in whom God is present in eschatological

action. It is a matter first of inner purity, of an heart loyalty to

Jesus Christ which excludes all rivals; and then second, the working

out of that relationship in all the other relationships of life. The

ethical, exclusiveness of the latter is that of the ethical character of

Christ. Paul, with the same koinonia language by which he has given

varied expression to the koinonia reality, found it also useful to lay

stress upon its holy or ethically exclusive character.

Conclusion

Both the rationale for Paxil's use of the koinonia language and

his concept of the koinonia are implicit in his representative expre¬

ssion trailujow QuTov 7JyO~o u A/l/CTlOU T d u*
fupio-u hijujv (I Cor. 1:9). By the use of koinonia in this phrase

he subtly calls attention to the corporate implications of life in

Christ which he so ably brings to bear on the practical problems of the

Corinthian Church in the body of the letter. The preceding study has

demonstrated that in all of the occurrences of koinonia and cognates

Paul has a practical aim in mind, an aim which is most often thoroughly

ethical. For with these dual-dimensional words Paul, can uniquely ex¬

press the essential life-relation between the salvation reality of God

in Christ and almost every phase of Christian responsibility.

Paxil clearly stresses the fact that the bond of unity between

Christians is the person of Christ himself. The essence of the koinonia

is a common life, the life of Christ jointly shared in. This life in

virtue of the crucifixion, resurrection and exaltation is viewed escha-
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tologically as the saving activity and presence of God. The koinonia

is further effected by a "sharing-together" in the Holy Spirit which

can be identified dynamically as the life of Christ in redemptive actiot

Paul's use of the koinonia language bears witness^eontinuall.v to a

"sharing-together quality of life" which involves a realistic partici¬

pation in the propagation of the gospel of Christ. The eschatologieal

reality of the heart of the koinonia ever remains Jesus Christ in the

full significance of his person.

Other phases of the koinonia become evident as Paul puts the

language to use. All Christian inter-personal relationships are to be

molded by the fact that it is in Christ that they are participating in

common. By such participation they are the body of Christ. Any wrong

action or attitude toward one another is a sin against that body and

against Christ whose body they are, and thus against the eschatological

action of God in him. For in that action Is found the holy character

of the koinonia. It is a holiness that excludes all that is out of cha¬

racter with God's action in Christ. His person is the standard of its

holiness. All lack of agapS-love within the fellowship of the church,

all unethical and immoral conduct end especially all compromising asso-

*The concept is found not merely in the occurrence of the word
(or words) but rather in the context of Paul's usage. Hie word
koinonia ha3 not oecome technical for Paul in the sense that a

particular content can be poured into it in every place. He
has simply found it felicitous at times to give vivid express¬
ion to the practical concerns of the gospel of Christ. One
speaks of "the koinonia" because the reality so designated is
distinctly related to, but not identified with, the language
with which Paul occasionally gives it unique expression. Cf.
James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (London: Ox¬
ford University Press, 19^1), p. 269, who stresses that "the
linguistic bearer of the theological statement is usually the
sentence and the still larger literary complex and not the
word or the morphological and syntactical mechanisms." .... -

•
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elation with idolatry are excluded by the holiness of the koinonia.

The corporate concern at this point is integral to the idea of the holy.

And here perhaps is the main thrust and importance of Paul's use of the

koinonia language, for by it he is forcefully able to relate the reli¬

gious reality to its necessary ethical implications in life.

Another element in the corporate concern of the koinonia which

is not without significance is that which centers in the on-going

ministry of Christ. Paul uses koinonia and cognates to stress the one¬

ness of the gospel task, to express the bond which exists between those

who are thus engaged and to relate the sufferings thus endured to those

of Christ himself. But perhaps most interesting is the aspect of a

concrete sharing-out which he designates with the same languge, thus

rooting its motivation in a prior sharing-in. The practical implication:

of the koinonia for Paul go all the way to actual material help, the

supreme expression being for him the offering taken among the Gentile

churches for the Jerusalem church.

So with Paul the koinonia becomes more explicit. The centrality

of the person and work of Jesus in the salvation activity of God as

made experiential through the Holy Spirit presented in Acts is now more

clearly evident and more completely expressed. A development in theolo¬

gical insight and expression is certainly manifest. In the same manner

Raul gives a much more comprehensive picture of the way in which this

"sharing-together in Christ quality of life" is to penetrate and trans¬

form every relationship of the Christian. And this he does by an actual

utilization of the koinonia language itself. This use is one of Paul's

most effective ways of stressing the indivisibility of religion and

ethics, of one's relation to God and to his fellow man. Paul blended



 



CHAPTER VII

KOINONIA. AS StfRESgSD IN THE JOHAMINE LITERATURE

Introduction

The study of "the Roinonia quality of life" in the New Testa¬

ment leads finally to the Johannine Literature.' In this literature

the koinonia language occurs most significantly in I John Iji-72 and

can be said to express the heart of Johannine theology."1 So the

Johanaine witness to "the koinonia," like Paul's, is important as

creatively interpretative of that "sharing-together quality of life"

which came into full view first in the Acts of the Apostles.

The usage of koinonia in I John 1:3-7 is uaiaue in the New

Testament due to the peculiar character of Johannine thought which

W. F. Howard has characterised as "the most highly developed in the

New Testament." J. A. T. Robinson while affirming the extraordinar¬

ily mature theology of the Johannine writings would caution against

removing their theology further from the primitive witness than Baul,

*The term is used here for the Fourth Gospel, the Epistles and
the Apocalypse which nave been traditionally associated with
the name of the Apostle John, and which in some sense belong
together as distinct from the remainder of the New Testament.

^The only exceptions are II John 11 and Revelation 1:9 and
18:L.

3See above p. JOo,

%\ F. Howard, Christianity According to St. John (London:
Duckworth, 19^3)> P« 19.

3LL
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for he believes that the theology of the Fourth Evangelist reached

its essential maturity by about the same time as that of Paul.1 So

it is possibly more the distinctive understanding rather than the

later development of the Johannine interpretation of the Christ event
o

in the New Testament which gives significance to its expression of

the koinonia reality. It must be kept in mind, however, that in

respect to the koinonia language, any development in its usage is

more in concept than in the terminology itself. For even here in

I John it was concluded that "the resultant meaning cannot be di¬

vorced from its broader foundations."^
hKoinonia occurs in I John 1:3-7 four times with the same

basic content which roots in the meaning of koinonia simply as "shar¬

ing" (cf. Acts 2:h2; Gal. 2s9)• In each instance it connotes a

Leoensgemeinschaft^ or common sharing of life. The same three phases

(Lof the koinonia reality are again evident as this "common life" is

^J. A. T. Robinson, "A New Look on the Fourth Gospel,"
Twelve New Testament Studies, Studies in Theology No. 34
(lfaperville: Alec R. Allenson, Inc., 1962), p. 102. This
article was first printed in 1959• Cf. E. R. Goodenough,
"John a Primitive Gospel," Journal of Biblical Literature,
LXIV (19^5), 145-82.

%his does not necessarily militate against the relative late¬
ness of the literature in which the theology finds expressior

■^See above, p. 102.

^See the discussion of this passage above pp. 95-101.

^Bernard Weiss, p. 28. Cf. Friedrich Hauck, Die Briefe des
Jacobus, Petrus, Judas und Johannes, Das Neue Testament
Deutsch (Gfittingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1957), P* 119.

%s The New English Bible (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
196l), very aptly translates koinonia at I John 1:3 and 7-

•
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characterized as "with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ"

(vs. 3), as "with one another" (vs. 7, also vs. 3 "with us") and as

present only when men do not "walk in darkness" (vs. 6) but "walk in

the light as he is in the light" (vs. 7)« The task of this chapter

is to follow this pattern taking up in order the divine essence,.the

corporate ethic and the exclusive character of what in I John can be

characteristically designated "the common life." The discussion,

while involving the thought of the Gospel and Epistles, will take both

its fundamental perspectives and its final point of reference from

the employment of koinonia in I John Is3-7 where it gives expression

to the practical essence of Johannine thought.

Although it is outside the purpose and limits of this present

study to delve deeply into any of the intricate introductory problems

surrounding the Johannine literature,^ it may be of value to outline

the tentative perspective in regard to a few of them which is pre¬

supposed in the following discussion. All five books appear to come

from the same circle of the church though a separate authorship for

the Apocalypse seems most likely, due to its linguistic pecularities
2and marked difference in subject matter. This issue, however, is

-*-Cf. the articles on the Johannine writings in The Interp¬
reter's Dictionary of the Bible, E-J (ed. George A. Buttrick^
Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1962), 932-955; Ernst Haenchen,
"Neuere Literature zu den Johannesbriefen," Theologische
Rundschau, XXVI (i960), 1-43, 267-291; Ernst Haenchen,
"Johanneische Prooieme," Zeltscnrift fiir Theologie und Kirehe^
LVI (1959)> 19-55; W. F. Howard, The Fourth Gospel in Recent
Criticism and Interpretation (4th ed. rev. C. K. Barrett;
London: The Epworth Press, 1955); P. H. Menoud, L" Evan-
.gile de Jean d'apres les Recherches recentes (2nd ed.;
Neuchatel and Paris: Delachaux et Niestld", L9^7)•

2Cf. W. F. Howard, Christianity According to St. John, pp.
13-15* The eyidence is presented in detail ay R. H. Charlesr
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not a closed one."1 The common authorship of the Gospel and the Epis¬

tles can be more readily assumed. The (cogent) arguments of C. H.
2

Dodd against a unity of authorship on linguistic and theological

grounds have been satisfactorily met for the most part3 by W. F.
U 5

Howard'' and W. G. Wilson. Similarly many recent studies have

A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Revelation of
St. John, I, xxix-1.

1 /

XP. H. Menoud in the second edition of his book, L* Evangile
de Jean d'apres les Recherches recentes (194-7)» P« 74,
writes that the opinion that the Fourth Gospel and the Apoc¬
alypse came from the same author "est loin d'etre imaniae
... toutes les opinions sont aujourdhui representees, la
discussion n'est pas close." Cf. Guthrie, New Testament
Introduction: Hebrews to Revelation (London: The Tyndaie
Press, 1962), pp. 254-269.

C. H. Dodd, "The First Epistle of John and the Fourth Gos¬
pel," Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, XXI (1937)»
129-156J and also his Johannine Epistles (1946), pp. xlvii-
lvi. Bodd reopened the issue whi.ch had been fairly closed
by Robert Law, Tests of Life (iy09), pp. 339-363. and A. E.
Brooke, A Critical and Exegetical Co; t.ientary on the Johan¬
nine Epistles (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1926),
pp. i-xxvii, in refutation of H. Holtzmann's articles in
Jahrbuch ftir Protestantische Theologie (l88l), pp. o90ff.,
(1882), pp. 128ff., 136ff., 460ff.

^Among those who have not been convinced can be listed C. K.
Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1955). P« 51; Araos Wilder, "I, II and
III John," Interpreter's Bible, ed. Nolan B. Harmon (New
York: Abingdon Press, 1957). XII, 214-215; Haenchen,
"Neuere Literature zu den Johannesbriefen," pp. 4-8. On the
other hand, one so currently involved in Johannine research
as J, A. T. Robinson says, "I am persuaded that the Gospel
and the three Epistles all come from the same pen and are
addressed to the same community, though in a different sit¬
uation." "The Destination and purpose of the Johannine
Epistles," Twelve New Testament Studies, p. 126. This
article was first printed in i960. Cf . the most recent
treatments of the problem by Guthrie, New Testament Intro¬
duction, Hebrews to Revelation (London: The Tyndaie Press,
1962), pp. 198-203; and Ruaolf Schnackenbuxj;, Die Johannes-
briefe, Vol. XII; Herders Theologischer Kommentar zum Neuen
Testament, ed. Alfred Wikenhauser and Anton VSgtla (2nd ed.,
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declared in favor of the essential unity or integrity of both the

l 2 3
Gospel-1- and the First Spistle though dissenters remain. In the

Freiburg: Herder, 1963), PP* 3l*~38.

**W. F. Howard, "The Common Authorship of the Hohannine Gos¬
pel and Epistles," Journal of Theological Studies, XLVIII
(191*7), 12-25. This has been reprinted in W. F. Howard,
The Fourth Gospel in Recent Criticism and Interpretation
(l*th ed. rev. C. K. Barrettj 1955), PP» 282-296.

5w. G. Wilson, "An Examination of the Linguistic Evidence
Adduced Against the Unity of Authorship of the First Epis¬
tle of John and the Fourth Gospel," Journal of Theological
Studies, XLVIII (19W), pp. 11*7-156. T. W. Manson in an
essay first written in 191+7 very interestingly finds that
"some of the most striking differences between the Gospel
and the Epistle turn out on closer examination to be diff¬
erences between the Aramaising half of the Gospel and the
Epistle." Holding to their unity he suggests "that the
Epistle is the work of a writer composing freely and the
Gospel the work of the same writer with his style to some
extent controlled by the material which he has to incorp¬
orate into his book." "The Fourth Gospel," Studies in the
Gospels and Epistles, ed. Matthew Black (Philadelphia:
The Westminister Press, 1962), pp. 116-117.

^Cf W. F. Howard, The Fourth Gospel in Recent Criticism and
Interpretation, pp. 95-109, Sduard Schweizer, Ego Eimi
(Gdttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1939), pp. 82-112.
T. W. Manson, "The Fourth Gospel," pp. 113-117; J. A. T.
Robinson, "A New Look at the Fourth Gospel," pp. 96-98.
Robinson points out that the source criticism of Rudolf
Bultmann, Das Evangelium des Johannes, Kritiseh-exegetisher
Kommentar fiber das Neue Testament (llt-h ed.; Getting,en:
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1950), has been found untenable b)
P. H. Menoud, L' Syangile de Jean d'apres les Recherches
recentes, E. Ruckstuhl, Die literarische Einheit des Johan¬
nes- evangeliums, Studia Friburgensla, Neue Folge, Heft 3
(Freiburg in der Schweiz: 1951), and B. Noack, Zur johann-
ischen Tradition (Kopenhaven: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 195*0•

2Cf. Otto Piper, "I John and the Primitive Church," Journal
of Biblical Literature, LXVI (19^7), pp. 1+1*6-1*51 and Wolf¬
gang Nauck, Die Tradition und der Charakter des ersten
Johannesbriefes, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen
Testament (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr Paul Siebeck , 1957),
who have subjected the theories of E. von Dooshilitz, "Johan-
neische Studien, "Zeitschrift i'flr die neutestamentliche
Wissenschaft, VIII (1907), 1-8; and Rudolph Bultmann, "An-
alyse des ersten Johannesbriefe." Pest&abe fur Adolph
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Gospel the author's free use of primitive tradition,1 most probably
p

oral,~ is not to be denied; and in the First Epistle if any source

is employed it most probably comes from the same hand as the whole
3

of the letter.

While the identity of the author remains somewhat of a mys¬

tery, recent studies have suggested that the tradition which ascribes

the Gospel and Epistles to the Apostle John may not be as unreason¬

able as was once thought. P. H. Menoud in his survey of Johannine

research in 19^7 commented that the opponents of the tradition

"n'ont pu apporter la preuve decisive qu 1'apotre Jean ne pourait

etre I'auteur des livres qui portent son nom.T. W. Hanson the

same year argued brilliantly that the Fourth Gospel is based on a

body of tradition, largely independent of the Synoptic tradition,

stemming from Jerusalem which found its way to Ephesus by way of An-

Jillicher (Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr Paul Siebeck , 1927),
pp. I38-I58, "Die kirchliche Redaktion des ersten Johannes-
briefs," In Memoriara Ernst Lohneyer (Stuttgart: 1951), pp.
181-201, to detailed examination and criticism. For a most
recent discussion of the problem and its literature cf.
Schnackenburg, pp. 11-15•

^For the dissenting opinions cf. the recent articles of
Haenchen, "Johanneische Probleme," pp. 50-5*+ and "Neuere
Literature zu den Johannesbriefen," pp. 8-20.

lfr. W. Manson, "The Fourth Gospel," P. 117.

2J. A. T. Robinson, "The New Look on the Fourth Gospel,"
pp. 97f.

%auck, pp. 67-127; also Guthrie, New Testament Introduction,
Hebrews to Revelation, pp. 197-198.

k ' \

P.. H. Menoud, L'Evangile de Jean d'apres les recherches
recentes, p. 76. He adds, "On peut dire sans trop s'avancer
que les defenseurs de 1'authenticite johanniqua occupent
aujourd'hui des positions pi; favorables qu'au debut du
siecle, par exemple."
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tioch. Its prime authority was an anonymous disciple of Jesus who

may or may not have accompanied that tradition on its travels."*"
2

J. A. T. Robinson in 1959 maintained that the author of the Gospel

did not piece together written sources but placed his stamp with sov¬

ereign freedom upon the oral tradition of his community, which became

his own in a unique way.^ The basis of the tradition as seen both in
k

its thought forms and in its knowledge of the topography and institu-
5

tions of I&lestine prior to the Jewish war^ was in Southern Palestine

between the crucifixion and the fall of Jerusalem. Robinson feels

that this tradition reached its mature form during this period; and
c

regardless of the actual date of writing, its continuity with the

"*T. W. Manson, "The Fourth Gospel."

^J. A. T. Robinson, "The New Look on the Fourth Gospel."

■^Robinson would say, "he is his own tradition," refering to
Menoud, L'Evangile de Jean d'apres les recherches recentes,
pp. 76-77, who concludes; "Les recherches recentes ont just-
ement mis en lumiere ceci: au point de vue litteraire corame
au point de vue theologique, Jean s'appuie sur la tradition
et la depasse; il fait preuve a la fois de fidelite'et de
liberte. 11 connait la tradition evangelique; tantot il la
suit, tantot il s'en ecarte. 11 connait la th^ologie du
Fils de l'horarae, par laquelle I'Eglise naissante a exprime
sa foi au Kyrios, raais il ne crant pas d'exprimer le message
de Jesus dans une langue nouvelle et avec des pens^es nou-
velles. Bref, Jean agit avec 1'independance, la souverainete
de quelqu'un qu aurait pu dire; la tradition, e'est moi'
Au terrae de 1'age apostolique, il ne restait qu'un homme qui
ait pu parler ainsi."

Siere he makes reference to the Dead Sea Scrolls on which see

especially R. E. Brown, "The Qumran Scrolls and the Johan-
ninie Gospel and Epistles," The Scrolls and the New Testaraenl >

ed. Krister Stendahl (London; SCM Press, 1958), 183-207.
For a contrasting view cf. Howard M. Teeple, "Qumran and the
Origin of the Fourth Gospel," Novum Testamentum, IV (October
I960), 6-25.

5cf. A. M. Hunter, "Recent Trends in Johannine Studies," The
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earliest days of Christianity is based "not merely in the memory of

one old man, but in the life of an on-going community.'*" Hunter in¬

terestingly concludes his comments on recent trends in Johannine

studies vith the question:

Could it have been the Apostle John himself? ... We
cannot disprove it; yet many of the objections to such
a view . . . give us pause. What we may hold contra
mundurn is that the Beloved Disciple was the Apostle
John, and that his testimony stands behind the Gospel.
But if not the Apostle, why not a close disciple of the
Apostle, himself a Palestinian Jew, who, having known
the Holy Land in the first half of the century, later
made his way to Ephesus?

As has been indicated, the Palestinian or Hebraic character

of the Johannine tradition is becoming increasingly recognized.3 T.

W. Manson illustrating it with the crucial example of the Johannine

Logos doctrine is convinced that "the Fourth Gospel and the First

Epistle of John are fundamentally Hebraic rather than Hellenic in cha¬

racter."*1' J. A. T. Robinson in agreement with W. C. van Unnik^ con-

Expository Times. LXXI (1959-1960), 16U-167. 219-222.

^Hunter suggests that the Gospel might have been written about
80, or even a decade earlier. Ibid., p. 22.

■'■Robinson, "The New Look on the Fourth Gospel," p. 106. He
closes his discussion by saying, "if we do assert this con¬
tinuity, it is obviously going at one and the same time to
reduce the necessity for making everything depend upon apos¬
tolic authorship and to make us very much more open to its
possibility."

%unter, "Recent Trends in Johannine Studies," p. 222.

^For example U. E. Simon, "Eternal Life in the Fourth Gospel,"
Studies in the Fourth Gospel, ed. F. L. Cross (London: A. R.
Mowbray and Co., 1957)> P- 97 > opens his article by stating
that "the Gospel retains, despite its Hellenistic colouring,
a Hebraic setting and feeling."

**T. W. Hanson, "The Fourth Gospel," P. 118.
-ty. C. van Unnik, "The Purpose of St. John's Gospel," Studia

•
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eludes that the Gospel belonged to the world of Hellenistic Judaism,

for John's purpose was to commend Christianity to a Greek-speaking

Diaspora Judaism."5" The Epistles, in many respects as Jewish as the

2
Gospels," were written to the same community in a different situation.

Their purpose is a pastoral warning against an incipient Gnosticism

which was threatening to lead the community away from both Judaism
o

and Christianity.J

The Common Life: The Divine Perspective

The Word of Life.--It is as the stated purpose of a distinct¬

ly Christian witness and proclamation that John4 first writes of "the
C s t / \ -> / '

koinonia" as such: o g fctu&y ' g atyj *cogy g

y e 's\\ojugy u/UTvj fva / (j/jg/s jty o > v luV ky

/agQ' rfjuu/y (■"• ^n' What he has in mind by this common life

Evangellea, ed. Kurt Aland, P. L. Cross, Jean Danieiou,
Harold Riesenfeld and W. C. van Unnik, Texte und Untersuch-
ungen zur Geschichte der Altchristlichen Literatur, ed. Kurt
Aland, Walther Eltester und Erick KLostermann (Berlin:
Adademie-Verlag, 1959)f PP« 382-Ull. He argues that "the
purpose of the Fourth Gospel was to bring the visitors of a
synagogue in the Diaspora (jews and Godfearers) to a belief
in Jesus as the Messiah of Israel. ... It was a missionary
book for the Jews." p. 410.

-kr. A. T. Robinson, "The Destination and Purpose of St. John's
Gospel," Twelve New Testament Studies, Studies in Biblical
Theology No. 3*+ (Napervilie: Alec R. Allenson, Inc., 1962),
pp. 107-125* This article was first printed in i960.

^Cf. Nauck, pp. 8L-127.

^J. A. T. Robinson, "The Destination and Purpose of the Johan-
nine Epistles," pp. 126-133* Cf. Nauck's conclusion pp.
126-127. Cf. also Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, He¬
brews to Revelation, p. 195-198* Schnackenburg, pp. 15-fe.

i+For the sake of convenience, if nothing else, the name John
will be used to denote the common author of the Gospel and
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which his readers are to share with him is made clear as he adds:

t~q) ij /To/l/vuy/k Sc t{ /S&7~ ^QT^>o s fr<^/
/4€r~rk 7,3u tsfou quTov -Jyjcrcrd Xp/o~tov (vs. 3t>)* It is a
life-sharing "with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ." Such

use of koinonia here and in verses five to seven has been seen to

stand in intimate relation to the concept which John more usually

expresses verbally by <S >yp) and yjQ-YPW G-W (cf. I Jn. 2:6;
2k} U:12ff.; Jn. lU:20-23; 15:^-11; 17:20-23).1 His usage of this

terminology will be instructive as the significance of the vertical

dimension of the koinonia language in the Johannine literature is mor<

fully probed.

The proclamation, which is instrumental to this "life-sharing

with the Father and his Son Jesus Christ," is concerned with what John

designates to d ~\oyoo s : "That which was from the begin
ning, which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we

have looked upon and touched with our hands, concerning (7T/ ) the

word of life—" (vs. l). In the expression "the word of life" the

main point is made by the genitive cuy)<> which either may qualify or

be in apposition to ~\oyo u : the word which contains and conniunicat<
p

life, or the word which is life.' WeBtcott suggests that "the two

interpretations are not to be sharply separated."^ Especially is thii

the Epistles.

^"See above pp. 99-101. Cf. Seesemann, 96-98* Related as well
are such Johannine expressions as "knowing" (John 17:lj I
John 2:3-*0 aQd "having" (I Jn. 2:23; 5:12; II Jn. 9) the
Father and one don.

'-ocnuackenourg, p. 6l.

-'Westcott, The Epistles of 3t. John, p. 7* For him the word
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so if the y oy o s is here to be considered personal.1 That life is

the category which relates the word to the situation of men is evident}

in the explanatory parenthesis which immediately follows: "the life

was made manifest, and we saw it, and testify to it, and proclaim to

you the eternal life (7/jy ^u>v)V ) which was with

(rrpcfs ) the Father and was made manifest to us—" (vs. 2). The ref¬
erence is obviously to the incarnation by means of which 'the eternal

life which was with the Father" was revealed to men (cf. I Jn. 5iH-

13; Jn. 1:4). It is readily seen that the Johannine concept of etern-j
al life is involved in that Lebensgemelnschaft which he expresses by

koinonia in verse three; and thus it will become the object of special

attention later in the discussion of "the divine perspective."

Now, however, the main concern remains the phrase, "the word

of life," with which the proclamation is uniquely involved. By ")o'you
as qualified by John is emphasising the revelatory character of

that to which he is witnessing in the four symmetrical clauses each

beginning with the neuter pronoun o'.2 That to which he is referring

contains and expresses the very life of God.^ So the phrase "word of

is here equivalent to revelation. His concluding comment is
"The revelation proclaims that which it includes; it has,
announces, gives life. In Christ life as the subject and

life as the character of the Revelation were absolutely unite*!

1lbid.

2Law, p. 369, rightly suggests that nep / . . . 7 5 should
be taken "as an independent co-ordinate clause, supplying an
additional definition of the object of the apostle's announc^
ment."

^For the revelational significance of the term t\oyos cf.
John 1:1-18, whose immediate background is the biblical con¬
cept of the Word of the Lord by which the heavens were made
(Gen. 1:1-31; Ps. 33:6; W1sdora of Solomon 9tl)j and came to
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life" plays a significant role in the opening three verses of I John

where it is necessary to keep in view with Schnackenburg that Mes

handelt sich nicht bloss ura die Weitergabe einer Botschaft, sondern

um die Brfahrung und Vermittlung einer giJttlichen Realit£t. * But is

the author'6 reference to "the life-giving Word of God which came to

O
men through Christ and is embodied in the Gospel," or primarily to

"die geschichtliche Gestalt Jesu Christi."^ That i6, is his use of

a ay os personal as in John 1:1-18 or more general as in Fnilippians

2:16?U

Kittel, referring to verse one through three in respect to

God's people through his prophets; the Word of God which is
also His Law (is. 2:3; Ps.119); which in turn is equated
with the creative, immanent and revealing Wisdom of God (Prov
8:22-31; Wisdom of Solomon 7:22-8:1; Ecclesiasticus 24:23).
C. H. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. 4. For fuller treat¬
ment of the background and significance of o\J o s cf.
Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, p. 258, who
writes that as a title \oyos expresses "the unity in
historical revelation of the incarnate and the pre-existent
Jesus. In connection with this, it also clarifies the rela¬
tion between Christ and God as it is understood in the New
Testament." C. H. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth
Gospel (Cambridge: At the University Press. 1953). do. 263-
285; Albert Debrunner, Hermann Kleinknecht, Otto Procksch and
Gerhard Kittel, "Oieyw, "Xo'yos , pPj/u * "Theologisches Wflrterbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard
Kittel (Stuttgart: V/. Kohlhaamer, 1942), IV, 69-147; and
W. F. Howard, Christianity According to St. John, pp. 34-5o.

^Schnackenburg, p. 50.

'~Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. 5; with Westcott, The Epis¬
tles of St. John, p. 6; Brooke, d. 5: and Wilder. "I. II and
III John," P. 219.

^Kittel, " l\oyo s ; (5y} " P« 130; with Law,
pp. 44-4$; Hauck, Kie 3rief4 des Jakobus, Petrus, Judas und
Johannes, p. 113; and Schnackenburg, p. 51.

"Xoyov ^ 77 c X o v Cf. Mt. 13:19; Acts 13:2o;
20:32; I Cor. 1:18; II Cor. 5:19; Col. 1:5; II Tim. 2:15.

i
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which he notes that the apostle cannot overemphasize "die geschicht-

liche, raurazeitliche Konkretheit des 'Erschienenen,*" unequivocally

affirms that it "ist ausser Frage, dass der 'Xoyos die geschibht-

liche Gestalt Jesus Christi sein soli."1 He goes on to explain:

In seiner Begegnung mit dieser geschichtlichen
Erscheinung hat der Apostel das "Wort" "geh5rt" und
"gesehen." Das heisst: er hat nicht bloss "Worte mit
dem Qhr aufgenommenj es ist nicht nur die durch den
redenden und lehrenden Jesus vermittelte Qffenbarung,
sondern die Christus-Tatsaehe als solche.

When justice is done to the unmistakable parallelism between

the prologues of the Gospel and I John which militates for a similar

significance of Aoyo s in each,^ and to the anacoluthic structure
k

of the verse, that is, the four neuter relatives and the disturbing
\

V7<£y>/ -j the choice cannot be simply between the message about Christ

1Kittel, p. 130.

2Ibid.

^Law, p. 1+k. Schnackenburg, p. 51, insists on the significance
of the similarity: "Schon die anf&ngliche Vermeidung des
Haraens Jesus Christus, der gleiche Ausgangspunkt von der

die zjentrale Stellung des Logosbegriffs, die Gewich-
tigkeit der -Aussagen filhren auf die gleiche Ebene.
Wichtiger aber ist der gemeinsame Kerngedanke, dass der Logos
der die Fiille des gSttliche Lebens in sich trfigt, in einer
geschichtlichen Stunde'Fleisch wird'(joh 1, lU) bzw. 'ers-
cheint' (l Joh 1, 2) und sich in seinem Wesen den Augen des
Glaubens enthullt (<? Q-ea Joh l,lU; eujpd'icwtyl Joh
1,2)." C. H. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, pp. 1-5, however,
sees more of a dissimilarity between the two at this particu¬
lar point.

^For Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. 3, the neuter relatives
preclude the reference to Christ as the Logos. But Schnack-
enburg, p. 59, finds no difficulty, insisting that the neutei
often appears for the masculine in the Johannine literature.
But except for possibly John U:22-23 and 17:9-10 the pa¬
rallels he cites are not exactly such, for John 3:5-6 has to
do with a substantive participle and John 6:37, 39-^0; 17:2
and I John 5:^-5 are the more common tto\V "q.
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and the person of Christ. Kittei suggests that John avoided the
c /

masculine relative in place of the neuter 0 which would have made for

a simple personal identity because of the paradoxical difficulty of

"seeing with the eyes" and "touching with the hands" a "word.More

important for the present point is the observation of Nigel Turner

that when the neuter gender refers to a person "the emphasis is less

on the individual than on some outstanding general quality." The

preposition rrep} on the otherhand, possibly was used in lieu of the
more expected accusative to prevent the readers from misunderstanding

the phrase merely as "the message of life." So it is perhaps more

the message as embodied in the Christ-event in view of its unique, yet

continuing, revelatory and redemptive character: "das einmalig-

einzigartige Heilsereignis, durch das das Ewig-G#ttliche in irdischen

Bereich erschien. As Hauck suggests, John is writing of Christ not

"als von einer leiblichen Person, sondern sSchlich von dem, was sein

Wesen ausmacht."^ The identification between Jesus Christ as implied

in the first four clauses of verse one and the ^voyos in the last is
£

to be conceived in a dynamic manner. The interpretative crux is that

^Kittel, " } ~Xoyo % ^ 4 ," p. 131.
2Migel Turner, Syntax, Vol. Ill of James Hope Moulton, A
Grammar of New Testament Greek (Edinburgh: T. and T. Slark,
1963), p. 21.

^Schnackenburg, p. 60, n. 1+.

^Ibid., p. U9.

%auck, Die Briefe des Jakobus, Fetrus, Judas und Johannes,
p • XX *7 •

^Kittel, "^6ryuJj ^Xoy o s > p j " p. 1305 "Die
Gleichsetzung 1 gleidn Jesus Christus' ist, wie der
Satz 1 J 1, 1 sehr deutlich zeigt, eine noch ganz dynamische^
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or lire, the life which is presently revelatory and redemptive.A

Rather than absolutely designated as the Word, Jesus is given the
p o

attribute "Word of Life." "That which was from the beginning,"

is the preexistent and incarnate Word viewed explicitly as the one

who in relation to men is the fullness of the divine life, as John

makes explicit in the parenthesis of verse two.14 So as such "the

noch gar nicht zur eigentlichen — weder begrifflichen noch
mythischen — Personifikation gewordene."

^-This of course is the whole point of the qualification of
y\oyo s by . It is interesting that Westcott, The
Epistles of St. John, pp. 7f•, who translates the phrase as
"the message of life" when interpreting the significance of

comments that "the subject is not simply a message."
His view in the final analysis is similar to the one taken
here: "He does not announce Christ or the revelation of life
but he announces something relating to both. Christ is
indeed the one subject of his letter, yet not the Person of
Christ absolutely but what he had himself come directly to
know of Him." Somewhat similar is Wilder, I, II and III
John, p. 217: "What is proclaimed as tangibly experienced is
the primal divine reality manifested both as life and truth."

2Cullmann,The Christology of the New Testament, p. 268.

^The reference is not merely to the beginning of the
proclamation of the Gospel among the readers (I John 2:7* 2^j
3:ll) but as in 2:13, Wr \rC to the preexistence
or "uranf&nglich-gSttlichen Sein of its personal wearer.
Schnackenburg sees this evidenced by "das und die
Aufnahme der Wendung durch rr too "Xoyov j uu ?j s ?
pp. 58-59* Cf. Edwyn C. Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, ed.
F. N. Davey (London: Faber and Faber, 19^7)> P* 160, where
I John 1:1-U is discussed in relation to Mark 1:1, "the
beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ."

Sloskyns, p. l60, concludes that here the word (of life)
ceases to be merely a message proclaimed. The disciples have
seen, gazed upon, handled . . . the Word of life and the Word
is Jesus. So the neuter, "that which we have heard, merges
into a masculine, for the author is describing the relation
of the disciples to Jesus and through Him to God." Cullmann,
The Christology of the New Testament, p. 268.

>
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presents as basic to "the kolnonia" of verse three* The witness is

not merely to a message but to a life that incorporates the message,

for John's stated purpose is the communication of life, that his read

era may share in "the common life" which "is with the Father and with

his Son Jesus Christ."

The Word as integral to the divine dimension of the koinonia

reality is applied to Jesus from Nazareth in Galilee to reveal him as

the bearer of the fullness of the life of God among men. In both

Gospel and Epistle the concept is the same in essential, differing

only in consistency with the varying emphasis of their respective con

texts. In line with the evangelistic purpose of the Gospel over

against an unbelieving world, the stress is more directly on the pers'

on of the Word who as the only-begotten Son is the revealer of the

divine life. The Epistle, being more pastoral in its orientation to

Christian readers endangered by error, shifts its emphasis more to

the life itself which cannot be conceived of apart from the incarnate

Son as the eternal Word in whom it is imparted. "u The distinction in

perspective which attends John's use of his ~\oyos concept is basic¬
ally that which stems from "that you may believe that Jesus is the

Christ, the Son of God, and that believing, you may have life in his

name" (jn. 20:3l) on the one hand, and that "you who believe in the

name of the Son of God . . . may know that you have eternal life."

(I John 5:13)- Both uses are concerned with valid faith-experience

^-Cf. W. F. Howard, Christianity According to St. John,
pp. 55f.

2Law, p. 197, points out that "while the theme common to both
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which centers in Jesus Christ as the Son of God.

Jesus Christ, the Son of God.—Jesus the Son as the revelation

of the life of God, in whom the Johannine koinonia supremely centers,

was indispensably the Jesus who became Incarnate in human flesh:

"that . . . which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes,

which we have looked upon and touched with our hands . . ." (I Jn.

1:1). In this opening assertion the perfect tense of the first two

verbs brings out the continuing significance of the witnessed facts

and the aorist tease of the following verbs reinforces their emphasis

2
on actual personal observation. At the heart of the writer's observa

tion is obviously a reference to the attestation by eyewitnesses to

the Historical facts about Jesus Christ. As to this there can be

little doubt,''" but the actual relation of the writer and his use of
c:

the plural pronoun "we, in contrast to the plural "you" of the read-

is the 'Word of Life,' the special theme of the Gospel is the
Word who reveals and imparts the Life; in the Epistle it is
the Life revealed and imparted by the Word."

^"Cf. Schnackeaburg, p. 51 •

2Wilder, "I, II and III John," p. 218. Brooke, p. U, suggests
that "emphasis is first laid on results, then on method . . .

The witness is not only abiding, it is also satisfactory in
kind." Westcott's (p. 6) limitation of "touched" to the
resurrection (cf. Lk. 2^:39) cannot be insisted upon for its
reference is more to the incarnation in general or as a total
event inclusive of the resurrection appearances. Cf. Schack-
enburg, p. 53•

•^Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. 6.

^Por a refutation of a purely mystical interpretation cf.
Law, pp. U6-50.

^That this is not a literary device for the singular seems to
be excluded by a similar use of the singular in 2:1, 7,
12-14, 21, 26; 5:13-
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ers, to that eye-witness experience is quite problematic. He may be

referring to all Christians in view of their possession of the apos¬

tolic witness to Christ, whether those involved were original eye¬

witnesses or not."1" Or if the author was himself an actual eye-witness

and the impossibility is felt of there yet being alive at the date of

2
writing a circle of those who were eyewitnesses, it is suggested

that the writer may be speaking from a collective prophetic self-

consciousness in which the disciples of the writer through their close

relationship to him belong to a circle of "apostolic" witnesses.3 In

the light of the recent trends of research as pointed up in the

Wilder, "I, II and III John," p. 218. Dodd, The Johannine
Epistles, pp. 9-16, seeks to find in the Old Testament sense
of solidarity an explanation for the use of the personal
pronouns in I John. He feels that there is no proof in
verse one and two that the author was an eyewitness, but
concludes: "Even if the language is that of an eyewitness,
his 'we' is like the 'I* of the Psalms, which can stand both
for the individual Psalmist and for the Israel of God. He
speaks not exclusively for himself or for a restricted group,
but for the whole Church to which the apostolic witness be¬
longs by virtue of its koinOnia, over against the world which
being outside the koinonia has no knowledge of the Incarnate
Son, and therefore no knowledge of the Real-God. (vs. 20)."
p. 16.

%*he present tense of the proclamation (vss. 2-*+) excludes a
reference to the writer merely as a member of the original
apostolic circle, many of whom were already deceased.

^Schnackenburg, p. 57. Cf. Haenchen, "Nei/ere Literatur Zu
den Johannesbriefen," p. lk, who comments similarly that "der
Verfasser spricht in den Anfangsworten im Stil einer prophet-
ischen Off enbarung und verleiht damit seinem Anliegen das
rechte Gewicht." He would not, however, see in the author
an original eyewitness. This writer is convinced that the
author came from some such circle which had a direct line to
an original eyewitness tradition, whether he himself was
such an eyewitness or not. Cf. particularly the articles of
J. A. T. Robinson in his Twelve New Testament Studies, pp.
9^-138; and A. M. Hunter, "Recent Trends in Johannine Studies,
Expository Times LXXI (1959-1960), I6I+-I67, 219-222. But
note more recently the skepticism at these points of Reginald
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introduction to the chapter, such is not beyond the range of

possibility.

As pointed up in the distinct emphasis in verses one and two

on the historical actuality of the hearing, seeing and touching, the

incarnation is crucial in John's concept of the Son of God. This is

evident from both the Gospel and the Epistle, although the perspec¬

tive differs somewhat.The Gospel, whose theme according to Bult-
p

rnann is "the Word became flesh" (l:iU), starts from the historical

humanity of Jesus and seeks to unveil his role as the revealer of the

life of God. Although Jesus is obviously a man of flesh and blood,

in a seeming paradox, his words and deeds bear witness to his divine

role, an incarnate witness which is at once revelation and offense.^
In the Epistle the writer begins with the reality of the revealed

life of God in "the word of life" and identifies this revelation in a

complete, permanent and personal manner with -Ore human figure of
V

Jesus. The concern is not so much the relation of the divine Father

to the divine Son, but the relation of the divine Son to the historic

Jesus.^ The two complementary truths contained in the abstract of

the Apostolic Gospel prefixed to the Epistle are, in Law's words,

that Jesus is the "Word" in whom the Eternal Life of God

H. Fuller, The New Testament in Current Study, (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962), pp. 131f»

^Cf. W. F. Howard, Christianity According to St. John, p. 58.
2Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, tr. Kendrick
Grobel (London: SCM Press, 1955)# II>

3lbid. Cf. pp. 1+9-1+9.

^Law, p. 99.
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has been fully manifested, and that this manifestation has
been made through a humanity in which there is nothing
visionary or unreal, and is vouched for by every applicable
test as genuine and complete. The Incarnate Word has been
"seen," "heard," "handled.

The difference in perspective is consistent with the respec¬

tive evangelistic and pastoral concerns of the Gospel and Epistle.

The revelation of divine life proclaimed on a historical foundation

to unbelievers needs to have that foundation reaffirmed when its cru¬

cial significance in the faith of believers is endangered. His read¬

ers were faced with Gnostic denials that "Jesus is the Christ" (2:22),

that "Jesus Christ has come in the flesh" (U;2j II Jn. 7) and that

"Jesus is the Son of God" (U:15j 5:5} cf. 5:6-12). In opposition to

the "unmittelbaren 'Nach-Gott-Graifen' des Gnostikers"*' John wit¬

nesses with all the explictness and directness in his power to the

"'Greifbar-Werden' des Ewig-Gfittlichen in einer einmaligen menschli-

chen Gestalt.For him the reality of Jesus' flesh and the divine

character of the "word" concealed in it belong unconditionally togeth¬

er. The validity of the revelation of the life of God is at stake in

the historical actuality of the incarnation.5 The divine life which

1Ibid., p. 91.

2Law, p. 92. For a recent discussion of the nature and affin
ities of the errors combated in the Epistle, cf. Schnacken-
burg, pp. 15-32.

3schnackenburg, p. 58•

^Ibid.

^This, according to Eduard Schweizer, was the danger inherent
in the Johannine Church, that with it6 view of the church as
living in the Son and he in it, it wuuld detach itself from
history. "The Concept of the Church in St. John," Hew Testa¬
ment Essays, ed. J. B. Higgins (Manchester: The University
Press, 1959), pp. 2U0-2U1. See further Nils Alstrup Dahl,
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stands at the heart of the koinonla is that manifested in the incarna¬

tion, "Jesus Christ . . . come in the flesh" (4:2). The koinonia

"with the Father" is Identified as the koinonia "with his Son Jesus

Christ" (1:3).

In John's presentation of Jesus as the sphere of the koinonia

with God his most characteristic-*- designation of Jesus is that of

"the Son of God" (jn. 20:31, l:l8j I Jn. 5sl3i 7) which expresses

the historical and qualitative uniqueness of his relation to the

Father.^ The two basic themes present in the "Son of God" concept

according to Cullman are obedience to the will of the Father and
■3

unity with him in revelatory action. John particularly emphasizes

the latter aspect for he always presents Jeaus* unique^ Sonship as an

"The Johannine Church and History," Current Issues In New
Testament Interpretation ed. by W. KLassen and Grayden F.
Snyder (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1962), pp. 124-142.

"*W. F. Howard, Christianity According to St. John. p. 69. Cf.
W. C. Van Unnik, "The Purpose of St. John's Gospel," who
takes John 20:31 (cf 11:27) seriously insisting that "the
purpose of the Fourth Gospel was to bring the visitors of a
synagogue in the Diaspora (Jews and God fearers) to a belief
in Jesus as the Messiah of Israel." p. 410. John's special
concern according to Van Unnik was that Jesus was the Messiah
as the Son of God. P. 404. That is, for John, even the
title "Christ" finds its final definition in the designation
"Son of God." In First John to deny that "Jesus is the
Christ" (2:22) seems to be the same as denying that "Jesus is
the Son of God" (4:15).

2Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, p. 275• For
the background, Synoptic use, role in the early church, re¬
lation to the self-consciousness of Jesus as well as the role
in Johannine thought of this title of pp. 270-279• Cf. also
C. H. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, 250-262.

3Ibid., p. 299.

^His stress on the uniqueness of the Son is evidenced by his
use of/i ovo y&viqs four times in the Gospel (l:l4, 18;
3:16, 18) and once in the Epistle (4:9).
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incomparable qualification for giving a full revelation of the Fa¬

ther.1 This is in relation to the fact that the idea of revelation

in divine redemptive action is stressed by John, at which point,

according to Cullmann,

the concepts 'Son of God' and 'Logos' meet. In the Logos
doctrine, Jesus' oneness with God is based entirely upon
the Christ-event, above all on the life of Jesus reported
in the Gospel. Similarly, the unity of the 'Son of God'
with the Father is based on the fact, expressed also by
Jesus himself, that he is the only and beloved Son just
because he obediently fulfills the Father's commission for
the world: 'I can do nothing on my own authority; . . .

I seek not my own will but the will of the one who sent me'
(John 5:30). A oneness of essence exists because there is
complete oneness of will. 'My food is to do the will of
the one who sent me, and to accomplish his work' (John k;
3k). The picture is especially graphic: as the human
body cannot live without nourishment, so it is Jesus' very
nature that he must do what God does.

Such is the unity that John has in view in the Epistle when

he writes for example: "we have seen and testify that the Father has

sent his Son as the Saviour of the world" (k:lk). Thus in the open¬

ing words of the Epistle the significance of "the word of life,"

defined as "the eternal life which was with the Father (rr'p o s toy

cf. Jn. 1:1-2) and was made manifest to us" (vs. 2), can

be said to be comprehended in the "his Son" of verse three where the

koinonia is stated to be equally and almost indistinguishably "with

the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ." As conceived in the mind

of the writer the Father and the Son are so identified in relation to

the life of the believer that it is often difficult to determine

whether he is referring to God or to Christ by his frequent use of

^Howard, Christianity According to St. John, p. 70.

2Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, pp. 299-300.
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aoro's (cf. 1:7; 3223)•"*" The same relation between the Father and

the Son is indicated in John's verbal expressions €f/ and

y eV whose similarity of use in both Gospel and Epistle to

that of the substantive fCojv ujy/c^ in I John 1:3-7 has already been

observed. In the Epistle the abiding is once both "in the Son and in

the Father" (2:24), possibly once in the Son (2:6), but most often in

God2 (3:24) expressed in terms of mutual indwelling: "God abides in

him, and he in God" (4:15j cf. 4:12, 13, 15)*^ In. the Gospel the

abiding or "being in" is mutual between the Christian and Christ (6:

56; 15:4-7) and between the Father and the Son (14:10-11; 10:30).

Moreover the two abidings are integral to each other: "I am in my

Father, and you in me, and I in you" (14:20; cf. 6:56-57; 17:21).

While the abiding of the Christian is expressed most frequently as
k

being in the Son in the Gospel as over against God in the Epistle,

the difference is only in manner of expression in view of the stress

in the Gospel on the unity of the life of the Father with that of the

Son. John reports Jesus as saying, "the living Father sent me, and

^Seesemann, p. 95«

2W. F. Howard, Christianity According to St. John, p. 58, has
pointed out that the ratio of the occurrence of God to Father
is 79 to 119 in the Gospel and 64 to 12 in the Epistle. Thia
is consistent with the particular perspective and purpose of
each writing.

3rhere is also more of an emphasis on abiding in the orthodox
doctrine in the Epistle (1:8, 10, 2:4, 14, 24, 27). Cf.
Eduard Schweizer, Church Order in the New Testament, tr.
Frank Clarke (Naperville: Alec R. Allenson, 1961), p. 126.

^In 14:23 Jesus does say "we will come to him" and in 17:21
Jesus prays that "they also may be in us.'

^The difference in expression can be accounted for by the
fact that all such expressions are on the lips of Jesus in
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I live because of the Father" (6:57; cf. 3:16; 10:30). In either

Gospel or Epistle, to abide in and be indwelt by one is to abide in

and be indwelt by the other because of the oneness of divine life

between Father and Son, as is indeed the very point of the Johannine

use of the terms.

What can be termed the koinonia of the believer with the Son

of God is dependent on the divine koinonia, the life-sharing of the

Pother and the Son. This is implicit in the opening verses of the

Epistle and is explicitly stated in the Gospel: "He who eats my flesh

and drinks my blood abides in me, and I in him. As the living Father

sent me, and I live because of the Father, so he who eats me will live

because of me" (6:56-57)«2 Similarly in 17:21 "that they may all be

one; even as thou, Father, art in me and I in thee, that they also

may be in us . . .". The relation of the Christian to God is con¬

ceived after the pattern of the relation of the Son to the Father.

The Christian shares in that divine life which the Son shares with the

Father. This relation is also expressed in terms of agape: "As the

Father has loved me, so have I loved you; abide in my love. If' you

keep ray commandments, you will abide in my love, Just as I have kept

my Father's commandments and abide in his love" (15:9-10; cf. 5:19-

20; lU:23). The nature and quality of the Christian's relation to

the Gospel and by its Christocentric perspective over against
the Epistle which is more Theocentric. Cf. Law, p. 196.

■^Cf. also John's use of "have" as applied to the believers
relation to the Father and the Son, I Jn. 2:23, 5:12,
II Jn. 9.

^For a detailed discussion of this passage, cf. Thornton,
pp. 426ff.
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God is grounded in the eternal relation (which is agape) of the Fa¬

ther with the Son revealed to men in the historical career of Jesus.

Love, as Dodd stresses, is after all the only kind of union between

persons that men can experience, so that is the most meaningful way

2
John can find to express the nature of union with God. To summarize

then, at this point with Thornton:

There is therefore a descending scale of participation in
the glory of the divine life, a scala communicationis.
•Before the world was1 the Son shared, as he ever shares,
the eternal glory of the Father (17:5). This is the divine
koinonia from which proceeds forth the Paraclete, 'the
Spirit of the truth' (15:26). When the Word became flesh,
human nature as such was taken into the divine koinonia;
and the divine-human life of the Son became the locus of
the human koiaonia. 'The glory of the only-begotten from
the Father* became accessible to human eyewitnesses; and
these in turn, became, through their participation in the
divine koinonia, the nucleus of that human fellowship
which is one aspect of the divine-human life (I John l).

Closely associated with the theme of the mutual abiding of the

believer and God is the Christian's experience of the Holy Spirit.

In the Epistle the possession of the Spirit is the evidence of such

mutual abiding: "By this we know that we abide in him and he in us,

because he has given us of his own Spirit" (^:13J cf. 3:2^; 2:27).

In the Gospel the coming of the Paraclete is evidence of the abiding

of the Son in the Father as well as the mutual abiding of the Son and

the Christian: "In that day** you will know that I am in my Father,

•'-Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, p. 262.

2Ibid., p. I99f.

^Thornton, p. ki+O.

4This is an esehatological phrase (Mk. 13:32) which refers to
the resurrection and the new age of the Spirit which it
inaugurates (so 16:23). Cf. Hoskyns, p. U60.
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and you in me, and I in you" (lU:20). From these references it is

already evident with Schnackenburg that "fiir das Joh. Denkeu stehen

die Heilsfunktionen des Pneuma im Vordergrund.

The Gospel in line with early Christian tradition presents

Jesus as the one who will baptize with the Holy Spirit (1:33; 7:39;

20;22)2 after his glorification.3 But the incarnate ministry of

Jesus is not so much ascribed to the working of the Spirit (as in the

Synoptic Gospels) as it is asserted to be Spirit. "God is spirit" is

the fundamental affirmation in this regard. The import (in contrast

to cr<y) ^ cf. 6:63; 3s3-6j k:2%-2K) is that the living, powerful and
life-giving reality of God is manifested in the Sou of God who in the

flesh lived, died and rose again. Even Jesus' own words are spirit

(6:63). All separation between God and Jesus is overcome by the

Spirit for it is the Father himself, and not just a gift of the Fa¬

ther, which is encountered in Christ.4 Thus Dodd concludes that "the

gift of the Spirit to the Church is represented, not as if it were a

separate outpouring of divine power under the forms of wind and fire

(as in the Acts) but as the ultimate climax of the personal relations

-1

ASchnackenburg, p. 209♦

%odd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, p. 22, points
out that it is only when he is in immediate contact with the
common tradition that he uses the current early Christian
term ^y/o/ in the Gospel. He adds to the above
1^:16-17.

^Cf. Howard, Christianity According to St. John, pp. 73-7^.
C. K. Barrett, "The Holy Spirit in the Fourth Gospel,"
Journal of Theological Studies, I, New Series (1950), p. 5.

^Eduard Schweizer, Spirit of God, pp. 89-90.
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between Jesus and His disciples" (20:22).*
The Holy Spirit as the reality of God in the incarnate min¬

istry of Jesus is related to the experience of the Church after his
2

glorification as the Paraclete. The Holy Spirit as another Paraclete

(lU:15j 16:7; cf. I Jn. 2:1)3 is most characteristically called "the

Spirit of truth" (14:17; 15i26; 16:13) for the divine reality is

present in him just as in him who said "I am . . . the truth"** (1^:6).

The work of the Paraclete is a ministry of revelation both succeeding

and in continuity with that of Jesus (16:5-11; 1^:25-26). His revela¬

tory function, that of bearing witness to Jesus along with the disci¬

ples, rests upon the close relation with the Father from whom he

proceeds and to the Son by whom he is sent (15:26).^ The feraclete,

speaking not on his own authority (cf. lU:10), is to complete the

incarnate revelation in the Son, bringing further to light his revela¬

tion in the flesh of the inmost nature and character of the Father

(16:12-15). Thus for John the Holy Spirit as another Paraclete takes

the place on the historical plane of the incarnate Jesus whose life

^Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, p. 227•

2The five Paraclete sayings are found in Jn. lU:15-17; 14:25-
26; 15:26-27; 16:5-11; 16:12-15. For an excellent discussion
of the significance of this designation cf. C. K. Barrett,
"The Holy Spirit in the Fourth Gospel," pp. 8-lk, who finds
its background in the primitive apostolic preaching.

^In 1^:25 the Paraclete is distinctly identified as the Holy
Spirit: o § e TO?, TO 71V&U/J a> To
cc£yjo Y. Cf. n. one above.
**Cf. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, pp. 177f«

^In lk:15 cf. however, the expression "I will pray the Father,
and he will give you another Counselor," and in 14:25 "the
Counselor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my
name."
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continues on a higher plane. As the gift of the Heavenly Christ,

actually dwelling in the company of believers and replacing the lead¬

ership of Jesus,1 the 3fe.raclete is the Spirit of the Christian witness

to the Son of God. Barrett suggests that by definition "the Paraclete

is the Spirit of the Christian paraclesis" for its use in the Gospel

comes from the use of its cognates rr<TXv\ and

in connection with the primitive apostolic preaching. So in the exper

ience of the church the Holy Spirit is the power of God present in
2

its proclamation, fulfilling the incarnate ministry of Jesus.

The presentation of the Holy Spirit in the Epistle is in con-

3
fortuity with and seems to presuppose that of the Gospel. The em¬

phasis continues upon the Spirit as the Spirit of truth and as such

is focused upon the particular error which endangers the readers (2:

20 , 27; 4:1-3, 6; 5S6-8). The concern of the Epistle is more the

reality of the incarnation as the mode of revelation than the reality

of the revelation in the incarnation (as in the Gospel). The posse¬

ssion of the Spirit, however, is indispensably linked to a valid rela¬

tion to God and to his Son in whom the Johannlne koinonia is centered.

The Holy Spirit is involved in the Johannine koinonia is primarily

the power which enables men to perceive correctly and to experience

with assurance the true revelation of God in Jesus Christ (I Jn. 4:

13; 3:24). The Holy Spirit is integrally bound up with the message

^Howard, Christianity According to St. John, p. 80. In rela¬
tion to the whole paragraph, cf. pp. 75-80•

P '
Joseph Boasirven, Epitres de Saint Jean, Verbum Salutis, IX
(Paris: Beauchesne et ses Fils, 1947-1954), p. 37*

^Barrett, "The Holy Spirit in the Fourth Gospel," pp. 12-14.
Cf. Schweizer, The Spirit of God, p. 97*
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which centers in Jesus as the Son of God. Almost interchangeably in

I John "what you heard from the beginning" (2:2k), "the anointing

which you have received from him" (2:27; cf. 2:20) and "his Spirit"

(4:13) are spoken of as abiding in him who correctly perceives Jesus

as the Son of God; and thus knows that "we abide in him and he in us"

(4:13). So supremely in John the Spirit is the Spirit of Truth bring¬

ing to men the true reality of the revelation of God in his Son. It

is in such revelatory subordination to Jesus as the Son of God that

the Holy Spirit is the object of the Johannine koinonia.

It is already apparent with Howard that the presence of the

Holy Spirit in the Church was "more than the pledge and foretaste of

the future kingdom.""1" The eschatology which was realized in the pers-

2
on of the incarnate Jesus as the Son of God is realized in the

Church's experience of the Baraclete. The emphasis is strong on the

present actuality of salvation. He who has the Son of God has etern¬

al life (I Jn. 5:12-/5; cf. Jn. 3:l4-l6). Yet it is the "life in the

coming age" (Jn. 12:25).^ Not only is such life a reality in the life
4

of the Church, it looks to a future consummation. The expectation

is "when he appears we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he

is" (I Jn. 3:3). It Is of his departure and return that Jesus speaks

in the farewell discourses, but the presence of the Paraclete sayings

does not make necessarily for the identification of the return of

•^Howard, Christianity According to St. John, p. 80.

^Barrett, "The Holy Spirit in the Fourth Gospel," p. 5«

^Howard, Christianity According to St. John, p. 109.

^Ibid., pp. 107-115. Here he demonstrates the presence of the
element of futuristic eschatology in the Gospel.
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Jesus with the gift of the Paraclete. The two concepts are com¬

plementary.1 The revelation of God in his Son Jesus Christ which is

eternal life, now the function of the Paraclete in relation to the

departed incarnate Jesus, will reach its consummation with his pers¬

onal return. Jesus, who as the Son of God is at the heart of the

koinonia "with the Father," was incarnate in the flesh, is proclaimed

and experienced in the church through the Holy Spirit, and is to come

again (I Jn. 2:28).

Before exploring further the fundamental category of John's

realized eschatology, eternal life, a look at the role of the cross

in his presentation of the Son of God should he taken. The death of

Jesus is set in direct relationship to the koinonia: "If we walk in

the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship ( iro/vwc/V )

with one another, and the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from all

sin." (l Jn. 1:7).2 This is necessitated by the fact that the God

who is revealed in the Son "is light and in him is no darkness at

all" (I Jn. 1:5-6; cf. 2:8; Jn. l:U-5, 9; 3:19; 9:5; 12:35, 36, h6).3
The sin of man has to be realistically dealt with if the koinonia is

^Cf. C. F. D. Moule, "The Individualism of the Fourth Gospel"
Novum Testamentu® V (July 1982), pp. 171-191 for the rela¬
tion of futuristic and realized eschatology in the Johan-
nine perspective.

O

Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. xxxii f., suggests that the
author is here keeping close to the primitive kerygma adding
that "there is nothing that goes beyond the implications of
the Isaianic prophecy" (is. 53)*

^On the significance of light cf. Bonsirven, pp. 8^-88 and
law, PP« 56-66.

^For the Johannine perspective on sin cf. Vincent Taylor,
The Atonement in New Testament Teaching, 3rd ed., (London:
The Epworth Press, 195$), PP» l^S-l^*
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to be realized "with one another" (I Jn. 1:7) as well as "with the

Father and with his Son Jesus Christ" (I Jn. 1s3)• So Jesus the Son

of God as "an advocate (rrcyoa /cXyrov )"*" with the Father" (I Jn. 2:1
is set forth as "the expiation ( ) for our sins" (I Jn. 2:2

cf. 4:10), that is, as the one who removes the barrier between man

2
and God occasioned by sin. The emphasis is upon what the Son is now

in virtue of his work as centered in the sacrifice of the cross. As

indicated by the 4UT0 s the "advocate ... is the expiation

for our sins." As Sshnackenburg observes, "Die Betrachtung geht

rflckl&ufig zu dem, was er einst zur Siihnung der Silndenschuld tat, was

aber fitr allezeit bedeutungsvoll blieb.

The perspective in the Gospel is similar, though not quite so

explicit. Central to the work of Jesus is his suffering and death

(Jn. 1:295 3:1^-165 6:5^-565 10:11, 17f.j 12:3^5 17j19).^ This

ceatrality is most distinctively viewed in the Gospel when it is

realized that the death of Christ, far from being incidental to the

fulfilment of the divine purpose, actually constitutes his glorifying

-'•The term paradetos has reference in this context to the
heavenly intercession of Christ. Dodd, The Joharmine Epis¬
tles, p. 2t-. Cf. Schnackenburg, pp. 90f.

%or the general significance of this term cf. Howard,
Christianity According to St. John, pp. 99f♦ See further
C. H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 19^5), PP« 82-95*

-Schnackenburg. n. 92. Cf. Taylor, The Atonement in New
Testament Teaching, p. 152s "In the Joharmine epigram:
'He is the Li A^cr>< 0"s the pronoun describes not only Christ
in Himself, but Christ as He is found to be in the exper¬
ience of the believer."

^Cf. Cullmann, The Cnristology of the New Testament, pp. 100,
70-73.
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or exaltation, for "it is that through which and in which, He becomes

the living Lord. "■*" "The hour has come for the Son of man to be

glorified. Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a grain of wheat falls

into the earth and dies, it remains alone; but if it dies, it bears

much fruit" (l2:23b-2»+; cf. 3:1^ 8:28; 12:32-33). The role of the

cross in the work of Christ is vital for the perspective of both

Gospel and Epistle. It is crucial for both that Jesus Christ came

"with the water and the blood." The peculiar significance, however,

lies not primarily in looking back to what has happened, but in what

the incarnate ministry climaxed in the cross has rendered the Son of

God now to be in his relation to the believer. The Son of God in

whom is revealed that "eternal life which was with the Father" (I Jn.

1:2), and as such is constitutive of the koinonia is now "the

/'Xacr/iQ s for our sins." The cleansing of I John 1:7 ie there seen

as an abiding factor in the kolnonia (cf. 2:12). It can exist only

as the stream of the sacrificial life of Jesus flows as a cleansing

tide in the life of the believer removing guilt and purifying the

conscience.

Jesus' reference to his death by the analogy of the grain of

wheat (Jn. 12:23-2*0 is followed by the saying, "he who loves his life

loses it, and he who hates his life in this world will keep it for

eternal life. If anyone serves me, he must follow me; and where I am,

^Taylor, The Atonement in New Testament Teaching, p. IU7.

'Tor the reference of "blood" here to the crucifixion, cf.
Schnackenburg, p. 257*

3Cf. Thornton, pp. l63ff. who examines the implications of
I John 1:5-2:2 for the Johannine koinonia in the light of
Hebrews 9:ll-lU.
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there shall my servant be also; if anyone serves me, the Father will

honor him." (12:25-26).x With reference to the total saying (12:23-
o

25) Eduard Schweizer" points out that not only is Jesus* death under¬

stood here in its significance as creating the community of the Church,

but there is the additional suggestion that those who follow Jesus

must share his destiny (cf. 21:18-19). Here is a hint of the koinon-

ia of suffering which was 30 prominent in Paul's thinking. The

perspective of John centers in the unity of the life of Christ and

that of the Church (17:20-23)* The continuity and identity between

the two is such that the Johannine presentation of the ministry of

Jesus is likewise his understanding of the mission of the Church.

Through the presence in the church of the Paraclete the church will

continue tnat ministry (lU;12) at whose center lies the reality of

the cross (17:18-19). For the Johannine koinonia of the cross the

death of Christ furnishes the supreme example and central motif of

the conduct of the Church: "love one another as I have loved you.

Greater love has no man than this, that a man lay down his life for

his friends" (15:12-13; cf. I Jn. 3:6). Further, as the church parti*

cipates in the total ministry of Jesus it suffers the same persecu¬

tion: "If the world hates you, know that it has hated me before it

hated you. . . . Remember the word that I said to you, 'A servant is

not greater than his master.* If they persecuted me, they will pers-

cute you" (15:18, 20). This thought comes to more distinct expre¬

ssion in the Johannine circle of literature in a manner more akin to

lCf. Mark 8:3^-35*

^Lordship and Discipleship, pp. 85f.
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Paul at Revelation 1:9s "I John, your brother, who share with you

(cr uyco\Vi/uvo's J3" in Jesus the tribulation and the kingdom and the

patient endurance ..." For John, as well as for Raul, there is a

koinonia of the cross, not only in the sense of sharing in its ben¬

efits, but also in the determining of the actual character of Chris¬

tian life and discipleship.

Jesus Christ the Son of God then is the focus of the Johan-
O

nine koinonia supremely as "the Revealer whom God has sent." In him

is the fullness of God for men: "grace and truth came through Jesus

Christ. No one has ever seen God; the only Son, who is in the bosom

of the Father, he has made him known" (Jn. 1:17b-18). This is most

vividly expressed in the Gospel by the great "I Am" statements: "I

am the bread of life" (6:35; cf. 6:51)# "I am the light of the world;

he who follows me . . . will have the light of life" (8:12), "I am

the door" (10:9; cf. vs. 10), "I am the good shepherd" (10:11, 14;

cf. vs. 10), "I am the resurrection and the life" (11:25)# "I am the

way# and the truth and the life" (l4:6), and "I am the true vine"

(15:1).3 The phrase is even used absolutely (8:24, 28; 13:19). All

that God has for men is available to them in his Son, and that most

supremely he catagorizes as life, eternal life (jn. 1:4; I Jn. 1:1-2)

So the koinonia can be viewed as "life in the Son" (I Jn. 5:11-13)

from its divine perspective.

See above p. 89.

%ultmann, Theology of the New Testament, II, p. 4.

-%ultmann feels that the phrase eyuj e / fA C should normally
be translated "It is I" in John. Ibid., p. 65.
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Eternal Life.—To have koiaonia "with the Father and with his

Son Jesus Christ" (l Jn. 1:3) not only involves a mutual abiding in

the Father and the Son but also for John the abiding in the believer

of ail that has to do with the revelation of God in his Son to men.

These include "the Spirit" (I Jn. 3:24; Jn. 14:17), "the anointing"

(I Ju. 2:27), "the truth" (I Jn. 1:8; 2:4), "his word" (I Jn. 1:10,

2:14), "what you heard from the beginning" (2:24; cf. 5:10), "his

seed" (I Jn. 3S9)1 and "love" (I Jn. 4:12, 16; Jn. 17:26). The most

definitive of such categories, however, is "eternal life" (i Jn. 3:15)
p

This is the central theme which John uses to convey what the believer

has in the Son.^ The essence of the koinonia was posited earlier in

the chapter to be a life-sharing with the Father and the Son stemming

from the manifestation in the Son of "the eternal life which was with

the Father" (I Ja. 1:2). What John means by eternal life then is in¬

tegral to his concept of the koinonia.

The Johannine as well as the New Testament use of 5 u~> ^
qiujvias has its immediate background in the common rabbinic formula,

the "life of the age to come,"*1' a life which is both qualitatively

■^The RSV translates "God's nature."
O

Hunter, Introducing New Testament Theology, p. 129, asserts
that "St. John's key-word is life." Apart from the verb
forms the noun "life" occurs thirty-six times in the Gospel
and fourteen times in the Epistle. Dodd, The Interpretation
of the Fourth Gospel, p. 144, calls it "a major theme of the
book.Iir

3Note the relation of life to the I-am statements in the

preceding paragraph.

^Hebrew, tV uZ 7) 27 % 19 Q ^ ?. T} } Aramaic , "'Xl <V ~f D b 5 ^ )
Simon, p. 97.' For the total background of the term 'life'
and the phrase 'eternal life' cf. Gerhard von Had, Gporge
Bertram, and Budoif. Bultmann, " S 4uj , ^ ■> ,

»
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and quantitatively different from this life.x The reference is prop¬

erly to life in the Messianic Age which is to come. In the Synoptic

Gospels the term is equivalent to "the kingdom of God" (cf. Mk. 10:

17-31) which, though a future blessing, is present in the person and
o

ministry of Jesus. Similarly in John's Gospel the phrase "kingdom

of God", occurring only in 3:3, 5» is made equivalent to "eternal life"

(3:15-16). In Johannine language "eternal life" supplants the Synop¬

tic "kingdom of God." John can use the term in the futuristic sense

(5*39; 6:7; 12:25; cf. 5;29), out more often it carries a qualitative

emphasis upon life in the present (5:2U; 6:5^J 11:23-26). The two

conceptions merge in the living Christ. The assertion "for as the

Father has life in himself, so he has granted the Son also to have

life in himself," (5:26) spans the gap between references to a present

bringing to life (5:25) and to the future resurrection (5:27-29)«
The promise of Jesus to his disciples before his departure was "be¬
cause I live, you shall live also" (l^;19). It is life from the glor-i

ified Son,3 the life of him who has conquered death: "I am the

resurrection and the life" (11:25; cf. 1^:6).Although eternal life

^u>oyo reujj ^0 , Theologisches W6rterbuch
zua Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: W.
Kohlhammer, 1935), II, 833-877; Dodd, The Interpretation of
of the Fourth Gospel, pp. 1M+-150.

•^Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, p. lVf.
^See above pp. l65ff. in Chapter IV.

^Cf. A. Feuillet, "La Participation actuelle a la vie divine
d'apres le quatrieme evangile. Les origines et le sens de
cette conception," Studia Evangelica, ed. K. Aland, F. L.
Cross, J. Danielou, H. Riesenfeld and W. C. van Unnik (Berlin,:
Akademie Verlag, 1959)> PP* 295-308.

I4.
Simon, p. IOH, observes that "John releasee the believers _
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brings the reality of God's new age to the believer in the present,

it is never a state or quality of life apart from the exalted Lord.1
So explicitly in I John eternal life is the gift of God in

his Son: "this is the testimony, that God gave us eternal life, and

this life is in his Son. He who has the Son has life; he who has not

the Son has not life" (I Jn. 5511-12). It is not merely something

which the Son gives, it is to have the Son, to be "in him who is true,

in his Son Jesus Christ." "This," John continues, "is the true God

and eternal life" (I Jn. 5t20). To be in valid response to God in

the Son is to be partaking of the life of God in the Son, which in

Johanniae language is eternal life. "This actual impartation of the

actual life of God," concludes Law, "is the core of Joh&nnine soteri-

ology."2
The role of revelational response to the Son in the possession

of eternal life is indicated by the latter's dependence on the know¬

ing of the Son and in him the Father: "And we know that the Son of

God has come and has given us understanding, to know him who is true;

and we are in him who is true, in his Son Jesus Christ. This is the

true God and eternal life" (I Jn. 5520). Similarly in the Gospel

Jesus prays, "and this is eternal life, that they may know thee the

only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent" (17:3). Knowing

from a purely apocalyptic concept of life because of his
interpretation of Jesus. Since Christ is the exalted Lord
it would be absurd for his people merely to wait for life in
Heaven. On the contrary, Christians 'have passed out of
death into life' (v. 2U; I John 351*0 because Jesus also
triumphed over death and imparts his life to them."

1Ibid.

2Law, p. 56. - -
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Involves in John both the understanding of the intellect and the

1obedience of the will. It is a knowledge of personal relationship.

Further, as is evidenced in the verses just quoted, the knowledge of

God "takes the form of a knowledge of Christ, or is dependent upon a

2
knowledge of Christ." A relation of full mutual knowledge exists

only between the Father and the Son (John 10:lk@15i 7:28-29; 8:5^-55).

The nature of God is only truly apprehended in the unity of Father

and Son (Jn. 10:38). Finally, the concept of knowledge in John is

extended to include the comprehension of the mutual indwelling of man

and God (jn. lk;20). Valid experience or knowledge of God is made

possible through the recognition of Christ as the revelation of God

and inseparably one with God; and finds its completion in man's exper¬

ience of unity with Christ in God. So as Dodd points out the distinc¬

tion between being in Christ and knowing that we are in Christ is
"3

hardly more than a formal one.

The knowledge of God in his Son as inherent in and pzactically

equivalent to eternal life and thus to the koinonia quality of life

(cf. I Jn. 2:3-k) of which the Son of God is the object and subject**
is inseparable from belief (cf. Jn. 6:69). This language, very fre¬

quent in John,^ expresses particularly in the unique phrase 7T)a~T& if-

■^For a discussion of the background and significance of
y'Cucrt s in John cf. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth
Gospel, pp. 151-169.

2Ibid., p. 169.

3Ibid.
1L
Vincent Taylor, The Person of Christ in Sew Testament Teach¬

ing (London: Maemillan and Co., 1959)> P« 100.

%he verb 771 <r~ 6v ei Y which he prefers to the noun mcrT) s
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£/y e/5 (Jn. 1:12; 7x5> l*fxl; I Jn. 5x10, 12)"*" the recognition

of and the placing of personal trust in Jesus as the revelation of

2
God. The integral relation of both the concepts of knowledge and

belief to eternal life indicates that it is appropriated by the re¬

sponse of the total person to the Son, that is, to the totality of

his person as incarnate, crucified, glorified and made known by the

Paraclete. Eternal life can thus be defined in terms of a personal

relationship to the Son as the revealer of the Father, a relationship

which in Johannine terms is more precisely "life in the Son" (I Jn.

5x12). John made use of the term eternal life which was current in

his own religious heritage and environment to present the salvation

significance of Jesus Christ, and his interpretative category was in

turn supremely filled and reinterpreted by the Son himself.

This "life in the Son" as John defines the Christian koinonia

from its divine perspective is presented also in terms of regenera¬

tion. In I John 3x1 John writes: "See what love the Father has given

us, that we should be called children of God; and so we are." The
/ 3

very language which John uses, , is close to the idea of
If c /

regeneration. In neither Gospel or Epistle is uio s used for Chris-

(only at I Jn. 5x10 occurs 100 times in the Gospel and ten
times in the Epistle.

characteristic Johannine phrase for 37 out of a total of
J+5 are in the entire New Testament are in John.

2
Cf. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, pp. l83ff.

^His favorite terms when addressing his readers interestingly
is Tzkrvi'k (I Jn. 2:1, 12, 28; 3:7, 18; k:k; 5:21, cf.
John 13x33 where it is found on Jesus' lips.)

k
The word implies community of cn&racter with the Father
through likeness to the Son." Thornton, p. l6h. J
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tians as in Paul (Rom. 8:lU) but is reserved for Christ. In I John

2:29-3:10 Hxe phrase "children of God" (vss. 1, 2, 10) is used synon¬

ymously with the phrase "born ( y&ye-vryjTit ) of God" (2:29j 3:9)
with which the theme of the passage is introduced in 2:29 (cf. the

phrase crnepju^ ao roc in 3:9 and 5:1-2).1 So in the Gospel those
who were given the "power to become children of God" (1:12) are said

to be "born ... of God" (l:13)» The concept becomes further expli¬

cit in Jesus' presentation of the birth by the Spirit at 3:3-8 where

such is said to be indispensable to participation in the kingdom of

God (3:3*5) and thus to eternal life (3:15-16 cf. I Jn. 3:lh-l6 in

relation to what precedes.)

To be "born of God" from the perspective of the experience of

the Church is more precisely to be "born of the Spirit." The Spirit
p

as the vehicle of life is the medium of rebirth. Spirit as the

category of the reality of the activity of God in the life and work

of the incarnate Jesus climaxed in his death and exaltation (3:13-

16J"1 is experientially realized in the church by the Holy Spirit,

the Paraclete.-3 Thus it is ultimately the life of the glorified Son

"Schnackenburg, p. 175•

"T)odd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, p. 22^.

^For the relation of the birth of the Spirit to the crucifi¬
xion and exaltation of Jesus In John 3:1-16 cf. Oscar
Cullmann, Early Christian Worship, tr. A. S. Todd and J. B.
Torrance (London: SCM Press, 1953)•

^Che linking of "water" and "Spirit" is possibly a reference
to John's baptism as fulfilled in Christian baptism which
in the New Testament is usually connected closely with the
Holy Spirit. Cf. C. K. Barrett, The Gospel According to
St. John, p. 17^.

5gee above pp. 368-371,.
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believe in him (Jn. 1:12; I Jn. 5:1) "children of God." Eternal life

is life realized in the eschatological realm of the Spirit (i.e., the

kingdom of God): "that which is born of the Spirit is spirit" (3:6).

It is life now1 as "children of God."2 But the term itself

has the prospect of future development:^ "Beloved we are God's

children now; it does not yet appear what we shall be, but we know

that when he appears we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he

is" (3:2). To be "God's children" holds the promise of a completed

likeness at the parousia (2:28; cf. Jn. 5:29; 6:39> 1+0, 5^).

Once again it is seen that while John's stress is on the present qua¬

litative reality of the "life in the Son" which stands at the heart

of the koinonia, it is never divorced from a futuristic perspective.

Eternal life will have its quantitative fulfilment as well as its

qualitative perfection.

From the point of view of its realization, the divine perspec¬

tive of the Johannine koinonia is the possession of eternal life.

This life is in essence life in the Son of God who in the totality of

his person and work is the supreme revelation of the Father to men.

This sharing in the divine life is possible only in closest personal

relation to the Son, a relation which is often spoken of as a mutual

abiding of the believer and the Son of God as the true vine (Jn. 15:

1-5, cf. I Jn. 2:5,6). By abiding in the vine, the branch partakes

1Schnackenburg, p. 177•
? /
In I John 3:1-2 both occurrences of V are anarthrous
with the possibility of a qualitative emphasis.

^Westcott, The Epistles of St. John, p. 96*
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of its lifej the life of the true vine by believing in and depending

on Jesus as the Christ, the Son of God, and thus is indwelt by him

who is "the life" (Jn« 11:25; 1^:6). The Christian's life as such is

the life of God in his Son, eternal life. This is perhaps the basic

figure that stands behind the whole concept of life-sharing with the

Father and the Son which comes to comprehensive expression in I John

1:3. Both the reality and the intimacy of this personal relation to

God in his Son is stressed as it is further expressed in terms of a

progressive "knowing" of "the only true God and Jesus Christ whom

thou hast sent." (Jn. 17*3; cf. I Jn. 5*20; 2:3, *+# 12). This most

personal relationship to God in his Son (cf. Jn. 13:23) which is the

divine perspective of the common life is brought to realization in

the individual1 lives of believers by the Spirit of Truth, the Pa¬

raclete, whose function is to fulfil the revelatory role of the Son

of God (Jn. 16:12-15) until his personal return.

The Common Life: The Corporate Ethic

As one relationship.—In conformity with the established use

of the term koinonia to.denote of participating together in something

is John's stress by its use that the believer's relation to God and

his relation to his neighbour is basically one inseparable relation¬

ship. In I John 1:3 he identifies the koinonia which is to be mu-

1C. F. D. Moul®, "The Individualism of the Fourth Gospel,"
p. 182, concludes that "the Fourth Evangelist's eschatology
is much more 'normal' than is often assumed; and that, where
it is of an emphatically realized type, there the individ¬
ualistic tendency of this Gospel is also at its most prom¬
inent; and that the peculiar depth of the Fourth Gospel lies
largely in its penetrating analysis of the meaning of individ
uai relations with God in Christ."

m
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tually possessed as that "sharing-together quality of life" which is

"with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ." Or as Seeseraann

puts it: "Fundament der Gemeinschaft des Verfassers und der Adres-

saten ist die Gtemeinschaft des Verfassers mit Gott und Christus."*"
The same oneness of relationship is evident from the development of

2
thought in verses six and seven. There koinonia "with one another,"

its possibility explained by the fact that "the blood of Jesus his

Son cleanses us from all sin," is integrally bound up with the eth¬

ical implications of koinonia in relation to God. John by his use of

koinonia in these verses is concerned with defining the essential

nature of the relation between Christians as he sets the stage for

his more practical dealing with the problem.

The relation between Christians is determined by their common

relation to God in his Son. Thus all that has been posited about the

divine perspective of the common life, focused as eternal life (the

life of God) revealed and imparted to men in Jesus Christ as the Son

of God resulting through the activity of the Spirit in a relation of

sonship to God, can be said to be the essence of the common life of
k

believers. The life of God shared with men in their relation to his

Son constitutes the very nature of the relation between Christians

^Seesemann, p. 98.

2For the preference of the reading ~\uuv "to au tXu
see above, p. 97> n* 2.

Xlauck, pp. 19-21, suggests that in verses 6-10, the third
strophe gives the explanation. Strophes one and two give
the condition and consequence respectively.

^Cf. Bonsirven, pp. 39-^1*
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and. determines the character of their actions and attitudes towards

one another.1

This nature of the koinonia is brought to full expression

likewise in John 17:21: "That they may all be one| even as thou,

Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be in us, so

that the world may believe that thou hast sent me" (cf. vs. 10). The

unity of Christians is in their mutual abiding in the Father and the

Son and as such is the unity of the Father and the Son in their mu¬

tual abiding. In this Gospel which so stresses the unity of the

Church, indicating that it had become a problem by the time of writ-
2

ing, the unity of the Church is that of the vine itself. It was a

oneness that already existed in Christ, but a oneness that must be

outwardly manifested if the Church is to bear witness to the Son and
"3

thus become the revelation of God to the world. So this oneness of

believers, like their common relation to the Father and the Son which
k

is dependent on the mutual abiding of the latter, is conceived in

concrete personal terms of agape: "If you keep my commandments, you

will abide in my love, just as I have kept my Father's commandments

and abide in his love. This is my commandment, that you love one

another as I have loved you" (jn. 15:10, 12, cf. 9, 17).

John arrives at the same agape-ethic in I John 1:5-2:11. The

koinonia "with one another" (1:7) is also with God (1:6). Since "God

1Cf. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, pp. 7-8.
o

E. Schwelzer, "The Concept of the Church in St. John",
p. 236.

■^E. Schweizer, Church Order in the New Testament, p. 123•

^See above, pp. 3£ 5 _ 3if.
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is light(1:5) one must "walk in the light as he is in the light"

(1:7) in order to he rightly related to one's Christian brother.

"Light" is symbolical of the self-revelation of God in his Son,

"first," according to Law, "as a necessity that belongs to His moral
o

nature; secondly, as the source of all moral illumination." So God

as light confronted with the reality of sin is "the blood of Jesus

his Son" (1:7) which cleanses from all sin. This general statement

is more distinctly defined both in method and result in verse nine:

"If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just, and will forgive

our sins and cleanse us from all unrighteousness." Then he goes on

to make its application to anticipated situations in daily life: "I

am writing this to you so that you may not sin; but if any one does

sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous;

and he is the expiation for our sins ..." (2:l-2a). Cleansing from

sin is indispensable to the Johannine koiaonia, a cleansing that is

only possible as "God is Light" in the self-sacrifice of his Son for

the "sins of the whole world.

Under the theme that "God is light" the validity of the

koiaonia is predicated second on the keeping of God's commandments:

"And by this we may be sure that we know him, if we keep his command¬

ments" (2:3). The knowing of God, the perfecting of the love of God^

1
Schnackenburg, p. 76, rightly points out that this phrase
"steht als Kern-und Leitgedaake "uber dem ganzen Hauptteil."

'"Law, p. 58. Cf. Jn. 12:3^-36.

See above, pp. ff. for a discussion of John 2:1-2.

^The genitive too 0 e-o o" ig qualitative. Schnackenburg,
p. 103. Cf. Westcott, The Epistles of St. John, pp. k8-k9.
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is based on such a keeping of God's word (2:5). This he points up

in terms of Jesus Christ as the supreme revelation of the moral or

ethical character of God: "By this we may be sure that we are in

him: he who says he abides in him ought to walk in the same way in

which he1" walked" (2:5b-6). The ethical character of the koinonia

is that of Jesus himself (cf. 2:29, 3:3* 5j ^:12). This ethic, in

line with the note already struck in verse five, John expresses as

he moves on to his practical problem, in concrete terms of agape:

"Ke who loves his brother abides in the light ..." (2:10a). The

continuity is distinct with "if we walk in the light, we have fellow¬

ship (koinonia) with one another . « (1:7). The ethical concern

of the koinonia quality of life, which in its divine and human as¬

pects is fundamentally one mutually gratifying relationship, is a

relation of love.

A love-relationship.—The corporate ethic of the Johannine

common life comes to its ultimate expression in the Gospel as the new

commandment (13s3^5 cf. 15:12, 17) and as the perfection of the love

of God in the Epistle (2:5j bil2, 17-18). The commandment of love

to the brethren which John sets before his readers "with magnificent
O

monotony" is viewed in both Gospel and Epistles as the one command¬

ment inclusive of all others (Jn. 15:10-12j I Jn. 3:10-11).^ All

1 •> ^ '
eCfi/os in distinction to the more frequent Qu /os
refers emphatically to Jesus Christ as known in the incarna¬
tion. Cf. 3:3, 5, 7, 16; *Ml7j Schnackenburg, p. 75, Dodd,
The Johannine Epistles, p. 32.

^Quell and Stauffer, p. 63.

^Edwin Kenneth Lee, The Religious Thought of St. John (London
S. p. C. K., 1950$, SB. 2l5-2^.
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other commandments "are practical applications of tne one Divine Law

to the outstanding facts and situations of human life."1
The love which is supremely to characterize the inter-person-

al relationships of the koinonia is inseparable from the revelation o3

the love of God in his Son Jesus Christ. The "newness" of Jesus'

commandment to love, as Schrenk emphasizes,

besteht nieht ira Gehot der Liebe flberhaupt Oder in einem
neuen Grad des Liebens, sondem in der neuartigen chris-
tologischen Verwurzelung: als die von Jesus Geliebten
sollen sie sich untereinander lieben. Sie haben Jesu
grundlegendes Liebem zu verwirklichen. So wird das lieb- 2
ende Geben Jesu selbst Grund und Kraft des neuen <=t n^ix .

The new commandment is embodied in the person of Jesus: "this is my

commandment, that you love one another as I have loved you. Greater

love has no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his

friends. You are my friends if you do what I command you" (jn. 15:

12-lU, cf. 13:3U). Here, according to Barrett, "the whole ministry

of Jesus, including his glorification in death, is summed up as the

service of love to those who by it are redeemed; every Christian owes

the same service of love to every other.This was graphically

illustrated by Jesus in the footwashing episode which preceded the

giving of the new commandment (l3:lff.): "Jesus * . . having loved

his own who were in the world, he loved them to the end." This act

which he was about to perform, an act which prefigured and interp-

1Law, p. 212.

2Gottlob Schrenk, " €VT eWojaq (, IvTo\)S »" Theolo-
gisches WSrterbueh Zum Neuen Testament, ea. Gerhard Kittel
(Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1935)# II# 550* C. K. Barrett,
The Gospel According to St. John, p. 377j for Jewish
precedents to the commandment of love.

-^Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John, p. 397•
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reted his death on the cross, is Riven as the meaning of agape and

thus as the pattern (vs. 15) of their exercise of love to one another

The introduction of the new commandment in John's Gospel at

the point in the narrative where the Lord's Supper and the institut¬

ing of the new covenant occurs in the Synoptics suggests that it is
O

"the New Law for the New Covenant." Dewar writesi

When Christ spoke of the New Commandment, it is impossible
not to suppose that he had in mind Jeremiah's New Covenant
and new laws (vo^ous ) which God would put into the minds
of His people and write in their hearts. The first command¬
ment was external: this is internal. That is the essence

of agape. ... It cannot be expressed by conformity to
any outward precepts which could possibly be devised. It
must come from within outwards. That is why the New Command¬
ment, "Thou shalt show agape to thy neighbor as thyself",
found in Leviticus, is, although formally correct, of little
avail. In order that it may have force, two requirements
are necessary. First, what it means must be illustrated in
practice by a concrete example. Secondly, the power and
inspiration to follow this example must be supplied. Our
Lord's commandment is 'new* because it fulfils both of
these requirements, which the Law of Moses lacked.

Jesus' sacrifice as institutive of the new covenant furnishes both

the example and the motive power for the Christian's mutual exercise

of agape* As they share in the life released by that sacrifice, the

agape of God is imparted to them which they can in turn manifest to

one another. Thus it is the new law of love which is written on the

hearts of the people of the New covenant.

The inter-Christian ethic is a union of love, rooted in the

mutual love of the Father and the Son (cf. Jn. 15:9-10)^ an(i bound up

1Cf. Lindsay Devar, An Outline of New Testament Ethics
(Philadelphia; The Westminister Press, 19J+9)> PP* 191-192.

^Lee, p. 2U7.

^Dewar, pp. 193-191**

^1
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with the mission and message of God's love to men.1 "Love is, as it

were, the bond of existence within the unity of Father, Son, and
O

believers." It is in this context that Dodd concludes;

It is by becoming first the objects of this love, and then
in turn the subjects of the same love, directed towards
Christ and towards one another, that we become one by mu¬
tual indwelling both with Father and Son and with one another
in Him. ^

The mutual love of the disciples is to be like that of the Father and

the Son which they have come to experience in the Son's laying down

of his life for them as his friends. Not only does the imperative

rise out of the indicative, it is supremely qualified by the
it

indicative.

The same inner unity between indicative and imperative, be¬

tween Gospel and ethic, lies at the heart of the Epistle. By the very

opening verses of the Epistle the reality of the incarnation is linked

with the moral and spiritual life of the Christian koinonia. The

£
"thorough integration of the Commandment and the Gospel," as implicit

in the very use of the terra koinonia, is the fundamental motif and

outstanding characteristic of the First Epistle. To have stated this

inseparable unity "with the utmost clearness and emphasis," writes

Dodd, "is a distinctive service to Christian thought."7

^■Howard, Christianity According to St. John, p. 169.
p
Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John, p. 397•

^Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, p. 197*

**Bultmann, The Theology of the New Testament, II, 80-81.

^Dewar, p. 201.
^Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. xxxi.

7Ibid.
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As in the Gospel God's love is life's ultimate reality for

the circle which consists of the Father and the Son and those who

belong to him. To abide in his love by the exercise of brotherly

love is the law of its life: "He who does not love remains in death"

( 3:1*0* Often John speaks only of loving in the absolute sense"*"

indicating that for him "this love is a movement of life, a form of
2

existence, a realization of God in this world."

John develops the essential oneness of love for one's brother

with the essence of the koinonia as a life sharing (cf. 2:10)^ in

terms of the Christian's status as "children of God" (2:29-5?5)* Such

exercise of love is both an evidence and an indispensable correlate

of being born of God: "Beloved, let us love one another; for love is

of God, and he who loves is born of God and knows God" (**:7)» The

discussion which leads up to this assertion begins with the general

ethical concern of righteousness as embodied in Christ: "If you know

that he is righteous, you may be sure that every one who does right

is born of him" (2:29). The meaning of his readers' privilege as

recipients of God's love, and thus as children of God (3il-3)>^ is

shown to be incompatible with sin, which in turn is seen primarily as

the lack of love (3:^-10). Love for the brethren is then stressed as

indispensable, for supremely in it is found the assurance of eternal

life (3:11-15; cf. vss. 19-2*0* This love, John continues, is known

1Cf. 3:18; U;7f.; 1+:19.

2Quell and Stauffer, pp. 62-63.
•3
JSee the discussion on 1:5-11, above pp.

L
See above p. 384.
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"by this . . . that he (ztreTvo s ) laid down his life for usj and

we ought to lay down our lives for the brethren" (3:16). The obliga¬

tion of love, lying in the perception of the relation in which they
p

stand to one another and to Christ, is exceedingly practical: "But

if any one has the world's goods and sees his brother in need, yet

closes his heart against him, how does God's love abide in him?"

(3slT)- The reality of being children of God is predicated upon the

exercise of a love which both finds its dynamic from and partakes of

the quality of the love that was manifest in the cross of Christ. It

is thus he exhorts: "let us not love in word or speech but in deed

and in truth" (3tl8).

This is the conception that rises to the zenith of its expre¬

ssion in bij-12 which concludes with the perfection of love. With

the thought "born of God" the ultimate connection is made in that

"love is of God" (vs. 7) or more direct "God is love" (vs. 8). But

to define what he means by the assertion that "God is love" John can

only turn again to the act of God in his Son Jesus Christ: "In this

the love of God was made manifest among us, that God sent his only

Son into the world, so that we might live through him" (vs. 9 J cf.

vs. 10). God's love experienced in Jesus Christ is the source of the

Christian life. And this life when lived out in relation to others

results in brotherly love. Not only is the fact they have been loved

a motive for such, but their experience of God's love in Christ has

"'"Cf. 2:6, 3:3, 5, 7j k:17. See above p. 389, n. 1.

%estcott, The Epistles of St. John, p. llU: "St. John
regards the duty as included in the knowledge (and we ought)
and not as logically deduced from it (wherefore we ought)."
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so constituted the quality of their lives that by the very nature of

what they are, love is manifest by them to others. If it does not,

they are counterfeit.

When this takes place God's love is perfected in the society

of believers (vs. 12). The Christian becomes a secondary sign of

God's love,1 the medium by which it reaches into the lives of his

fellows. As the Christian realizes constantly afresh in his daily

life the personal love God has to him he is able to radiate to others
2

the love which he has and is receiving as he personally loves them.

God's love is fulfilling its intended purpose, it is reaching its

goal when its reception by those who put their trust in Christ as

come in the flesh makes its way through the very character of their

lives to others. Perfect love is thus more an effective than a

qualitative perfection.

When it thus achieves its end in this manner one is assured

of his status as born of God. One's relation to God is proved even

to oneself primarily by the quality of one's relation to men. Such

is the whole point of John's use of the idea of perfect love in the

paragraph that follows:

In this is love perfected with us, that we may have con-

1Ibid. 1^9: "The Christian shares the life of Christ, and
so becomes himself a secondary sign of God's love."

TS. Schweizer, "The Concept of the Church in St. John,"
p. 2*4-2.

^Law, p. 286ff: "The assertion of perfectness refers, not to
the strength or purity of Love as a sentiment, but solely to
its bearing fruit in deeds which prove its reality and fulfil
its purpose. The idea is that, not of qualitative, but of
effective perfection."
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fidectce for the day of judgment, because as he is so are
we in this world. There is no fear in love, but perfect
love casts out fear. For fear has to do with punishment,
and he who fears is not perfected in love, (hi17-18).

The focus, it should be noted, is again upon Christ himself as the

ethic of the koinonia. In the ultimate context of love it is "as he

s ) go are we in this world." In Christ love had its

absolute fulfilment as he sought by all he did and suffered to make

Himself the channel through which the love of God might reach men.

And as the Christian becomes the channel through which the Love of

God reaches his fellow-men, then in a degree he is "as he is" and

love has reached its fulfilment in him, that he "may have boldness in

the day of judgment. Love will be on the Judgment-seat. Love will

be before the judgment seat. And Love cannot be condemned or dis-

„1
owned of love.

The koinonia is truly one relationship, a fusion of religion

and ethic in concrete personal terms of love: "we love, because he

first loved us. If anyone says, 'I love God,' and hates his brother,

he is a liarj for he who does not love his brother whom he has seen

cannot love God whom he has not seen" (U:19-20). God as invisible

cannot himself be the direct object of the practical expression of

love. "We cannot," suggests Law, "love God after the same fashion
2

in which He has loved us." Yet the same nature of love abides in

the Christian that was manifest toward him in Christ. Its proper

expression then is toward others: "No man has ever seen God: if we

love one another, God abides in us and his love is perfected in us"

"'"Ibid., p. 288.

2Ibid., p. 250.
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(*4:12). The Christian is only true to God's love and, insofar as it

is possible within the Johannine concept of love, only loves God as he

loves his brother. The "his love is perfected in us" of 34:12 is pa¬

rallel to the "let us not love in word or speech but in deed and in

truth" of 3:1s.1
This inseparable relation between religious experience and

morality here developed in terms of agape is implicit in John's use

of koinonia in the opening verses of the Epistle. By it he was assert,

ing the oneness of man's saving relation with God with his ethical

relation to man which he proceeded to unfold in differing terminologiei

throughout the Epistle. The exercise of brotherly love is the test

of the reality and validity of the koinonia expressed as walking in

the light (2:7-ll)> as being children of God (2:29-3:2*4) and as union

with God (*4:7-21). Religion and ethics are for him one life, eternal

life in the Son, grounded ultimately in what Dodd calls the "author's
p

outstanding contribution to Christian theology," the realization that

"God is love" (*4:8, 16). The koinonia is a common life, the life of

him whose nature is love. This love is known supremely in the self-

sacrifice of Jesus Christ for the sins of men and experienced in a

faith-relationship to him as the Son of God. The love-quality of such

''"See above p. 39*+.

2Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. xlvii: "Starting without
any aim at dogmatic definition, the author of the epistle has
found himself led, through reflection upon the content of
the tradition and of Christian experience, to formulate the
most profound, as well as the simplest, summing up of the
Christian revelation of God: a maxim which, once enunciated,
becomes the touchstone of Christian faith and life, and a
signpost to the direction which must be taken by all sound
theological thinking."
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a personal relationship to God. by nature of the life that is now

shared is also the love-quality of all other personal relationships.

The koinonia is a mutual share in and manifesting of that life whose

highest conception is agape.

In passing, the role of love towards non-Christians should be

noted. John's emphasis is on love for the brethren because of the

position of the Johannine church in the midst of a pagan and often

hostile world.1 The love, however, about which he was concerned was

always the love of him who loved the world (jn. 3:16, I Jn. 2:2).

Its exercise in the new commandment among those who were its recip¬

ients was to the end that "all men will know that you are my disci¬

ples" (13?35)« Following the discourse on the vine and the branches

(15Si—17) Jesus' concern for the disciples abiding in love by loving

one another was that they should "go and bear fruit" (15:16; cf. vs.

8). They were to love one another in order that God's love might
2

radiate through them and touch the world. God's love was to be

revealed to the world as they saw its manifestation of the society of

believers. Thus Westcott comments on I John U:'7 that "John deals with

the love of Christians for Christians as the absolute type of love.

Lessons of love were to be learned in the church which could be

•1 f
Cf. Hugh Montefore, "Thou shalt love thy Neighbor as Thyself,
Novum Testamentum, V (July 1962), p. 169. He feels that John
has radically transformed Jesus' teaching on love for the
neighbor. He traces the change as taking place also in the
writings of James, Peter and Paul but culminating in John.
Cf. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, pp. xlv-xlvi.

2Cf. Schweizer, "The Concept of the Church in St. John,"
p. 2U2.

^Westcott, The Epistles of St. John, p. IV7.

/
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applied in the wider sphere of human relations."'"
Although the predominant emphasis has shifted from love for

one's enemies in the teaching of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels to

love for the brethren in the Johannine literature, the conception of

koinonia has not been essentially altered. The difference in the

most part can be accounted for by the needs of the particular situa¬

tion of the Johannine church. For this reason the matter of a pos¬

itive ethic toward those without the church is not an integral part

of John's concern. The koinonia as portrayed in the Johannine lit¬

erature centers in the person of Christ, the common relation of men

to him, and the quality of their relation to one another stemming

from the former relationship. The nature of the koinonia in both

areas determines the disciple's or Christian's attitude toward those

without. But this can be a many-sided relationship, and the peculiar

situation involved prescribes which side receives the emphasis. In

the Synoptic Gospels the setting is more nearly that of Jesus' own

lifetime and the background to Jesus' teaching is the ethic of the

Riarisees and the Judaism of Palestine. In the Johannine writings

the threat appears to come from a diaspora Judaism characterized by

gnostic-like tendencies whose influence had gained some entrance into

the church.

The Common Life: The Exclusive Character

The exclusive or holy character of the koinonia quality of

life is inherent in the Johannine use of the term. John brings this

^Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. xlvii.
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out a8 he rigidly applies the contrast of light and darkness in an

ethical and religious manner."*' "God is light and in him is no dark¬

ness at all" (I Jn. 1"5); so to have koinonia with him is incompat¬

ible with walking in darkness (I Jn. 1:6). Even to have koinonia with

one another it is necessary to "walk in the light as he is in the

light" where "the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from all sin"

(1:7). A radical dichotomy exists between those whose koinonia "is

with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ" (1:3) and the world:

"If any one loves the world, love for the Father is not in him. For

all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh and the lust of the

eyes and the pride of life, is not of the Father but is of the world"

(2:15-16). Further "the whole world is in the power of the evil one

(<£V viT nqv^duj <re7rq ( )" (5:19)»~ Thus the world does not know
the Christian because it did not know the Christ. (3?l)

The same dichotomy prevails in the Gospel. The world hates

the disciples as it did Jesus (15:18; cf. 7:7) *"or they are not of

the world as he is not of the world (15:19; 17sl^# l6)» Jesus is the

light which shines as the revelation of the Father into the world

(l:U-5; 9j 8:12). Men are in the darkness or in the light as they

reject or respond to Jesus as the Christ (3*3-9—33-)• Those who are of

the world do not know him (l:10). So in the Gospel it is Jesus him-

^For the background of the Johannine dualism cf. Howard,
Christianity According to St. John, pp. 81-85; for the
comparison of the dualism of the Epistle with that of the
Q,umran Literature, cf. Nauck, pp. 100-122.

%or the Johannine use of 1" o crya e> s cf. Schaackenburg, pp.
133-137; Lee, pp. 109-116; and Herman Sasse, ntCoo,M&">l

A < . m rfrr i 6 s fc-orru\K-o's ." Theologisches Wdrter-
buch zua Neuen Testament, ed. Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart:
yT 'Kobfbpn™*"-, 1Q3K), TTT. 8oUff-
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self who is the content and character of the exclusiveness of the

koinonia. He is the light and those who refuse the revelation of God

in him remain religiously and ethically in the world's darkness.

John uses the term world in this sense to refer to men and

society as organized apart from God.1 In the Gospel the Jews are

representative of the darkness of the world in its hostility to God.^
They are set in this position not only because they did so oppose

Jesus during his lifetime, but also no doubt because of the opposition

of the Hellenistic Judaism of the Dispersion against the Christians of
3John's day. The point is, however, that the sharpness of the divi¬

sion between the church and the world at the time of the writing of

the Johannine literature goes back to the division that was already

present in Jesus' own lifetime, that separation brought about by the
i

Jew's rejection of Jesus. The relation of the koinonia to the world

is that of Jesus himself.

The exclusive character of the koinonia is integrally involved

in the very purpose of I John. The letter is written to Christians to

furnish them with criteria by which they can be assured of eternal

life (5?13)*'? While its basic aim is pastoral it contains a distinct
6

polemical motive. The very existence of the koinonia was endangered

^ee, p. 110.
2
Dahl, p. 129. The Gospel is not thereby anti-Jewish. Cf.
J. A. T. Robinson, "The Destination and Purpose of St. John's
Gospel," pp. 108ff.

^Lee, p. 122.
L
E. Schweiaer, Church Order in the New Testament, p. 121.

^Law, pp. h-$.
^Brooke, xxvii-xxviii: "He is a pastor first, an orthodox
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by a type of teaching which seemed to deny the need of a mediator

such as Jesus was put forth to be in the tradition of the church. As

Robinson comments, "they claimed direct knowledge of God, to have the

Father without the Son.While the details of the discussion in

respect to the exact identification of the error cannot be entered in-

2 3to here, the evidence as marshalled by Robinson clearly points in

the direction of an incipient Gnosticism resident in at least an el¬

ement of the Hellenistic Jewish community amidst which the Johannine
Ji

church was located. The essence of the error lay in its distortion

of the ethical and religious dualism of John in the direction of a

metaphysical dualism which locates evil in matter rather than in moral

choice. The end result is a denial of the reality of sin and the need

for the incarnation.^ Such false teaching threatened schism and apos¬

tasy in the church as it perverted both the Christological center of

the koinonia and its ethical integrity. John comprehended both as he

wrote, "if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellow¬

ship with one another, and the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from

all sin" (1:7)* la the face of an error so soteriologically false,

theologian only afterwards."

"^Robinson, "The Destination and Purpose of the Johannine
Epistles," P. 133.

2
Cf. Brooke, pp. xxxviii-lii; Schnackenburg, pp. 15-23.

^Robinson, "The Destination and Purpose of the Johannine
Epistles," pp. 130-138.

^odd, pp. liii-liv, however, stresses the non-Jewish character
of the modes of expression. Cf. Law, p. 26, who sees no
connection between gnosticism and Judaism.

^Robinson, "The Destination and Purpose of the Johannine
Epistles," pp. 133-13h.
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John proceeds to demonstrate that the kolnonia quality of life is

exclusive of both wrong belief and wrong conduct; its exclusiveness

is both Christological and moral. The criteria for both is the

actuality and continuing significance of the incarnation.

The Christological exclusiveness.—The character of the

Christological exclusiveness of the Johannine koinonia in the Gospel

is that of the revelatory character of the incarnate Jesus. It has

already been seen that the presentation of Jesus as the Christ starts

from the historical humanity of Jesus and seeks to unveil his role as

the revealer of the life of God. The radical dividing line is the

recognition of and personal trust in Jesus as the incarnate Son of

God or his rejection by -unbelief and personal antagonism.

This is evident as Jesus' role as the bearer of the fullness

of the divine life is first introduced in the Gospel prologue as

that of the eternal Word.A The Word is as a light shining in the

darkness and "the darkness has neither understood nor quenched the
p

light" (1:5)* He came into the world that was made through him but

did not know him (1:10) and his own people did not receive him (l:ll)»
The unique revelatory role of Jesus is set forth most cen¬

trally by John as that of his relation to the Father as the divine

Son (ltlb, 18). The purpose of the Gospel has been posited to be

evangelistic, that his readers may believe in the messiahship of

-'•See above, pp. 359f*

S3arrett, The Gospel According to St. John, p. 132. He
suggests that John is probably playing on the two meanings
of ju/%<* y ,
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JeBusj^ a messiahship which is to be conceived, above all, according

to John, in terms of his relation of Sonship to the Father (20:31;
cf. 11:21). The line of demarcation is the matter of belief or

non-belief in this Sonship: "God sent the Son into the world ...

He who believes in him is not condemned; he who does not believe is

condemned already, because he has not believed in the name of the

only Son of God" (3:17-18, cf. vs. 36). This is vividly seen in

3:53-59 where Jesus is asked by the Jews, "Who do you claim to be?"

Jesus' answer, involving his Sonship ("it is my Father who glorifies

me"), climaxes with "Truly, truly, I say to you, before Abraham was,

I am." At this John records, "So they took up stones to throw at

him."

The Christological exclusiveness of the koinonia is clearly

expressed in the figure of the vine:^ "I am the true vine ... If

a man does not abide in me, he is cast forth as a branch and withers;

and the branches are gathered, thrown into the fire and burned" (15:

1, 6).^ This same distinct line of demarcation is maintained in the

experience of the church through the ministry of the Paraclete, the

Holy Spirit.^ For Jesus told his disciples that they were to receive

"the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it

neither sees him nor knows him; you know him for he dwells with you,

^See above, p. 3 S3.

%an Unnik, "The Purpose of St. John's Gospel," p. Uoh.

^See above, p. 3 7 4
k
Cf. Schweizer, Church Order in the New Testament, p. 119*

^See above, pp. 368-371.
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and. will be in you" (14:17). Of the Paraclete's ministry Jesus

speaks, "and when he comes, he will convince the world of sin,"

which he goes on to define: "of sin, because they do not believe in

me" (16:8-9). Sin in essence is a refusal to respond in life to the

revelation of God made through Christ, whether in person as incarnate

or through the presence of his alter ego, the Holy Spirit in the

church. Those who do not believe in Jesus' words "that I am he"

(8:21) will die in their sins. Such are of their father the devil,

the father of lies (8:44). The exclusive character of the koinonia

is literally that of the Son himself. He is its crux.

The Christological exclusiveness of the koinonia is dealt

with more directly in the Epistle in view of the claim of the false

teachers who have gone out from the church (I Jn. 2:19). Their

teaching is so opposed to the truth that John calls them "anti¬

christs"^ who "went out from us, but . . . were not of us" (2:19)»

Their denial was basically that "Jesus is the Christ" (2:22; cf. 5:1)

or that "Jesus is the Son of God" (4:15; 5:5). It was the revelatory

role of the incarnate Jesus as the Son which was at stake: "This is

the antichrist, he who denies the Father and the Son. No one who

denies the Son has the Father. He who confesses the Son has the

Father also" (2:22-23). Thus in line with the gnostic location of

evil in matter was the denial of the incarnation, "that Jesus Christ

has come in the flesh" (4:2; cf. II Jn. 7).

Excluded on the one hand is any view or belief that improper-

■*-For the background and significance of the designation
"anti-Christ" cf. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, pp. 48f.;
Schnackenburg, pp. l45-l49.

1
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ly connects the historic Jesus with the Father. Uiis John emphasizes

by speaking of Jesus as "from the beginning" (l:l) as "the word of

life" (1:1), as the one in whom the eternal life from the Father was

manifested (l:2)j and by his constant use of the term "Son" which

implies the uniqueness (^t o/oy 1^:9) of his relation to the
Father. His final affirmation of faith is most emphatic: "we are

in him who is true, in his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God

and eternal life" (5:20).

On the other hand, any conception of Jesus is excluded which

does not insist on the necessity and reality of his atoning death for

sin: "This is he who came by water and blood, Jesus Christ, not with

the water only, but with the water and the blood" (5:6). The salva¬

tion significance of Jesus lay not only in his baptism as if he were

merely the first of a line of "spiritual" men in a gnostic sense,1
but his death as well was in direct continuity with his unique rela-

2tion to the Father and thus of redemptive significance. Thus the

stress falls occasionally in I John on "the blood of Jesus his Son"

(1:7) and Jesus Christ as the "expiation for our sins" (2:lj U:10).

The Son is sent "as the Saviour of the world" ('+:l4). Here the close

tie to the moral or ethical aspect of the koinonia is evident for

such a view of Jesus necessitates the recognition of the moral ser-

1Schnackenburg, p. 258.
p
John's statement seems to be in opposition to a view like
that of Cerinthus who held that the divine Christ descended

upon the human Jesus at his baptism but left him before his
crucifixion. John is here insisting that Jesus is the
Christ in virtue both of his baptism (the water) and his
atoning death (the blood). Robinson, "The Destination and
Purpose of the Johannlne Epistles," p. 13^. Cf. Brooke,
P- 13S*
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iousness of sin: "the Son of God appeared ... to destroy the

works of the devil" (I Jn. 3*8)* Any religious perspective which

does not make the redemptive role of the incarnate Jesus as the Son

of God crucial for fellowship with the Father is absolutely contrary

to the very essence of the Johannine koinonia and must be labeled

as antichrist. Such represents the kingdom of the devil, the realm

of darkness: "They were not of us," wrote John, "for if they had

been of us, they would have continued with us; but they went out,

that it might be plain that they all are not of us" (2:19)* The

line between the realm of light and darkness remains clear cut, even

though for a time the darkness may have infiltrated the church.^"
But such persons, once their true character is known, are to be

strenously avoided: "If any one comes to you and does not bring

this doctrine, do not receive him into the house or give him any

greeting; for he who greets him shares (foivujY^T ) his wicked

work" (II Jn. 10-11).

The presence of the Holy Spirit in the lives of Christians

is closely related to the correct confession of Jesus as the Christ,

Their ability to know the truth is due to their being "anointed by

the Holy One" (2:19) which is the Holy Spirit in close relation to
2

the eye-witness tradition. It is the Holy Spirit fulfilling his

"^Cf. Schweizer, Church Order in the New Testament, p. 126.

%his is evident from a comparison of vss. 2k and 26. Dodd,
The Johannine Epistles, p. 6k (cf. pp. 58-63), presses the
parallel to the point where he concludes that the "anoint¬
ing" is not the Holy Spirit, but the Word of God. They
cannot, however, be separated in this passage as the
earlier discussion of the Holy Spirit in John would indicate
See above, p. 3*7/. That the reference is to the Holy
Spirit is held by both Westcott, The Epistles of St.John,
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function as the Spirit of truth.1 In the believer he is the chrisma

which alone makes for proper confession of the christos. And con¬

versely the proof of the genuineness of the Spirit of God as opposed

to the spirit of antichrist is whether or not it results in the confe

ssion that "Jesus Christ has come in the fiesh" (k:2). This is the
2

manner in which the spirits are discerned. The two facets are

intermingled in every reference or allusion to the Spirit, the agree¬

ment of the Spirit's testimony and that of the tradition:

This is he who came by water and blood, Jesus Christ,
not with the water only but with the water and the blood.
And the Spirit is the witness, because the Spirit is the
truth. There are three witnesses, the Spirit, the water,
and the blood; and these three agree. If we receive the
testimony of men, the testimony of God is greater? for this
is the testimony of God that he has borne witness to his
Son. He who believes in the Son of God has the testimony
in himself. He who does not believe God has made him a
liar, because he has not believed in the testimony that
God has borne to his Son. And this is the testimony,
that God gave us eternal life, and this life is in his
Son. He who has the Son has life? he who has not the Son
of God has not life (5:6-12; cf. 2:18-27} 3:23-^:35 U:
13-15.)

It is the function of the Spirit to carry out the Christological

exclusiveness of the koinonia in the experience of the church.
*9 / C /

It is very probable that the mortal sin ( <xjA a. P ~r 1

ftpos 0av-qr0/ )" of I John 5:16 belongs in this context of mean¬
ing. It has been seen that the essence of sin in the Gospel is refu¬
sal to believe in Jesus as the Christ, the Son of God. In this

Epistle the sin of the antichrist is the same in essence (2:22; k:2).

p. 73, and Schackenburg, pp. 152-153*

"'"See above, p. 3 71,
2
Here there is very close affinity with the two spirits of
truth and error found in IQS 3:13-^:26.

<»
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So the sin which is tra05 ro/ is no doubt one not merely of

moral failure, but of deliberate apostasy from Christ.^ Such a one

comes to reject with the Jews of the GoBpel and the antichrists of

the Epistle the validity of the revelatory role of the incarnate

Jesus as the Son of God and its claims upon his own life.

The moral exclusiveness.—It is evident from the preceding

discussion that the moral as well as the Christological exclusivenese

of the koinonia is that of Jesus Christ. In the Gospel the basic

sin of unbelief is closely related to a quality of life which is

contrary to the light of God in his Son. Men avoid the light because

their deeds are evil. They do not come to Jesus because he who has

come to take away the sin of the world (Jn. 1:29) would expose the

quality of their moral character. Rather they love the darkness of

their sins and hate the light because there is no compromise between

their sins and belief in Jesus (2:19-20} cf. 8:25). They belong to

the realm of their Father the devil, in whom there is no truth (8:

UU). So excluded sure all those deeds that belong to the realm of

darkness and which stem from a rejection of Jesus as the light of

God.

The moral exclusiveness of the koinonia has also already come

2into view in relation to the corporate ethic. For all that is

contradictory to the exercise of agape in the common life is certain¬

ly foreign to the koinonia. In the figure of the vine and the

branches the disciples abide in Christ by keeping his commandments

1Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, p. 136. Cf. Brooke, pp. l46f.
O

See above pp. 389ff.
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(15:9). Ethically, the koinonia excludes all conduct which is not

consistent with the keeping of his commandments. And in the context

the supreme commandment which comprehends the morality of the koln-

onia is the command to "love one another as I have loved you. Great¬

er love has no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his

friends. You are my friends if you do what I command you" (15:12-

1*0.

The moral exclusiveness of the kolaonia which is inherent

in the Gospel is clearly brought to the fore in the Epistle. The

koinonia is exclusive first and foremost of sin as darkness. God

is light and to walk in darkness is absolutely incompatible with the

koinonia (I Jn. 1:5-6) for its very essence is walking in the light

(1:7; cf. 2:7-11). To walk in the light necessitates taking sin

Beriously and to live in separation from it through the atoning work

of Jesus Christ (1:7, 9; 2:1-2). Sin is stressed in respect to its
l 2

effect upon one's relation to Godx as the writer has in mind those

those false teachers who deny the bearing of moral conduct on spi¬

ritual communion.^ The guilt and moral pollution (1:9) resulting

1Cf. Law, p. 129, n. 1, for a logical analysis of the use of
and cognates in I John. He rightly points out

that the Judicial view of sin characterizes I Jn. 1:7-2:2,
that is, he is concerned with sin as an objective disabil¬
ity for fellowship with God which can only be removed by
confession and propitiatory cleansing. The insertion, how¬
ever, of <K"X)w{Au_j v in verse seven and the use of the more
precisely ethical term a§itri<\^ in verse nine indicate its
integral tie to actual ethical behavior which John goes on
to develop in 2:3-11 and emphasize in 2:28-3:18.

^Schnackenburgj p. 73, points out that the repetition in the
passage of Y indicates that the writer keeps
in mind the gnostic moral error throughout.

^Brooke, p. 10.
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from unchristlike conduct (cf. 2:6) in interpersonal relationships

(l:7j cf. 2:9-11) must be cleansed through the blood of Je3us (I Jn.

1:7)« So the koinonia is exclusive of sin both in the relational

(or judicial) and ethical sense for they cannot be separated. The

latter results in the former and both must be radically dealt with

in Jesus Christ.

The strong ethical content of the sin that must be forgiven

and cleansed is developed in I John 2:3-11. To know God is to keep

his commandments. By thus keeping God's word the love of God is
1

brought to completion. The ethical character of the koinonia can

even be said to be that of Christ himself from whom stems a new

commandment. And by the criteria of its standard "he who says he is

in the light and hates his brother is in the darkness still. He who

loves his brother abides in the light" (2:9-10). For John's purposes

in the Epistle the sin that is most fundamentally inconsistent with

the koinonia is that of the lack or denial of love for the Christian

brother. While the reference to sin is perhaps more general and

inclusive in I John 1:6-2:2 yet it is most characteristically in its

manifestation as the failure of agape that sin is darkness in con¬

trast to light and thus destructive of the koinonia both toward God

and toward man.

To walk in darkness is not to do the truth (1:6) because

one's moral conduct reveals whether or not the truth is in him (1:8).

In the Johannine koinonia the € / v^( and the n o ( <??V are insep¬

arably one. What one does indicates the realm to which one belongs,

•'•Cf. Nauck, p. 103.
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that of light of that of darkness, that of God or that of the devil."1
This John goes on to demonstrate in his second major ethical discu-

ssion, I John 2:28-3:3U» as he stresses that the koinonia is exclu¬

sive of sin as belonging to the realm of the devil. The leading thought*

has changed from that of walking in the light to divine begetting.

The exphasis moves from the concreteness of sin in man's experience to

sin in its absolute ethical antagonism to the nature of God's children.-
j. 5

The beginning criterion is that of Christ* as righteous and

he then who does righteousness is born of God (2:29, 3:7). Sin is

defined as lawlessness (3Jii), the denial of the absoluteness of moral

obligation as conveyed in God's commandments (cf. I Jn. 3!22).° The

very purpose of the coming of Christ who is sinless in his moral

character is to do away with sins (3:5). Sin has its origin in the

devil for he has been in lawless rebellion to God from the beginning

(3:7)* It is his works in the lives of men that the Son of God has

appeared to destroy (3:8). He who is born of God partakes of the

nature of the one who is in fundamental antagonism to sin, thus he
7

cannot sin and be true to what he is. It is the moral quality of

"'■Cf. Nauck, p. 103.
2
Cf. Schnackenburg's analysis of I John, p. 10.

Law, p. 132.

^For this identification of the subject of verse 3:29, cf.
- Brooke, p. 68,

'j ^
This section is in continuity with the of I John
1:9.

6
Law, p. 133.

V /That is as far as he is a rer/ot Q-eou~ he cannot do the
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human conduct in relation to the righteous will of God as revealed in

this incarnate Son of God which indicates whether he is in possession

of the koinonia quality of life (l:3) or has excluded himself from it:

"By this it may be seen who are the children of God, and who are the

children of the devil: whoever does not do right is not of God, nor

he who does not love his brother" (3:10).

So again John comes back to the contrast between love and

hatred. The law that sin as lawlessness is in violation to is the

supreme law of love. Using the example of Cain he shows that hatred

defined as the absence of agape1 is irreconcilable with eternal life

(3:11-15). The incarnate Jesus has been set forth as the ethical criter

p
ion of the koinonia (2:6; 2:29J 3:5). but now for the first time in

the Epistle Christ is presented as the ultimate manifestation of that

love which is to pervade the church to the exclusion of sin:

By this we know love, that he laid down his life for us; and
we ought to lay down our lives for the brethren. But if any
one has the world's goods and sees his brother in need, yet
closes his heart against him, how does God's love abide in
him? (3:16-17).

Sin expressed as the absence of love or hatred is brought down to the

practical level of lack of concern for the genuine needs of others.

Such is absolutely inconsistent with the love of God in Christ exper¬

ienced by the church. Agape-love* then, as John goes on to develop and

apply it in terms of its definition in God's gift of his Son for men's

works of the devil. When he does commit a concrete sin it is
a failure from weakness to realize in life his true character.
Cf. Brooke, pp. 89-90.

lMHe who does not love . . ." (I Jn. 3:1*0. Of. Dewar, p. 205.
p
It is certainly implied too in I Jn. 1:7: "as he is in the
light."
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sias (I Jn. 4:7-5:3) becomes the supreme ethical criterion of the

koinonia excluding all that is contrary to it. The holy character of

the koinonia again simply and most plainly in John is that of God him¬

self as revealed in the incarnation.

Conclusion

The actual Johannine use of the koinonia language centers in

I John 1:3-7 where it expresses the practical essence of Johannine

thought. By it John sums up in a word that "quality of life" whose

implications he spins out in the remainder of the Epistle in terms of

the need of his readers. In its use is packed the whole Johannine

perspective of revelation and redemption.

As the object or end of the Christian proclamation the koinonia

is a common life in the Son. Jesus Christ through his incarnate life

and sacrificial death for the sins of the world, as the glorified Son

of God, is the revealer of the fullness of the life of the Father.

The Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Truth, brings to realization in the

experience of the Church the revelation of God in his Son. The life

that is thus realized, thus commonly shared in, is most definitively

styled "eternal life," "the eternal life which was with the Father"

(I Ju. 1:2). It is the authentic presence of the life of the age to

come, a life which also looks to a future consummation. But most

centrally for John the koinonia is "life ... in his (God's) Son"

(I Jn. 5:11).

As a common life the koinonia can best be expressed as one

relationship in which religion and ethics are indistinguishably fused

in concrete personal terms of agape-love. The life in the Son which
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constitutes the man~3od relationship also constitutes the relationship

which exists between men as common partakers of that life. Their

unity which comes from a mutual abiding in the Son and the Father is

likewise the unity of the Father and the Son in their mutual abiding,

a relationship of agape. And this agape can only be defined with

reference to that love manifested in the incarnation and the cross.

Within the common life the relation of men to one another is the love

which they have experienced in Jesus Christ, the Son of God. The ethic

of the koinonia is Jesus himself, for the koinonia is a sharing in that

life which is supremely agape.

The exclusiveness of the Johannine koinonia in line with the

preceding summary 01s its fundamental character can be viewed as

Christological and moral. It is Christological in that it excludes

those who deny the unique revelatory role of the human Jesus as the Son

of God incarnate and refuse to put their trust in him as such. The

reality of the incarnation including the cross, as well as the relation

of the historic Jesus to the Father as Messianic Son, is crucial for

Johannine koinonia. The ministry of the Holy Spirit in the Church is

directly related to the correct apprehension of the revelatory role of

Jesus as the Son of God. The exclusiveness is moral in that all that

is contrary to the exercise of agaps is utterly alien to the common lifs

Ethicelly sin is defined from the perspective of the moral of holy cha¬

racter of the Incarnate Jesus, viewed ultimately in terms of agape.

Sin as the failure of agape seriously affects one's relation to the

Father and must be forgiven and cleansed.

John's use of the koinonia language is in continuity with that

•

$
y,
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in Acts and Paul.^ It centers in God's action in Jesus Christ and

reaches to every area of the lives of those who are taken up in that

action. With John, as with Paul, all avenues lead to the person of

Jesus Christ in the presentation of "the koinonia quality of life."
John even more directly than Paul finds the content of every category
which is used to characterize the koinonia in God's revelatory action

in the incarnate Son. Joh's utilization of koinonia in the one passageL
in the Epistle reaches the acme of simplicity, depth and comprehen¬
siveness as he sums up in practical application the totality of the

Christian message as a common life, life in the Son. This life is one

in the Christian's relation to God and in his relation to men. In it,
most explicitly in John, religion and ethics are indistinguishably
fused.

1See above, pp. p$V- 55 3,



CONCLUSION

The role of the koinonia language in the New Testament can

be described as one of unique usefulness as it bears witness to what

has been termed "the koinonia quality of life." This is due more to

the unique dual-dimensional capacity of the koinonia language itself

than to any predetermined design on the part of the New Testament

writers. For it was the contexts in which they used the language

that gave it any particular religious significance rather than any

such sense being ascribed to the words themselves. They did, how¬

ever, find them most useful at vital points in their presentation of

the implications of the gospel of Jesus Christ.

The fundamental signification of koinonia and cognates as

demonstrated from the study of its non-New Testament usage is con¬

firmed to be that of "having something in common with someone else."

The idea of association in sharing is subordinate to that of the

sharing in, although in particular instances the former can predom¬

inate. Usually both facets of meaning are involved in the use of

the words and very rarely does one emphasis entirely exclude the

other. Indeed the peculiar usefulness of the language depends on

the presence of both dimensions.

In the New Testament it is this dual-dimensional capability

of the koinonia language as variously applied by the New Testament

authors to the salvation reality of God in Christ through the Holy

Spirit which is suggestive of a "koinonia concept." Involved at the

1+17
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center of such usage in keeping with the basic force of the terminology

is a "sharing-together quality of life" occasioned by a common relation

to Christ, expressed in a corporate ethic and qualified by a sense of

the holy. In Luke's summary characterization of the first Church in

Acts 2:h2 his use of y p evidences the primitive core ofc c

this synthesizing idea to which the koinonia language uniquely bears

witness. The horizontal "sharing-together" In vertical Divine reality

here intimated in essence comes to explicit expression in I John 1:3?

"that you may have fellowship (/Toii/wwW ) with us; and our fellow-
/ A V

ship ( K~OJfwjfK. ) is with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ."

The "koinonia concept" then has to do with the practical realization

in life of God's saving activity in Christ viewed as a "sharing-togethe

quality of life." It must be stressed that the concept does not spring

from any technical sense which the words have acquired, but from their

total use in the New Testament. The uniqueness of the relation between

the language and the concept which is attested by its use is not that

the idea does not find expression in various other ways in the New

Testament, but that no one term is so suited to penetrate the heart of

it as is koinonia.

This koinonia "quality of life," which is seen in relation to

the koinonia language most distinctively in the Acts of the Apostles,

the letters of Paul and the Johannine literature, stands in direct

heilsgesehictliche continuity with the Covenant relationship of God

with Israel in the Old Testament. It was in this relationship that

the sense of solidarity which characterized ancient Semitic societies

became most intense. Israel's sharing together in the Covenant resulte<

in a "quality of life" conditioned by a lovaltv to God which, affected
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every aspect of life, and which when failed of in the life of the

people gave rise in the hearts of the faithful to the hope of an ideal

fulfilment in a new covenant. Thus the New Testament koinonia is

integrally rooted in the Covenant-hope of the Old Testament faith.

The Old Testament covenant unity with its attendant hope was

preserved with varying legalistic and eschatological emphases in the

Judaism of New Testament times. Historical conditions had brought

about a Law-religion as the proper content of the Covenant-life and as

the necessary pre--requisite of any fulfilment of the Covenant-hope.

This rigid adherence to the Law was conditioned in many quarters of

Judaism by an acute eschatological hope and was characterized by an

heightened awareness of the ritual holy which both intensified and

destroyed a sense of koinonia. Thus groups such as the Pharisees and

the Essenes who attempt to be true to the Covenant in their own pecu¬

liar manner, though they increased the sense of covenant unity among

themselves, actually tended to break it down in Israel as a whole.

True covenant unity became more and more a matter of eschatological

and even apocalyptic hope often conceived in a narrow sectarian manner.

It is the valid elements in this covenant hope of the Kingdom

that find fulfilment in the life and ministry of Jesus, which in turn

furnishes the immediate impetus for the New Testament koinonia. For

it is in the eschatologieal significance of Jesus' person and mission,

in his radical summons to men and in the saving action of God released

in the culminating events of his death and resurrection that God's

redemption activity on behalf of man reaches a new climax. The contin¬

uing result is a renewed and refined covenant unity with God through

... the Spirit of Ood in the lives of those who respond in direct and _
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characteristic continuity with the former "life-together" of the

disciples with Jesus. Jesus himself becomes the definitive content

of this New Covenant "quality of life." This i3 the reality which the

New Testament writers seek to interpret and apply with the koinonia

language.

In acts 2ih2 Luke employs the expression "the koinonia" to

describe the unique community quality of the first Christian society

as it found expression in ways that almost ideally exhibited its inner

character. The reference is to a "sharing"—a quality of life con¬

stituted by the eschatologieal action of God, defined explicitly in

Jesus Christ and now dynamically implemented by the Holy Spirit. But

this quality of life in virtue of the new relation to God involves a

new relationship among men within the covenant community. It is upon

this aspect of "the sharing" that the stress falls—a quality of life,

as evidenced by the "all things in common" (Acts 2:kk), in fulfilment

of that covenant love which Jesu3 demonstrated in the midst of the

first disciples. Implicit too in "the koinonia" is what can be called

the holy character of the early church. For as indicated in the decep¬

tion of Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5?l-ll) in contrast to the generous

action of Barnabas (Acts ^*32-37), inherent in the society of believers

as constituted by the Holy Spirit was the demand of radical personal

obedience to that Spirit as the instrument of the eachatological action

of God in Jesus Christ. "The koinonia" in Acts is a quality of life

at the heart of the first Christian community which can be seen both

in fulfilment of the Kingdom purpose of Jesus' messianic ministry and

as involved in the continuation of the mission of the Servant in his

task of hearing witness to God's action in Christ among men.
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It is Paul who finds the koinonia language most useful in his

efforts to relate the redemptive reality of Jesus Christ to the ethical

and evangelistic concerns of the Christian community. For him "the

koinonia" is a common life, a ,1oint participation in the life of Christ

viewed eschatologically as the saving action of God. It is a "aharing-

together quality of life" effected by the Holy Spirit as the life of

Christ in redemptive action, gad which extends to a participation in tl

total ministry of Christ reachxng even to his messianic sufferings in

the propagation of the gospel. More explicitly evident even than in
Acts is the fact that "the koinonia" is supremely characterized by

Jesus Christ in the full significance of his person. The quality of

all Christian inter-personal relationships eyed' to be conditioned by the

realization that in virtue of their "sharing-together" in Christ they

are the body of Christ. Any failure of agape-love is a sin against

that body and thus against Christ in whom salvation of God is manifest.

Paul's use of the language is to indicate the way in which this "sharing

together in Christ quality of life" is to penetrate and transform every

relationship of the Christian. This involves the holiness of the

koinonia which is again that of an uncompromising loyalty to the person

of Christ. For "the koinonia" is shown to be exclusive of all unethical

and immoral conduct and especially all compromising association with

idolatry. So while "the koinonia" in Raul remains in direct continuity

with Acts, its various aspects find fuller development and more complete

expression a© Paul, more than any other New Testament writer, employs

the dual-dimensional koinonia words to relate the salvation action of

God in Christ to almost every phase of Christian responsibility. Even

as-Jie writes of the ongoing ministry of Christ through the instrumental-

ie

y
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ity of the Church the stress is upon the bond between those thus

engaged, upon the realistic link between the sufferings thus endured

and those of Christ, and upon the mutual concern revealed in the giv¬

ing of actual material aid.

The capstone is placed upon the New Testament koinonla in the

Johannine writings. In continuity with Acts and Paul John's use of

koinonla in his first Epistle centers in God's action in Jesus Christ

and reaches to every area of the lives of those who are taken up in

that action. "The koinonia" is a common life in the Son, a "sharing-

together" through the witness and presence of the Spirit of Truth in

the life of the age to come--eternal life. It is one relationship in

which religion and ethics are indistinguishably fused in concrete

personal terms of agape-love, the love manifest in the incarnation and

the cross of Jesus the Christ. The life in the Son which constitutes

the raan-God relationship also constitutes the relationship which exists

between men as common partakers of that life which is supremely agape.

It is the love which they have experienced in Jesus Christ the Son of

God that characterizes the relation of men to one another in the

common life. "The koinonia" is exclusive of all that is contrary to

the excercise of agape as expressive of the moral or holy character of

the incarnate Jesus. Such sin needs forgiveness and cleansing for a

right relation to the Father. Further, "the koinonia" excludes all

refusal of the unique revelatory role of the historic Jesus as the Son

of God. Thus John by koinonia, in an unique combination of simplicity,

depth and comprehensiveness, suras up in practical, application the

totality of the Christian message as a common life, life in the Son.

Throughout the developing koinonla concept in the New Testament
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its constitution by God'3 saving action in Christ, its expression in a

genuine corporate concern, and its demarcation by the holy character

of that eschatological action by which it exists, are all present,

although variously unfolded by the different writers. It is evident

in primitive force in Acts, in comprehensive application in Paul and

in breath-taking simplicity in John. "Die abiding value of the New

Testament koinonia is its union of religion and ethics in a "sharing-

together quality of life" that is completely characterized by Jesus

Christ in the full eschatological bearing of his person. The great

contribution of the concept to Christian thought and life is its ability

to express and to emphasize the essential oneness of man's relation¬

ship to God with his responsibility to his fellow man. The primary

thrust of the New Testament koinoaia is ethical and practical. Thus

when Paul Lehmana describes Christian ethics as "a koinonia ethic"

and defines "the koinonia" as "the fellowship-creating reality of

Christ's presence in the world"3" he has legitimate New Testament

grounds.

1

Paul L. Lehmann, Ethics in a Christian Context, pp. Ik, k9.
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